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My dissertation examines the question of "beginnings" as it is fomulated in 

Canadian prose, poetry, and criticism. 1 interrogate the frequently articulated view that 

the Canadian writer faces a "new'' land, put f o w d  by critics such as  Northrop Frye, 

Margaret Atwood, and Robert Kroetsch, while also arguing against Frank Davey 's 

position thai the ïhematic" criticism inspired by Frye's notion of "garison mentaIity" 

simpl y paraphrases Canadian literature and sociology. My own approach defines a 

bepiming as an image or passage that fails to function within the main thematic patterns 

of the work, but rather draws attention to itself as a momentary instance of language. 

While remaining as apona in the text, dimirbing what might otherwise be read as a 

coherent system of meaning, these "beginnings" preserve, condition and shape the work 

much the way an accent shapes the voice. 

Tracing a variety ofdifferent approaches to the question of begiming - 

metaphorical, chronologica1, philosophical - 1 consider Robert Kroetsch's Seed 

Catufope as an example of a poem self-consciously concerned with the problem of 

singular beginnings to the exrent that the narrator's questioning of the act of composition 

seems to preclude any critical intervention. 1 suggest that certain moments, a single word 

or passage not easily incorporated into the main themes of the text, might represent a 

different begi~ing, an instant of writing sipiQing its own ephemerality. I then examine 

two nineternth-century long poems, Isabella Valancy Crawford's Malcolm 's Kutie: A 

SION, and Oliver Goldsmith's The Ris@ Village. In Crawford's text, I question the 



function of the descriptive 'Indian passages' that punctuate the love story, and suggest 

that, rather than adhering to an ovemding poetic vision, these passages represent a 

narrative shunt. Goldsmith's poem wrestles with the persona of the pet,  the Canadian- 

bom Goldsmith who is also a descendent of the Anglo-Irish author of The Deserted 

Village. In 7%e Rzsing Village, 1 examine how the poet consmicts a poetic debt that 

continues to shape critical responses to the Canadian poem. 

1 go on to compare the use of f d  imagery in E.J. Pratt's two Canadian epics, 

Rre'bev-und his Rrerhren and Towards rhe Lasr Spike, in order to understand how Pratt 

perceives of a Canadian comrnunity united by its common tastes. I then examine 

contemporary versions of settlement poetry in Margaret Atwood, Kristjana Gunnars, and 

Marie Annharte Baker. Reading the genre of the linked short stocy sequence as one that 

both requires and resists the concept of multiple begimings, 1 look specificaily to 

Margaret Laurence' s A Bird in the Hoilsr and Rosemary Nixon's bfosrly Country and The 

Cock S Egg in order to discem an originary moment of composition verging on the 

variegated structure of these texts. I then discuss how the hyphenated identities of 

Japanese Canadian writers articulate an alternative narrative of national identity in Joy 

Kogawa's Obasan and Hiromi Goto's Chorus of M ~ h r o o m .  

bpNicho19s Selecrd Organs: Parrs of an Aurobiogruphv offers a final example of 

a problematic begl~ing  in a text that does not deciare its Canadian-ness overtly. The 

paradoxical opening line of Nichol's poem allow a restatement of the idea that moments 

of discontinuity, aporia, and narrative seepage represent a resonant but fleeting beginning 

in many Canadian texts. 
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---4hapter One 

The Smell of Iuk: Towards a Caîalogue of Beginnings 

"Serting a d  raking possession are here everywhere d m n  fiom the Greek sense of 
thesis. which means u setting up in the unconcealed. " 

- Martin Heideaer, " The Origin of the Work of Am " 

1.1 The Metaphorical Beginning 

as though one can begin with a metaphor, as if it were a firm ground, a known quantity 

on which one might establish a thought. Yet this is how the wrïter, this writer, begins: 

with the srnell of ink. 

When I was researching this work, I took d o m  my research notes long hanci, 

using a Parker Somet ballpoint pen and a tablet of Lined legai paper. Often, after copious 

writing, my head &nt close to the paper, 1 could smell what 1 believed to be the scent of 

ink. This, I thought, would be my beginning: the place to begin is with the smell of ink. 

But of course, this beginning is not a begiming at ail: not in the singuiar sense of 

the term, not as a definitive moment of origm, a seed of creation. The smell of ink arose 

from the inscription of research notes, an after-effect of the act of writing. And what was 

witten was mainly quotations tiom books 1 \vas reading: my handwriting a sloppy 

dictation from already pub1 ished texts. What 1 produced on my writing pad had already 

1 



been written, mechanically reproduced, circuiated, before I began this thesis. The smell 

of ink, in this context, is a remainder of the writing act, of the hasty translation of 

multiple sources into a finished work. At the same time, the smell of ink stands for what 

is perhaps the only unique product of this copying, this transcribing of what has already 

been written. The smell of ink distinguishes between the book before me and the writing 

1 \vas reproducing on my writing pad. 

Above dl else, the smell of idc serves me as a metaphor. A metaphor, and 

therefore, by definition, a point of correlation, a site of reference, a second- 

corn parison- The metaphor stands away from the object describeci; it gestures towards 

that object, but it is not that object. Therefore, the metaphor cannot itself be an origin, 

since it must relate, in part, to a pre-existing thing, something yet to be recognized The 

smell of ink, as a metaphor, cannot therefore be the originary site on which to establish 

rny thesis, my beginning of thinking about begimings. Yet, not surprisingly, the smell of 

ink - the sensory impression of that material substance - holds my interest now more 

than those notes 1 copied out not so long ago. This metaphor, which gestures towards 

something 1 have not yet named, affords a way of a describing what 1 am thinking about 

beginnings, what 1 am reading and writing about begi~ings .  [t is a metaphor for a 

structure of thinking that is about to take shape. The smell of ink is a metaphor for an 

excess that cannot be represented or contained. 

In this sense, then, the smell of ink penneates what shouid be the fomaIized and 

structured begiming of my t hesis. And so. embarrassingly perhaps, metaphor indicates 

both the point of commencement and the point of departure for the wrinen text. And why 



not? The etymology of metuphor involves the sense of transporthg something, fiom one 

point to another, though what is camed and where these points lie, for me at lest, 

remains inadequately definedl It is for this reason that 1 choose the word pemeate to 

describe how the metaphoric smell of ink functions here: in the sense that it remains, that 

it is absorbed in the subject matter I offer here, while remaining itself an amorphous and 

fluid quantity. I t  is a metaphor that I shall leave unclarified at this point, but t o  which 1 

shail r e m  bearing my thoughts back to the metaphor - thereby constructing the 

metaphor as destination and as starting point.' 1 therefore leave the direct treatment of 

this metaphor in transit in the hope that it rnight kt ter  permeate my thoughts- 

1.2 The Anecdotd Beginning 

Robert Kroetsch, in his essay, "The Moment of the Discovery of America 

Continues," also begins with a metaphor: the metaphor of the buffalo wallow. As the 

anecdotal opening of this essay unfolds, Kroetsch's namator is unable to name his 

metaphor, unable to recopize the image presented to him, but rather approaches it with a 

certain narrative di fidence: 

1 was a child - I don? know how old - when my parents took me to Spring 
Lake, to a picnic. Spring Lake is a small, round lake, sunounded by willows and 
poplars; it was the centre of the community that my mother grew up in - in the 
parklands southeast of Edmonton, a few miles from the valIey of the Battle 
River. i ivas playing in a large, shallow depression that somehow wasn't natural. 
My father came by, looking for me. 1 asked about the place where 1 was playing. 
He said, casuaily, that it was a buffalo wallow. ( 1 ) 

This is how Kroetsch begins (both this essay and the collection of essays as a whole): 

tentatively moving through a landscape that can be located, through features that can be 



narned, into what for him, as a child, is an unnamable region, a place that "somehow 

wasn't natural." The narrative conducts us through Spring Lake, b t h  describing the lake, 

with its "willows and poplars," and charting it on the map of Alberta - "southeast of 

Edmonton, a few miles fiom the valley of the Battle River." The account even offers the 

significance of the lake for the narrator in terms of geneaiogy: "it was the centre of the 

cornmunity that my mother grew up in-" 

Kroetsch's essay commences with a naming of tems of significance, of defined 

relevance. These are terms that seem to stand for something: Spring Lake, willows, 

poplars, cornmunity, Edmonton, Battle River. Yet there remains a space, a "large, 

shaliow depression," just off-centre, that resists naming, that somehow permeates the 

stable ground of this known site with uncertainty, until the nanator's father defines it for 

him and for the reader. The delay in naming the buffalo wallow - the textual circling of 

this unnamable shallow depression which is itself located in a narned and known region 

- is as much a part of the structure of the metaphor as is the idea of the buffalo walfow 

once it is named. For certainly this narrative movement invokes a gradua1 discovery on 

the part of the narrator: the unearthing of an elusive geographical history that will 

ultimately serve as a metaphor for the gap between the narrator's '-world" and the history 

he is taught in school ( 1-2). The awareness of the implied gap emerges in the discovery 

of the buffalo wallow, but the wallow is detected gradually, only as the nanator moves 

through the named and the known into that unknown shallow depression. The narrator 

drifts into the recognition of his need to discover and narne. 

According to the anecdote, however, the discovery is a false one if discovery is to 



be undentood as a unique and singular event. The nanator's father knows the narne of 

the shailow depression fiom the onset, and is able to tell the narrator about its cause. 

What the narrator becomes aware of - and what initiates his thinking on beginnings - 

is what has already been known by others. The narrator ascertains the pre-existing name, 

the already known history. He slides into the beginning of an understanding that 

discovery is rarely a singular or discrete event. At the sarne time, however, the anecdote 

in Kroetsch's essay provides a de finitive opening to the thougbts that follow in his essay: 

the story of the buffato wallow clears a site for the establishment of Kroetsch's thoughts 

on where Canadian wrîting might start. 

In turning to the essay "The Moment of the Discovery of Arnerica Continues" as 

one starting point, 1 am also acknowleàging where this project - my thinking about 

"begimings" in EngIish-Canadian literature - began. 1 first started to think about 

begimings in the first year of my doctoral program when, while taking a course on 

Prairie literature with Demis Cooley, 1 prepared a seminar on Robert Kroetsch's Seed 

Catalogue, in which 1 explored the idea of vertical time as a mode of constructirtg 

multiple beginnings in the poem. Arnong other works, I turned to Kroetsch's essay "The 

Moment of the Discovery of America Continues," as a site for possibt y elucidating this 

notion of multiple openings and contempraneous beginnings. 

What 1 recall most about this presentation is that it was one of the most difficult 

papers to prepare in my still brief career as a literary scholar. 1 remember starting and re- 

starting the papa throughout a long sleepless night, never completely satisfied with what 

I had wrïtten. 1 erased and re-wrote, then erased again, until the constraints of time finally 



forced me to produce a finished ciraft. 

I also remember that the discussion that followed my seminar was not a 

discussion at ail, but rather a silence punctuated by the implorings of the professor for 

some feedback on the poem. The class moved intenninably slowly through its proscribed 

three hours, with the occasional promise of a comment tossed out by a desperate student 

smothered by yet another heavy silence. 1 left that class dejected, convinced that my 

ineptitude had destroyed the pssibility of a hitf id discussion of Kroetsch's long poem. 

And yet, I also realized that the topic of "begimings" was to be my topic, the topic of the 

thesis that needed to take shape in the near future. Despite that perceived faiiure, or 

because of it, 1 discovered the topic that would shape my thinking for the remainder of 

my doctoral candidacy, and 1 began at that moment to start thinking towards the idea of 

beginnings. 

1 retum to this moment in my personal history because it signals one of the 

ephemeral points in rny ongoing program of commencement exercises. In using the term 

commencement exercises to name rny project, i am concerned with cummencemenr as 

another way of designating beginnings or openings, and it is my hope that the reader will 

view the chapters that follow as a senes of crrercises in the sense of practice or training: 

that is as a foray and as a learning experience, as "something written by a pupil" (OED), 

rather than as a finished anù accompIished artifact. Penising the dictionaxy for definitions 

of the word erercise, 1 am stnick with the meaning of the word as "disciplinary suffenng; 

a trying experience: a state of distress or anxiety; a pinful mental stmggle." The 

appropriateness of this connotation needs no further explication. 



At the same time, the phrase commencement exercises also signifies a formal 

ceremony of degree conferment, and "exercise" here denotes a muctured ceremony, 

reflecting that, despite the shaping of this text as a series of conditional forays, it is still 

inevitably bound by structures of knowing and meaning. As a dissertation, this writing 

project also aspires to bnng about the conferment of a degree once it is read and 

approved. 

This dissertation, rny c w e n t  series of commencement exercises, retunis to the 

scene of my initial seminar on Seed Caalogue, and 1 suppose in a sense 1 have never 

stopped circling the site of memory that i have now translated into a n d o t e .  Since 1 

presented the seminar, 1 have been captivated by the notion of beginnings: 1 might 

wonder if my thesis project arises from the prospect of vindicating myself from this 

perceived failure. The desire to fulfill a past wish is what Sigmund Freud perceives as a 

primary motivation in the act of writing fiction. In his essay, "Creative Writers and Day- 

Dreaming," Freud suggests that the writing of fiction is a manifestation of the process of 

day-drearning. The "phantasy" produced in the day-dream, Freud tells us, involves a 

complex intersection of temporality and psyche: 

We may Say that it hovers, as it were, between three times - the three moments 
of time which Our ideation involves. Mental work is linked to some cunent 
impression, some provoking occasion in the present which has been able to 
arouse one of the subject's major wishes. From there it harks back tu a memocy 
of an earlier experience (usually an infantile one) in which this wish is fulfilled; 
and it now creates a situation relating to the future wbich represents a 
fulfillment of the wish. (135) 

The "thread of the wish," as Freud suggests, strings together past, present and hiture into 

the singular moment of the day-dream. The day-dream is then disyised and altered by 



the wrïter, who "bribes us by the purely forma1 - that is, aesthetic - yield o f  pleasure 

which he offers us in the presentation of his phantasies" (141 ). 

Freud's hypothesis proposes that the wish is situated both in the past (always in 

the past, since it is usually an "infantile" wish) and in the future, where it exists as the 

hope of fulfillment. At the sarne time, it is also situated in the present, as the temporal 

site where past and future meet in the day-drearn or act of composition. Similady, the 

present moment is always shaped by the wishes of the p s t  and the hopes for the friture. 

Therefore there is, if Freud is correct, no singular moment in a writer's, o r  reader's. life: 

each moment represents an intersection of  the tiuee tenses. Thus, the day 1 delivered my 

seminar on Seed Cma[ogue was a begiming, but not the begiming o f  my 

commencement exercises. Following Freud's thinking, 1 might say that the writing of  that 

presentation, like the writing of this dissertation, is an unlocatable moment existing 

somewhere amid the flux of pst, present, and hture. And yet, it seems at least 

justifiable, if not compulsory. to continue to return to the original impetus, wherever that 

may be found, for these exercises. I retum to Kroetsch's Seed Catalogue, then, b e c a w  1 

have never left that moment of reading. 

1.3 The Analytic Beginning 

Seed Ca~aIogue is most certainly a poem concemed with starting itself, starting 

irself over. It is, as Manina Jones writes. a poem which "begins . . . by drawing attention 

to the fact that it has already begun" ( 1  14). In its focus on multiple openings, on 

beginnings that have already begun, the poem also examines the effect of  this 



multiplicity on what might otherwise be a conventional, linear narrative: 

Start: with an invocation 
invoke- 

His muse is 
his muselif 
memory is 

and you have 
no memory then 
no meditation 

no song (shit 
we're up against it) (1  5) 

Certainly the above passage - which of course, appears textually long afier the poem 

has 'started' - reflects my own fhstrating attempt to initiate a coherent reading of the 

t e a  even as it reflects the pet 's  dismay in attempting to shape a coherent te- or for that 

matter an incoherent text. There are nurnerous points in the poem where the genre 

appears to be more autobiography than disjunctive poetry, where the voice becornes 

hopeiessly seduced by the lure of story, anecdote, confession: 

Once upon a time in the village of Heisler- 

- Hey, wait a minute. 
That's a story. ( 16) 

At one level, Seed CutaIogue reads as a sort of Kunstlerroman in which the 

narrative voice draws on its immediate mernories, describing the moments which shape a 

pet-figure, and using those moments and that identity as the base on which to anchor 

this poem. Indeed, David Amason's analysis of the poem reads it in an almost 

unwaveringly linear mode in order to better chan the progress of Kroetsch's 



"deconst~uction of the meta-narrative of the cowboy." At the sarne time, the poem treats 

these narrative moments not as continuous, but as separate units which may or may not 

interact with each other, and which resist the idea ofa  singular narrative voice situated 

within a time line. In my reading, the temporal linearity in Seed Catalogue is confionted 

by a manifold of origins: the idea of multiplicity is enacted in the tea  to a point at which 

the poem nins itself along parallel lines in an attempt to express linguistic simultaneity: 

After the bomb/blossoms 
Afier the city/faIIs 
A fier the ridedfalls 
(the horse 
standing still) 

Puer, reach ur 
ro love our &ing 

West is a winter place. 
The palimpsest of prairie 

under rhe qusck eraswe 
of snow, invires a flighr. ( 2  7 )  

As 1 thougtit about the multiple sources of Seed Cafaiogue those years ago, 1 

m e d  to the essay, "The Moment of the Discovery of America Continues," and was 

struck by Kroetsch's description of the inaugural moment of the poem: 

For me, one of those deposits tumed out to be an old seed catalogue. 1 found a 
19 17 catalogue in the Glenbow archives in 1975. 1 translated that seed catalogue 
into a poem called "Seed Catalogue." The archeological discovery, if 1 might 
cal1 it that, brought together for me the oral tradition and the dream of origins. 
(7) 

This anecdotal recollection of the initial discovery of the poet's subject matter presents 

the  reader with a definitive starting point from which she may begin to read the poem. 

The time (1975), and the place (the Glenbow archives), are clearly defined, as is the 

teshial source (the 191 7 seed catalo y e )  which is discovered when the narrator amves at 

this confluence of time and place. Kroetsch's description of the scene of discovery 

confirms - more precisely and lucidly than rny several paragraphs of explication - the 



intention behind this poem's composition: the bringing together "of the oral tradition and 

the dream of origins." 

On the very next page, however, Kroetsch retums to the narrative of origins, and 

describes once again the initial impetus for Seed Catalogue: 

1 finished the poem, their [the Kroetsch farnily] poem of the ledger, and called it 
The Ledger. But their poem demanded mine of me. And one aftemwn in 
Calgary, in the Glenbow Archives (in the old building, not the spaniung new 
one), in the basement, 1 stwnbied upon an old seed catalogue. 1 wote the F m  
called "Seed Catalogue." The two poems spoke to each other. (8) 

The story is retold, the moment of discovery is revisited, wïthin a page of the first 

description of that generative event. In the latter version, the anecdote, which essentially 

tells the sarne story as the former version, is reframed. Whereas the location of the site of 

discovery is sharpened with detail, indicating that the Glenbow Archives are in Calgary, 

that the Archives were situated in the "oid building" and that the catalogue was found in 

the basement, this version diminishes the details of temporality, deleting the &te of 

discovery, the date of the catalogue, and noting instead that this discovery occurred "one 

aftemoon." tn place of precise dates, this version of the story locates the creation of the 

poem genealogically, in relation to its predecessor, The Leder. Rather than fixing the 

w-riting of Seed Caraiope on a calendar, as the former version has done, the second 

version places it in the midst of an intertextual dialogue subsumed in the ongoing writing 

of Kroetsch's "continuing poem" (8). 

The retelling and rehrning of this founding moment, then, m d s  the poem with a 

precision and eloquence which my ershvhile seminar aspired to, but failed to, achieve. As 

Russell Brown notes, regarding the writing structure of Seed Cotaiope, it is a poem 



"made up of reversals and conections. And throughout its length the poem calls into 

question each new reversal, shows that each correction necessitates further corrections" 

( 162-3). "The Moment of the Discovery of Arnerica Continues" is similarly made up of 

reversals and corrections, and just as Kroetsch reverses and corrects the story of the 

origins of Seed CaroIogue in that essay, he simi lady retunis to and reframes the story of 

his origins as a writer: 

Begin: Roy Kiyooka, one aftemoon in Nanaimo, saying to me: the new myth of 
begimings. Listen to them: Pat Lane, George Bowering, George Ryga. Listen to 
Gladys Hindmarch. Listen to Barry McKimon, to Fred Wah. It's the Westem 
Canadian myth: the artist fiom a distant place, from the bookless world. 

I'm from a fann, I said, way hell and gone out in Alberta 
I'm fiom Moose Jaw, Roy Kiyooka said. 

. . . Beginnings: we had a big f m ,  the work was done largely with horses. The 
hired man slept in the east rwm. Sometimes, in that room, I found stacks of 
pulp magazines: Ten Sfoty Western, A i r  Aces. Stones about Doc Savage. I read 
those stacks: 

No. 
I've skipped eveqrthing. (9) 

What follows is a catalogue of origins, at once related and separate, that are similarly 

deflned as "Be@nnings." Each one reframes, recontextualizes, r e m s  us to the 

generative moment in which the narrator "begins" to write fiom his b k l e s s  "distant 

place." 

By travelling through these purposefuI meanderings, 1 am reminded that the text l 

am reading, the t e a  used as a foundation for Kroetsch's poem, is a seed catalogue, a 

collection of seeds, or, more properly, a gathering of words abow seeds. In its 

mu1 ti plicity of b e g i ~ i n g s ,  Seed Cufufogue presents each narrative moment as a seed, a 

self-contained beginning. The poem constnicts itself as a scattered pile of origins. a 

catalogue of seeds. And '"The Moment of the Discovery of Amenca Continues" parallels 



this cataloguing of ephemeral seeds in its writing, as it moves us towxds a statement on 

origm and discovery: 

It is the paradox of Columbus's perceptual moment that it cannot end The 
moment of the discovery of Arnerica continues. Its re-enactment becomes our 
tem Qing test of greatness; we demand to hear again and always the cry into 
mystery, into an opening. We demand, of the risking eye, new geographies. And 
the search that was once the test of sailor and came is now the test of the poet. 
(13) 

But, of course, we understand this perpetual re-enactment before it is written. Seed 

Corabgue has already effectively enacted the moment of continual re-discovery. 

This returns me to the moment of my perceived failure: the seminar that failed to 

propagate, the seed that failed to sprout. By retuming to my reading of Seed Catalogue, 

by retracing and at times restating this initial territory of thinking about b e g i ~ i n g ,  1 

have gained a new perspective on the event, and why that seminar was what 1 consider to 

be a failure. The reason is rooted in how effectively Kroetsch's poem reads itself. 

Approaching Seed Catalogue from within a pst-smicturalist fiamework, it becomes 

vimially impossible to read ugaimt the groin of the text, for the t e a  reads against its 

own ga in  so thoroughly. This impression is reinforced by reading the critical responses 

to Seed Catalogue: although critics effectively illuminate the various themes and images 

of the text, they fail to read against the grain, to offer any insight that appears to be 

accidental, contrary, or tangential to the poem's seeming intention. Indeed, the reading 1 

have offered of "The Moment of the Discovery of America Continues" demonstrates how 

rfferiively Kroetsch's essay rads Kroetsch's poem for the reader. 

The text's responsiveness to itself demonstrates a symmetrical balancing of what 

Edward Said, in his study of begimings, ternis the forces of "authority" and 



"molestation." Every t e a  begins, Said suggests, with the imposition of authority as an 

embodimen t of "beginning or inauguration, augmentation by extension, possession and 

continuity" (84). Each declaration of authotity, however, 1s inevitably accompanied by an 

awareness of molestation, meaning "a consciousness of one's duplicity, one's 

confinement to a fictive, scriptive realm, whether one is a character or a novelist" (84). 

As Said suggests, the begiming of the witing act signals the negotiation between a 

desire for authority and an awareness of resistance, and the shape and tone of the text is 

detennined by the degree to which each element is acknowledged. Seed Catalogue, by 

my reading, strikes a symmetrical balance between authority and molestation, producing 

a text that continually questions the statements it makes, a text that perpetually reads 

itself as in the process of writing itself. Sirnilarly, "The Moment of the Discovery of 

Amenca" continues to read Seed Ca~aIogue, continues to perfonn the inaugural moment 

of composition which is, of course, one of the prominent themes of the poem. At the 

same time, Seed Catalogue continues to read, to infonn and interrogate, the essay that is 

written about the inaugural moment of writing. 

1 am lefi, in this reading, with a poem that begins and ends simultaneously, that 

wntes and reads itself so thoroughly that there is almost no critical territory for the reader 

to chan that is not already demarcated by the narrative voice.' This is precisely why 1 

could not compose a seminar on Serd Catalogue that 1 felt offered any new insights to 

the tein. The multiple beginnings, corrections, tangents, re-writings, are ail effechvely 

and comprehensively cofalogued by the poem as it is written. Perhaps this is ultimately 

why 1 worq over the subject of beginnings: confronted by a te,xt so aware of its own 



knowledge of its own multiple begimings, I was tempted by the challenge of developing 

something 'new' to say on the subject. That is to say, perhaps this project h a  always 

been an attempt to Say something beyond what Kroetsch has already said 

1 inherit from Kroetsch, then, the challenge of naming the beginning. 

Understanding that the idea of singular and locatable origin is a fiction, accepting the 

notion that the inaugural moment is multiple and ephemeral, that the foundation on 

which the writing act bases itself is itseif contingent and constructed, 1 am leil with the 

question of how to narne this moment of commencement that does not begm but is 

always beginning. This question remains - perhaps the one unanswered question in the 

poem - like the smell of ink: lingering, penneating, uncontainable, unnamable. 

But I've skipped evewing.  

1.4 The Chronological Beginning 

as though none of this hasn't been said before, and better. 

The question of what "beginning" might mean has permeated the history of 

Western thought fiom the advent of that history. Plato's Tirnaeus commences its account 

of the world with a discussion of how the universe might have come into king: 

As for the world- cal1 it that or cosmos or any other name acceptable to it- 
we m m  ask about it the question one is bound to ask to begin with about 
anything: whether it has always existed and had no beginning, or whether it has 
come into existence and started fiom some bepinning. The answer is that it has 
come into being; for it is visible. tangible, and corporeal, and therefore 
perceptible by the senses, and, as we saw, sensible things are objects of opinion 
and sensation and therefore change and come into being. (4 1 ) 

In this passage, Tirnaeus, Plato's narrator, tells us how the world begins, describing how 



we must logically conclude that God, "wishing that al1 things should be good," and 

finding "the visible univene in a state not of rest but of inharmonious and disorderly 

motion, reduced it to order fiom disorder, as he judged that order was in every way 

better'' (42). This Platonic narrative of origins is reiterated throughout the history of 

Western theological thought: In rhe beginning God created order out of chaos, something 

out of nothing. imposing shape on shapelessness. 

in the above quotation fiom Plato, Timaeus not only provides an explanation of 

the world's origin, but also offers instruction on the way to initiate any manner of 

inquiry: "we must ask about it the question one is bound to ask to begin with about 

anything.'A Thus, as Timaeus commences his book-length definition of the ongin and 

composition of the world, he also - fiom the initial moment of engaging the question he 

is about to answer - produces the means of interrogating this or any other notion, idea, 

or fact. The Western reader inherits a system of continued and continuous inquiry: dhe is 

"bound to ask" about the begi~ing  from the beginning. 

It was his first bequest. First, 
a man must build. 

Edward Said in Beginnings, tums to Husserl as another exemplary thinker on the 

maner of origins. According to Said, Husserl ''tries to seize the beginning proposing itself 

ru the beginning as a begl~lng  in the beginning" (49). This mode of thinking records for 

Said a compulsive assertion of the need for "a rationalized begiming" in the institution 

of Western philosophy, alt the more extreme since this desire becornes more emphatic in 

Husserl "as beginnings are shown to be at best polemica1 assertions, at worst scarcely 

thinkable fantasies" (49). 



Husserl's phenomenological thinking on beginnings is both continued and 

rigourousl y reoriented in the writings of Martin Heidegger. Heidegger's "The On'gin of 

the Work of Art," strives to reûuce the concept of "art" to its most basic elements in 

order to define it. What has provoked the need for such thinking on the nature of origins 

and being, in terrns of the work of art, is for Heidegger the moment at which Greek 

thoughr is translated into Latin: 

Beneath the seemingly literd and thus faithful translation there is concealeci, 
rather, a translation of Greek experience into a difierent way of thinking. R o m  
rhoughr îakes over the Greek worrls withouf a correspondng, equally original 
experience of what they say, wirhour the Greek word. The rootlessness of 
Western thought begins with this translation. ( 249) 

Heidegger's thoughts on what a work of art is, therefore, are necessary as the result of 

mistranslations and reinterpretations that move the thinker away from the original, 'pure' 

experience of Greek thought. Heidegger's project requires a retum to the origin of 

philosophical thought, an apprwh to Greek thinking and language that bypasses the 

accretions of translations, reinterpretations, and misreadings that have built up over the 

past two thousand yean. ' 
Heidegger' s theory of origins, in turn, are questioned in the writing of Jacques 

Demda, who suggests with increasing complexity that writing can never arrive at any 

fixed destination of meaning. In The P m  Card, Derrida returns to the site of Plato's 

inherited thought, not - as Heidegger would have it - as a pure begiming where the 

tmth of being might be re-discovered, but rather as a narrative structure to be 

reconsidered. The Post Card is a sustained meditation on a p s t  card purportedly 

discovered in the Bodleian Library, which portrays Socrates acting as Plato's scribe. This 



unexpected inversion of a received notion of the history of Western philosophy takes 

shape as a rnetaphor for DemidaYs interrogation of that history, as well as for the structure 

of the writing act itsel' Writing, for Derrida, might well be charaçterized as a 'dead 

Ietter," a postcard that never arrives, but that speaks through its absence: 

The mischance (the mis-address) of this chance is that in order ro be able not to 
arrive, it [the dead letter] m u t  bear within itself a force and a structure, a 
straying of the destination, such that it musr not arrive in any way. Even in 
amving (always to some 'subject'), the letter takes itself awayfiom the arr~val 
ar urrival. Tt arrives elsewhere, always several times. You can no longer take 
hold of it. It is the structure of the letter (as pst card, in other words the fatal 
partition that it must support) which demands this . . . ( 123-4) 

Cast in the metaphor of the dead letter, w-riting can be read as always in prwess, always 

in motion between sender and receiver, always moving elsewhere. The ongin, even as 

multiple and contingent, provides the necessary but illusory support for the writing act. 

1 wanted to becorne a postman, 
to deliver real words 
to reat people. 

There was no one to receive 
my application. 

There are, of course, objections to Demda's radical position. A.D. Nutall 

responds to Frank Kennode's The Sense of an Ending - which draws upon Derridean 

notions of textuality to ïnterrogate the definition of a conclusion - by asserting that 

practicaily speaking, there must be a beginning to people, things, and writing: 

The world is full of natural beginnings. if Shakespeare did not exist in 1563 and 
did exist in 1565, then between 1563 and 1565 Shakespeare began, or, as we 
Say, was born. This is not a social constnict . . . Once this converse thought is 
allowed and nature, so often driven off with a pitch-fork, has corne running 
back, it becornes clear that even indistinct natural begimings can be ailowed- 
the beginning of manned flight, say, or even the begiming of the Reformation. 
(29 )  



Nuttall's response to the Demdean argument is voiced by many scholars in many 

disciplines: &y moving away from the minutiae of an abstract, philosophical argument, 

we can once again be in agreement that people are born, Hamiet was written, and so on. 

Said in Beginnzngs, appears to reach a similar point without asserting it quite so 

emphatically. By tuming fiom theorized begimings to close readings of texts like 

Conrad's Nostromo, Said implicitly makes manifest a distinction between abstract theory 

and concrete interpretation. 

What is king -'allowed" back into a discourse of interpretation, as the quotation 

from Nuttall clearly suggests, is "nature." That is, the analytical enterprise of literary 

scholanhip, as  it is configured by Nuttall, distances itself from the school of philosophy 

infonned by Husserl and Heidegger - which has becorne known most ofien as "French 

philosophy" - and gravitates towards the language and the structures of science. In 

analytic thinking, science provides a discourse that allows nature to be acknowledged for 

what it is: facts are allowed a certain stature beyond suspicion, and tmth can be known, 

or at least aspired to. Such readings have not moved far from Tirnaeus' directives on the 

proper way of knowing a thing, when he asks, "whether it has always existed and had no 

beginning, or whether it has corne into existence and started from some beginning." 

Writers such as Said and Nuttall remain "bound to ask," bound to the question, and to the 

belief that one can know the beginning of a thing, and therefore corne to know that thing. 

But Tirnaem does not commence with this explanation of Creation, nor does it 

immediately launch into the structure of philosophical inquiry. The initial act described 

in the opening scene of his dialogue is that of countrng. Socrates is the first "voice" to be 



-'heard" in this dialogue, and he is counting the number of guests in his presence, only to 

discover one visitor is missing. The fourth gue* as Timaeus infonns Socrates, has 

"fallen sick," and cannot attend that day's dialogue (29) - this, perhaps, k ing  the first 

recorded excuse from class in Western history, philosophy, or literature. 

the absence of a bottle opener, and me with a vicious 
attack of the 26-ounce flu 

Excuse or not, the absence of the fourth of Socrates' guests signals the 

commencement of the nanative- Rather than beginning as a mode of philosophical 

inquiry, Plato's t e a  is tint h m e d  as story. The t e a  is infonned by this initial exchange, 

and its subsequent discourse penneated by the absence of this guest. The structures of 

knowledge, Timaeus' very understanding of the nature of the universe, might also be 

informed by this absent space in the colloquium. The absent guest remains, like the smell 

of ink, unlofatable but pervasive, hovering just above the wrïtten word, the tnwcribed 

knowledge. 

The characters' accounting for the missing fourth gwst also serves to disclose to 

the reader that the philosophical dialogue is in medias res. When the narrative of 

Timueus begms with Socrates' dixovery that there is one less penon than there was on 

the previous day when Socrates entertained these four guests with an explanation of what 

might constitute "the ideal state and its citizens" (29), the text commences as a 

conversation already in progress. It is a philosophical inquiry already marked by absence. 

a seminar that needs to be summarized "again" to its liaeners on this present day before 

Timaeus can proceed to discuss the oriçin of the universe. And what Socrates descnbed 

on that past and airnost forgotten day - a &y when the fourth guest either grew 



increasingly weary or simply dreamed of escape fiom this conversation - were the 

characteristics necessary for the composition of an "ideal state." 

The need to apprehend the origin of the universe, the desire of the group for 

Timaeus to explain the structure and intention of the world around them, seems to grow 

naturally (as naturally as one day follows the next) fiom Socrates' desire for an ideal 

state. For, as Socrates revisits his thoughis once again, he admis a certain rnelancholy 

when he considers the perfect society. As he tells his diminished guests: 

My feelings are rather like those of a man who has seen some splendid animals, 
either in a picture or really alive but motionless, and wants to see them moving 
and engaging in some of the activities for which they appear to be fonned. 
That's exactly what I feel about the society we have described (3 1) 

This longing, in turn, provokes Critias to recount a tale told by Solon, a fiend of his 

great-grandfather's, about the state of Atlantis, a state whose hostility proved the bravery 

and nability of Athens before the enemy state was "swallowed up by the sea and 

vanished" (38). Thus rnemory and desire function to entangle and intenveave nanative 

threads before Timaeus is finally "bound to a s k  the question at the beginning of 

philosophical disco~rse.~ 

The multiple but interconnected stories, which subsume Plato's te.- from its 

opening Iines, demonstrate Freud's appraisal of the writing act as wish-fulfillment. It is 

Socrates' wish - a desire intrinsically connected with the pastness of the previous &y's 

discourse - which incites Critias' story as a desire to fiilfil1 this wish. Critias himself 

must search his rnemory, re-tracing a complex genealogy in order to recount the tale that 

vil1 prove the noble but forgotten history of Athens. The present-tense telling of the tale 

of ancient Athens and its rival, Atlantis, serves to move Socrates closer to the future he 



wishes for, in which he would be able to see first-hand the functioning of the ideal state, 

for the narrative of the pst describes Athens' destined path towards a perfect 

comrnunity. At the sarne time, however, this important narrative itself is obscured and 

almost forgotten, just as Athens' enemy, the state of  Atlantis, is now only identifiable as 

an area of the sea '-impassable to navigation, which is hindered by mud just below the 

surface" (38). This opening sequence - this prelude for the sustained explication of the 

nature of the universe - finally subverts Plato's desire to banish "poetry," as that which 

iç groundiess and has no proper "home" of its own (32), from the grounded and solid 

discourses of philosophy and politics. The textual course of philosophical inquiry, as well 

as the act of writing as narrative or as an escape from narrative, is diverted by something 

j ust below the surface, something imperceptible but irnpassable. 

This road is the shortest distance 
between nowhere and nowhere. 
This road is a poem. 

1.5 The Canadian Beginning 

Understanding Western philosophy'ç historical concern for beginnings both 

clarifies and confuses my subject matter. For the question produced by this historical 

understanding conditions my attempt to establish a thesis: namely, what might be 

Canadian about this subject? 

The matter of establishing a national identity in Iiterature must be undertaken 

w i t  h the umiost care. Critics such as Frank Davey, in Survrving rhe Puruphruse, have 

brought a penetrating skepticisrn to the field of Canadian studies. Davey argues that 

Canadian critical studies inherited the reverence to thematics that Northrop Frye 



propounded with an orthoàoxy to which even Frye did not adhere. This tendency, Davey 

suggests, is "towards paraphrase - paraphrase of the culture and paraphrase of the 

literature" (3). The inevitable and mgic result of such a paraphrase, argues Davey, is 

reduction, the elision of texts that do not "fit" within the dogma of theme, and a 

solipsistic perception of certain themes as unique to Canadian texts, when in fact they 

pro1 i ferate throughout l iterature in the English Ianguage (5 ) .  

The critic searching for a Canadian theme in literary texts, by Davey's 

approximation, is doomed to "bad sociology" and to bad analysis. The vaunting of a 

uniquely Canadian sensibility can only serve to ignore worthy texts that do not fit the 

narrow thematic focus of the critic, and to demonstrate the naïveté of Canadian 

scholarship to the world abroad For Davey, the means of ensuring Canadian scholarship 

would be, then, to move away fiom thematic crïticism, fiom sociological approaches, and 

toward work that illuminates the structure, language, and irnagety of the texte The critic 

should endeavour to describe what a text "means" rather than what it "says" about 

Canada or Canadians (3). 

This cautionary directive by Davey obliges me to r e m  to Kroetsch's "The 

Moment of the Discovery of Arnerica Continues," to ascertain whether that essay falls 

into the reductive trap described in Surviving the Puruphme. Indeai, those pointed 

remarks direct me first to Northrop Frye's The Bush Garden to trace the roots of the 

malady that Davey diagnoses in Canadian crïticism. For Davey traces a genealogy of 

debilitation, a progressive deterioration of scholarship as the legacy is re-inhented by 

progressive, perhaps regressive, generations (Margaret Atwood in S w i v a l ,  Douglas 



Jones in Butterjly on Rock, John Moss in Patterns of Isolation), a legacy thaî begins with 

the bequeathing of The Bush Garden to the Canadian scholar. Davey even traces this 

inheritance back to a single (de)genenitive moment in Frye's ten: that being, according 

to Davey, Frye's "reference to the 'bleak northern sky' and to the St. Lawrence's 

swallowing of travellers into 'an alien continent"' (6) .  Davey argues that this fallacious 

metaphor for the origin of Canadian literature serves to misdirect Jones, Atwood, and 

Moss, who in turn misdirect contemporary and funire readers of Canadian literature. 

The errant moment in Frye's scholarship - the metaphor of the traveller king 

swallowed by an "alien continent" - is forwarded by Frye in his essay "Conclusion to a 

Liieraty Hisrory of Cunudu," in The Bush Garden. The title of Frye's essay is impressive 

in its control of the comprehensiveness of such a history and the finality of such a 

conclusion. Even more impressive, and indeed shocking, is Frye's declaration in the 

second paragraph of his conclusion that there has yet to be a Canadian writer worthy of 

the world's attention: 

. . . Canada has produced no author who is a classic in the sense of possessing a 
vision greater in kind than that of his best readen (Canadians themselves might 
argue about one or two, but in the perspective of the world at large the statement 
is me). There is no Canadian writer of whom we can Say, what we can Say of 
the world's major writers, that their readers cm grow up inside their work 
without ever being aware of a circumference. (2 13-1 4) 

The problem with Canadian writing, Frye suggests, is that it is still Canadian, stitl 

announcing that it is shaped by something outside its own literary power. ïhe reader of 

Canadian literature cannot "grow up inside" the text, since the text cannot sustain itself 

outside of its geographical and historical situation. 

Frye extends the connotations of this argument into a historical and geographic 



discourse by suggesting that "Canada began as an obstacle . . . to be exploreci only in the 

hope of finding a passage through if' (2 17). This geographic perception is rooted in the 

psyche of those who live in Canada, Frye believes, as well as those in Europe wtio turts 

their attention to the country, those whose "entry" into Canada is always confiontative 

and threatening: 

The traveller from Europe edges into it like a tiny Jonah entering an 
inconceivably large whale, slipping pst the Straits of Belle Isle into the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence, where the five Canadian provinces surround him, for the most 
part invisible. Then he goes up the St. Lawrence and the inhabited country 
cornes into view, mainly a French-speahng country, with its own cultural 
traditions. To enter the United States is a matter of crossing an mean; to enter 
Canada is a rnatter of k i n g  silently swallowed by an alien continent. (2 17) 

Fje' s powerful metaphor accrues meaning as the paragraph progresses until, by 

the final sentence, the feeling of ciread, of disappearing into the maw of the country, is 

palpable. Frye's familiarity with the writings of  William Blake and other British pets of 

the sublime is evident in the awe-inspiring rendering of the ghostly provinces which 

invisibly surround the traveller even as they oppress and devour him, in the description of 

the exotically incomprehensible Quebec through which the voyager must pass as though 

it were some version of a hem of darkness. Frye, in this passage, names the country's 

landscape as a bleak and formidable space into which one does not so rnuch enter as 

descend. 

The rnetaphoric power of this statement - a statement which, as Davey argues, 

has cornpelleci writers such as Atwood, Jones, and Moss to fashion an escape fiom the 

whale by proving that there are Canadian themes that are self-sustaining and 

internationally accessible - is dependent on a split vision and a doubled perspective. 



Whde Frye's narrator ostensibly assumes the role of the traveller, that nanator also relies 

for effect on metaphors of the alien and invisible. The nanator must assume the bird's- 

eye view of the cartographer as well as the sea-level view of the European traveller. The 

reader is asked to envision the map of Canada, with the St- Lawrence like an open mouth, 

even as s/he situates hirnherself on the deck of the ship that winds its way down the river 

and into the country. 

Frye's doubled vision illustrates what Margaret Turner describes as typical o f  the 

Canadian condition in her critical study of Canadian literature, Imagining Culrure. 

Turner also perceives Canada through the h e  of the European traveller, and defines 

English-Canadian identity as a product of the split position of the European settler: the 

inhabitant caught in the bind of the Second World, and so forced to exist both as colonial 

and colonized. This Canadian identity, as Tirnier rem-hds us, is a!ways pre-conditioned 

by the narratives of Europe, that had invented the "New Worid" long before its settlers 

landed on its shores. Just as Frye is subject to a split perception, which rneans he 

experiences Canada both as voyager and as cartographer, so too, Turner woüld suggest, is 

the English-Canadian writer positioned somewhere in the "gap between the new world's 

physical existence and its discursive invention" ( 16). 

The gap that Turner articulates bears a remarkable resemblance to the gap that 

Kroetsch describes in 'The Moment of the Discovery of Amenca Continues," and the 

cap that is repeatedl y expressed and re-approached in SeeJ CataIogue. But again, this 
Y 

realization offers no approach to the poem that has not already been registered by the text 

at the moment of its construction. In the Iist of absent presences, in the location of the 



"home place" in relation to both Heisler, Aiberta, and Greenwich, Englad, Seed 

Caralogue performs the doubled vision that Turner describes as the "neither/nof7 of the 

EnglishCanadian text. The text has reflected its reading of itself once again, begi~ing  

and ending in the same movement. 

Davey's oflering of a new begi~ ing  outside of thematic cnticism intrigues me, 

and it is perhaps this challenge that provokes me into formulating another approach to 

- 
Seed Carohgue.' For, as I have suggested, the use of anecdotai narrative in Kroetsch's 

iong poem aIways threatens to draw the reader into a belief in autobiography, into a 

belief in a known and coherent subject. As well, the accomplished interweaving, 

rewriting, and erasing, of the themes so apparent in the poem threaten to render the cntic 

speechless, the reader with nothing to say that hasn' t dready been 'said,' by the poetic 

voice. Yet it might be precisely this remainder - the poetic voice which says things first 

and with special eloquence - that offers room for another, unanticipated, beginning. 

And after 
You showed us Rilke's word 
LebensglEedes. 

Perhaps what my critical approach has bracketed out of the discussion thus far is 

a certain tonaliv, a distinctive rhythm, that marks the poetic voice not as singular or 

knowing or autobiographical, but as unavoidably and biologically present. If this were 

not a written text (and a very writerly tek? at that), I might be tempted to cal1 this quality 

the voice of the poem. Other words that almost, but do not. tit, are colour, shading, or 

perhaps sigmture. These ill-fitting words gather around a space that Julia Knsteva, in her 

essay, "The Novel as Polylogue," describes as an "exploding rhythm" of division and 

juncture ( 168), benveen the bioIogica1 body's desire to imprint the text with its material 



signature and its equally encoded desire to ciisappear into the stable and immaterial world 

of s i g d  But, Kristeva proposes, the wrïting subjecf as understood through the wrinen 

te&, does "not take place as such," but can oniy be read as a b3rance essential to the 

practice" of writing ( 165). 

There is room, ail the same, to discover diverse rhythms in Kroetsch's Seed 

CutaZogue. The passage that both quotes and subvens the schoolyard tune, "Beans, 

beans, the musical M t "  (4), invites the kwwing r h r  back into the sing-song quality 

of the mischievous recitation. Similady, the passage "1 don? give a damn if f do die do 

die do die do die . . ." (14), urges the reader into a prolonged rhythmic ululation. 

Kroetsch's very writerly poem, perhaps, incorporates some subtle cadences which 

gesture towards an ephemeral register hovenng at a slight remove from the 

autobiographical and thematic codings 1 have dready discussed. 

What echoes most strongly in these instances of vocal coding, however, is 

Kroetsch's quoting of Rudy Wiebe's quoting of Rilke: "And after / you showed us 

Rilke's word 1 Lebensgliedes" ( 19). It is this strange and unexplained - untranslated and 

uncommented upon - showing that continues to resonate as a possible place to begin. 

The syntax of the line which introduces the citation of Lebemgiiedes into Seed 

Cataiog-ue, is as problematic as the word itself. The narrator suggests that Wiebe shows 

his corn panions the word: the word is not so much exchanged, as it might be in a system 

of verbal discourse, but showvz, as if it were a rare and precious treasure, an object to be 

exhibited. And indeed, the word is rare. Daniel Lenoski, in his comprehensively 

annotated anthology of Prairie long poems, a h g  prairie lines, maintains that the word 



(meaning "life-member") is only used once by Rilke in his poetic corpus (130)- The word 

iüel f, singular among the proli ferations of Rilke' s poetic vocabulary, seems insubstantial 

when measured against the weight of that corpus. The word, despite its hints of vinlity, 

remains, by dint of fiequency, ephemeral, inconsequential, aimost sterile in Kroetsch's 

work. 

And yet this word is shown to the nanator of Seed Cardogue by Rudy Wiebe, 

who has, in the previous stanza, pronounced that a Canadian l iterature will only succeed 

as a "giant artifact," as "great black steel lines of i fiction" ( 1 8). From this aphoristic and 

dogrnatic declaration, Wiebe proceeds to unpack the epherneral, poetic word: the word 

that, far from king a steel line of fiction, rather represents a seed that, until now, has 

never sprouted, a seed that refises to be catalogued. The word Lebensgliedes, in 

Kroetsch's P m ,  refùtes Wiebe's proclamation by drawing attention to that one word's 

fragility as it is passed from hand to hand: Rilke to Wiebe to Kroetsch to 

Evanescent in its appearance on Kroetsch's page, it refuses to yield an obvious reading. It 

is a word that resists being read, translated, exchanged: the word is unpacked, shown, 

then ailowed to retreat once more into silence. The word Lebensgliedes represents the 

rnomentary cohesion of a unique poetic rhythm, a shading of the textual subject, the 

impress of a geno-text only glimpsed at the instant it disappears from the scene of 

writing 'O 

1.6 The Smeli of Ink, Again 

What interests me, and what will inevitably shape the chapters that follow this 



first commencement exercise, is the literary seed that may or may not sprout, the 

metaphor or line or sentence which may not function to bring the text to completion, bu? 

indicates a moment of ephemerality, an alternative rhythm. The word LebensgIiedes in 

Kroetsch's Seed Catalogue sounds a counter-rhythm to the main voice of the text. It 

creates a space that does not comect, does not proceed aiong the same lines of the poem, 

but rather sounds itself against the rest of the poem. The word Lebensgiiedes for Rilke, 

for Wiebe, and for Kroetsch, constructs itself as a site of limitless potentid, inciuding the 

possibility of failure, the likeiihood of disconnection. Like the smell of ink, a metaphor 

t hat itsel f has taken me no further in drawing out possibilities, the word Lebensgiiedes 

represents a whiff of language that has no use outside its own signification. It fin& no 

reference outside itself, but continues to hover alongside the productive act of writing. 

The ephemeral word - the metaphor that refea only to itself - signifies the 

possibility of beginning. This begiming may only be a signifying that is already 

undenvay, a word that begins and ends with itself A Canadian begiming would not 

necessarily be hown by broad thematic concems or by rhetorical descriptions of 

landscape, but by a certain tone, like the twang of an accent, that may be distinguished 

wi thin the textual matter. The discernrnent of this accented tone is still an inauguration, 

and appears al1 the more tempting because it might go no further than itseif. ReFusing a 

broad or substantial thematic pattern it rather permeates the text by remaining both 

connected to and divorced fiom what other critics might describe as the main themes of 

that text. 

Davey's caution, then, permeates my approach to the texts with which I have 



chosen to "begin," and my approach to the critical, "secondary?' worb I read in relation 

to what is often called the "primary texts." What interests me is how the criticism that 

accrues around a certain text shapes the text. and affects my reception of i t  I do not 

therefore intend to refûte, affinn, or debate the critics who have preceded me, so much as 

1 would like to define their place in the act of textual production. I am interested not so 

much in weighing the thematics of Kroetsch's argument in "The Moment of the 

Discovery of Arnerica Continues,'' as in cxamining how anecdote, and the reframïng of 

anecdote, pedorms a certain suategy of writing in that essay. Instead of rehting Frye's 

assessment of Canadian literature, 1 am intrigued by his metaphor of the country as 

whaie, and tempted into analyzïng the way such a passage operates. Here, theh is another 

reply to Davey's pronowicements: Frye's text and Kroetsch's text resist the shortcomings 

described as the legacy of 'ithematic criticism" precisely through moments of anecdotal, 

metaphoric, writing. Such brief and resonant passages sound a counterpoint to the themes 

fonvarded in the criticai argument: they suspend the act of reading solely for 

paraphraseable ideas in order to re-commence a reading for rhythm, for colour, for tone. 

My writing is composed not as a senes of steps towards a recognizable goal, but 

as a cataloguing of certain lwse seeds in a number of English-Canadian poetic and 

fictional texts. Each literary seed composes itself just as 1 am composing a beginning, a 

commencement exercise that may or may not go any further than where it starts, in its 

panicular showing of  itself What 1 intend is not so much a witing forward towards a 

grand concIusion, but a writing that strains to reproduce yet one more whiff of the 

flestinç and uncontainable smell of ink. 1 write so that reader and writer might corne 



together in order to imagine that transitory aroma 

- -- - 

' Meta pbor: [Gk, E meraphereirz transfer. f E META- + pheretn to bear.] 1. A figure of speech in which a 
name or  descriptive word o r  phrase is uansfmed to an object or  action different fiom, but analogous to, 
that to which it is literally applicable; an instance of this, a metaphoncal expression. 2. A thing considered as 
representative of some other (usu. abstract) thing; a syrnbol. (OW) 

1 am recalling. as 1 -te this, the extended debate between Paul Ricoeur and Jacques &da on what 
metaphor means. Ricoeur, in Ihe Rule of Meruphor, argues that the prefix of the word, meh, is of great 
significance in describing tbe fiinetion of metaphor: -what must be grasped is the single movement that 
c h e s  words and things beyoa mirru'' (288). For Ri-, tbe metaphor transports language and thought 
towards the transcendence of  absolute signification. Denida, in his tssays "White h4ythologyn and "The 
Retrmr of Metaphor," sees the movement of metqhoric production not a s  a suaight line fiom the o r d i  
to the transcendental. As he suggests in "White Mythology," the meandering path of the aiready dead 
metap hor serves to "explode the reassuring opposition of the metaphoric and the proper, the opposition in 
which one and the other have never done anytfring but reflect and refer to  each other in th& radiance" (270- 
1). 

These statements are ail conditionai ami based on the use o f  port-shufhinlism as a aiticai t'ramework. 
This is not to  say that a "new" theoretical approach would not offer new and heretofore rinamicipated 
readuigs of Kroetscti's poem. We rnight assume that post-stnicturalisrn is not the las step in critical 
thinking and there will therefore be other ways of reading the poem in the hture. 
4 Of course, rather than offerhg instruction, Timaeus could be demonstrating his leamhg before his 
colleagues and his eiders. That is, l i e  the proud schoolboy M o r e  !Socrates, T i  d d  wd be repeaMg 
by rote the lesson tau& to him (fiom the earliest parts of his educatiort) on philosophical rigour. 

1 d i russ  Heidegger's essay m e r  in Chapter Five of this nudy. 
6 Demda, in his essay. "Khora," performs a more complex and sustaind reading of Timaeus and the 
question of the origins of the universe and of  thought. Specificaliy, Denida writes about the "receptacle of 
becoming," the "khoraw that Timaeus discusses as the space in which the ideal might k o m e  the physical. 
M y  reading of  Plato's text is idormed by this essay, but avoids, due t o  considerations of space, an extended 
treatment of Derrida's reading. 
7 This is not to suggest that 1 agree whole-heartedly with Davey's appraisal of Canadian criticism. Although 
Davey is eloquent and engaging when arguing the weaknesses in other's arguments. his provocative stance 
raises its own questions. His definition of '?hanatic criticism" is at once ovwly narrow and sweepingly 
broad 1 wouId question his use of the term "theme" and ais0 ask if one could ever compose a text, cntical 
or othenvise, that manages to avoid "theme." As well, Davey cites the British mode1 of literary criticism as 
evidence for the strength of his own approach, fading to question whether we should assume that this mode1 
is universal and tlawless. In this hc ignores the postcolonial argument. some of it generated £tom within 
Canada. that the European production of cuIture is designed specifically to make British literature and 
criticism seem unbiased, objective, and without Limiting contexts, such as historical or  geographicd 
difference. In t his sense, Davey ' s objection parallels Frye's eartier declaration that Canadian wn'ting is still 
too Canadian to be considerd by an international teadership. 
8 EIsewhere Kristeva refers to  these always prescrit forces as genu-(ex2 and pkm-rexf. i wiil not describe 
these terrns at Iength, but direct the reader to Christopher Johnson's essay, "Intertexniality and the Psychical 
Model," where he works extensively with these terms and their implications. 1 quote, for the sake of  clarity, 
his definition of these t e m  and their interrelationship 

The pheno-text is the surface phenornenon of a text present before us, whereas the geno-text is 
the  operation wluch engenders the pheno-text. is the cause and condition of its genesis. ï h e  
pheno-texr is characterized by the language of communication; it partakes of the linguistic sign 
and is thus open to srructurai description and semantic interpretation. The geno-text, on the other 



- - -  -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 

hanci. is not finguistic p r  se, though it may be detectable through certain linguistic ekments in the 
pheno-text. The relationship Iinking the geno-text and the pheno-tacts is one of truisiation (74) 

The project 1 have thus sketcheù out, then, W one of detecting the geno-text encoded within the pheno-text. 
9 Since I have begun sketching the possible sigfiificance of the Lekrtsgfiedes passage in Seed Cotclogue, 
many coUeagues have offéred new and novd readings of the poem via this point of tmrytmry My asociaîe, Dr. 
Méira Cook, suggests that the more prunent evocations of the word's meaning, "WC-rnernber" suggest 
another, more subtly coded example of the narrator's "playing dirty," an observation that has also been 
hinted at in Amason's essay (88). The passing of the word "Iife-mmibei' repments a mode of masculine 
germination, with the word, as seed, transmittcd fiom Rilke to Wiebe to Kroetsch. This scene of cross- 
fertilization, of mutse, is in concert with the language of the seed catalogue and with the namitor's story of 
"playing dirty" with Germaine (9). The name Germaine, aside fiom its connotations of fertility, also recalls 
the word "Ge-" and of course the word kbe~qIie&s is a Gennan word oEered by a Gennan poet to 
two Canadian poets of German ancestry. The convoluted pathway Cook and 1 have outlined once more 
invokes a connection to the pet's 'rootq' that is both germinal and contingent- 
10 .4lthough 1 have based this discussion of the word which dixses cataloguing on the Lebe~rsgIierdes stanza. 
this is not the only instance where the poem seems to diverge tiom thematic significance. 1 would also 
suggest that the passage in which the nanator reads Tliu Double Hm& w)iile describing Hiroshige's Fi&- 
mec Smfiorrr on rhe Tokaido is similady opaque and self-contauied, and is for that reason generally ignored 
in cntical essays on Seed Cmuiogire- 



- - -4hapter Two 

"'The twice-slain dead'": Unhidden Cenealogies in Malcolni 's K&: A Love Stoiy 

and The Rising Village. 

2.1 Inaugural Diff~culties 

1 am compelled to begin with a problem. 

This is not to say I would begin by citing a problem with the text; presuming there is 

something wrong with any of the texts 1 am reading. Rather, 1 would start by articulating 

and analyzing a problem in the way I intersect with the texts in question: Isabella 

VaIancy Crawford's poetic rnelodrama, Malcolm S Karie: A Love Story, and Oliver 

Goldsmith3 long poem, The Rlsing Village. 1 receive a certain impulse fiom these texts, 

from rny time and place when reading them, that creates for me a sense of puzzlement, a 

certain sense of discornfort. 

What 1 am referrïng to, regarding Crawford's 1884 long poern, is a series of what I 

cal1 *'strophes,"l which describe the passing of time and the seasons by personifying 

nature in terms of Canada's First Nations, or in Crawford's terms, as "Indians." The 

narrative trajectory of Cra\dord7s poem involves the story of Katie, the daughter of a 

Canadian lurnber baron named Malcolm Graem, and her tnie love Max Gordon. While 

Mas ventures out into untamed temtory to clear a homestead for his beloved and to 



prove himself worthy of Malcolm's blessing, Katie is tempted and menaced by AlfreQ a 

smooth-talking opportunist who rejecu Max's daims of loving both his sweetheart and 

his newl y- founded counw. Alfred maintains that neither romantic love nor patriotic love 

is justifiable, since the only constant and the only consequence is death. Max's steadfast 

love ultimately prevails over Aifkd's devious machinations, and the final moments of 

the poem figure Max, Katie, Malcolm and a n e h m  infant comfortably ensconced in 

the home Max has built for them. 

It is important to chart this plot line to emphasize how detached this particular story 

is from any contact with an Aboriginal narrative. What can be, and has ken, discussed in 

the critical li terahire is how Malcolm 's Katie may be analyzed as a representation of the 

founding moments of Anglophone canada.' Whether the narrative of Max and Katie 

pomays the inaugural moments of a new  den' and the founding of a new l iterary 

language, as cntics such as Northrop Frye, James Reaney, and Dorothy Livesay would 

have it," or a questioning of that vision which we might now cal1 colonialkt and 

misogynist, as critics such as K.P. Stich, Smaro Kamboureli, and Cecily Devereux 

contend, the romantic tale and i ts metaphors are almost always of primary concern to the 

1 i terary anal ysis which has been directed towards MuIcoim 's Katie. 

The descriptive passages that represent nature as a series of figures from North 

American Indiçenous mythology, then, are largely ignored by cntics in favour of more 

central thematic issues. Mien these 'Indian passages's are discwed at any length, the 

analysis they receive is still clearly seconhry to any analysis of Katie7s story and its 

meanings. Kenneth J. Hughes7 and Birk Sproxton7s collaborative essay on images and 



songs in Malcolm 's Katie maintains that nature functions as an objective correlative: 

'-extemal nature becornes a reflection of the lovers' intemal states" (57). Elizabeth 

Waterston, discussing Tennyson's influence on Crawford's poetics, points to these 

"Indian rnaterials" as the mark of the pupil's transcendence of the master. Ctawford, 

Waterston writes, "captures the uniquety Indian attitude to pnde, to shame, to generosity, 

to endurance, to possession" (79,  in a way that could not have been realized by the 

resolutely European mind of Tennyson. At the same time, Waterston analyzes such 

'Indian passages' to discover that the poetry is at once exclusive to Crawford and 

indebted to Tennyson: "the vision of the tranced soundless world of Indian sumrner is 

Canadian. But Crawford has leamed the technique for presenting the scene and for 

placing it eRkctively, in a medley, fiom Tennyson" (76). Waterston's argument places 

Crawford's ' Indian passages' in a position of simultaneous autonomy and subservience. 

In effect, Waterston reads the passages in such a way that they distinguish a uniquely 

Canadian vision that is only possible after serving a carefui apprenticeship with European 

masters. Similady, for D.M.R. Bentley, in his introduction to Malcolm S Kaiie, the 

'Indian passages7 allow room for cornparison and contrast with Crawford's predecessors, 

rnost notably Tennyson, Swinburne, and Longfellow. 

Insofar as these critics have addressed the 'Indian passages,' they suppose that the 

lyric strophes serve as a site which gauges Crawford's progress as a Canadian pet .  In 

that understanding, the passages allow space to measure the text as an original Canadian 

poem. However, if the critical space relegated to the  discussion of the story of Katie and 

M m  is taken into account, the main task of founding a Canadian literature is, in the 



critical 1 i terature, still relegated to the love story . Waterston and Bentley spend 

substantially more energy analyzing the thematics of Katie's love nory, implicitly 

replicating Hughes' and Sproxton's idea that the 'Indian passages' function as reflections 

of the main narrative line. indeed, the only article to base its thesis substantially on an 

analysis of Crawford's use of Aboriginal mythology, Diana Relke's "The Ecological 

Vision of Isabella Vahcy Crawford: A Reading of 'Malcolm's Katie,"' approaches the 

relevant passages through a thorough and systematic discussion of the different models of 

"the relationship between humankind and nature" presented variousiy through the 

characters of Malcolm, Max, Alfred, and Katie (52). It is only after eleven pages of 

analyzing these rnodels and their interaction within the central narrative line that Relke 

addresses the ' Indian passages' themselves. Relke argues that indigenous mythology is 

deployed in order to respond to the confïicting positions located within the central 

narrative: the interplay of mythological figures in the descriptive passage "both mirrors 

and magnifies the web of human relationships in the love story" (62). Even in Relke's 

analysis of how the descriptive passages provide an "alternative epistemology" that 

breaks dowvn the "hierarchical" binaries in our Western systems of fiprïng nature and 

gender (,63), there still remains a critical methodology unable to break with the centrally 

locatable thematics of the text. 

The centripetal gravity of the r h e ~ i c  in terms of cnticism interests me here, and 

provokes my problematic response to Malcolm 's Kurie. What seems to be at issue is 

whether the question of beginnings in English Canadian literature needs to be 

fundamentally connected to the thematics of a text. Perhaps the impulse to read a 



Canadian t e a  thematicall y and to read the wrïting of Canadian literature as a narrative 

act - a critical approach that was not founded by Northrop Frye but certainly fin& its 

most influential articulation in his writings - may be an impulse that leads only to 

familiar answers. By am'culating a problem located within issues of fom, within the 

strophes of Crawford's creative work, 1 am aîtempting to discover an unfamiliar answer: 

an answer that is not 'correct' or totalking, 1 think, but one that is differentiy articulated. 

2.2 The ~Machioery of Poetry 

What is inûiguing about Crawford's lyrical passages is the language they deploy to 

represent an 'Indian' voice. The language and inflection given to the forces of nature in 

these personifications seem anachronistic, even rnocking to late twentieth-cenniry 

readers. The vocabulary utilized in order to construct the desired anthropomorphism is 

the diction of the inarticulate, irredeemably simple, 'Savage': 

"'1, who, siain by the cold Moon of Terror, 
"'Can return across the Path of Spirits, 
"'Beanng still my heart of love and fre, 
--'Looking with my eyes of warmth and splendour, 
"'Whisp'ring lowly thro' your sleep of sunshine. 
--'1, the laughing Summer, am not turn'd 
-"Into dry dust, whirling on the prairies, - 
.*'[nt0 red clay, crush'd beneath the snowdrifis. 
-3 am still the mother of sweet flowers 
"'Growing but an arrow's flight beyond you - 
"'In the Happy Hunting Ground . . ."' (11 125- 1 37). 

The speech of "Indian Summei' quoted above reflects the peculiar diction of these 

personified elements. Not a line passes in which the speaker does not announce hisher 

-Indian-ness' in some way: either through references to 'indian' mythology ("the Happy 



Hunting Ground"), the use of figurative nomenclature ("the cold Moon of Terrer"), the 

adaptation of markers of lndian culture as systems of knowledge and measure ("but an 

arrow's fl ight beyond you"), or the use of colour as a racial marker ("red clay"). The 

lyrical passages utilize the range of available cultural coding and stereotypes in order - 

emphatically and compulsively - to draw attention to its racial representations? 

Extended passages of what Waterston ternis Crawvford's "Indian matenal" open Part 

II and Part IV of Makolm S Katie. They work narratively to establ ish the passing of tbe 

semons, and reflect and foreshadow certain events in the love story. The description of 

how the North Wind slays the already weakened trees and riven with his arrows and ice 

club (IV 1-33), for example, conditions the image we receive next - those of Max 

perfoming "immortai tasks" (IV 55) with his axe (Relke 64). Hughes and Sproxton 

argue that the text employs its 'Indian passages' in order to contextualize the narrative as 

a whole, that this lyric anthropomorphism "provide[s] a background ont0 which other 

images of society can be superimposed in much the same way as succeeding forms of an 

evolving Western culture were superimposed on a land that formerly belonged to the 

Indian" (60). Because ' Indian' culture "did not (general ly) seek to transform nature," i ts 

representation through these passages serves as a "useful background for the cultures of 

white men who d i d  (60). 

The argument Hughes and Sproxton forward, that the 'Indian passages' provide a 

background that defines our reading of the narrative of the white man's founding of 

Canada, fin& affirmation in Relke's analysis of Malcolm 's Kafie. As 1 remarked earlier, 

Relke contends that the main characters' models of defining their position in this new 



land is chal lenged by the 'indian passages.' Rel ke reads the gender of the pemnified 

elements to suggest that Crawford subverts a Romantic convention that reads Nature as 

exclusively female in order to allow the male poet to interact with and ultimately gain 

possession and mastery over "her" (55).  In Relke's view, "the narrator's vision [in these 

passages] enlarges Katie's by presenting us  with a whole community of metaphon that 

only just begins to express the endless variety in nature" (63).' 

Relke's argument presupposes, as does Hughes' and Sproxton's, that the poem 

functions as a thematic unity. The passages of lWc work with the central narrative in 

order to produce a singular effwt, or in Relke's ternis, to articulate Crawford's 

"cosmology" (68). This way of reading is problematic because it implies that a poem (or 

at least a nineteenth-century poem) shouid fùnction as a clear unity in order to succeed; 

that the poem consists of an integral mechanism whose gean interlock in which the 

poetic circuitry is hl ly and completely intercomected 

On the contrary, the movement fiom the 'Indian passages' to the central narrative is 

not one of unity or apparent intercomectedness, but rather of rupture and separateness. 

The 'Indian passages' open Part II and Pan IV, and therefore provide an entry into the 

main narrative. However, there is no miscegenation between the love story and the 

narrative of the 'Indian' elements. In the most extended lyrical passage of the poem, 

which opens Part il, alrnost one hundred and fitty lines of description culminate in the re- 

introduction of the poem's narrative hero: 



'" S leep, my children, smil ing in your heart-seeds 
'"At the spirit words of Indian Summer!' 
"Thus, O Moon of Falling Leaves, 1 mock you! 
"Have you slain my goldey'd squaw, the Summer?" 
The rnighty mom mode laughing up the tanci, 
And Max, the labourer and the lover, stood 
Within the forest's edge, beside a tree . . . (11 144-150) 

The Sun's mockery of the Moon, his invocation of "Indian Suminer," ends of its owm 

accord, and the personified speaker strides off the textual stage at the moment Max 

stndes onto the scene. 

Although the passage's movement fiom the lyrical to the expository - represented 

in the Sun's gracefùl exit at the point of Max's entry into the forest - is subtle, it also 

represents a lack of contact between these two discursive modes within the scene of 

Crawford' s text. Max appears, in Part U, refigured and rebom as "the labourer and the 

lover," suggesting that the rebirth of summer as "Indian Summer" is a foreshadowing 

device for Max's transformation. However, once Max cornes to occupy the forest, al1 

mention of the 'Indian-ness' of nature disappears. Instead, Max refen to the trees that 

surround him as "Kings." indeed, as the fint tree topples to the ground Max cries out, 

"O King of Desolation, art thou dead?" (II MO), rnarking a conspicuous return to the 

European mode of poetic discourse. 

Although Max, Katie, Alfred and Malcolm enjoy a continuous interaction with their 

environment, they have no contact with the natural forces personified as ' Indian.' In one 

telling example of the way nature hctions within the frarne of the love story, Alfred 

misleads Max into believing that Katie has promised Alfred her hand, and Max swean a 



mwderous vow to Satan. God's answer to Max is swifi and reproving: a tree Max has 

been chopping falls on hm and cmshes him into the snowy ground: 

With a shrill shriek of tearing fibres, rock'd 
The half-hem tree above his fated head; 
A n 4  tott'ring, asked the sudden blast, "Which way?" 
And, answ'ring its windy arms, crash'd and broke 
Tho' other lacing boughs, with one loud roar 
Of woody thunder; al1 its pointed boughs 
Pierc'd the deep snow - its round and mighty corpse, 
Bark flay'd and shudd'ring, quivered into death. 
And Max - as some Mi, wither'd reeâ, the sharp 
And piercing branches caught at him, as han& 
In a death-t hroe, and k t  him to the earth - 
And the dead tree upon its slayer lay. (V 209-219) 

This extended metaphor demonstrates the language that figures nature as personified, 

active, sentient, and interco~ected with the human relationships do ld ing  within its 

domain. Not only does the tree die while convening with the wind, but it dies as an agent 

of vengeance against Max's blasphemy. The tree is not isolated from the love story by its 

personifkation, but drawn in as a conscious agent within the narrative. Metaphon of the 

'Indian,' however, are conspicuously absent fiorn the passage. The narrator of this 

section does not refer in any way to the culture of the 'Indian,' and compared to the 

monologues of the s u ,  the moon, and the nonh wind in the 'Indian passages,' the tree is 

b ief  in speech; i t s  last words ("' Which way?"') are concise, non-figurative, and 

therefore, within the purview of this text, white. 

The 'Indian passages' of Parts II and IV set the scene for Katie's love story, 

fores hadow. paral lei, and inform central narrative events, yet remain conspicuousl y 

detached from that ovemding circuitry. I r e m  to a metaphor of electrical mechanics 

because 1 am rerninded - while thinking about why a poem might fail to function as a 



cohesive whole, yet still support a variety of readings - of William Carlos Williams' 

statement that a poem is "a machine made out of words" (256). As Peter Quartennain 

suggests in his study of Objectivist poetry, Williams, with this definition, "seems to have 

been thinking of the poem as verb in addition to thinking of it as made thing" (3). 

Though not simpty importing the thinking of a Modernist poet such as Williams or the 

aesthetics of Objectivist poetry into a reading of the texts of Isabella Valancy Crawford, i 

should like to entertain one implication of this idea - that the poem might function 

successfulIy without necessarily functioning cohesively. If we think of the construction of 

the poem as a verb, we might recall metaphors of dynamics and of energy transfer 

(Quartemain 3)' metaphors that suggest process over artifact, movement (sometimes 

inefficient movement, design flaws that nevertheless do not impede the process) over 

stasiseR Such thinking might allow an approach to the possible connections between the 

'Indian passages' of Malcolm's Karie and the love story. 

1 have discussed the way in which the 'Indian' forces of nature subtly but expIicitly 

vacate the stage just in time for the amval of the main characters. The staged exit of the 

Sun in Part II is paralleled by the hiding of this 'Indian' world at the culmination of Part 

IV's lyrical opening. This descriptive passage portrays the North Wind as a fierce warrior 

who kills the forest with his wintry weapons: 

From his far wigwam sprang the strong North Wind 
And msh'd with war cry down the steep ravines, 
And wrestl'd with the giants of the woods; 
And with his ice-club k a t  the swelling crests 
Of the deep watercourses into death; 
And with his chi11 foot froze the whirling leaves 
Of dun and gold and fire in icy banks; 
And smote the ta11 reeds to the harden'd earth; 
And sent his whistling arrows o'er the plains, 



Scatt'ring the ling'ring herds . . . (N 1 - 10) 

Once açain, the text explicitly invokes the c d s  of 'indian-ness' at every opportune 

moment, compulsively reminding us of the metaphors of an 'uidian brave.' However, it is 

not long before the wamor feels remorse for having chosen a prey already weakened by 

the irnpending winter. The North Wind realizes his cowardice, and knows he is disgraced 

in the eyes of his "tribe": 

"And al1 the braves of my loud tribe will mock 
"And point at me - when our great chief, the Sun, 
"Relights his Council fire in the Moon 
"Of Budding Leaves: 'Ugh! Ugh! he is a brave! 
"'He fights with squaws and takes the scalps of babes! "' (IV 2 1-25) 

Recognizing not only his cowardice but also that his wwardice will be recognized by 

everyone else, the North Wind calls upon his "white squaw," snow, to "'Spread thy white 

blanket on the rwice-slain dead, / And hide hem, ere the waking of the Sun!'" (TV 3 1 - 
33).9 It is at the moment of this cal1 for concealment that the 'Indian passage' ends, and 

the narrative voice changes registers: 

High grew the snow beneath the low-hung sky, 
And al1 was d e n t  in the Wiiderness; 
In [rance of stillness Nature heard her G d  
Rebuiidzng her spent jires. and veil 'd her face 
While the Great Worker brooded o er His work (IV 34-38) 

Here the narrative moves back fiom the particular to the general: the vaned 'Indian' 

personalities merge into an amorphous "Wildemess" and "Nature." The narrative clearty 

invokes a sinplar and masculine God who holds sway over this environment. Having 

successfulIy hidden its 'indian-ness,' the narrative moves towards a European discourse 



once again: and the passage that names Nature as a whole and ferninine entîty is followed 

by Max's "Song of the ~xe.""  

How, then, cm we speak of a passage between the registen of 'Indian' and 

'European7 languages? How can we speak of the manner in which these two languages 

might communicate within the çame textual territory? If the point of contact between the 

nvo discourses is preceded by the hiding of the 'Indian' voice, then the point of 

intersection in the text might be identifieci through a perceivable speechlessness or a 

visible concealment, a misdirection obvious in its occasion. The trace of this impossible 

conjunction is its resolute refusal to si@@ itself, its detennined movernent away fiorn 

its textual status. Such a status can best be described as that of the hybnd narrative. 

23 Poetic Miscegena tion 

When 1 refer to the hybridity of Crawford's narrative, I am thinking specifically of 

the figure of the "half-breed l a d  who enters with the re-bom Max in Part U of Malcolm 'S 

Kotie. With the receding laughter of the Indigenous Sun, Max moves into the textual 

frame, felling his first tree and proclaiming himself the new "King" to replace the 

monarchs of the forest now tumbling before him: 

'And have I slain a King? 
'Above his ashes will 1 build my house - 
'No slave beneath its piltars, but - a King! ' (II 162- 164). 

As Max's wvords constmct the character of a powerful hero who founds the land through 

force of will. the narrative reveals, briefly and only once, the other tigure who occupies 

the space: "Max wrought alone, but for a half-breed lad, / With tough, lithe sinews and 



deep Indian eyes, / Lit with a Gallic sparkle" (II 165-167). The "half-breed lad" never 

speaks, never acts, and is never mentioned again. The invocation of his presence 

functions as a narrative conceit: a physifal Tom to which Max's self-aggrandizing words 

can be directed. The "half-breed becomes the necessary receiver for the message which 

Max, and the text, is sending. The "lad need not act, for his function i s  only as an 

embodied ear, aposte resfunre to which this dedaration of nation-building might be 

del ivered. 

Yeî, the "half-breed lad" appean to fil1 an important function by virtue of the brevity 

of his moment in the textual fiame, and his passivity and silence at this moment. The 

"half-breed lad," a hybrid of "indian" and "Gallic" traits amidst the nanative of a pure- 

bred Scottish farnily, acts as an emblem of the conceaied 'Indian' discourse now 

conflated with the European narrative that cornes to dominate the text The "half-breeâ," 

who gains brief access into the love story by virtue of his hybridized status, occupies that 

narrative space as a conspicuous silence. His moment is fleeting, and the mention of the 

figure of the crossbred 'Indian' is immediately followed by a new figuration of Max's 

rat her E uropeanized environment: 

The thin winds swept a cosmos of red sparks 
Across the bleak, midnight sky; and the sun 
Walk'd pale behind the resinous, black smoke. 
And Max car'd little for the blotted sun, 
And nothing for the startl'd, outshone stars; 
For Love, once set within a lover's breast, 
Has its own Sun . . . (II 179-185) 

The 'Indian' Sun, once the protagonist of his own dramatic narrative, is now blotted out 

by the smoke of Max's enterprise and replaced by a new Sun, the Sun of Max's love. 



The figure of Max's "own Sun" marks a border established by the text between the 

fibwe of 'hdian' nature and the figure of Love. In this case love eclipses the 

representative of ' Indian' discourse with its own self-sustaining embodiment. Although 

love is perceived as naturai, it is marked off from the naturai world the reader has 

previously encountered. Accordingly, Part II of Malcolm S Katie concludes with a Song 

'-0, Love builds on the Azure Sea" (II 254-265), a Song that petsonifies love as a resolute 

and industrious settler: "On cloud or land, or mist or sea - / Love's solid land is 

everywhere!" (il 264-265). Although personified, love in this song bears no Indigenous 

characteristics. In its embodiment as a builder searching out a foudation for settlement, 

love bears more immediate resemblance to Max's character than to the 'Indian' Sun. 

The figure of the 'Indian' in Crawford's poem not only distances itself fkom notions 

of love, but is also deployed as an obstacle to love's secure settlement. When Alfred 

attempts to capture Katie's heart and to win her away h m  her steadfast devotion to 

Max, Alfred invents a story that has Max married to an "Indian woman7': 

"He has a wife," said Alfred, "liîhe and bronz'd, 
"An Indian woman, corne1 ier than her kind; 
"And on her knee a child with yellow locks, 
"And lake-like eyes of mystic Indian brown. 
"And so you knew him? He is doing well." (V 104- 108) 

Within Alfred's fabricated narrative," the alleged Indian woman serves to suggest the 

failure of love as a building and settling principle. Just as love ideally builds its home 

upon solid ground, Max leaves Katie in order to clear land for their home and for their 

future. In this act of settlement, though, he encounters the Indian woman of Alfred's false 



account, in which she subverts the act of settlement and claims love for herseif. Max's 

expedition fails, in Alfred's lie, as does the settlement of love in Max's heart. " 

The reader never loses sight of the textual knowledge that there is no "lndian 

woman'' in Max's Me. However, l am still intrigued by the intersection of the love story 

and Alfred's lie, for, in the discoune constnicted under Aked's aegis, the reader is once 

again asked to consider the figure of the 'Indian,' and the figure of the "half-breed lad." 

The intersection between the European and the 'Mian' produces, as in Part 4 a cross- 

fenilization: the intersection of Max and the Indian woman (who stands at a slight 

remove from her "kind by virtue of her corneliness) produces the blond half-brd lad 

who sits on the woman's knee. Despite Alfied's lack of veracity, the child is, in this 

story, given physical characteristics clearly more specific and referential than those of his 

equally fabricated mother. 

Crawford's fascination with the figure of the half-breed lad, the son of European and 

'Indian' traditions, offers an approach to the way her text conceptualizes beginnings. The 

figure of the ha1 f-breed glimpsed in Part iI of the poem becomes more Fully realized in 

Part V, although the character remains fictional within the fiame of the narrative. Why is 

the half-breed included in Alfred's lie? The writing of the haKbreed into this tale of 

infidelity and betrayed love, as well as Alfred's more carefully crafted descriptiveness 

with regard to the boy - in contrast to the lack of description in the case of his fictional 

mother - reveals an imbalance in the narration which may divulge a geat deal not only 

about the  character who concocts the story but about the poet herself. 



I t  is not simply Alfred's fascination with the possibility of an offspring from Max's 

fabricated coupling with an "Indian woman" that we read, but also the te.ut's fascination 

with such a union. For in a text in which the identity of the First Nations of Cana& - 

and their place within the moment of European settlement - is relegated mainly to a 

distant and benevolent anthropomorphism, these continual glimpses of the half-breed 

represent a fascination with that which is erased from the epherneral moment of 

settlement The half-breed, whether in his silent posture in Part II, or his explicitly 

fabricated disappearance in Part V (for Katie dispels the image as quickly as the reader 

does), indicates the moment when what is concealed, eraseà, or hidden, suddenly 

becomes visible and matenal within the narrative. As a result, the hdf-breed occupies an 

intersection between the apparently unrelateci 'indian passages' and the central love 

story. 

In each appearance the half-breed signals a moment of potential failure of the love 

story, and thereby in the story of the settlement and founding of Anglophone Canada. In 

Part V this potential failure is narned at its most explicit, when Alfred describes Mau's 

son, but this might also be the case in Part II, where the foregrounding of Max as a 

solitary heroic figure, the labourer and the lover, is undercut by the silent presence of the 

half-breed lad in that scene. The sinylarity of the founding moment that Max describes 

- a narrative that ne& the half-breed lad to hear and therefore validate it - is alsr, 

fractured by the presence of this ofher, the progeny of a previous and conceaIed narrative 

of settlement. '' 



This is not to say that the appearances of the half-breed laâ, or the placement of the 

'Indian passages,' represent a subversion of the narrative of the love story and its tale of 

beginntng in Upper Canada. Nor would 1 suggest that this analysis leads to a unified 

reading of Crawford's tea. Instead of fiagmenting or re-configunng the text, 1 retum to a 

metaphor of circuitq to suggest that the figure of the 'Indian' in Crawford's poem acts as 

a shirnt to the narrative line. l4 What the word shunt denotes, according to the OED, is a 

diversion or collision, a branching off that may be either natural or artifcial. This 

spectnim of meaningr offer a way of articulating how the 'Indian passages' operate 

within Malcolm's Katie, and how they connect in relation to the central nanative of the 

love story. 

By focusing on the metaphor of circuitry it is possible to suggest that the 'Indian 

passages' are neither integrated into the central line of the t e a  nor completely separated 

from it. Representing neither an excess of meaning nor a lack of it, the 'Indian passages' 

rather construct a diversion that is parallel to Crawford's primary attempts to articulate a 

founding moment for Anglophone Canada. The 'Indian passages' seem constructed - 

against more prominent inscriptions that have k e n  erased fiom the historical moment of 

Canada's founding - to act as a resrstor, "a passive device of known or variable 

resistance used to develop a voltage &op across itself or to limit current flow" (OED). 

The passive 'Indians' do not w, much dismpt the narrative of founding, or subvert the 

love story. as limit its current. This resistance slows the current of the forcefully 

constructed narrative of an unshakable mie love and the establishing of a homestead on 

frrshly cleared ground. in this slowing 1 am allowed to glimpse a parallel movement that 



is otherwise concealed: 1 am compelled to tum towards that which, like the ' Indian' Sun, 

1s blotted out by the fornard flow of the love story. 

Such tuming leads to the term strophe, which 1 earlier deployed to describe the fom 

of Crawford's lyrical passages. The term strophe is usehl in suggesting that these 'indian 

passages' are marked off fiom the centrai narrative line of the love story, and that 

different registers can be discemed in the construction of these two sections. The 

possibil ity of a dyaamic relationship between the 'indian passages' and the love story 

exists even though these two poetic registers do not have a singular function. They 

interact indirectly, just as a chorus acts as a somewhat distanced commentary to a 

drarnatic narrative. Finally, the terni strophe, because of its etymology, which takes its 

root fiom the Greek word for 'niming," implies a sense of movement, the movement of 

the t m .  

Sfrophe connotes a turn, a re-positioning, a movement "from nght to lefl" (OED). As 

a fùnction of the chorus, the strophe is both a movement away fiom the centre of the 

stage. and an address, which is to say, a tuming towarâ, that central position. As an 

apostrophe in the rhetorical sense, it constitutes a "sudden exclamatory address; an 

exclamatory passage addressed to a particular person (freq. absent or dead) or thing" 

(OED).15 The 'Indian passages' in Mdcolm '.v Karie function as an apostrophe in the 

typographical sense: that is, as a "mark of elision" (OED). This elision does not complete 

itself - the love story is never entirely shunted insofar as it completes itself within the 

text, founds itself on the solid ground of the Canadian long poern - but the tuming away 

slows the current of the centrai narrative. The 'Indian passages,' then, act as breaches 



which do not dismpt meaning but suspend it for a brie€ moment with the glimpse of a 

parallei narrative. The passages perforrn an incomplete movement away fiom the 

narrative line: the strophe that awaits an onfistrophe, an apostrophe that awaits a reply. l6 

The current is slowed, but never disrupted- 

As 1 continue to address this problem, there is a desire to examine that which seems 

to have no place in the analysis I have thus far laid out The issue of gender in Malcolm's 

Katie is an intriguing topic precisely, perhaps perversely, because it does not seem to fit 

into my argument as it has so far proceeded. For, as has been argued by a variety of 

critics, the place of the femaie protagonist within this narrative of pioneering is 

generative of a variety of meanings, as is the positioning of the female pet, Crawford, 

within a narrative of founding poerns. 

As Cecily Devereux suggests in her feminist re-reading of Malcolm S Katie, the 

questions raised by the text begin with its position as a narrative obsessed with 

constnicting narrative, particularly one that promulgates the idea that history and myth 

both arise fiom the site of the male herolpoet. By this means, Malcolni S K d i e  displaces 

Crawford as a pet  even as she writes a poem that documents history and myth, and that 

there fore also displaces the narrative of pioneering she composes. In Devereux's Mew: 

"To read and to value Malcoim 's Kurie only as a 'document7 of western expansion is to 

position Crawford (and the poem) as an intermediary between 'texts7 that she has not 

written at al1 - the 'history' and the 'myth' of the fiontief7 (88). Crawford composes a 

narrative, in a sense, that displaces her as namtor. 



Devereux contends that the construction of Katie's identity within the poem sketches 

out the fault-lines of gender within a male narrative: 

what is shown to be the basis of the poem's interpretive problematic in tenns of 
its historical context is her simultaneously central position as the poem's subjecf 
and her inability . . . to engage in the physical processes of pioneering anci, 
consequently, in this 'story' of nation-building. (92) 

Devereux argues that Katie's story gradually but pointedly displaces the tale of the heroic 

quest until, in the final parts of the poem, the "narrative of male conquest" is the theme 

which is "disruptive," which takes the role of rtie story chut h noc been ml# (98). 

Sirnilarly, Relke argues a position - involving an analysis of the 'Indian passages' 

mediated by the central narrative an4  particularly, by Katie's place in that narrative - 

that resolves gender issues by wntarninating the binary between male and female. By 

noting how Crawford takes on "the subjectivity of the ungendered narrator, who in turn 

takes on the subjectivity of the masculine personified Sun, who in tum takes on the 

subjectivity of the ferninine personified Summer" (65), Relke daims that Malcolm's 

Kafie presents a radical alternative to the phallic nanative by consmicting a discoune for 

which the most accurate cornparison would be the womb (65). 

Though Relke maintains that she has chosen the metaphor of the womb to describe a 

space in which gender does not exist, and where intersubjectivity is possible, her use of 

this metaphor contradicts this daim by representing the text as essentially female and 

fundarnentally 'natural.' Relke's essay returns, after this explication of the womb, to the 

figure of Katie at the conclusion of Crawford's poem, for in this reading Katie 

exemplifies the feminized textual space, and it is only through understanding her relation 

to the narrative that we may fully understand Maicolm's Kafie. By focusing on images of 



the female in order to suggest the metaphor of the womb, Relke's essay denies the 

figurative in her analogy. The womb, in this argument, is perceived as perfectly natural 

and perfectly female, and in this way redeems the text Rom the masculine world of 

conquest and domination. 

ln response to Relke's argument 1 offer the possibility of imagining the text as a 

muchine, a constructed space that rnay or may not fhction as an integrated whole. 1 

return to a metaphor of circuitry to discuss Katie's place within cnticism such as 

Devereux's and Relke's in order to suggest that the figure of Katie within Crawford's 

poem ac ts as a sort of conductor, drawing and directing the current of textual 

interpretation. To r e m  to Monkman's observation that Crawford's poem represents 

-'one of the last nineteenthcentury narrative poems dealing with the pioneer experience 

in Canada," I believe that, in addition, the figure of Katie ernbodies a tuming away fiom 

the pioneer narrative. Malcolm's K d i e  clears its unsettled narrative, andtums back in its 

final moments to an already estabiished homestead, a secure settlement on solid ground. 

Katie's function within the narrative (precisely, as Devereux argues, because of her 

gender) acts as the junction between the dwindling current of the pioneer narrative and 

the newly developed poetic current of a founded temtory. 

The gendering of Crawford's Malcolm's Kufie represents the doubled beginnings of 

a distinctively Canadian text: the beginning of a settled narrative developed out of the 

nanative of settlement. The poem represents a point of integration as well as a point of 

de parme, so that the new beginning signaled at the end of the text is not a resistance to 

the previous version of the settlement narrative nor a simple evolution corn that theme (a 



straight line easi ly comected to the point of origin). Rather, the structure of Malcolm 's 

Karie presents itsel f as doubled, overlapping and yet divergent, representing what 

KamboureIi calk "a double gaze . . . a looking backwaràs and a looking fonvards" (25). 

What remains undiscovered in this double gaze and this doubled movement of 

exposition is precisely what is not containeci in the narrative itself. This undiscovered 

territory is manifest in the long poem not as a thematic, but as a lyricaI or descriptive 

conceit. '' The 'Indian passageses' repesent a beginning, that cannot be accounted for in 

tems of narrative trajectory or thematics. A beginning separate tiom, but c o ~ e c t e d  to, 

the main trajectory, a shunt that slows the current and so reveais an 'other' narrative, one 

which camot be addressed directly; but begins to articulate a divergence, a tuniing away 

kom, a slowing of the central current. 

2.4 A Fraught Inheritance 

Concepnializing the nineteenth-century Canadian long poem a s  a machine may be 

particularly appropnate in the case of Oliver Goldsmith's The Rising Village, since its 

performance has ofien been compared to a more celebrated prototype, the English long 

poem, The Deserted VdIuge, composed by Goldsmith's great-uncle and narnesake. The 

Canadian Goldsmith claims the distinction of producing the first poem to be published in 

book form by an English Canadian (Pacey 38), as well as the first book-length volume of 

poetry by a Canadian to be published in England (Lynch xi).'' Both of these 

accomplishments, however, seem to connect him with colonial England as much as they 

serve to distinguish him as a Canadian patriot. 



That Goldsmith distinguishes himself by his accomplishrnents as a Canadian p e t  is 

notable, but the extent to which such achievements are marked by a debt to England is 

striking. Modem criticism of the work has vigourously debated whether his long poem is 

an expression of a nascent Canadian nationalism - as Kenneth Hughes first contends - 

or rather a poor imitation of his great-uncle's more accomplished poern and a muddled 

expression of colonialist rnentality - as Desmond Pacey declares and David Jackel 

maintains. This continuing critical debate, not o d y  about the Canadian-ness of the poem, 

but about the quality of the poetry itself, seems to arise naturally out of the poetic te* 

which frorn its opening lines (if not its title), explicitly makes the c o ~ e c t i o n  with 

Goldsmith's ancestral namesake, and therefore with an established English tradition of 

Who oft has bid me emulate his fame 
Whose genius formed the glory of our narne; 
Say, when thou canst, in manhood's ripened age, 
With judgment scan the more aspiring page, 
Wilt thou accept this mbute of my lay, 
By far too small thy fondness to repay? (5- 1 O)" 

The Canadian Goldsmith's poem begins with a dedication to his brother Henry, just 

as the Anglo-Irish Goldsmith dedicated his book The Truveller to his brother Henry 

(Keith 2). This dedication, as can be seen in the above quotation, invokes the infiuential 

relative as an impetus for the composition of The Rising ViZZuge, a '-genius" who has 

glonfied the farnily name, and whose namesake must continue to perpeniate this gbry. 

Goldsmith quickly makes the c o ~ e c t i o n  between his Rising fifiage and his 

predecessor's Deserted Village by offering a thematic connection within the text he 

composes: 



If, then, adown your cheek a tear should fiow 
For Auburn's Village, and its speechless woe; 
If, while you weep, you tùink the "lowly train" 
Their early joys can never more regain, 
Corne, tum with me where happier prospects rise, 
Beneath the stemness of Acadian skies. ( 14- 1 8) 

The text of The Rising Village is co~ec ted  by the invocation of place to me Deserted 

Village. The connection between a deserted Auburn and a newly &sen Acadia is almost 

instantaneous in ternis of texnial chronology: the tear the reader sheds for Auburn must 

be wiped away before it descends, the tragic poem must be elided in terms of the 

renewed "prospects" of this latter Although Goldsmith insistently invokes the 

memory of his patrimonial influence, he also demands that we, his readers, forget this 

founding text. 

The geneatogical tangles immanent in The Rising Village are apparent from the first 

moments of an engagement with the text. A study of The Rising Village makes al1 too 

clear the &lemmas inherent in the writing of Canadian literature: that is, an inability to 

escape from inherited forms, modets, even names irnported by the new settlers from the 

otci world of- Britain and the European continent. Not only does the Canadian Goldsmith 

construct his long poem with a parallel nanative and a rhyme scheme identical to his 

great-uncle's more famous t e e  but his method of moving fiom the general to the 

particular, from weather and landscape to narrative vignettes, bears a noteworthy 

resemblance to another celebrated English long poem, James Thomson's The 

~ccrsons.~' The lirsing Village announces, at an unavoidable pitch, its inability to escape 

its English influences. 



The dificulties in stabilizing The Rising ViIIage in order to examine it as a 

Canadian tex? continue with the problem of fixing Goldsmith's poem in time and place: 

The Rrsrng Villoge exists in two venions, one published in 1825 and a revised version 

released in 1834. The existence of the later version asks the reader to measure one 

version against the other, in addition to rneasuring one or the other apinst its infiuences. 

The act of reading The Rising ViZZage necessitates, then, a continual disceming of echoes, 

an ongoing tabulation of omissions, additions, revisions 

Finally, this question of genealogy and the Canadian poem becornes unavoidable in 

reading the closing lines of the poem, where Goldsmith's panegyric to ~ c a d i a ~ '  is 

dependent upon, and overshadowed by, a tribute to Britain: 

These are thy blessings, Scotia, and for these, 
For wealth, for fieedom, happiness, and ease, 
Thy grateful thanks to Britain's cares are due, 
Her power protects, her smiles pst hopes renew, 
Her valour guards thee, and her councils guide, 
Then, may thy parent ever be thy pride! (523-528) 

As critics concerned with articulating a definitively Canadian literaîure have repeatedly 

observed, Goldsmith's narrator shows no hesitancy about praising the empire for its 

colony's state of well k ing  (Jackel 157, Kamboureli 1 1-12). The colonized vision, as 

both Jackel and Kamboureli note, cannot develop a perspective on the land it describes 

that is autonomous fiom views it inherits from the colonizing country. Goldsmith's 

poem, Kamboureli suggests, is "more conscious of what its subject matter Iacks than of 

what establishes its difference" (12). Jackel similarly argues that Goldsmith's aim "is to 

show us that the new world can be made to resemble the ol& he has no interest in its 

indigenous qualities" ( 155). 



In the search for a founding moment of Canadian literature, it is difficult to view 

Goldsmith's poem as unproblematically as does Gerald Lynch in the final sentences of 

his "Introduction": "Unlike the early epics of British literature (BeowuK say), The Rising 

Viiiage records, witb the skiIls of the eighteenth-century versifier, the first steps taken by 

civilization and culture in a new land. A pioneering poem certainly - a first" (xxvi). 

Lynch's affirmation of Goldsmith's "pioneenng" vision can only be maintained if we are 

to perceive "civilization" as the unique property of some originw culture, in this case 

Great Britain. Goldsmith's poetic narrative valourizes the temtory he charts oniy under 

the benevolent auspices of the British crown and only afler the degrading traces of 

Aboriginal and French culture have k e n  banished from the region.23 

In contrast to Crawford's Malcolm 's Kaiie: A Love Srory, Goldsmith's The Rising 

Viihge strives for a poetic structure that rejects the srrophe, that refuses to allow the 

reader to tum towards a parallel narrative. Rather, The Rising Village strives to build a 

closed and well-insulated link between the colony and its parent country, between the 

literature of Britain and the literature of British North America Although Crawford's text 

shares with Goldsmith's poem an indebtedness to poetic predecessors, the relationship of 

Maicoirn 3 Karie to its literary influences appears to be more contentious, more troubled 

by the desire to create a new narrative in a manner distinct from pre-existing language 

and textuality, and one more consonant with a new place. in contras& Goldsmith's Rising 

Vdluge does not seem to demonstrate a rejection or a subversion of its literary forebears. 

Instead. the textual problem it seems most readily to express is the difficulty in 



reconciling a new temtory and new material with thc tradition to which the poet wanu to 

lay claim. 

Speaking on the autonomy of The Rising Village, as a poetic work and a subject of  

analysis, W.J. Keith writes, "1 cannot fully accept his mughes'] suggestion that the poem 

stands by itself because it seems clear that Goldsmith never intended that it should do so" 

( 1 ). This position begins to articulate the way in which the Canadian Goldsmith 

constructs himself as a poet, and constructs his poem within an inherited poetic traâition. 

As I have earlier suggested, Goldsmith, intentionally or not, produces a text in which 

ideas of inheritance, debt, and imitation, are clearly foregrounded Reading The Rising 

Village demands that the reader measure the text against its ancestry and the tradition and 

genre in which it situates itself. Perhaps even more strangely, the act of reading appears 

to call for an evaluation of  Oliver Goldsmith, the Canadian-bom 

The matter of evaluating Goldsmith does not, for my purposes, depend upon a 

biographical reading that falls outside the p w i e w  of the text. Rather, the poetic figure of 

Goldsmith is built into the nanative of  The Rising Village. Again, Keith's criticism of 

Goldsmith's style offen an entry into the question of Goldsmith as hero/poet: "The 

Anglo-Irish Goldsmith created what it is now fahionable to call apersom for his poem; 

the Canadian Goldsmith did no& and this partly explains why as cntics we And ourselves 

arguing about his intentions rather than about his achievement" (12). Keith suggests that 

in place of a persona, the name of  the pet is translated into the textual narrative, without 

any thoughts of modulating the name or the attitudes associated with the p e t  as author. 

However, any transcription of poet into work, 1 would argue, involves the construction of 



a personu, which is to say that to inscribe one's name into a text is to enter into the 

The measure of the poem must take into account the act of mming performed within 

the scene of the text. That the nanator's penona in The Rising VdIage is a figure named 

"Oliver Goldsmith" ultimately affects the way in which the poem is received Questions 

of naming, questions of signature, must be answered in any evaluation of the poem's 

worth as a Canadian poem What seems to be at stake - for critics such as Hughes, 

Keith, Jackel, and Kamboureli in their evaluation of The Rising Village - is the literary 

value of Goldsmith's poetic persona, and, concurrently, of his poetic subject matter. 

Goldsmith's focus on the potential for "glory" in his poem implies a similar conceni for 

value encoàed into the text. 

Goldsmith, as 1 have already notecl, begins his narration with an articulateci intent to 

"emulate his fame / Whose genius formed the glory of our name" (6-7), and completes 

his text with a similar wish for his Acadia: 

So may thy years increase, thy glories rise, 
To be the wonder of the Western skies; 
And bliss and peace encircle al1 thy shore, 
Till empires rise and sink, on earth, no more. ( 557-560) 

The repeated invocation of "glory" in the opening and closing lines of The Rising V~llage 

provides an equation between "Goldsmith" and "Acadia." There is a parallel between the 

way Goldsmith constructs his textuai presence and the t ems  by which he constructs his 

beloved Scotia. Narrator and subject matter aspire to achieve the "glory" of their 

patriarch on their o~vn tems, and yet remain forever indebted to that ever-present 

authority. Just as Goldsmith recalls the genius of his great-uncle while expiicitly trying to 



diven the reader from that previous work so that he might complete a pre-existing story, 

so too does Scotia attempt to rise to equal stature with Britannia: 

Then blest Acadia! ever may thy name, 
Li ke hers, be graven on the rolls of fame; 
May al1 thy sons, like hem, be brave and free, 
Possessors of her laws and liberty; 
Heirs of her splendeur, science, power, and skiil, 
And through succeeding years her children still. (547-552) 

Goldsmith aspires to an Acadia that is the equal of Bntain, Acadia's name engraved 

on the same "rolls of fame," her place assured by a timelessness surpassing the days 

when "empires rise and si& on earth, no more" (560). Yet Acadia can only ever be child 

and heir of its author. The inheritance is a boon as much as a debt: it allows Acadia's 

name to be sanctified, but ensures that its name will always be beholden to its ancestor's 

greater name. 

2.5 Canadian Content 

Goldsmith's problematic positioning of his subject matter has provoked extensive 

critical debate about the merit of the work as a Canadian P m .  Hughes atternpts to 

rescue Goldsmith's poem by identifjmg a shift in the poet's political consciousness 

between 1825 and 1834 which facilitates Goldsmith's renaissance as a Canadian 

"nationalist" (38). Jackel contests this view with an essay devoted to defining the poern 

as a performance of colonial subse~ence  and displacement: "what it documents is a 

state of minci, and that state of mind is not Canadian but colonial. To borrow one of 

Margaret Ahvood's more felicitous phrases: Goldsmith is 'a person who is "here" but 

thinks he is somewhere else"' (166). Kamboureli's reading of The Rising Vifhge accords 



with Jackel's, arguing thak for Goldsmith, aa prosperous life in the New World is 

unimaginable and inoperative if envisioned outside the authority of the immigrant's pst" 

( 12). But in Kamboureli's view, this position is endemic to the conditions of the poem's 

production, for, the Nneteenth-century Canadian long poem "cannot afford to be 

subversive" f 12). 

Comrnon to these disapproving readings of The Rising Village is a definition of the 

Canadian poem as that which is fiercely resistant to any sense of indebtedness to a British 

model. The Canadian poem must be, to use Kamboureli's term, "subversive." Such 

criticism lwks not just to the opinions expressed in The Rising ViIZage, but also to the 

poetic structure of Goldsmith's text. Keith suggests that Goldsmith decides to use rhymed 

couplets in his poem primarily in order to imitate the structure of The Deserted Village 

(2)? Such a structure, Keith and Jackel agree, is detrimental to Goldsmith's project of 

representing the distinctive flavour of "Scotia" It is with this argument in mind that 1 

have bracketed the proper names "Acadia" and "Scotia" - to reflect the criticism t hat 

Goldsmith's conservative handling of rhyme and language ultimately dilutes any 

distinctive flavour he inight have found in his chosen subject matter (Jackel 155). 

The question returns to one of denomination. What the Canadian Goldsmith names 

in his poetry is what is debated within our contemporary critical context: whether he 

numes Nova Scotia and Canada recognizably, distinctively. In a similar way, the proper 

name of the p e t  is also at stake. Because it is inscribeci in the text fiom the opening 

lines. because it is part of the poetic project, the Canadian Goldsmith's narne is meant to 

be proven by the value of the poem. 



Jackel argues that the heroic couplets and poetic language Goldsmith employs in his 

description of pioneering life rely so heavily on generalizations and abstractions that the 

experience and the landscape in question lose any distinction for the reader. Goldsmith, 

by Jackel's estimation, creates "an experience so generalized that one wonders how uny 

reader could be expected to share it in a rneaningful way" (159). One of the few 

exceptions Jackel fin& to this appraisal occurs in the footnote Goldsmith attaches to his 

description of converting forest into agrïcultural space. As Jackel observes, the "footnote, 

written in ordinary (not 'poetic') language, is dommentory in a way that lines fiom the 

poem are not" (160). The poetic passage Jackel cites is as follows: 

See! from their heights the lofty pines descend, 
And crackling, down their pond'rous lengths extend 
Smn from their boughs the curling flames anse, 
Mount into the air, and redden all the skies; 
And where the forest once its foliage spread, 
The golden corn triurnphant waves its head. (67-72) 

The footnote appended to this verse paragaph, and which Jackel cites as an effective 

illustration of' the Canadian experience, reads: 

' ~ h e  golden corn triumphunf wmes ifs heud. The process of clearing land, 
though simple, is attended with a great deal of labour. The trees are al1 felled, so 
as to lie in the same direction; and afier the tire has passed over them in that 
state, whatcver may be leR is collected into heaps, and reduced to ashes. The 
grain is then sown between the stumps of the trees, which remain, until the lapse 
of time, from ten to fifieen yean, reduces them to decay. (p. 1 1 ) 

According to Jackel's argument, the expository addendum to Goldsmith's poem is 

more effective than his numing of the place of Nova Scotia, or of distinguishîng the 

panicularities of Canadian temtory and Canadian experience, within the poetic stanza. 

Goldsmith's poetic inability to overcome what Keith has described as, "the r k h  



complexities thai were available in his material" ( 1 1 ), is briefly surpassed in an instant of 

prose writing that, for Jackel (and Keith), memorializes the lost potential of the project. 

In their view this footnote represents an escape 60m the poetic persona of "Oliver 

Goldsmith" and the poetic tradition that held him subservient to his ancestry. 

The fmtnote on clearing land offers Goldsmith's critics a parallel narrative of both 

"Goldsmith" and "Acadia." This voice, which is and is not the voice of "Oliver 

Goldsmith in The Risrng Village, offers itself as both a verification of and an alternative 

to the identity of the writing subject and the distinctiveness of the writing matter. In the 

footnote, the narrator steps aside to the margins of the narrative line. in e k t ,  the 

footnote does not diverge From the narrative, but rather moves alongside it. 

The expository footnote breaks the insulated circuit between the New World 

"Goldsmith and his British narnesake, between the new "Scotia" and the old 

"Britannia." In its aside at the bottom of the page, the text "clean land" for itsele land 

distinctive From the poetic text, yet dependent upon if land autonomous fkom the 

debilitating legacy of Goldsmith's ancesûy, but similarly reliant upon it. Conventionally, 

it rnight be assumed that the prosaic voice of the fwtnote is more informational and 

therefore closer to the figure of the author of the text, yet at the same time, Jackel's 

evaluation of this voice categorizes it as a more successful persona than the one 

constructed within the heroic couplets. By escaping a poetic structure that elides the 

subject marter and reveals a narrator bound to iI1-fitting conventions and beholden to the 

tradition he desires, at once, to rei@ and to supplant, the fwtnotes to The RisÏng Village 

arguably offer us a more liberated and more fully realized narrator. In such a reading the 



conventional definitions of footnote and body, foreground and ba~kgro~nd, author and 

nanator, corne close to king inverted. 

That the persona framing the fwtnotes of The Rising Village appears more 

aesthetically accomplished (as a Canadian w-riter, at least) than the persona of the poem's 

"Goldsmith" hopelessly complicates a genealogy that traces the nanative persona back to 

a biographical subject As a result, the author of the poem, as ongin of the text, is lost in 

this strange intersection between modem critical evaluations of the text and the poem 

itsel f which, 1 have argued, demands to be viewed through the filter of such evaluations. 

Again, this pursuit of a lost genealogy is itself paralleled within the poetic tex& as the 

narrator looks to an origmary Britain for guidance while lamenting his inability to realize 

the dawn of that source: 

Happy Britannia! though thy histoq's page 
In darkest ignorance shrouds thine infant age, 
Though long thy childhood's yean in error strayed, 
And long in superstition's bands delayed; 
Matur'd and strong, thou shin'st in manhood's prime, 
The first and brightest star of Europe's clime. (529-534) 

Although Britain's place as the "tirst and brightest star" is here unquestioned, 

"Goldsmith" wants to understand how she arose fiom "darkest ignorance" and 

superstition to reach her present height. Similarly, the question of the original impetus to 

set the world in order is invoked in an aside about the play of anxiety and faith in the 

minds of new settlers: 

When troubles vex and agitate the mind, 
By gracious Heaven for wisest ends designed, 
When dangers threaten, or when fears invade, 
Man flies to thee for comfort and for aid; 
The soul, impelled by thy all-powerful laws, 
Seeks safety, only, in a Great First Cause! ( 179- 184) 



This third-person account of the intense but hopeless search for "a Great First Cause" 

corresponds to the bewilderment the narrator later faces when contemplating the 

predestined but improbable ascension of "Happy Britannia" Britain, within the narrative 

Goldsmith offers us, is the flawless and necessary support for Acadia's success and 

prosperity, and yet Goldsmith dreams of discovering the ongins that lie behïnd this 

support, the moment at which the political font springs into being. This search, as the 

poem reveals, is impossible to fulfill. 

The subject matter of the poem, Acadia, clearly depends for its identity and its 

structure on the support of its "parent" Britain Goldsmith's Britain represents, within 

the scene of the poem, an immortal and glorious presence, yet the poem contindly 

draws attention to an immuîable origin - Britain's nascent greafness - that betrays this 

timelessness and threatens its status. It is not the absence of a founding moment that 

complicates Goldsmith's reading of Britannia and, by extension, Acadia; rather, this 

witerly impulse is contradicted by Goldsmith's ideals. Although Goldsmith forces 

himself to admit that the glory of Britain must necessarily have sternmed fiom some 

distant source, his unquestioning awe of the parent country does not allow him to fully 

conceive of this initial irnpetus. 

Just as many adults are unwiiling and unable to imagine their parents having sex, so 

too is Goldsmith unable to envision the moment of Britain's conception in any cogent or 

significant way. In order to guard his ideal conception of Britain as timeless in its 

authority, Goldsmith must tum away fiom the possibility of the inaugural moment even 

as he invokes it. As a result, the circuit Goldsmith explicitly wishes to create in order to 



connect the origins of Britain to the origins of British North America inevitably fails to 

hold. The security of parentage, the wealthy inheritance of ancestry, is marred by the 

compulsion to resist an ongin rendered impure by threats of temporality, contingency, or 

illegitimacy. 

Similarly, Goldsmith's por&rayal of "Acadia," like Crawford's pomayal of Upper 

Canada, glances at the concealed narratives of the land even as the text seeks to banish 

those impurities from the narrative M e .  The expository footnotes appended to The 

Rlsing Vdlage act as structural reminders of a concealed source, the suppressed narrative 

of an alternate h i n g  of the subject matter of "Canada" The fmtnote establishes a 

paralle1 textual structure threatening, briefly, to divert the main narrative from a pre- 

existing colonial structure by articulating a distinctive territory that has been almost 

entirely erased from the poem because of the poet's preoccupation with issues of 

historical and poetic indebtedness. 

Yet there is something uneasy about this critical: fkming of the footnote. For the 

foomote is every bit as much a received convention and a pre-existing literary device as 

is the heroic couplet. As such, it is dificult to accept the implicit and uncontested 

assurnption by those critics cited, that a "Canadian" poem, if it is to be successful, must 

distinguish itself from British models, must be subversive to received conventions. 

Instead, the Canadian poem may be distinctive precisely in its conscious or unconscious 

failure to ovenhrow convention with any dramatic success. 1 prefer to phrase the question 

in a different way: could Goldsmith represent a Canadian trope of literary production 

simply by stniggling to constnict that cIosed and well-insulated circuit between 



'+Britannia" and "Acadia," between the Anglo-Irish Oliver Goldsmith and the Canadian 

Oliver Goldsmith? Again, Goldsmith's fmtnote does not represent an escape fiom the 

bind of genealogy. Instead, it offen a pause, a moment in which a different (but not 

necessan'ly novel) alternative is articulated. Like the grain that, as described by 

Goldsmith in his footnote, is "sown between the sturnps of trees, which remain, until the 

lapse of time . . . reduces them to decay" (p. 1 l), this moment of parallel narrative 

represents a striving to take "possession of the wil" ( 1 O5), and a corresponding dispersal 

of any such attempt. 

2.6 Corn mencement Metaphors 

1 began this chapter hoping to address a certain problem. This problem has, over the 

course of reading Malcolm S Kutie: A Love Story and n e  Rising Villoge, been voiced in 

a nurnkr of ways and has addressed itsel f to several wncerns, coalescing in the problem 

of beginning a new narrative of Canada. It is the problem of defining Canada and its 

distinction as a literary subject, of reading a text thmugh its critics, and finally, of the 

received practice of valuing narrative over lyric, theme over phrase, that instigates my 

critical interest in these two works. 

These problems have by no means resolved, nor have they been hlly explored, since 

they lead me not to answers, exactty, but to a series of metaphors with which I have 

beçun to articulate several lines of inquiry: the Canadian poem as a machine or a senes 

of circuits; the shunt of concealed identities or strategies of naming; the text that steps 

aside f?om itself, moving parallel to itself; textual movement as parallel, as strophic. I 



begin (again) with a series of metaphors, metaphors that rnay not move me closer to a 

single goal or a clear answer, but instead figure movement, a movement, o f  course, that is 

rnerely another metaphor: a meîaphor for reading, for knowing. 

1 The term "strophe" is not used by Crawford in the te- ofMalcolm 's Karie, nor by any of the critics who 
address these extended passages of descriptive Ianguage. Indeed "passages" is a term more readily 
ernployed and perhaps just as  easily suited to describe these problematic blocks of text. However, for 
reasons 1 hope to make clear within my discussion of Crawford's poern. the tenn "strophew suits a certain 
movement apparent in the language of the text thaz will jus* the employmerit of uiis foreign t m .  

Leslie Monkrnan obvrves that Malcolm *s Katie is "one of the last nineteenth-century narrative poems 
dealing with the pioneer experience in Canada" (132), and this comment provides one reason 1 begin with 
Crawford's text: in order to observe the moment just before a theme is set aside, or tumed fiom. Rmther than 
beginning this ctiapter chronologically, with a discussion of * Rising Village, 1 thought 1 w d d  examine a 
scene where a theme or a genre or mode of perception is in the process of k i n g  for a tirne, suspended or 
disrnissed. 
3 The sentiment that Canada rnay be a new Eden is prexnted most explicitly in Katie's final speech, whch 
constitutes the closing iines of Crawford's poem: "'these wild woods and plains are faim hr / 'Than Eden's 
self" fVIi, 3 1-2). M e r  Katie's Sentiments are meant to be taken sincaely, or mezuit to subtly mock 
Max's umer ing  idealism, these lines do present an analogy with which the readcr must reckon. 
4 See Frye's statemem that Crawford pos~esses "the most mythopaetic imaginatior, in Canadian poctry" 
( 148)- as well as Livesay's suggestion that the doarmentary form of C d o r d ' s  long pocm provides thc 
language of a New World (274). 
5 I use the term "Indian passages" as a way of idenwng the IyTical and descriptive sections which open Part 
II and Part IV of Crawford's poem. The term "Indian" is used in order to idente the figure Crawford bas 
t extuaily constructeci, a reprtsentational personifkation whose connections to historical F i t  Nations bands 
of Canada or North America and their systems of Mief may be contingent, ambiguous, or even spurious. 1 
use the term "Indian" to negotiate between the figures employed by Crawford and whatever historicd 
anthropological andlor ~ 0 1 o g i c . l  materials may dispute ber constructions. 1 wiU keep the terrn in single 
yotanon marks to emphasize that the word 'Indian' r d a s  a representatio~ not an exiaulg comrnunity. 

These met hods of coding the ' Indian' cannot be labelcd anachronistic, since these modes of representation 
were probably not clichéd when Crawford compose. Malcolm 's Katie. Aii 1 can do in this discussion of 
Crawford's language is to foreground my own position as a reader, and relate how, in this Ume and place, 
the vocabulary and metaphors Crawford uses are as anachronistic as a Cigar Store Indian. What was 
shocking to me as 1 read these passages was in recognizing how dated they were. I n d d  1 have not heard 
tenns like "Happy Hunting Groundw or "squaw" since I was child, when 1 was exposed to this language 
through Wanier Brothers' cartoons of the 1930's and 40's. 1 have not seen these cartoons, which seemed to 
be indebted to Longfeiiow's Hiawathiq for many years now, and 1 suspect they have been relegated to the 
same cutting room floors as much of the expticit violence of Bugs Bunny's cartoons. That such cartoons 
have likely b e n  censoreci fiom television speaks to the discornfort such representations elicit in our present 
day. 

In t m  of Crawford' s language, Bentley 's explanatory notes to Mufco/rn 's Kafie consistently point to 
Lon~ellow's "The Vocabulary to the Song of Hiawatha" in order to cl* the 'indian' discourse. This 
procedure lads  to questions of authenticity, of Crawford's knowledge of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada, 
and of the 'Canadian-ness' of the text. I f  Bentley is correct in establishing Longfellow's poetry as the central 
source for the "Amerindian mythology" of Mafcolm 's Katic, then Waterston's ciah that these passages 
refiect a Canadian vision is certainly put into penl. Bentley's claim renders Crawford's relation to the 
Abonginal other as distant and highly mediated. 



Again, the intent of this adysis is certainIy not to label Crawford, or her t- as racist. Wbat 1 am 
endeavouring to do through such discussion is to approach the text in a parhcular way, by analyzing how it 
deah with the 'other' cuiture of Canada. 
7 In the context of this discussion of the 'Man passages' as "backgrou~"  1 am attempting to bring the 
"backgroundn to the foreground, to invert the focused gaze of analysis. in this sense, 1 am indebted to Mieke 
Bal's formulation of a " d . ï m c a i n  or ucountercoherentn reading of texts and images, wtiich she 
outlines in Dearh and Disrymmetry: 

A first step is not to assume any pan of the book to be of minor importance, aor to consider 
any of its details irrelcvant. . . . It would be fiillacious, however, to pretend that any form of 
"completeness" in inte~pretation can be achieved. 1 am as much subject to the centripetal 
tendency, the impulse to coherent reading, as anyixxiy else. The next act of awareness, then, d l  
be the detemination of which coherence will replace the one 1 have just rejected as reduaive and 
contradictory. This is how the idea of reading with a "countercoherence" cornes into sight. A 
countercoherence relates the uofficial" reading to what it leaves out; it rdates the text to the 
needs of the reader, it relazes everythrng that is denied importance to the motivations for such 
denials. The countercoherence will start precisely where repression is the most flagrant. (17) 

8 I am thinking, for example, of a car 1 recently took for an insurance inspection. ïhe  car worked, and got 
me to the inspection point, but then fded to pass its examination because of nurnerous probiems with its 
various parts. Even fier it passe& there were still squeaks and whistles t)rat betrayed a less than perfect 
functioning. 1 am m g  to descr i i  a machine that may work but may not entireiy work, in which certain 
defects may impede the f h d o n  without causing a breakdown. 
' We might notice how the narrative of the 'Indian passage' in Part IV pYalleis the rwstive in Part II. in 
both cases a warrior figure attempts to kiiî an element of the naturai world, and in each case the warrior is 
subvened in this action. The Sun rnocks the "Moon of Falling Leavesn for kïliing the Summer, fint by 
shaming it @ 108- 1 1 O), and then by informing the Moon that she is not dead, but wiii retum again- 
Similady, the Nonh Wind "siays" the mes  and waters, oniy to realize the cowafdice of this act. The North 
Wind tùrther exacerbates bis cowardice by calting on his "squaw," snow, to help hirn hide this dastardly act. 
At the same the, the North W@ Uce the Moon in the previous pasag9 shows his ignorance of the natural 
cycle of seasons by believing in this death, even as he realizes that the Sun wiil retum and reimigorate nature 
(V 22-30). in each case, 'indian' nature shows itselfto be unmrurai, in its dishonourable behaviour and in 
its displacement within the recuning cycle of the seasons. Terry Goldie, in his study of "images of the 
indigene" in Canadian, Australian, and New Zealand titeratures, speaks to aich contradictory discourses by 
which the "naturai" indigene is both vaiourized and Mlified (23). 
10 Bentley, in his Explanatory Notes to Malcolm S Kalie. suggests that the term "Great Worker" may be 
informed by the figure of the Manitou (Great Spirit) in Aboriginal theology. However, he  also suggests that 
the figure of the Manitou in this case is blended with the Christian idea that "the HoIy Spirit . . . eE'ected 
God's plan in the creation of the worid" (63). Bentley's point destabil i i  rny reading of the passage as a 
'European' movement away fiom the 'indian' lyricism in order to return to a central narrative iine. 

1 have trouble, however, with Bentley's reading since this passage seems compicuously devoid of 
retèrences to 'indian' mythology and cuiture, whereas the lines that precede it are saturated with such cues. 
At the sarne tirne, 1 am unable to explain the figure of the "Great Worker" to my own satisfaction. It may 
weU be that this term defies exphnation. Perhaps it stands as a strange hybrid of tndigenous and Christian 
belief systems, an aporia where two discourses meet without cornpleteiy comprehending one another, the 
result resistant to explication by either system of meaning. 
11 The reader knows this is a lie. for we have just seen Max crushed by a falien tree. There is, therefore, no 
ambiguity regarding the tale's veracity or Alfred's purpose in inventing it. What we can question, thou& is 
the elements he chooses in composing this faisehood. 
12 It is important to note that Alfred's story has no effect on Katie's love for Max Despite Nfred's 
seerningIy irretiitable proof that it is Katie's Max to whom he refers, Katie in the end is purely faitffil to her 
beloved. Katie's faith in love is metaphysical in chat she need no justification of its existence other than a 
knowledge of its existence. As she confesses at the end of her debate with Alfied: 

"If he were traitor 1 must needs be false, 
"For long ago love melted our two hearts, 



- - - - - - - 

"And time has moulded these two hearts in one, 
"And he  is true since 1 am fâithfùl still." (V 128-1 3 1 ) 

Within Karie's narrative the senlement of love remains stable and salid. The quation of love and settirnent 
begs the question of how Katie tits into this narrative of fmg. as weii as how her narrative might 
intersex, or fd to intetsect, with the 'indian passages.' I shall address this later in the chapter. 
13 The concem Malcolm 's Kaiie diiplays for the issue of parentage is aot exclusive to these refaences to the 
haKbreed. They very title of  the poem suggcsts that patriarchd authority is a powerftl signifier in this text. 
Similady, in the debate between Alfied and Katie over Max's fit- one of the pieas of evidence that 
Alfied produces to convince Katie that they are speaking of the same Max is a description of a turquoise 
ring Max wears around his oeck, "'His mother's ~g - her name was Heien Wynde"' (V 1 17). The name of 
his mother is evidently meant to validate Max's identity. Finally, the po«n closes with the image o f  a child 
on Katie's knee. the boy na& Atfied, 'as the sad of pardon set / Upon the heart of one who h ' d  and 
woke / To sorrow for his sins" (VII 8-10). Once reproduced by the proper parents, A l M  is recast as a pure 
and happy child. 
14 s bu nt rr. ,'ME f Origin unctrtain: perh f. SHUN. ] 1 A sudden stan or jerk rare. M y  in IME. 2 ï b e  action 
or act of shunting a train etc. on to a siding. b A motor accident, esp. a collision of a number of veiticles 
travelling one close behind the other. slang. 33 Hecrr. A mcompent connected in parailel; esp. a low-value 
resistor comected in parallel with an instrument. in order to d u c e  the curent  passing through it. b Med. A 
natural or  artificial route connecting two vesseis, whereby b l d  is divertcd fiom one to the other, the 
passage of b lwd dong such a route. A h ,  the surgical consuuction of such a route. c Biuckm. An 
aitemative rnetaboiic pathway, ~i~ec.  the pentose phosphate cycle. 4 A raitway point. S A method of rifling 
cannon so that the projectile undergoes a laterai change of  position in the proccss. [OED] 
l5 ~e should not forget, for example, the apostrophes of Max directed t o  the dl-but-absent 'haif-breed lad." 
16 A sirnilar sentiment is expttssed in Otest Rudzik's essay, "Myth in 'Malcolm's Katie. "' As a nnal word on 
the analysis of Crawford's dramatic rendering of nature, Ru& offers this: ^Perhaps the rnost we can hope 
for is that . . . the landscape finally, some way and somehow, accepts us after d the &on of o w  articulating 
it" (57). The representation of owselves, readers and writers, turning towards the landscape, pleading with it 
for acceptance and articulation, seems to a r t i da t e  Crawford's writing of  nature. The 'Mi passages' are 
an atternpt to express not only the landscape, but the indigenous people o f  the counuy through a vocabulary 
distanced tiom its subject because it is so detennined by elements of anthropomorphism, metaphor, and 
discourses borrowed fiom other poetic texts. There is a tuniing towards the other that in turn erases this 
other fiom the xene  o f  the text, an articulation of what is not found in the moment of founding, what is not 
settled at the site of settlement. There is an odd desire t o  escape the motnent of origin encoded in the act of 
constmcting an inaugural moment. 
17 Leslie Monkman reads the narrative as intentionally (and benigniy) avoiding the implications of settling a 
land already settled by an aboriginal people. Monkman suggests that "Crawford d e l ~ h t e l y  semis her 
pioneer into a landscape in which the red man has never set foot" (133). The narrative thus conspicuousIy 
avoids a collision with that other namative of the land by disembodying it, recasting it as a lytical presence 
that hovers before, outside, and above the centre stage of the love story. 
18 1 have deliberately choçen to structure this chapter achronologically - discussing one of the last 
nineteenth-century long poems to ponray the Canadian pioneering expcrience before exarnining the first 
prominent Canadian long poem of settlement. We rnight gain perspective on the genre and its narrative and 
descriptive codings by looking first at its tuming point, then examining the 'prototype. ' By doing so, 1 hope 
to keep the question of  an originary moment in the history of Canadian poetry open, as well as  addressing 
issues of poetic genealogy. 
l 9  Citations are based upon the 1834 version of the p w m ,  unles  otherwise noted. 
20 The Canadian Goldsmith, in his Airfobiogr4phj+, maices the comection explicitly: 

The celebrated author of the "Desened Village" had pathetically displayed the Anguish of his 
Countrymen. on being forced, Ciom various c m ,  to quit their native plains, endeiued to them 
by so rnany delighttùl recoliections, and to seek a Refitge in regions at that tirne but little known. 

. . . In my humble poem I therefore, endeavoured to describe the sufferings they 
experienceû in a new and uncultivated Countsy. the Dicul t ies  they surmounted, the Rise and 



progress of a Vilage, a d  the prospects which promised Happiness to its &re posscsson. (1 I- 
12) 

On the basis o f  this passage, it is ciear that the Canadian Goldsmith feels his poem deals with the same 
people who populated the Anglo-Irish Goldsmith's text. The connection between the two texts is both 

rsonal and prolamai. 
'Rigourous d y s i s  of the poan's shoa of Tne Deserred GSllqgo un k f o u d  in W.,. Keiîh's ' 7 k  
fisittg C'ifhge Again." Gerald Lynch, in his "Explanatory Notesw to the Canadian Poeuy Press eâition of 
The Rising t7fiage, also notes textuai conespondences to the Angio-lristi Goldsmith and to Thomson. 

Goldsmith's altemathg b e w a  "Aadia" and 'ScotiaW in naming the territory he portrays marks yet 
another genealogical quandary aniculated by the text. Acadia, as  a footnote within the text explains, is the 
old French name, "L'Acadie," for the territory which was, at the time of  the poem's composition, part of 
British North America. Thus, Goldsmith corninues the appeiiation wtuch gestures to  a conceaied narrative: 
the existence of a French colony previous to  a British take-over. 

This question of shifting politicai borders might have relwance to Goldsmith's We. His fither was a 
United Empue Loyaiist who abandoncd the aewly-formed United States of America in fàvour of British 
Xorth Punerica. Yet, Goldsmith's variation in narning his poetic temtory seems strangely unconcemed with 
the precarïous position of colonies in the European political sphere. 
a In cornparison to Malcdm 's Kutie: A Low S i q ,  Goldsmith's poem treats the First Nations population 
without the problematic mediations of lyrical poetry. The Abonginah are confidentiy figured as  objects of 
justifiabie fear and hatred, They are inhuman monsters. reieased l ie  evil spirits fkom the wüdeniess the 
pioneers clear: 

Behoid the savage tnbes in wildest strain, 
Approach with death and terror in thar  train; 
No longer silence o'er the forest reigns, 
No longer stiilness now her powcr retains; 
But hidwus y e k  announce the mwdaous band 
Whose bloody footsteps desolate the land. (8 1-86) 

Ln Iight of Goldsmith's treamient, Crawford's depidon of an [ndigenous other seems especially complex 
and interesting. even radically sympathetic. 
24 Goidsrnith initiates the critical debate over the value of his work in his A~fob iogrq fy~  when he addresses 
negative reviews of The Rising Village: 

My unfortunate Baubling (sic) was tom to Shreds. My first effort was criticized with undue 
severity, abusd, and c o n d e  and why' Because I did not produce a poem like the great 
Oliver. Alas! Who indeed could do so? Whatever ment it possessed in itself was d i sownd  
because the genius who wrote it did not qua1 that of his great predecessor. 1 haâ, however* the 
approbation of the "judicious few." who thought it an interesting Production. (1 2) 

M a t  is interesting about this umbrage taken at critical condemnation - as Gerald Lynch points out in his 
"Inuoduction" to The fising Vifluge - is that Goldsmith's biographer, Wdfnd Myatt, "failed to  find any 
adverse criticism of Tht? Rising E.ïIlage in p ~ t  (in fa% he finds only favourable reviews)" (xiv). It would 
seem then. that Oliver Goldsmith provides the first textual condernnations of his own work, and thereby 
launches a challenge to later critics either to condemn or to rescue the poem. 
2s I am in fo rma  in this position. by the writings of Julia f i s t eva  in her essay on abjection, P w s  of 
Horror. Kristwa suggests that the A a n g  subject is aiways already encoded into the text by a biologicd 
pulse, and by a desire for a pure. ctean. and ùnmortal sign of hirn/herself "The writer is a phoôic who 
succeeds in metaphorking in order to keep fiom being fnghtened to death; instead he cornes to  life again in 
sigis" (38). 

For Kristeva's writer the pure and bounded sign represents an escape fiom the sordid and 
contarninated world of the body: the h t e r  rcjecrs. abjects. the physical body. Yet, it is impossible for the 
w-iiter to simply translate hidherself uito the signi@ing system: there is an inability to represent that 
suspends the wnter's body under erasure: 

At that Ievel of downfdl in subject and object. the abject is the quivalent of death. And writing, 
which allows some to recover, is qua1 to a resunection. The writer, then. finds himself marked 
out for identification with Christ, if only in order for him, too, to be rejectd ab-jected. (26) 



- 

For Kristeva, the writer is always a persona in m e r  own t a .  What is variant is not the trace of the writing 
subject but the way(s) in wbch dhe perfonns thnt persona. 
26 In fo-ding this argumcnk Kath matests Hughes' c iah  that the couplet arises as the rhymc SC- 
most appropriate to Goldsmith's Canadian subject matter. 



- - -4bapter  Three 

"substance of things unseen": E.J. Pratt's ArticuIation/Mutication of Canada 

This was an acr 
Offaith indeed- substance ofrhings tcnseen- 
IVhich wou!d convert preachers ro miracles, 
Lure rcachers into lean-ro 'sfûr heir ciusses. 

- Towards ~ h e  Lust Spike 

I wouid like to entertain, for at least a brief moment, the idea that a certain 

understanding of national identity can be discemed through the eating of that nation's 

distinct cuisine. That this idea may seem commonplace in Western society does not mean 

that it should go unquestioned, and certainly 1 hope to interrogate some of the most 

common assumptions by the end of this chapteci Questions of nationality and digestion 

offer an intriguing enrry into issues of constructing or recognizing a national identity- 

and as an extension, a national Ilterature. 

The connection between eating and national identity relates in a peculiar way to E.J 

Pratt's long poems Bribeufund His Brethren and irowards the Lust Spike. Both texts are 

expressly concerned with constructing Canadian identity by portraying, in epic tems, 

certain originary moments in the history of Canada: the attempts of French Jesuits to 

convert the Aboriginal populations of New France, and the building of the 



transcontinental railway in Canada- That these topics have anything to do with food is not 

immediately apparent to those thinking of the historical event rather than Pratt's poetic 

representations of these founding moments. Yet, I would suggest, if only as a temporary 

starting point, that the act of consuming food is inextricably linked to Pratt's national 

vision, and that somethine something that provides a different answer to the question 

of begmnings in Canadian literature- might be gained by exarnining possible 

connections between the consumption of food and the construction of cornmunity 

1 am thinking specifically of Pratt's lyrical flourish in TowardF the Lnsr ~~ike,' 

where he describes a Fundamental connection between the character of the Scottish 

people and their consumption of oatmeal: 

Oatmeal was in their biood and in their names. 
Thrift was the title of their catechisrn. 
It governed al1 things but their mess of porridge 
Which, when it struck the hydrochloric acid 
With treacle and skim-miliq becarne a mask 
Entering the duodenum, it broke up 
Into amino acids: then the liver 
Took on its natural job as carpenter: 
Foreheads grew into cliffs, jaws into juts. 
The meal, so changed, engaged the follicles: 
Eyebrows came out as gorse, the beards as thistles, 
And the chest-hair the fell of Grampian rams. 
It stretched and vulcanized the human span: 
Nonagenarians worked and thrived upon it. (3) 

The prolonged description of oatmeal transmogrification extends further still, describing 

at Iength the "fearsome racial products" released into the genes by this food, including 

the ability to bargain hard, argue, and meld the "civilized and the "barbaric" into a 

hybrid dance called the Fling (3). This descriptive passage is comic, grotesque, yet 

essential to the historical narrative being shaped in Praît's poetry, for, if the construction 



of the railway is necessary to the creation of a unified and independent Canada, then the 

building of the railway, as Pratt would have it, depends upon the character of the 

Scotsmen who forge that enterprise. The genealogical equation Pratt sketches for us is 

linear and, despite its cornic grotesquerie, somehow rational: oatmeal equafs Scotsman 

equals railway equals Canada. This description of digestive genetics leads to a more 

conventional epic genealogy. in which Pratt, echoing the ancient sagas, offers a catalogue 

of lineage and honours: 

Their names were like a battle-muster- Angus 
(He of the Shops) and Fleming (of the Transit), 
Hector (of the Kicking Horse), Dawson, 
"Cromarty" Ross, and Beatty (Ulster Scot), 
Bruce, AlIan, Galt and Douglas, and the "twa"- 
Stephen (Craigellachie) and Smith (Strathcona)- 
Who would one day climb from their Gaelic hide-outs, 
Take off their plaids and wrap them round the mountains. 
And then the everlasting tread of the Macs, 
Vanguard, centre and rear, their roving eyes 
On sumrnits, rivers, contracts, beaver, ledgers; 
Their eus cocked to the skirl of Sir John A., 
The generai of the patronpic march. (4) 

The ring of the term "patronpic march" which cioses the above verse paragraph, 

offers the imagery of masculine ancestry and militarism that will inform not only Pratt's 

nationalist vision in Towards the k s t  Spike, but also a sirnilar thematic line in Brébeuf 

und His Bretlrren. This cornical sketching of a heroic lineage - through porridge and 

patronym - that with its "fearsorne racial products" rnight tame a formidable territory, is 

paralleled in Pratt's references to Brébeuf s noble Iineage, which connects him, before 

his martyr's death, to a noble tradition of heroism: 



The farnily name was known to chivalry- 
In the Crusades; at Hastings; through the blood 
Of the English Howards; called out on the rungs 
Of the siege ladders; at the castle breaches; 
Proclairned by heralds at the lists, and heard 
In Council Halls:- the coat-of-ms a bull 
In black with h o m  of gold on a silver shield (4) 

What occupies my imagination at this time, however, is an exploration of the 

alternative genealogy alluded to in Pratt's rnoçk-epic description of oatmeal. I am 

interested in entertaining - and "entertaining" may be the exact word - the possibility 

that the equation, oatmeal equals Scotsmen equals railway equals Canada, might have a 

serious bearing on Pratt's notion of national identity as well as sening to comically 

undercut the epic genre. With this in min4 1 should like to trace a genealogy of digestion 

and its relation to Pratt's Canadian epic, from Towards the Last Spike (published in 

1 952) back to Brébeufund His Breihren (published in 1 WO).' 

3.2 Reading Towards 

One particular term that will be of conspicuous relevance to an understanding of 

Pratt's two long poems, is the word "towards." What is of importance in that word, 

rowurd~, that Pratt employs in the title of his last published long poem, his final 

staternent on Canadian history and identity, his re-creation of the founding moment in 

Canadian selfhood, Towards the Last Spike? A certain tone is generated by the word, 

rowards, a resonance that may indeed invoke a Canadian motif. In a desire to articulate 

what fowarh might mean, 1 turn to Eli Mandel's essay, "Writing West: On the Road to 

Wood Mountain." In the essay, Mandel attempts to describe what place means to the 



Western w-riter, and how a sense of place may be translated into poetty. Not surprisingly, 

the definition of place he arrives at is neither simple nor definitive: 

. . . it is not place alone that matters but a direction, an attraction - something 
like the movement of a cornpass needle; not where it is, but where it points 
matters. My image for the prairie writer then, at least as a point of begiming for 
this account, is not necessarily the one who is in the west, or who stays here, but 
the one who returns, who moves, who points in this direction. (69) 

For Mandel, the act of writing poetry is an act of writing towardc place; place is not 

a starting point but a potential destination, ever on the horizon, always approached but 

never an-ived at. This resdts, as Mandel maintains, in "a tension between place and 

culture" that creates in the prairie writer "a man not so much in place, as out of place and 

so one endlessly trying to get back, to find his way home, to write himself into existence, 

witing west" (69). Without erasing the distinctive character of prairie writing, 1 would 

like to apply Mandel's view of place to a reading of Pratt's long poems. 

Reading Pratt's -bve~e-panorarna'7 of the Canadian Paci fic Rail way via Mandel's 

exploration of place as incipient destination, 1 see that Pratt has also found "a tension 

between place and culture," constructing a poem that returns, that moves towards a 

destination at which it may not amve. Pratt's poem is clearly about movement, about the 

process of locomotion, a point he emphasizes in the text7s opening iines: 

It was the same world then as now- the same, 
Except for l ittle di fferences of speed 
And power, and means to treat myopia 
To show an axe-blade infinitely small, or else 
Provide the telescopic sight to roam 
Through curved dominions never found in fables. (1 ) 

The opening image draws our attention to "speed / and power" as welI as to the relative 

differences in their conception. Not only does the poem initiate its narrative with an 



invocation of the speed and power of the locomotives that will be the subject ofthe 

poem, but it asks us to remember the process that has brought us through a history of 

transportation and technology. 

Structurally as well as thematically, Towurds the Last Spcke conspicuously 

represents a process-oriented view of technology and history. The moment of pause, of 

suspension, in the transition from the first to the second lines of the text - "It was the  

same world then as now- the same, / Except for little differences of speed - 

structurally emphasizes the transition fiom present to pst ,  the transition of relative 

speeds. The opening line moves at an almost dreamy pace, its tempo made languorous by 

Pratt's use of the emdash and the comma in quick succession. Indeed, the comma that 

ends the line seems, at the sarne tirne, to contain the line, to make it a discrete unit in 

itself. The repetition of "the same" in this case operates as an introspective redundancy, 

as though the narrator were chewing over the thought for a moment longer than its 

articulation required 

With the movement to the second line the tempo is quickened, and the framing of 

the narrator's thoughts dernonstrates a shift in perspective. It becomes evident that the 

repetition of "the same" is not a simple redunciancy, and that the first tine is not entirely a 

discrete unit. That is, the second line, "Except for Iittle difference of speed," reshapes the 

perception of the first fine, and, king entirely without punctuation, also accelerates the 

Pace of the line as a whole. The '%ttle difference in speed," is enacted by the caesura at 

the l ine break and by intemal punctuation, representing a shift in the velocity of the 

reading act as the reader is asked to remember how technology affmts the way time, 



history, and geography are perceived. 

From these opening lines, Pratt portrays the narrator as tuming from the present (the 

moment of the writing act) to the pasf the narrative is conceived as the act of returning to 

the pst. These two lines may be read as a marker of retum, of a definitive movement 

tow~rcis the historical event. 7'he opening lines of the poem do not allow the 

documentation of Canadian history to be perceived through the h m e  of 

contemporaneous occurrence, but rather name it as a remote ps t  that must be 

approached from the mediated place of the pet's contemporary world. The narrative, 

from its commencement, moves toward the event it wishes to engender. The fiequent 

employment of metaphors of technology and science, as in the physiological terms that 

inforrn the oatmeal passage, serve as reminder of this tone of immanent resolution. 

In Brébeufand His Brethren, such chronological contextualization does not occur 

until the poetic epilogue moves the narrative ahead three hundred years to "The Martyrs' 

Shrine." However, this desire to approach the source of the narrative - that source 

deriving from metaphysical questions about the motivations, strength, and spiritual 

certainty of the Jesuits for whom Brébeuf is the dominant embodiment - is also encoded 

in the narrative itself. 

I earlier cited Sanâra Djwa's observation that Pratt's composition of the poem began 

with the scene of Brébeuf s death: 

This emphasis upon the way of the cross ivas cenual to Pratt's initial vision of 
the poem. He first wrote the conclusion, the section describing the death of 
Brébeuf (which he confessed moved him more than anything else he ever wrote) 
and only then did he tum to the preceding chain of events which led Brébeuf to 
the stake. (97) 



According to Djwa, Pratt's fascination with the scene of Brébeufs demise leads the poet 

to return to the earlier narrative of Brébeuf s life. Pratt retraces the missionary's steps 

backwards in history and geography in an attempt to discover a possible source for this 

"moving" death. Strangely, the movement towards meaningful source is portrayed most 

gmesomely in the death scene itself, with the Iroquois tearing apart Brébeuf s body in 

order to iocate the source of his courage: 

Where was the source 
Of his strength, the home of his courage that topped the best 
Of their braves and even out-fabled the lore of their legends? 
In the bunch of shoutders which often had camed a load 
Exhorting the envy of guides at an Ottawa portage? 
The heat of the hatchets was finding a path to that source. 
In the thews of his thighs which had mastered the trails 

of the Neutrals? 
They would gash and beribbon those muscles. Was it the blood? 
They would draw it fresh from its fountain. Was it the hem? 
They dug for if fought for the scraps in the way of the wolves. (63) 

Pratt's desire to retrace Brébeuf s life to its sources is here poetically re-visioned as a 

violent and murderous act, a bloody reversal of the compositional powea of oatmeal into 

a cannibalistic dissection of the noble body in order to discover some physiological 

element in which bravery is located. 

The metaphoric connection between physiology and geography extends beyond this 

passage to connect Pratt's two Canadian epics? As can be seen from the above passage, 

Pratt's Iroquois conduct their search through Brébeuf s body as though it were an 

unc harted geographical territory They look for the "path" to the isource," they "draw" 

from his "fountain," they dig through his body. Brébeuf s body becomes a Iandscape 

concealing a secret discipline (Ithe thews of his thighs"), and what Pratt portrays is a 



brutal archeology performed on that landscape. 

Similar metaphors are at work in the oatmeal passage of Towards the L a t  Spike. In 

this case, Pratt's narrator describes the path travelled by food whicb undergoes 

transformation as it moves through the geography of the body, From mouth to duodenum 

to liver. This transformative journey ultimately turns the bodies of the Scotsmen into a 

geographic Iandscape. Foreheads becomes "cliffs," jaws become "juts," hair becomes 

"çorse" and '*thistles." The body that will transform the Canadian landscape must first be 

remade as landscape itseif. The voyage of the oatmeal, taking on the metaphoric qualities 

of a locomotive, transfigures the physiological body as the landscape on which its tracks 

are Iaid. 

Towarcis the Lust Spike is expressly concemed with geographical movement, and 

this impetus can be dexribed as a moving towardr. The great edifice of the 

transcontinental railroad is figured as a process hurtling towards its realization. In a 

similar obsession with geographical movement, the narrator of Brébeuf und His Brerhren 

frequently mentions the "progress" of the missionaries as they traverse the terrain of New 

  rance.^ As James F. Johnson notes, both Brébeuf and ï'owarcls rhe Lost Spike document 

a txvernent towards order and vision that is also a movement westward ( 143). However, 

unlike the routes laid out on the surveyor maps in Towarcts the L m  Sp~ke, the 

missionanes' excursion is not a straight line, does not follow a fixed path or seek a 

locatable destination. Brébeuf and his fel low Jesuits suffer a series of reversais, 

diversions, stalls, and retreats that represent their lives as a twisting line often spiraling 

back on itself, against the map of Huronia. Indeed, Brébeuf s enterprise is thwarted even 



before he first arrives in Quebec: 

Midsummer and the hy again- Brébeuf, 
Daillon, de  Noue j ust arrived fiom France; 
Quebec up to Three Rivers; the routine 
Repeated; bargaining with the Indians, 
Axes and beads agaïnst the maize and passage (5-6) 

Even before the mission to Huronia begins, Brébeuf s journey is halted and doubled 

back. From its commencement, the mapping of  Jesuit movement is marked with reversal, 

This cartographie 'm again'' is reiterated throughout the text. From the initial 

setback described above, through to the ill-fated "mission to the Penins and Neutrals," 

which is described a t  length by the text's narrator. Despite the rniss~ona~es '  fortitude in 

crossing forbidding territory to reach the villages of, first the Petuns, and then the 

Neutrals, the journey turns out to have been vain, since disease in the villages has made 

the Jesuits seem, in coïncidence of amval, to be "demons" and "symbols of the scourge" 

(32). Despite the four months the Fathers spend "besieging half the towns" (35), they 

finally must return to Huron temtory without having any gains made. 

As well as sufferïng reversals in claiming temtory for Christianitv, the Jesuits 

become subjects of  a spiit trajectory that oscillates between a drive towards Huronia and 

an impulse to retum home: 

Between the two nostalgie fires Brébeuf 
Was swung- between two homes; in one was peace 
Within the holy court, the ecstasy 
Of  unmolested prayer before the Virgin, 
The daily and vicanous offering 
On which no hand might dare lay sacrilege: 
But in the other would be broken altars 
And broken bodies of both Host and priest. 
Then of which home the son? From which the exile? (9-1 0) 



The desire to reverse the mission, the temptation to retrace a geographical and 

çenealogical movement from the New World back to the old home recurs most 

profoundly as Brébeuf and his companions are marching as prisonen of the Iroquois. 

Knowing their deaths are inevitable, their minds tum not towards a vision of Paradise, 

but back towards France: 

But winding into the greater artery 
Of thought that bore upon the corning passion 
Were little tributanes of wayward wish 
And rerniniscence. Paris with its vespers 
Was folded in the mind of Lalement, 
And the soft Gothie lights and traceries 
Were shading d o m  the ridges of  his vows. (61 ) 

This "reminiscence" is fnuned by metaphoa of  physical geography: thoughts becorne 

"tributaries," and vows become "ridges." ï h e  realization of these vows represents the 

cartographie destination the Fathen move towards. In tum, their forced march becornes a 

trek that approaches the New World as well as their homes in France, a joumey 

simultaneously away fiom their mission but towards their vows as Jesuits. 

This joumey towards, is a journey that involves physical landscape, personal 

identity, and temporality. The temporal flux mirrors reversals in territorial advancement. 

A similar pattern of  flux is apparent in Towards the Lust Spzke in which, as I have 

suggested in rny analysis of the opening lines, a concern with the relativity of time and its 

effects on narrative is apparent from the beginning. This temporal relativity is again 

made mani fest in the finai scene of the poetic drama, when the last spike is harnrnered in 

by Donald Smith. In the poem's closing lines, Pratt attempts to animate the official 



photograph of the completion of the railway with his poetic extrapolations: 

Now here he was caught by the camera, 
Back bent, head bowed, and staring at the sledge, 
Outwitted by an idiotic nail. 
Though fiorn the crowd n o  laughter, yet the spike 
With its slewed neck was grinning up at Smith. 
Wrenched out, it was replaced. This time the harnrner 
Gave a first tap as with apology, 
Another one, another, till the spike 
Was safely stationed in the tie and then 
The Scot, invoking his ancestral clan, 
Using the harnmer like a battle-axe, 
His eyes bloodshot with memones of Fiodden, 
Descended on it, rammed it to its home. (52)  

The narrative time of Pratt's closing pages rnoves in an oscillating rhythm as it 

approaches what should be the singular, defining, and conclusive moment of textual 

dosure and historical accomptishrnent. As we read we are asked to witness the initial 

failure of Smith in his attempt to harnmer the last spike into the ceremonious and pre- 

destined spot. We are then brought into close proximity with what 1 have termed, after 

HrébeuJ the "try again." The singular, and in this case official, narrative of a history 

accomplished without rehearsal is imediately subverted by the narrative necessity to 

reset itseIf, recast itself, in a movement that constitutes both a wrenchmg out and a 

replacing. 

After performing the narrative's failure to hold itself to a detenninedly fonvard 

thrust, the narrator describes Smith's inflated mumph over the nail, a moment which 

itself blurs the distinction between the mock-heroic and the heroic, just as Pratt's poem 

consistently challenges a fixed boundary between the epic and the mock-epic. Though 

always aware of the comic tone that informs a passage in which a nail can become the 



formidable nemesis of a railway executive, I might suggest - as other critics have 

suggested - that an eamest tone coexists with the cornedy, that Pratt's narrator 

hurnorously conveys what he perceives to be a momentous event with serious 

ramifications. 

These ramifications can best be discemed in the narrator's allusion to Smith's 

'-mernories of Flodden." The sudden invocation of national ancestry serves, as James 

Reaney has been quick to note, to add resonance to the act of vanquishing the nail 

speci ficall y and overcoming the monumental di fficulties of the railway generall y: 

At first one wonders why the poet has Smith remember his great Scottish defeat 
at the moment of the victorious last spike. 1 think what Pratt means here is that 
in the New Wortd a great many of the old battles fought in Europe, battles that 
restncted nations like the Irish and Scottish nations, these battles are fought over 
again here in new ternis and with results that perhaps wmpensate for some of 
the past oppression and some of the p s t  defeats like Flodden. (77-8) 

Reaney suggests that the cornpletion of the CPR is also the completion of a form of 

historical justice: although Smith's battle with the naii is comic, it represents a symbolic 

rectification of "past oppression" and national restrictions. This climactic episode 

follows the fonn of narrative reversal and retrenchment by way of a great leap backwards 

in history, in order to bridge a perceived gap between p s t  event and narrative present. 

In his analysis of this final passage, Reaney outlines a reading of Towards the 

Spike in which poetic destination serves as a means to found the "New World," and in 

which the subject matter provides a conduit from past to present, from the Old World to 

the New. The national identity of Canada, which is brought into distinctive shape at the 

moment the railway is completed, serves as the  culmination of a European history of 

oppression, restriction, and defeat. The subtext impties that the narrative of Canadian 



history must always be connecteâ, even bound to, a previous ancestry, history, 

geography. Reaney, in his account of Pratt's "verse-panorama," States that the movement 

of the poem "seems to be towards less chaos and more order" (74)' a tendency reflecied 

in the metaphoric connection of the last spike to Fiociden. Yet, the more orderly the 

narrative becornes, the more it appears to be connected to an older narrative and an otder 

world, which in tum seems to cast Canada as just another station on a longer line.? 

Although the image describes the completion of the CPR, Pran's poem culminates 

neither at this moment of historical and geographical connection nor with the triumph of 

Smith. Afier reading of the final blow dealt to the spike by Smith, which we learn is not 

final but "a tuning-up / For a massed continental chorus" (SS), the text approaches the 

subject of completion from yet another position: 

Merely the tuning up! For on the morrow 
The last blow on the spike would stir the mould 
Under the drumming of the prairie wheels, 
And rnake the whistles from the steam out-crow 
The Fraser. Like a gave1 it would close 
Debate, making Macdonald's "sea to sea" 
Pour through two oceanic megaphones- 
Three thousand miles of Hail from port to port (53) 

Once again, the reader is cautioned that the moment of historical fulfillment has not yet 

been reached, that Pratt's poetic narrative still moves towards that measure of 

completion. The future tense holds the promise of ciosure as imminent but never 

achieved. The temporal line of the poern continues to orbit in the gravity of that final 

moment. The moment of conclusion is inevitable, for the poem, like the reader, perceives 

this occasion from the certainty of the future; and yet the naming of this event is never 

completed by the poem. The last station is never reached. 



Ultimately in both Brébeufand Hrs Brefhren and Towards the Larr Spike a sense of 

geographical and temporal indeteminacy resolutel y accords wi th what Mandel in 

another context describes as the feeling of king "out of place." Both te- move towards 

a final destination, towards a pre-determined ending that serves as impehis for the poetic 

narrative. Yet, in each instance, this source remains undiscovered, unnarned, 

unrealizable. The shift From the ephemeral moment of beginning in each case is a 

migration towards this moment, as each narrative performs its inability to recover its 

origins. 

What remains is the question of the role of food To retum to my initial query: what 

does food mean to Pratt, and to his conception of a distinctive Canadian identity? How 

might consumption, mastication, digestion operate as a subtle and otten unseen metaphor 

which connects the two long poems of Canadian founding composed by Pratt? 

3.3 Digestion as Metaphor/ Metaphor as Digestion 

To retum to the connection between oatmeal and Canadian natiohood, it is 

noteworthy that Brébeuf s first encounter with the Aboriginal culture of Quebec is 

described in tems of the travail of adjusting to foreign food: 

The forced companionship of dogs that ate 
From the same platters, slept upon his legs 
Or nec k; the nausea from sagamite, 
Unsalted, gritty, and that bloated feeling, 
The February stomach t m e d  with acoms, 
Turk's cap, bog-onion bulbs dug from the snow 
And bulnrsh mots flavoured with eel skin made 
The menu for his breakfast-dinner-supper. (5) 

The narrator's choice of words such as "nausea," "gritty," "bloated," evidence the tone of 



disgust permeating this passage. Brébeuf, the nanator, the reader, are al1 bound by a 

covenant of revulsion at the disordered and unplatable meal served up by the Algonquin. 

Of course, there is a clear difference in tone between the oatmeal passage in 

Towarcl!~ the Lasr Spke and the above passage in Brébeuf The oatmeal passage is 

humourous, even Iudicrous, in its ernployrnent of terminology fiom the epic poem and 

the physiology teabook using the clash between two regsters of discoune to comic 

effect. The passage describing Brékuf s meals with the AIgonquin, on the other hand, is 

informed by a palpable sense of well-bred disgust. Whereas oatmeal transmutes the body 

into a physical landscape, performing what Djwa terms "an evolutiowy cosmology in 

which the energy of life can be metarnorphosed from inanimate nature to man and back 

to nature again" ( 12 1), the sagamite, eel skin, and acom of Brébe&s sustenance 

represent an ordeal to be suffered, a necessity of the body that must be endured in order 

for it to survive. 

In the one poem, oatmeal metamorphosizes the human body into the natural 

Iandscape it will inevitably conquer, whereas in the other poem sagarnite reminds 

spiritual men of the needs and discomforts of their earthly bodies. Oatmeal represents a 

movement away from the limitations of the body, while sagamite invokes those same 

limitations in the form of discornfort and distaste. The food that is coded as Aboriginal 

serves as a frequent point of reference not only for the narrator of Brébed  but also for 

the character of Brébeufhimself. Soon after this initial narrative description of the diet in 

Quebec, the "unsalted, gritty" sagamite, Brébeuf again invokes the food in his sermon on 

Patience, when he tells his pnests, "'Constrain yourselves to eat their sagarnite / The way 



they prepare it, tasteless, dirty"' (18). Later, in his letter to France designed to recruit new 

--labourers" for the missionary cause, Brébeuf documents the hardships of eating 

sagamite: 'Tour food / May be for weeks a grue1 of crushed corn / That has the look and 

smell of mortar paste" (23). 

Brébeuf s çagamite becomes a reiterated syrnbol for what is to be endured by the 

rnissionaries in Quebec; an emblem of what is left behind in the passage fiom France to 

New France, it syrnbolizes the difference between the European and the indigenous 

Canadian. The persistent presence of the sagamite - "Day after day, to share the 

sagamite / And raisins" ( 1 5 )  - embodies the fùndarnental lack that characterizes the 

Indigenou culture with which the missionaries fail to engage. The sagamite signifies 

what rnust be overcome in order to save the inhabitants of New France: dirtiness, 

tastelessness, poverty, al1 becorne material traits pointing towards a greater spiritual 

deficit which it is ultimately the goal of the missionaxy project to overcome. 

And yet, when I consult the Oxford EngIish Bicironary to confirm a definition of 

"sagamitk," I discover that the terni refen to a " p e l  or porridge made from coane 

hominy .'-' Under the structures of this inquiry, it is necessary to discem how oatmeal, a 

porridge made from oats, is of notable symbolic difference from sagamite, a porridge 

made from corn. If it is a valid point of cornparison to measure the metaphon of food in 

Pratt's texts, then we must measure the vital and transformative power of oat pomdge 

against the degrading effects of corn pomdge. 

What distinguishes Pratt's sagamite from Pratt's oatmeal is that the former, as 1 have 

earlier cited, is described as "unsalted," '-gn'tty," "tasteless" and "dirty," adjectives that 



equate it with "gruel" that "has the look and smell of mortar paste." The OED ad& the 

adjective "corne" to the equation, aligning the supposedly objective definition in accord 

with Pratt's petit judgment9 Each adjective, 1 hasten to say, could be applied with 

rqual certainty to the Native Canadians as Pratt represents them in Brébeuf und HIS 

Rre f hren. 

It is not surprising that the characteristics of Algonquin, Huron, and Iroquois cultures 

are mirrored in their meals of sagamite. Just as oatmeal contains the "fearsome racial 

products" of the people who consume if presumably so too should the sagarnite be 

saturated with the intrinsic characteristics of the First Nations population. These 

qualities, at least prior to the Natives' conversion to Christianity. include dirtiness, 

coarseness, and the tastelessness of a spiritually unenlightened life." in the disturbing 

narrative Pratt elabrates, such food offers merely subsistence in much the same way that 

the Indigenous culture is represented as impoverished and inadequate before the 

rnissionaries' civilizing influence. 

Finally, sagarnite stands as a food destined to be replaceci by more flavourful, v a r i d  

and nutritious agriculture, as provided by the French clergy: 

Each year they felled the trees and burned the stumps, 
Pushing the frontier back, clearing the land, 
Spading, hoeing. The stomach's noisy protest 
At sagamite and wild rice found a rest 
With bread from wheat, fresh cabbages and pease, 
And squashes which when roasted had the taste 
Of Norman apples. Strawbemes in July, 
October beechnuts, pepper mots for spice, 
And at the bottom of a spring that flowed 
Into a p n d  shaded by silver birches 
And ringed by rnarigolds was water-cress 
In chi1 ted abundance. (50) 



As this passage clearly shows, the new agricultural Settlements founded by the brethren 

offer food as bounty and eating as pleasure. Though not necessarily European in their 

pedigree, the foods harvested from these newly-cleared sites at least approach the taste 

and quality of French produce ("squashes which when roasted had the taste 1 Of Norman 

apples"). The harvest is, for Brébeuf and his counnymen, a reintegration into the culinary 

experience of their former home: it connects them with the culture and civilization from 

rvhich they have departed but to which, in pan they cm retum through the acts of 

cooking and eating. For the First Nations, the narrator implies, the produce represents 

what has always k e n  lacking in their culture, and what rnight be gained by embracing 

European Chrîstianity. The new food grown from this fieshly cleared and harvested 

teritory frees the French from the constraining dixomfom of their body, and teaches the 

Huron community how it is necessary not merely to eat, but to eut well. 

"Eating Well" is a prominent concem for Jacques Derrida in his essay of the sante 

name. What intrigues Derrida, in this particular i n t e ~ e w  text, is the question of what is 

meant by eating, or by "eating well," and the question of what these tems rnean to our 

Western construction of the subject. It is in approaching the question of the Who" of the 

subject that Derrida fin& himself interrogating the possibility of "eating well": 

"One must eat well" does not mean above al1 taking in and grasping in itself, but 
Ieurning and giving to eat, leming-t+give-the-other-to-eat. One never eats 
entirely on one's own: this constitutes the d e  underlying the statement, "One 
must eat well." It is a rule offering infinite hospitality. And in ail differences, 
ruptures and wars (one might even say \vars of religion), "eating well" is at 
stake. Today more than ever. (1  15) 

Derrida's suggestion that one 'hever eats alone," provides a further co~ect ion  with the 

rnetaphorics of consurnption operating in Pratt's long poems of Canzdian founding. For 



in Pratt's textual figuring of eating and digestion, there is always a sense of division 

between the "us" and "them" of cornmunity. The eating of food in Towurds the Last 

Spike signifies a gathering of the clans, and it is entirely appropriate that the passage on 

oatmeal that opens the section entitled "The Gathering." In effect, the eating of oatmeal 

defines the community by the food moving through their collective digestive systems. 

The eating of food in Brébeuf and His Brethren, in an opposite movement along the sarne 

circuit, marks the disconnection of the brethren from the indigenous population 

The separation constructed by eating, in Brébeuf: operates in a cornplex manner. It is 

clear from the way the narrative is structured that Brébeuf and his missionaries are not 

cut off from the Huron community through their inability to share their food, so much as 

the Huron people are severed fiom a textual community - a community constnicted by 

narrative themes and structures - because of their inability to eat well. The "karning 

and giving to eat" to which Derrida alludes would be practiced not by the Abonginal 

people represented in Pratt's poern, but by the missionaries. It is the Abonginal food, the 

sagamite, that mut be endured by Brébeuf and the missionaries, the narrator, the reader. 

But i t  is European food, in the form of bountiful agriculture, that is bestowed upon the 

Indigenous community (a community that is not a community because it eats poorly). 

This leads us a little further into Derrida's argument: 

One must eat weI1- here is a maxim whose modalities and contents need only 
be varied, ad infinitum. This evokes a law of need or desire, . . . orexis, hunger, 
and thirst ("one must," "one mut  [eat] well"), respect for the other at the very 
moment when, in experience (1 am speaking here of metonyrnical "eating" as 
well as the very concept of experience), one must begin to identity with the 
other, who is to be assimilated, interiorized, understood ideally (something one 
can never do ideally without addressing oneselfto the other and without 
absoIutely limiting understanding itself, the identieing appropriation) . . . ( 1  15) 



By eating the food of "the other," the French fathers are figwed as devouring, 

"intereorizing," "assimilating," that community which is not a community because it 

cannot eat well. To return to the passage describing the agrïcultural bounty delivered to 

the New World by the fathers, and a new begiming as represented through the food of 

the Old World, one might assume thaî, for the First Nations, the produce represents what 

has always k e n  lacking in their culture, and what might be gained by embracing 

European Christianity. My use of the clause "one might assume" is conditioned by the 

observation that the text fails to offer us the Huron's response to these new victuals, since 

the narrator has already dismissed their lndigenous perspective. What follows the 

description of new agricultural development in Brébeujr rather, is the unfolding of a 

narrative vision of geographicai conquest and economic impenalism: 

Within five years the change was wvrought. The cocks 
Were crowing in the yards, and in the Pasture 
Were sheep and cows and pigs that had been brought 
As sucklings that immense eight hundred miles 
In sacks- canoed, and portaged on the shoulders. 
The traders, like the soldiers, too, had heard 
Of a great ocean larger than the Huron. 
Was i t the western gateway to Cathay? 
The Passage? Master-theme of song and ballad; 
The myrh at last resolved into the fact! 
Along that route, it was believed, French craft 
Freighted with jewels, spices, tapestnes, 
Would sail to swell the coffers of the Bourbons. 
Such was the dream though only buffalo roarned 
The West and autumn slept upon the prairies. (50-5 1 ) 

That this vision of eating well is immediately connected with the econornic bounty 

of the colonial enterprise is notable because, as Heinz Tschachler has observed, Pratt 

chooses "to include but little conceming the entanglement of the Jesuit mission with the 



economic interests of the fur trade" ( 100). Such an infrequent allusion when appended to 

this vision of palatable comestibles suggests that what is king digested is not simply 

roasted sqriash but also the non-individualized non-community of the ~uron." For in 

addressing themselves to this population, the fathers are set upon an imperialist project of 

assimilating, masticating, and ingesting, the Lndigeaous population of New  rance." This 

communal feast nourishing Western subjectivity (clergy, narrator, reader) is cded in the 

final words of the poem, set in the contemporaneous tense of the writing act, and 

suggests that now "the Holy Bread is broken" (66). It is also articulated in the opening 

lines of RrébeufS which describe in detail the re-materialimtion of the syrnbols of 

Catholicism. 

The first image in Brébeuf involves an extended description of the "winds of God" 

which serve to retum the saints "in their incarnate forms" (1). The passage demonstrates 

how the moment of history known as the Counter Refonnation metaphorically adds flesh 

to the Catholic spirit once again: body to the soul, meat to the bones. The saints 

materiatize in corporeal fom, as does Jesus: 

It brought to earth the prophets and apostles 
Out of their static shrines in the stained glass. 
It caught the ear of Christ, reveined his hands 
And feet, bidding his marble saints to leave 
Their pedestals for chartless seas and coasts 
And the vast blunders of the forest glooms. (2) 

As in the transformation of the Scotsmen in Towurds the Lasl Spikr, material is 

converted from energy into organic matter. The depiction of this process of incarnation, a 

movernent towards tangible, physical salvation must be fueled, and when the narrative 

focuses on Brébeuf, that consumable fuel is named, as the "neophyte" is subsumed 



within a vision of Christ: 

No play upon the fancy was this scene, 
But the Real Presence to the nakecî sense. 
The fingers of Brébeuf were at his breast, 
Closing and tightening on r crucifix, 
While voices spoke aloud unto his ear 
And to his hem- Per igneum et per aquam. 
Forests and strearns and trails thronged through his mind, 
The painted faces of the Iroquois and Huron, 
Nomadic bands and smoking bivouacs 
Along the shores of western inland seas, 
With forts and palisades and fiery stakes. (3) 

This rendering of Brébeuf s revelatory vision presents a scene in which the spiritual is 

constructed as substantial and matenal ("Red Presence"), whereas the New World and 

its people are ghostly and insubstantial. The "painted faces" of these "nornadic bands" 

are the food that is digested in order to give substance to the body of the saints, and to 

Christ. Even before Btébeuf begins his mission in Canada, then, he is implicated in the 

act of devouring an Indigenous culture. 

But what is it that makes this eating weff a Canadian metaphor? Why should a search 

for "beginnings" in English-Canadian literature, start with oatmeal and sagamite? 

Derrida's suggestion that one "never eats entirely on one's own" informs my reading of 

Pratt's poetics in which eating, and the act of sharing food, whether spiritual or material, 

constitutes a community. If this is the case, Pratt's two verse narratives of Canadian 

founding provide a feast emblematic of Canadian identity, a feast of Canadian identity. 

This banquet of senlement must - at least in the case of Pratt's texts - situate itself 

around a pre-constructed narrative of Canadian history. It is this intersection of the poetic 

and the historical to which 1 looE in order to complete my reading. 



Certainly the relationship of historical narrative to the long poems 1 am dealing with 

is a matter of concem for a reader of Pratt's texts. That both of these poems are growided 

in an historical event has always shaped their reception by Canadian readers. James F. 

Johnson articulates this cnticai impulse: 

These two long poems, in which Pratt gives imaginative shape to Canadian 
history, represent an accomplishrnent of remarkable scope unattempted since 
the days of the nineteenth-century epic narrativists. . . . Like thein, his work 
manifests an epic urge to articulate a rnyth of origins, to body forth an historical 
vision that is able to transmit significance to the present. (142) 

Tellingly, critical debate has often centred on Pratt's selection and employrnent of 

historical materials. This reveais the extent to which his poems partake of an historical 

narrative, and how critical evaluation of the quality of these works and their value in 

exempli@ng 'Canadian identity' is dependent on the representation of these historical 

contexts. 

Of course, Pratt's texts show strong evidence of courting such an evaluation. The 

subtitle of irowards the Lasl Spike indicates a prosaic knowledge of historical events, as 

does the use of dates as marginal glosses in Br6beuf and His Brethren. 1 have already 

noted the inclusion of a rnap in my edition of Brébeuj; and Towards rhe Lasr Spike 

utilizes italicized prose as if it were stage directions to guide the reader through the more 

complex scenes and frequent gaps of time in the story of the railway. Each of these 

devices implies scrupulous attention to historical research on Pratt's part, as well as the 



assumption of his allegiance to a fom of historical uauthenticity."" 

Cntical reception of these poems oflen hinges on what view one takes of Pratt's 

reading of historical documents. Responses range from enthusiastic praise of his 

treatment of history to debates about the adequacy of the poerns' representations citing 

source material as evidence of divergent readings. Robert G. Collins details how 

effectively Brébeufis infused with histon'cal documentation: 

As Pran stnictured his story, k r e  resulted a skiilhi firsion of factuai 
information Frum his research and on-site extrapolation, together with the 
selected quotations fiom the [Jesuit] Reiat ions. The drarnatic coloration of 
Parkman's account certainly had its influence on Pratt but in a beneficial way 
considenng that, as always, Pratt carefully avoids the visible intrusion of his 
own personality in the work. . . . the predetermined quality that would seem to 
be tied to a three-hundred-year-old historicai event is charged with a fieshness 
and emotional shock that makes the action simultaneous with the present 
moment for the reader. (85) 

Whereas Collins celebrates Pratt's ability to transform historical documents into vital 

poetry, Peter Hunt uses passages from the Jesuit Relations to argue for Pratt's scnipulous 

faithfuhess to the original sources as well as to defend his strongly Christian humanist 

reading of Brébeuf against critics such as Vincent Sharman and Sandra Djwa, who read 

the poern's representation of the missionary more ambiguously. The following extract 

typifies Hunt's position: 

Since the source in Parkrnan is derived from Ragenau's account, and reflects, 
therefore, the narrative of the Jesuits themselves, we may regard interpretations 
which attribute the symbol to Pratt's own view of the mission and ignore the 
source, as classic instances of that failure of recognition to which reference was 
made earlier. (75) 

Approaches to Ibwurds the Lasr Spike have k e n  less contentious, but have also 

relied on an understanding of historical texts and documents. Catherine McKinnon Pfaff, 



m ost notabl y, documents the various biographical and historical sources that Pratt quotes 

or alludes to, in her essay, "Pratt's Treatrnent of History in 'Towards the Last Spike."' 

Like Collins, Pfaff uitirnately concludes that the balance between the historical and the 

poetic is what makes Pratt's text so remarkable: 

When Pratt praised Stephen Vincent Benét's poem on the Amencan Civil 
War, John Brown 's Body (1928)- it was not just for its careful histoncal 
treatmenk but because he saw in it passion k d  with facts. He brought his own 
passion, perhaps even his own brand of nationalisrn, to the stop of the railroad. 
(69) 

The title of Pfaff s article is panicularly suggestive and exemplifies a common purpose 

in each of the critical studies 1 have mentioned. That is, critics are concerned with the 

"treatment of history" in these two poems by Pratt: as though history were an ailing 

patient requiring "treatment" by the ministenng pet, as though history were a subject 

needing extensive, delicate, and specialized handling. 

Perhaps the most influential word in Canadian cnticism on the "treatrnent of history" 

in English-Canadian poetry comes fiom Dorothy Livesay in her essay, "The 

Docwnentary Poem: A Canadian Genre." In Livesay's definition of the "documentary 

poern," she defines the relationships between the modem Canadian poem and the 

histoncal document: 

My premise is indeed that the Canadian longer poem is not truly a narrative at 
al1 - and certainly not a historical epic. It is, rather, a documeniury poem, 
based on topical data but held together by descriptive, lyrical, and didactic 
elements. Our narratives, in other words, are not told for the tale's sake or for 
the myth's sake: the story is a frame on which to hang a theme. (269) 

Central to Livesafs definition of'this distinctively Canadian genre is that historical data 

acts as a foundation but not a monar for the poetic line, that history provides a framing 



device but not the foregound of the composition. 

Livesay's notion that historical &ta can act as frarnework, and that poetry occurs as 

variations of themes extending out of that initial h i n g ,  is echoed in P f m s  observation 

that Pratt fuses "facts" with icpassion,'7 and with Collins' position that Pratt's poetic skills 

rescue history from a sense of predestination and foreknowledge, and thus "make the 

action simultaneous with the present moment for the readei' (85). For Collins, the 

historical narrative is "a known subject that the poet can bring to life by giving it 

structure and vision" (84). 

What Collins - echoing Livesay, Hunt, Djwa, and Pfaff - describes in his 

conception of the poems' movement is a slide rowardri historical narrative which, at the 

sarne time, is a shift away fiom that fixed narrative. Historical sources of the poem serve 

as fixed points upon which the poetic line cm reposition itself, in one line drifting close 

to the source, further away in the next The historical context informs the poetic 

"passion" distinguishing the text, and at the same time, like the relationship between the 

wi nds of faith and the incarnate saints in Brébeufad His Brethren, the "structure and 

vision" of the poetry "bring[s] to life" an otherwise flat version, resumecting the narrative 

and adding flesh once more to the crabbed bones of history. 

Again, we can think of this as a matter of eatinç well, of consumption and digestion, 

looking, for example, to Pratt's description of Van Home in Towards h e  Lusr Spike: 

Fast as a bobcat, 
He'd climb and run across the shakiest trestle 
Or, with a locomotive short of coal, 
He could supply the head of stem himself. 
He breakfasted on bridges, lunched on ties; 
Drinking From gallon pails, he dined on moose. 
He couid tire out the lumbe jacks; beat hell 



From workers but no more than fiom himseK 
Only the devil or Paul Bunyan shared 
With him the secret of perpetual motion, 
And when he moved arnong his men they looked 
For shoulder sprouts upon the Flying Dutchman. (33-34) 

Pratt's narrator is engaged in comically mythologizing the historical figure of Van Home 

via the mythic figures of Paul Bunyan and the Flying Dutchman. The naming of Van 

Horne invokes the stability of a historical narrative, but the representation of his 

character as a larger-than-life powerhouse, a figure who "breakfasted on bridges, Iunched 

on ties" and "dined on moose," rnoves the character fiom the discourse of history into the 

realm of myth or folk tale, the domain of "the devil," Pau1 Bunyan, or the Flying 

Dutchman. '" 
The proper name of Van Home serves as both a site of stabiiity and a launch pad for 

linguistic improvisation. It is with this doubled relationship of name to narrative that I 

tum to Jean-François Lyotard's "Missive on Universal History" in The Posrmodern 

E-phined. As Lyotard suggests, narrative is of central importance to history and to the 

community validated by history, and names perform a crucial structural role in the 

manufacture of narrative: 

By putting names into stories, the narration keeps the rigid designators of its 
common identity sheltered fiom events of the "moment" and the danger of what 
could be iinked to it. To be named is to be narrated. There are two aspects to 
this: every narrative, even ones that seem anecdotal, reactualizes names and the 
relations between naines. In reciting its narratives, the community reassures 
itself of the permanence and legitimacy of its world of names through the 
recurrence of this world in its stories. (32) 

I t  seems to me that Pratt's description of Van Home is in keeping with Lyotard's 

discussion of names and narrative. In Pratt's passage, the name "Van Home" is ernployed 



as a ''ngid designator," sheltering a sense of historical timelessness and relevance fiom 

"events of the 'moment."' At the same time, the narne "Van Horne'' is used to shift 

register from the historicai to the mock-epic, the ta11 tale. When Van Home's name is 

j uxtaposed with the names of Paul Bunyan, the devil, or the Flying Dutchman, that narne 

takes on active signifjang power beyond the fixity of the particular historical register, and 

becomes a flexible sign able to take on the "perpetual motion" of the folkloric. 

Pratt's consîruction of a Canadian wmmunity hinges on this doubled register, an 

approach toward, and retreat fiom, a fixed historical line. Significantly, it is Van Home's 

gargantuan appetite that defines him as grandiose and heroic. Just as oatmeal constitutes 

the exaggerated characteristics of Scotsmen, Van Home's sensational consumption of 

bridges and railway ties transfonns him into an deviating locomotive, able to fuel 

himself with his own mythology in order to achieve "perpetual motion." In contrast, 

Macdonald's nemesis, Blake, threatens the powerful vision of a community united 

through the railway with his pragmatic response to the project: 

For Blake recesses were but sandwiches 
Provided merely for cerebral luncheons- 
No time to spread the legs under the table, 
To chat and chaff a while, to let the mind 
Roam, like a goblet up before the light 
To bzsk in natural colour, or by whim 
Of its own choice to sway luxuriously 
In tantaIizing arcs before the nostrils. 
A meal was meant by Nature for nutrition- 
A sorry farinaceous business scaled 
Exactly to caloric grains and grams 
Designed for intellectual combustion, 
For energy directed into words 
Towards proof. ( 1 1 - 12) 

Blake's lack of poetic vision is reflected principally in his inability to enjoy food to 



eat well. Unlike Van Home, who devours the Iandscape he hopes to conquer and 

refigure, or even Macdonald, who submerges himself in whiskey at the moment he is 

subsumed into the greater narrative of the poem (48), Blake is unable to enjoy food as 

anything but the raw material of intellect. He cannot uwour the sensual or aesthetic joys 

of the repas& neither can he enjoy the social cornponenf the ''chat and chaff' of the meal. 

Since food is only a hurried and "farinaceous business" of exact "grains and grains," he is 

destined to remain outside the vision of a gracious Canadian community embodied in the 

building of the railway. Blake characterizes the petty bourgeois who must evenhially 

surrender to the superior aestheticism of MacDonald, the elegant aristocrat. Blake, who 

camot eat rvell, must remain in ascetic penury at the periphery of the community, an 

adversary to its aspirations for cohesiveness. 

The text does not, however, depict Blake as a treacherous enemy of the state: the 

reader is not encouraged to revile his character as we are encouraged to dread the 

Iroquois in Brébeuf: The reader's response is instead tempered by the mock-epic and 

comic elements of the poern, which deflate the tensions in the stniggle to constnict the 

railway. Blake, like Van Home, is an essential component to the historical narrative Pratt 

is chronicling. Blake is equally important, however, in his comical role as the villain. 

Described by the conventions of the tall-tale, the grotesque, and the mockepic, Blake's 

character also occupies a space outside the historical line of the poem. Blake's 

characterization provides an example of how the binaries between the historical and the 

satriric, as well as the "us" and the "them" of cornmunity, can be bluned in this poem. 

The play of such btnaries is a recurring theme in Towurds rhc Lust Spike. AAer the 



oatmeal passage, with its imagery of chemical assimilation and physiological 

transformation, Pratt's focus shifts to the sleepless figure of John A. Macdonald, who in 

his insomniac anxiety wonders at "how those crazy drowses / Had made the fictions 

tangle with the facts" (5). His musing on the conflation of fact and fiction initiates a 

pattern of thinking that leads Macdonald to realize that what is needed in order to sway 

the Canadian people to hhis dream of the railway is a "Western version of the Arctic 

daring, / Romance and realism, double dose'' (7). 

It is this mingling of seemingly disparate g e n r e s  fact and fiction, romance and 

reaIism- that inforrns not only Towarcis the Last Spike but also Brébeufand His 

Hreihrcn. In BrébeufS this confluence is most conspicuous in the intersection and 

inversion of the material and the immaterial with which the text opens, and is perhaps 

expressed most succinctly in the narrator's affirmation that colonial expansion across the 

North American continent signifies the "myih at last resolved into the facl!" (5 1). These 

motifs of comrningling, inversion, and remlution are supported, paradoxically perhaps, 

by tropes of mechanical construction, especially the forging of metals, that runs through 

Brbheuf, as weil as Towardç ihe Lost Spike.15 

The hybridity of Pratt's poetic vocabulary is recognizable in the metaphors his 

narrators deploy, and in the registers of poetic discourse which structure each text. 

Furthemore, these intermingled genres function as the very sustenance of the text, the 

provisions on which the nascent Canadian community is nourished. The historical 

narrative functions as an umbiiical cord to fèed the developing nation and allow it to 

evolve as an autonomous identity At the same tirne, fidelity to history is rejected and 



subvened by poetic conventions that seek to activate a more timeless vision of 

community. In effect, Pratt's text provides a ventable smorgasbord of narrative discoune 

on which members of the Canadian cornmuni- as represented in the t e e  are 

supposed to eat well and thrive. 

But where is the tigure of Pratt the p e t  situated in these manifold metaphors of food 

and eating? His position, as constructor of the founding narratives of community and as 

product of that community. is worthy of a focused inquiry. 

3.5 Dining Witb Pratt 

In the cri ticism that has accrued around Brébeufand ffis Brethren and Towardr the 

Lcrsr Spike, Pratt often becomes the focus of personal scnitiny precisely because he 

appean to value impersonality in his poetry. The most vocal of those who deal with 

Pratt's artistic detachment is Frank Davey, who invokes this characteristic in order to 

criticize Pratt's poetry and world view. In two essays in Surviving the Paraphrose, Davey 

attacks Pratt as  an "Apostle of Corporate Man" and, more to the point, a "Rationalist 

Technician" who uses poetic technique to objectie the world: "Above all. Pratt . . . can 

be seen to stand outside rather than inside his poetic materials, shaping thern through 

sensibility and intelligence, rationally confronting 'problerns' of convention, language, 

and fom" (30). For Davey, the third-person narrators Pratt consistently employs, the 

mock-epic conventions he utilizes, and the scientific metaphors he habituitlly prefers, 

dern~nstrate a sneak of callous aloohess, a desire to present the poet as the 

unquestionable authority Davey fin& intolerable in an age when objectivity is recognized 



as an illusion (34). 

Perhaps the most cogent example of Davey's position can be found in Towardr the 

Lasr Spike, where the narrator repeatedly describes the loss of individual identity to a 

larger communal consciousness (Davey 20). The oatrneal passage describes a gathering 

of the clans achieved through the eating of porridge, whereby men are rendered products 

of their race and then remade into the natural landxape. This image of men fusing with 

the land they conquer and the work they do recurs later in the text: 

As individuals 
The men lost their identity; as groups, 
As gangs, they masseci, divided, subdivided, 
Like numerals only- sub-contractors, gangs, 
Of engineers, and shovel gangs for bridges, 
Culverts, gangs of mechanics stringing wires, 
Loadi ng, unloading and reloading gangs, 
Gangs going for the fish-plates and the spiking gangs, 
Putting a silver polish on the nails. (28) 

In Pratt's poem, men are subsumed by their engagement with the landscape. In this vision 

of unified effort directed towards a lofty g o a C  the only instance when the labouren are 

described as part of the construction proces* racial characteristics are not accentuated 

but erased. The "coolies" that Scott will later inquire afier lose their identity: colour, 

race, nationality. economic class are al1 dissolved in mechanical labour, and the workers 

perform until they become only -'numerals" in the retelling of their h i ~ t o r y . ~ ~  

In his analysis of Pratt, Davey emphasizes the self-construction of the p e t  as a god 

who feeds upon his creations. In Pratt's objectifkation of poetic subjects into knowable 

and singular objects, Davey argues that the p e t  is engaged in erasing difference, 

ab01 ishing ambiguity, and using metaphr to conceal bis fallible authority (4 1 ). Pratt, as 



poet, is perceived as a consumer rather than a producer, since his poetry is notable for its 

exclusions rather than for its inclusions- Pratt, much like the Blake he constructs in 

Towaris tlze Lasr Spike, employs poetry as the stuff of "intellectual combustion" rather 

than as a complex range of aromas and tastes. In Davey's analysis, Pratt consumes both 

in the sense of ingestion and in the sense of exbausting his own resources. '? 

Northrop Frye, though celebrating Pratt, also finds hirnself addressing the use of 

detachment as a narrative position in his poetic corpus. in his "Introduction" to Pratt's 

poems, he notes that the lack of subjective intmsiveness aliows the p e t  to connect more 

immediately with his surroundings (xiv), a claim radically contradicting Davey's view. 

Frye argues that the stylistic distancing lends evidence to a stronger and more profound 

consciousness: 

It is the law of poetic creaîion that the poet who is willing to lose his 
personaliîy in his work finds it again Out of his sekffacing wncem with the 
poetic object, Pratt developed a flexible, unpretentious speaking style which is 
amazingiy versatile, yet always unmistakably his. (xv) 

Frye describes a Pratt who allows his poetic material to consume him, who offers his 

body as a sacrificial banquet to the community. In k i n g  ingested into the consciousness 

of the community he is incamated (like the saints in Brébed and made manifest through 

the bodies of his cornmon populace. The eating is mutual, sacrificial, regenerative: Pratt 

allows himself to be devoured by his poetic language in order to be reborn again under 

the sign of community, the Canadion community, the cornmunity that eats well, that 

sacrifices itself in its "infinite hospitality," and which is offered to itself finally in the 

form of a narrative of its own becorning. 

This metaphoric complex of eating and cornmuniry is at once straight-forward and 



resolutely self-contradictory. The system of signification is both obvious and subtle, for it 

concems the metaphon that lie on the penphery of Pratt's master narrative of Canadian 

history, disguising themselves as insignificant detail, as simple porridge. These 

intertextuai connections of metaphor and allusion offer us a new way of approaching 

Pratt's poetry and the question of Canadian identity, the question of cornmunity and the 

problem of beginning. At the same tirne however, Pratî's consuming figures simply ofGer 

us another metaphor for beginning: one more way of describing our distance fiom the 

question. 

I The equation of national identity and distinctive cuisine is also dealt with at some length in my discussion of 
Hiromi Goto's C h s  ofMushr00ms. 
2 Towurds the /ml Spike is subtitleâ, "A verse-panorama of the struggle to build the first Canadian 
Transcontinental fiom the tirne of the proposed terms of union with British Coiurnbia (1870) to the 
hammering of the last spike in the Eagie Pass (1885)." This lmghy subtitk is significant in its conspicuous 
detailing of the project undertaken by Pratt's poetic heroes, and the same enterprise is undertaken by Pratt 
the poet. That is, Pratt's explicit indebtedness to historical facts and dates foregroumis the importance of the 
historical narrative as a basis for reading the poem and understanding its significance to Canadian identity 
and literature. 
That there is significant racial erasure in Pratt's rendition of the building of the railway has been noted by 

Pratt's cornemporary F.R Scott, who responds to Towurds the Lasr Spi& with the short but sharp "Al1 the 
Spikes but the Last": 

Where are the coolies in your poem. Ned? 
Where are the thousands 6om China who swung their picks 4 t h  bare hands at f o q  below? 

Between the  fist and the million other spikes they drove, and the dressed-up act of Donald 
Smith, who has sung their story? 

Did they fare so well in the land they helped to unite? Did they get one of the 25.000.000 CPR 
acres? 

1s dl Canada has to say to them written in the Chinese Immigration Act? (194) 

That the casting of an epic schema over this hinorical narrative invoives, for Pratt. the effacement of 
countless Chinese workers who were exploited and ofhn killed in building the railway marks a problem 
earlier encountered in the nineteenth-century long poem. Again, it would seern that the constmction of 
Canadian identity entails an erasure of other populations who rnight contaminate the definition of nationality. 
' That this genealogy requires a reversai of chronological logic is an intentional strategy on my part, not only 
because the  most salient example of Pratt's allusions to fd and digestion occur in the o a d  passage of 
7'onm& h e  Las/ Spike, but also because Pratt's approach to the composition and meaning of these two 
Canadian epics involves starting at the final vision and worlcing backwards. Even thougfi the poems do not 



- - - - - - - - - - 

read achronologically, Sandn Djwa notes that in Brikwf the pet  "first wrote the conclusion . . . and only 
t hen did he tum to the preceding c h i n  of events . . ." (97). Similarly, Robert G- CoUins suggests that the 
impetus of Towmds r k  h t  Spike emanates tiom the fkai scene. %th everything caught in the suspendecl 
time of the officiai photograph" ( 152). in both works. the compositional process moves backwards fiom the 
conclusion to the beginriing. 1 work backward fiom TOW(II& the Lasr Spi& to Brébarfrprd His Brerlaen, 
not in order to replicate an intentional pattem. but to fotlow a perceived movement, and to explore whether 
any points of analysis might arise tiom this movmient. 

I do not intend to assume a c o m o n  kinship between the separaie texts based sdely on the signature of the 
author. Although there is a commonality impiied by the signature of Pratt on each text, there must also be 
room to perceive the difierences and divergences of the two texts without being bound to the contract of 
that signature. 
The second edition of Brébeuf anJ His Bmrhren inctudes a rnap uisert of "Huronia." The inclusion of this 

histoncal map foregrounds the importance of geography and territory, gesturing to a way of reading the 
poem as a document of cartography. It is also one more ktance where the reader is pointed towards an 
-actual' hinorical narrative threading through the poetic text. 
7 1 am compelled to compare Reaney 's praise of Pratt's vision of the "New Wodff with aïticism 1 have 
earlier identifid in rny discussion of Goldsmith's Ih4 Rising Villoge. Surely, Pratt's poem construcks itsell: 
and is in turn generaHy received as, a nationalist poem, a paean to the independent vision of Canada. Yet this 
retrospective gesture to the Old Worid parallcls the backward glance Goldsmith's poem performs when it 
invokes the histoty of Britaania. and suggests that Acadia serves as a M o n h g  continuation of that 
progression. How then can one distinguish between the coionial poem and the national poern? 

One ciifference between the two poems is that Pratt's m a t o r  does not gesture to the Old Wodd 
throu& the language of debt or servitude, while Goldsmith's clearly dots, It is the taking of accounts, the 
computation of the tab, tha! draws the ire of nationalist critics of literawe. Pratt, in his construction of the 
bridge between the Old World and the New does not open the book on accounts payable but only on 
accounts receivablq an injustice rigtited on Cansdian soil, suggesting a debt owed by Scotland to C- 
There is, then, an economics involved in defiring what is Canadian Eterature and what is ao& and a profit to 
be gained in the subversion of the Old World- Whether these economic policies shodd be questioned or not, 
1 Ieave unanswered for now. 
8 Indeed, the OED etymology for 'sagamité' traces the word to a French version of the Cree b m : h i t e ,  
thereby documenthg a history of intercultural encountm and translations. The official Engtish word for the 
food is based on a French version of the Cree word: the Engiish borrows fiom the colonial French encounter 
wit h the f m .  A hybridized genealogy is disceniible in the word itself: implying the distress of French 
colonins forced to reckon with an alien food. 
9 There is an echo of Towards the Last Spike here, since Pratt precedes the oatmeal passage with an epigraph 
fiom Samuel Johnson, defining oats in a similar m e r :  "Oafs- a grain which in EngICJIICJ ts  gerwral& 
gisen 10 horses, but irt kotlmrd supports the people." Johnson's implied contempt is similar to the 
narrator's low opinion of sagamite found in BrébIirf- chat the fôod is fit only for animais. From this 
perspective, the Sconish people are defined by the food they la& and by a measurable Iack of humanity 
bound up in their bestial diet. However, the epigraph concludes with a retort fiom Lord Elibank (as recorded 
by Sir Walter Scott): "YYs, but where will joufird such horses, where mch med?'" Pratt's poetic figunng of 
oatmeal serves as an addendum to the rejoinder, not the initial slight. The text employs Johnson's disdainfiil 
wit as a point from which to inaugurate a cornic and drarnatic refiguration of both oatmeal and the Scottish 
people. No such rejoinder is offered to similar pronouncernents about sagamite. 
10 In Brébeuf ai idff ts  RmrhrLcrr, individuaiity is not attributed to any Aboriginal charmer until a conversion 
to Christianity is undergonc. Only in the description of those Hurons who have convened are we able to 
discem one member of the culture Erom another. The first mention of a Huron man by name is foiiowed by 
an invocation of his Christian name, ". . . Tsiouendaentaha / Whose Christian name - to aid the tongue - 
was Petei' (28). Perhaps this faceless and uniform quality is attributable to the sagamite, an undifferentiated 
mass of bland porridge. 
I I  This intersection of the edible and the economic tums me, once again, to the oatmed passage in ~ ~ w i z r h  
lhe Imr Spike, since one of the most prominent racial characteristics syrnboiized by the porridge is "thrift" 
and the "power to strike a bargain Iike a foe" (3). 



'' Kambureli o f f i  a similar reading basai on metaphon of  specxh and language that prolifcrare in 
&&eu-J arguing, for exarnple, that the "overdetermination of Srébeuf s aussion allows him to double-talk 
('double sewice'). By s p k i n g  th& lanl~uage. be compromises the Indians' otberncssn (33). Cerîainly there 
exists an inseparable connection between the eating and the speaking mouth. 
l 3  1 bracket the word "authenticity" in order to suggest my understanding of historicai narratives being as 
subjective and constructeci as any other textual genre. Few, ifany, of Pratt's critics have questioned the 
singularity and tmthfùlness of the verse narratives Ratt refigures as m. This understanding of history 
forms part of my concem in this chapter. 
'' ~ a c k  Hodgin's novei, llre invention cf tk  Wwd, includes a similady comic refiguration of the history of 
the CPR. Recounted, in this case, among a group of newly amived Irish immigrants travelling to Vancouver 
Island, the folk tale tradition vansforms John A MacDonald into "Sir Sean A McDermon." The verbal 
bravado of the Irish orator proceeds to conflate MacDonald's biography with a series of flourishes 
borrowd inadvertently perhaps, fiom popllar legends of Abraham Lincoln, Davy Crockett, and George 
Washington: "ïhey calIed him honest Sean for refiising to cut down a cheny uee no rnatter how much the 
Engiish bastards tri& to force him" ( 1 13). The taie of Sean A iMcDermotî concludes. in Hodgin's novel, 
with an equally excessive chsonide of raiiway building: 

"Not a day sober but one. not a day sober but only the &y he was required to sign the papers that 
wouId send a railroad train chugging its way fiom one end ofthe land to the other. fiom sea to 
sea. But iook here cny man, says he when he rads the fine ptint of the matter. But look here. my 
man, and it's a good thing I'm SOM this &y. For you cannot have a raiiroad train chugging 
across this land fiom se9 to sea, a mari usque ad nwe as they Say, witbout first laying out sorne 
tracks for it to run on. And with that your man fiom Macroom whips out another paper he has 
hidden in his Bask pocket, and a f h q  quiii he pulled Eom the tail of a goose on his way in to 
work, and wMe others arc stiil scratchhg their hcads he signs an order for the tracks, wery foot 
of them to be nailed down to the gound with a golden spike." (1 13) 

Hodgin's broad humour in this çequence rdec t s  the satiric hyperbole of Pratt's w i c  version of the CPR 
saga, but it also spoofs Pratt's ames intention to uiftse Parliamenîary d u e s  and bureaucratie wrangles 
with metaphysical consequence- 
'' In BréberIf. metaphon of met211urgy are typically usai in contradïctory ways. In the fint exarnple. the 
irnagery represents the "galvanized" faith of the ctergy, in the second it describes the violence of the 
Iroquois: 

. . . Until one &y a Ietter fiom Brébeuf 
Wouid corne to burn the torpors of his hem 
And galvanke a raw novitiate. (12) 

Between the hammer and the anvil now 
Huronia was laid and the first priest 
To take the blow was Daniel. (54) 

16 i have already discussed how the Huron, in BrJktd lack any characteristics that wouid demonstrate their 
distinctive indikiduality. X similar critique could be brought to bear on the missionaries, who are ostensibly 
identical in their invincible faith and their ability to die the deaths of martyrs while king subjected to 
excruciating torture. Although it is cenainly easier to deconstmct the stereotypical representation of 
oppresseci minorities, it is worthwhile to note chat the European heroes of Pratt's text do not fare rnuch 
better. 
17 It is necessary at this point to address Davey's position a little more critically. What Davey privileges in his 
view of poetry is an anti-objectivism that is decidedly Rornantic in its roots. L i e  the Romantics, Davey 
exhibits a disdain for language that consorts with the wodd of the scientific or the technologicid, a conternpt 
for "wit" as a poetic register, and a belief that subjectivity is not o d y  to be celebrateû but, in fact, is the oniy 
possible option for the writer. These assumptions ultimately Iead Davey to another region of essentidism. 
differently named but structured similarly to the rationalist essentidkm he discovers in Pratt. 



- - -4hapter Four 

"Furtber Arrivais": Reclaiming Territory in Atwood, Gunnam, and Baker 

4.1 Immigration and Schizophreaia 

Robert Kroetsch's suggestion that "the moment of the discovery of America 

continues" - a statement that reflects Kroetsch's idea of origins as perpetual and 

multiple, forever re-enacted - may well be borne out by the number of modem and 

contemporary Canadian texts that address the idea of sedement. As 1 have earlier 

discussed in terms of E.J. Pratt's long poems, Brébeuf and His Brethren and Towarrls the 

Lusr Sprke, as well as in the individual cases of Oliver Goldsmith's The Risirzg Viillage, 

and Isabella Valancy Cradord's Malcolm's Katis: A Love Sfory, there seems to be an 

impetus which extends throughout the history of Canadian literature to document the 

founding moments of the nation, and to constnict their readership as the citizens of a 

fledgling land. 

Beyond Pratt's atternpts in the 1940s and 1 %Os, the p s t -  1967 renaissance in 

Canadian literature continues to produce a poetry of settternent, a writing of Canadian 

identity as the identity of the immigrant entering into, and displaced by, the new world. 

As Margaret Turner suggests in Irnagining Cuiture, the position of the English-Canadian 



writer is often the "neitherhor" position of the Second World settler: neither colonizer 

nor colonized, out of place in both the old world and the new. Writers from the 1960s 

through to the present day continue to articulate tbis precarious place, and to search for a 

voice that might justie their voicelessness. As Earle Birney writes in his poem Tan- 

Lit.," the Canadian +ter c m  often feel haunted by a "lack of ghosts." The English- 

Canadian writer, in an attempt to discover stability within a groundless territory, is ofien 

compelled to stage the act of wrïting as a national seance, and the seance as a necessary 

hoax. In order to dispel hisher fear of absence, figured as the "lack of ghosts," the writer 

m u t  invent Canadian ghosts, acting as the spurious chameier of the spirit of nationhood. 

Although s/he is aware that the figures of Canadian identity slhe offers are contrived and 

fraudulent, the writer must believe in them as hidher only comection to the country she 

writes. 

In the sense that these texts question their ability to discover the ghosts of 

national identity - and to thereby establish a literary sefilement within their written 

temtory - they represent a wrirïng againîr the idea of an originary act of founding even 

as they wn?e towards that initial launching of nationhwd. The texts 1 examine in this 

c hapter - ~Vargaret Atwood's The JOU~M/S of Susanna hfoodie, Kristjana Gmars '  

Sètrlement Poems, Marie Annharte Baker's Being on the Muon and Coyore Columbus 

CCufI. - each interrogate the act of settlernent from different angles even as they encode 

the voice of the settler, whether in the fonn of Atwood's Susanna Moodie. Gumars' 

Icelandic immigrants to Manitoba, or Baker's First Nations people who subvert the 

impulse to mistake Canada for a &new" country with no indigenous voice. ' 



These texts are also similar in that they are written by women, and that they 

constnict the act of settlement as a masculine vocation. Atwood's Susanna Moodie is 

able to perceive the dangers and fbtility of rrying to settle the new land, white male 

figures, her husband arnong them, seem oblivious to the malevolent powen of the 

environment. Gunnars' narrators are exclusively male, with the possible exception of the 

unnamed narrator(s) of "From Memory," who may be another male, or may be an 

unidentifid midwife. Baker's Coyote Columbus Café directly addresses European 

coloniaiism, embodied in the masculine personification of Christopher Columbus, from 

the guise of a female coyote figure. In this collection and in Being on rhe Muon, Baker 

conceives of herself as being doubly rnarginalized as an Indigenous woman. In my 

summanes a divergence of approaches can already be detected in the way the metaphor 

of settlement is treated by the three poets, and also in the way gender is consmicted and 

applied to a conception of the Canadian temtory. 

Margaret Aîwood's The Jour~als of Sllsanna hfoodie has k e n  one of the most 

influential texts in Canadian literature in ternis of disseminating the image of Canada as 

a hostile environment which ultimately leaves its citizens displaced, alienated, unsettled. 

Northrop Frye's collection of essays on Canadian literature, The Bush Garden - itself 

influential within the current of critical thought that seeks to define the major themes of 

Canadian literature as those of isolation, sumival, and the reconciliation of the individual 

to a garnson mentality - takes its title from Atwood's book-length poem. Atwood., in 

her "A fienvord" to ï'hr Journaf.s ofSusunna Moodie, describes her impetus to compose 



these poems in the language of a medical prognosis. "If the national mental illness of the 

United States is megalornania," she writes, "that of Canada is paranoid schizophrenia" 

(62)-  

Reading Susanna Moodie' s Roughing It  in the Bush and Llfe in the CZearing as 

early symptoms of a chronic national disorder, Atwood's text does not intend to cure 

Canada of its "paranoid schimphrenia" so much as to perfomi this infirmity for inmates 

of the same asylum. Atwood characterizes Moodie as a woman fiactured by her interna! 

systerns of comprehension and meaning. Just as Frye will later describe the European 

entry into Canada as the expenence of king swallowed by a whale, Atwood pomays her 

Moodie as seeing only "vistas of desolation" (1 1), when she enten the "large darkness" 

of Canada ( 12). From the opening lines of "Disembarking at Quebec," the tirst poem of 

the first "journal," Moodie conveys the understanding that she has been severed fiom the 

conventions that once defined her as an individual: 

1s it my clothes, my way of walking, 
the things 1 carry in my hand 
- a book, a bag with knitting- 
the inconguous pink of my shawl 

t his space cannot hear ( l 1 ) 

Even the shape of the poetry - as the hvo verse pragraphs quoted above 

demonstrate - functions to portray the cleft between Moodie's individual consciousness 

and the environment of the new world. From the moment Moodie sets fmt in Canada, 

she is made pointedly aware that her manner of being in the world has ceased to have 

relevance.' The first '.journal" of this poem sequence begins in the shape of a question: 

"1s it my clothes . . ." ( 1 1 ). 1 suggest that these lines are shaped as a question because 



Atwood does not punctuate the poem with a question mark. Instead, the exact fom of the 

question is rendered amorphous by the lack of punctuation and by the syntactical 

ambiguity of the poem. The second stanza - "this space cannot hear" - acts as both an 

extension of the question posed in the first stanza and a hee-standing declaration. That is, 

the reader can choose the syntax, "1s it my clothes, my way of walking . . . [that] this 

space cannot hear?" Alternately, the first paragraph break can be read as a fut1 stop, so 

that the line that follows indicates a separate sentence, a fim, flat response to the 

uncertain voice of the first verse paragraph: T h i s  space cannot hear.'" 

It is certainly relevant that this syntactical ambiguity becornes unavoidable at the 

fint mention of the foreign land upon which Moodie disembarks. Even the positioning of 

the line on the page - for the second stanza consists only of this one line while the first 

stanza is made up of four lines, the third of eight - seems designed to set place apart as 

something from which the subjective voice is held distant. The Iine, "this spce cannot 

hear," appears to hover on the page apan fiom the rest of the poem, amouncing its 

inability to be integrated into the larger stanzas. Atwood's poetic structure effectively 

conveys the idea that Moodie's subjectivity will always remain disconnected fiom this 

new temtory. 

In seeking an understanding of the poem's theme of dislocation within a 

menacinç Iandscape, the reader of The Journuls of Susonnu Moodie need not venture any 

funher than Atwood's "Aftenvord." Atwood's diagnosis of Canada's inherent 

schizophrenia expresses the poetic voice of her narrator, but also stands in for the 

Canadian reader. For, as Atwood suggests, the feeling of displacement is inescapable: 



We are al1 immigrants to this place even if we were born here: the country is too 
big for anyone to inhabit completely, and in the parts unknown to us we move in 
fear, exiles and invaders. This country is something that must be chosen - it is 
so easy to leave - and if we do choose it we are still choosing a violent duality. 
(62)  

With such sentiments so clearly voiced and reflected in the poeq  preceding the 

'-Afteword," the only option available to the critic is deciding whether s h e  agrees or 

disagrees with Awood's assessrnent of the Canadian condition. Much of the criticisrn 

devoted to The Journals of Susanna Moodie provides either an affirmation or a refutation 

of the thernes Atwood champions. Robin Skelton, in a 197 1 review of the book, agrees 

that Atwood's Canada, "is a state of rnind, a poise, a quesrioning; it is haunted, disturbed, 

wary; it is a vision of the hurnan condition" (34). George Woodcock's 1975 review of 

Atwood's poetry and prose echoes this endorsement (92). Judith McCombs, however, 

witing in 198 1, rejects the possibility that, "this single neurotic voice is ours" ( 180). 

These critics engage with the definition of the Canadian psyche encoded in The 

Journals of Susannu Moodie on both national and personal grounds, and Atwood7s 

justification for her assessrnent of Canadian identity is placed outside the domain of 

critical inquiry by virtue of the language that she employs to ftanie this judgment. 

Atwood begins her "Afienvord" by confessing that the impulse that generated the 

volume, which in turn generated the "Aftenvord" was a dream in which she watched an 

opera she had rvritten about Susanna Moodie (62). By Craming her poetic intention as 

dream, Ahvood's exposition takes its cue from Samuel Taylor Coleridge's assertion that 

his unfinished poem, "Kubla Khan," was the product of an intemipted dream. In his 



introduction to "Kubla Khan," Coleridge amibutes the composition of the poem entirely 

to his unconscious mind: 

The Author continued for about three hours in a profound sleep, at least of the 
extemal senses, during which time he has the most vivid confidence, that he 
could not have cornposeci less than from two to three hundred lines; if that 
indeed can be called composition by which al1 the images rose up before him as 
things, with a parallel production of the correspondent expressions, without any 
sensation or consciousness of effort. ( 156) 

Coleridge's confessional preface nurtures the image of the Romantic p e t  whose body 

serves as conduit for the transcendentai imagination. Coleridge's poem springs fully- 

formed fiom his unconscious minci, implying that poetry is not in any way the product of 

work or effort. It is the physicai world, as Coleridge goes on to write in order to explain 

the unfinished nature of the poem, that impinges on the poetic imagination and can often 

ernpt-y it of its treasures. The fragment of "Kubla Khan," however, stands as the pure 

product of an unfettered artistic mind 

By beginning her "Afteword" with an anecdote th3t recalls Coleridge's dream, 

Atwood invites wmparison with the Romantic visionary. By this means, her statement 

reçarding the national psyche is al1 the more powerfil because it spnngs, apparently 

unbidden, from the poet's unconscious mind. Atwood's aftinity with the d i s p l a d  and 

delusional Moodie is confirmed by the dream vision which sparks Atwood's poetic 

imagination. in an almost literal manner, Atwood constmct herself as the channeler of 

Moodie's ghost. At the same time, Atwood's articulation of her dream and its influence 

on her poetv is radically different from Coleridge's dream-vision in "Kubla Khan." 

Coleridge describes how the poem, as a series of accessible images, materialized whole 

and perfect in his sleep. Atwood, however, does not dream the poeny so much as she 



dreams the idea for a poetic subject Atwood dreams that she is watching an opera about 

the Iife of Susanna Moodie. In her recollection she sits "alone in the theatre," while, "on 

the empty white stage, a single figure was singing" (62). Unlike Coleridge, Atwood does 

not envision the poems we have before us as a series of inspired images. The story of her 

dream suggests that the idea for the book was inspireci, but that the composition of the 

poems kvas a matter of conscious effort and artistry. The idea of the poetic imagination as 

imate and unconscious therefore, is both invoked and complicated by Atwood's 

description of her generative dream. 

Atwood's assessrnent of the Canadian psyche, seemingly the c m  of her poetic 

work, also appears to be intrinsic to the dream she describes. If indeed the national 

malady is paranoid schizophrenia, a holistic and untroubled dream such as Coleridge 

daims as inspiration wouId be incompatible with that psychotic condition. Rather than 

feeling that she has effortless and untroubled access to a congenial imagination, Atwood, 

in her dream, sits at a remove from her creative accomplishment. She sits alone in an 

audience, watching her work k i n g  perforrned by a single figure. In this scene, her 

creativity is already detached, independent fiom herself, and the creative impulse is now 

situated instead in the unidentified person she observes. 

There is something haunting about the image Atwood inscribes of the "single 

figure" who sings on the "empty white stage." Part of the effect arises fiom the spareness 

of the description. Who is this figure: an opera star portraying Moodie? Moodie herseif, 

Atwood's doppdgdnger? The vagueness of the description, contrasteci with the stark 

barrenness of the stage, imbues the figure with menace and inaccessibility. The image 



described is similar in its efleçt to Atwood's collages for The JOUIIU~IS of Suranna 

bfoodie, where the individual subject appears to be cut off fiom the background of t o m  

or forest4 In several of these collages, the figure of Moodie is transposed over a 

landscape conceived in expressionistic style. Both Atwood's "Afterword and artwork 

compliment the language and themes of her poetry, which, like the dream, blurs the 

distinction between forced isolation and inherent solipism. 

Atwood's M o d e  begins by announcing her alienation frorn her new home and in 

the opening two verse paragraphs of "Disembarking in Quebec," the gap between 

Moodie' s identity and the barren land she perceives in Canada is immediate and 

insurmountable. Knowing that the "space cannot hear" her voice instantly shatters 

Moodie's sense of self; she lwks for an image of herseif as though the land were a 

mirror, but finds none: 

The moving water will not show me 
my reflection. 

The rocks ignore. 

1 am a word 
in a foreign language. ( 1 1 ) 

The strong purtcîuation in the final lines of the flrst poem contrast with the 

missing question mark that creates such ambiguity in the opening verse paragraphs. 

These blunt declarations describing her estranged relationship with Canada are definitive, 

and the placement of periods, like a syncopated rhythm at the end of each verse, 

impresses on the reader the irrevocability of each statement. The tenuous shaping of 

Moodie's question is answered by the absolute declarations of the land, which ignore her, 



refuse to reflect her, and finally convince her that she is a word in a foreign language. If 

the land speaks a different language to Moodie, however, the punctuation remains a 

common point of comprehension: a mark of refusa1 and exclusion understooà by both 

parties. 

Unexpectedy, Moodie perceives herself as a word in an alien language, rather 

than constructing Canada as determinedly foreign. Moodie casts herself as interloper, and 

in this way her isolation is rendered al1 the more tangible. She strives to find a place for 

herself in the Canadian landscape, she searches for a space where she might daim a 

temtory of her own, but is refused access. At the same time, Moodie's words clan'@ her 

resolute sense of disdain, in an isolation that, at times, verges on the solipsistic. She 

cultivates an active suspicion of the land, and holds herself removed fiom the settler 

community, describing them from a detached distance, as in "The Planters": 

I see them; 1 know 
none of them believe they are here. 
They deny the ground they stand on, 
pretend this dirt is the fiiture. (16-1 7) 

Moodie's narrative positioning in this poem allows her to identiQ with the planters at the 

same time that she holds herself at a decided rernove from them. She reports their 

thoughts with confidence and when she describes their feeling of groundlessness there is 

the clear implication-that she is revealing her own anxieties. AI1 the while, these figures 

remain a distant and faceless collective understood as hem, the repeated use of the 

undifferentiated pronoun 3hey" reinforcing the division between Moodie and the settler 

community. The punctuation of this stama, both m u e n t  and prosaic, expresses 

Moodie's tone of assuredness and serves as the structural demarcation separating the "1" 



from the "them." 

Tncluded in the rhem of the settlers is M o d e ' s  husband who is equally 

undifferentiated in identity and similarly discomected from Moodie's sense of self Most 

splcifically in "The Wereman," Atwood's namator perceives her husband as a distant, 

menacing ûther: 

Unheld by my sight 
what does he change into 
what other shape biends with the under- 
gowth, wavers across the pools 
is carnouflaged from the listening 
swarnp animals ( 19) 

The absence of punctuation in the above reflects the arnorphous and fiee-floating horror 

of Moodie's fantasy. As her husband moves across the "blank" "fiosted field," h s  

movement signifies the fluid rhythm of her sense o f  loss (19). The idea that her sight 

hûlds the identity of her husband in place draws attention to the boundary between 

subjectivity and objectivity in the poem: Moodie resembles the empirical scientist whose 

objective eye verifies a universe from which she is able to remove herselfS However, 

Moodie's objectifjing eye loses its power as her husband leaves its temtory, and the lack 

of punctuation reflects the absence of fixed deiineation outside of her ability to hold 

things in shape. 

The only punctuation in the verse paragraph from "The Wereman" is the hyphen 

and comma that surround the break in the word "undergrowth." The conspicuous hyphen 

ernphasizes the equally conspicuous line break that serves to fracture the compound 

word.' In a poem entitled "The Wereman," with its emphasis on the nonstrous 

crossbreed, the cornpound word is again suspect. The choice of the word "undergrowth," 



both for its connotations of insidious camouflage, and for its composite structure, 

foregounds the threat of hybridity that M d i e  fears. Unconfined by her vision, 

Moodie ' s husband reveals a susceptibi lity to transformation that provokes Moodie to fear 

for her own stability: 

He may change me also 
with the fox eye, the owl 
eye, the eightfold eye of the spider 

1 can't think 
what he wiIf see 
when he opens the door ( 19) 

The line break that hc tures  "undergrowth reflects Moodie's hysterical threat of 

blending and miscegenation, but it also severs the word and thetefore separates the two 

elements of the word fiom each other. As she inscribes her panicked thoughts, Moodie 

uses poetic structure as a bulwark against hybrid language. The line break, reinforced by 

the hyphen, how the written style can resist the cornpound word by effectively breaking it 

up into discrete units. At the same time, the punctuation that encloses the word 

"undergrowth" is the only punctuation in the stanza. Despite the use of hyphen as a 

reinforcement against hybridity, and the comma which brackets and re-emphasizes the 

word, there still remains a notable dearth of punctuation, giving the impression that 

despite small gains, the poem describes a loss of control. Moodie's subjectivity inscribes 

itself, through the use of the hyphen, only in the midst of its disappearance from the 

scene of writing. 

The Canadian reading these poems is not simply a witness to this loss of narrative 

control. As Atwood definitively reminds us in her '-Afterword," Moodie's brand of 



schizophrenia is not specific to her character, but endernic to the national condition. 

Moodie watches her husband disappear into undifferentiated space as he drifts away fiom 

her shaping gaze, and Atwood likewise dreams that she watches an unidentifieci singer on 

a stark white stage. This dual position of estrangement is also the place of the reader, 

who is co~ec ted  to wbat s/he reads only through a shared sense of alienation. That final 

space of displacement, the site of unsettled settlement, is reserved for the reader in the 

book's final poem, "A Bus Along St Clair: December": 

1 am the old woman 
sitting across fiom you on the bus, 
her shoulders drawn up like a shawl; 
out of her eyes come secret 
harpins, destroying 
the walls, the ceiling 

Turn, look down: 
there is no city; 
this is the centre of a forest 

your place is empty (6 1 ) 

The last line of this final poern is its own verse paragraph, and functions similarly 

to the single line paragaphs of "Disembarking in Quebec," and "Further Arrivais." As in 

the first poems of the collection, the narrator addresses a space separate from her, and 

drirrnatizes that distance through the structural division of poetic lines. The space Moodie 

addresses, "your place," is as alien and inaccessible as the so-called wilderness of 

Quebec. Yet, this final space is dininct from the initial space that "cannot hear," in that it 

is reserved specifically for the reader, and because it is the place of the reader it should 

conceivably be the one location where one is able to "heaf' Moodie. 



The final effect of this F m ,  and of the poetry cycle as a whole, is to displace the 

reader from the text by breaking the h m e ,  first including the reader, and then expelling 

him/her from the text. The site of "hearing" is emptied, the reader evicted, by the ghost 

of Moodie transposed ont0 a Toronto bus. Moodie, in the contemporary urban setting, 

has taken on the power of what Sherrill Grace tenns a "mythic force," corne to destroy 

the city (204). Although this vision of Moodie as Godzilla seems a little overstateci, Grace 

identifies Moodie's "mythic" power as the apotheosis of what Atwood, in her 

Xftenvord,'' describes as the "violent duality" of canada.' 1 would categorize Moodie's 

statu in this final poem as king a liminal figure, rather than a destructive force, situated 

as she is at the threshold between wilderness and civilization, between a self-imposed 

solipsisrn that drives her to assert her presence and the forcible solitude her environment 

makes inevitable. Just as she hopes to secure her husband's identity through her 

stabilizing and controlling gaze in "The Wereman," Moodie's "hatpin" stare fixes the 

reader's identity and context. But as she serrles me into this position, she immediately 

forces me from this settlernent by declaring bat my --place is empty.'% As the reader, 1 

am able to çlimpse the site of my own subjectivity only as 1 am displaced fiorn it. 1 am 

able to hear Moodie telling me only that 1 cannot hear her, and, as such, am at once 

anchored and dispersed by Moodie's "hatpin" eyes. 

As in the other poems in the volume, references to eyes and to sight proliferate 

through this fina1 piece, and the punctuation reflects the ultirnate emphasis on perception. 

Scanning "A Bus Along St Clair: December" reveafs, from the title onward, a 

proliferation of colons and sernicolons. More than the other poerns in the collection, the 



colons and semicolons represent the dominant fom of punctuation in this final piece. 

The punctuation marks draw attention to themselves and to the prevalence of images of 

eyes and sight in the Journ~Is of Suanna Moodie, both in the colon's typographical 

resernblance to eyes: and in the way these puncniation marks affect the syntax of the 

poetic Iines. 

Apart from the typographical resemblance between the colon and a pair of eyes, 

the specific syntactical use of colon and semicolon in "A Bus Along St Clair: December" 

is signiflcant. Its placement in the poem's title - and the deliberate position of the colon 

is made more obvious by the deletion of the period after the abbreviation "St" - works 

to allow an unconàitioned shift in syntax. The shifl corn information on location, the bus 

on St. Clair Street, to an announcement of chronology, is facilitated by the use of the 

colon. The tone rernains terse but idormative, reflecting Atwood's habitua1 clipped and 

unadorned diction, her spare lyric line. This austere grammar is also evident in the 

penultimate verse paragraph: "Turn, look down: / there is no city; / this is the centre of a 

forest" (6 1). The colon in the first line of the stanza records the shift From the imperative 

- "T- look down:" - to a more expsitory tone: "there is no city; / this is the centre 

of a forest." The semicolon in the second line also indicates a perceptual shift from the 

observation that the city of Toronto has disappeared to the recognition that "this is the 

centre of a forest..' These punctuation marks represent transitional points between 

fleeting moments of perceptual recognition. 

The use of such emphatic punctuation accentuates the narrator's position within 

the perceptual flux of the poem. In the second stanza, for example, the colon fmctions as 



a rnornentary bamer in the exposition: "Tum, look up / through the gritty window: an 

unexplored / wildemess of wires" (60). As the "gîtty window" of the bus is evoked, the 

colon signals the transition fiom the inside of the bus to the "wilderness of wires" beyond 

the window. In this case, the colon reflects the percephial act, the moment of looking 

past that "gritty window," but it alço characterizes the ban-ier to perception represented 

by the opaque glass. Similarly, in the fourth stanza, the colon characterizes the vague 

distinction between disappearance and presence: "it shows how little they know ! about 

vanishing: 1 have i my ways of getting through (60). The colon in the second line of the 

stanza demarcates the vu1 nerable border between the image of "vanishi ng" and Moodie's 

dedaration that she has "ways of getting through." Here, as in the other examples, the 

coton demonstrates its correlational function, standing as an ephemeral boundary through 

which Moodie's mythic presence continues to infiltrate the text. 

Throughout The Journals of Susannu Mocrdie, the deliberate use of punctuation 

curnulatively represents the paradox of sertlement as it is perceived by Atwood's Moodie 

and by Atwood herself Unable to completeiy inhabit the vast and empty land of Canada, 

Ahvood's poetry chooses to concentrate on the small spaces: instead of claiming mastery 

over language, the p e t  endeavours to ac hieve mastery over punctuation. The de fini tive 

periods in the first poems of the volume signifi the land's staunch refusal to be settled. 

The colons in the final poem of the sequence represent a landscape that can only be 

understood at a remove, a land whose "violent duality" can be comprehended only 

through a correlation that signifies the senler's distance frorn a space where identity 

miçht be established. 



The typographical deliberations, then, elucidate the national schizophrenia 

Atwood claims as a Canadian birihright. but they also, perhaps necessarily, contracikt 

such a claim. The impossibility of the act of settlement is played out in the pinctuation 

marks of Atwood's poetry. Like the remnants of a àream, these punctuation marks filter 

into the domain of self-conscious language, leaving a residue that refuses to be addressed 

or conte.xtualized. 

4.2 The Piecemeal Community 

In connast to Atwood's poetry, the lines in Kristjana Gunnan' Settlement Poem 

1 and 2 are presented aimost completely without punctuation, apart from the accents that 

mark the narnes of people and the narnes of villages in Iceland. Gunnars' two volume 

cycle of poems is the chronicle of a community of ~neteenthcentury Icelandic 

immigrants who eventually settle in Gimli, Manitoba, and the accents and umlauts that 

inflect the Icelandic names express an ongoing comection with the culture and language 

of Iceland in a manner that is markedly different to the comection Atwood's Moodie 

feels with England." In her Journals, M d i e  confesses early in the volume that England 

is "unreachable" ( 14). and we are encouraged hencefonh to recognize the narrator as a 

Canadian subjecr rather than as a European settler. Moodie's British roots wither in the 

new world: her culture is only recailed as a set of manners and remembered codes of 

behaviour that fail to signiQ in the foreign setting. The adverse effects of settlement 

documented in the Journals are inherent to the Canadian "wilderness," and as a resutt, 

the society Moodie leaves behind in Europe becomes distant and inaccessible. Although 



Atwood's Moodie claims to be " a  word / in a foreign language" (1 1). there are no words 

in Thr Journal of Susanna Moodie that are foreign to the literate English reader. 

Whereas the home country is rendered distant and indistinct in Atwood's 

sealement poeq, Gunnars' Iceland is defined by an obvious anay of cuitural 

characteristics as prevalent as the accents and umlauts that score pages othenvise almost 

devoid of punctuation. This is not to suggest that Gunnars' poetic line is anything but 

disciplined: Gunnars' poems are almost entirely constituted by shori, taut lines fixed 

definitively to the left hand margin. In its controlled diction, Gunnars' technique appears 

to be i nformed by Atwood's precise style, yet The J o u d s  of Susanna Moodie 

demonstrates certain variations in poetic and syntactic structures that G m a n '  pwtry 

avoids. l 2  Gunnars' poetry, in contrast with Atwood's, demonstrates a pronounced 

reluctance to expenment with the structure of the poem. 

Indeed, the most stiking attnbute of Gunnars' Settlement Poems is its sumeness. 

Although the poems are attributed to several different narraton - Johann Briem, Stefan 

Eyjolfsson, Thorleifur Joakimsson, Thorgrimur Jonsson, as well as the unnarned 

narrator(s) of the "From Memory" section - there is no attempt to distinguish these 

different narrators in terms of the personae they present, or the imagery and diction they 

rmploy. Apart from the proper names that are foregrounded as the title of each poem in a 

panicular sequence ( e g  -'Johann Bnem 1," %ham Briem ri"), there are few obvious 

ways of recognizing one character's 'voice' fiom another's. In this sense, Serrlemenr 

I'oems is radically different from The Joumals of Smanna Moodie: while Atwood is 

concemed with charting the changeable psychic contours of a single individual, Gunnars 



concentrates on articulating the shared anxieties of a specific cornmunity. What a p v  

to speak through Gunnars' narrators is, ostensibIy, the 'voice' of the community. 

The difference between poetry that represents the individual and poetry that 

articulates the community is evident from the first lines of each respective long poem. 

Whereas the opening lines of The Jownalh of Susanna M d i e  draw the reader7s 

attention to the figure of M d i e :  "1s it my clothes, my way of walking, the things 1 carry 

in my hand" ( 1 1), the first stanza of Sef t l eme~ Poems, in "From Memory 5" is concemed 

with the community as a whoIe to the extent of reciting the birth and death rates of 

i nfan ts: 

(at most i7ve heard of 25 
infants born to a woman 
none of them twins 
5 to 15 average 
2 to 4 might live (7) 

Gunnars' poem begins with the recounting of demographic facts and figures that, by 

virtue of what they record are, intensely personal, yet presented in a strangely detached 

manner. Although the narrator is reporting the life and death of babies, an emotionally 

charged topic, she does so by citing statistics. The use of the numerical icons as opposed 

to the words "five" and "fifteen" accentuates the statistical tone: babies bom or dying are 

discussed outside the perimeten of expressive language and are reduced to simple 

numerals. 

The lack of sentimentality afforded to statistics of birth and infant mortality is 

justified in the second stanza of the poem: 



you expect them to die 
you want them to die 
food is scarce, life 
is better where god is) (7) 

The incapacity of these babies to survive is a foregone conclusion to the nanator, an4 as 

the pronoun shift to the rhetorical 'lou" indicates, to the community as a whole. The 

subjective 'voice' of the narrator, already rnuted by the use of the Iower case 3," is 

dissolved completely into the "you7' that cornes to stand for the community while 

distancing the narrator fkom that communal voice. The rhetorical "yod' of the communal 

voice, Iike the impersonality of the numerals, maintains a buttress between the narrator 

and her subject rnatter.I3 

The narrator's recourse to the idiom of col tective culture represents an alternative 

to the highiy subjective voice of Atwood's settier, an alternative that does not fit with the 

conventional notion of the pioneer as a modem incarnation of the questing hero." M. 

Travis Lane, for example, equates the language of G u ~ a r s '  narraton with a pre- 

Aristotelian "primitivism" that is ultirnately "disconcerting" for the contemporary reader 

(60). Lane's approach fails to comprehend a poetics that does not privilege the poem as a 

vehicle for persona1 enlightenment and enrichment, and she cannot finally resolve the 

contradiction between the Icelanden' lack of defined identity and their language of 

Their sense of thernselves as a people seems to preclude their ability to describe 
themselves as individuals, and their reluctance to make socially observant or 
generalizing remarks . . . make them seern unnaturally self-concerned. (60) 

Certainly, Lane is correct in observing the continual recourse to ancient remedies, the use 



of fox's testicles and ptarmigan's tongues to ensure fidelity or fertility. What is 

disturbing, however, is the elitin complaint of "primitivism" which ultimately becomes 

grounds to dismiss SettIemenr Poems as substandard literature. Lane criticizes Gunnars' 

use of folklore and superstition in her poems in a rnanner that rejects the sequence as a 

whole, stating that the work is "not narrative but recipe" (60). In this way, Lane 

overlooks the possibility that a recipe may be an altemate form of narrative, and that 

through this form Gunnars might be attempting to tell a different kind of story. 

Gumars' narrators rely on an always available recourse to the cultural traditions 

of Iceland. In "From Memory 1," the discourse shifts from the statistical register 1 have 

discussed to the rhetorical "you" of the community, and then shik again to the sage tone 

of the midwife who instnicts the reader in the ways of fetal prognostication: 

(make sure it's a son; 
lay on her right side 
during conception; pisses 
into a washbasin under the mmn 
puts a needle in the bottom 

next morning: it's rusty, all's 
weH) (7) 

The narrator's advice for detemining the sex of the fetus is framed, as is the initial two 

stanzas on infant mortality, as a digression: both sections of the poem are namtively 

s hunted by the parentheses that enclose them. The parenthetical digressions, each shaped 

by a different system of signification, weave themselves through what purports to be the 

central focus of the poem: the poetry outside of the brackets which describes the 

particulars of the Icelanders' journey to Canada: 



leave granton by train 
Sunday to giascow, 4 days 
later leave glascow at 12 
thursday j ul y 20 

the trip goes well over the sea 
the keel below is wty 
the east coast of cana& grows (7-8) 

The appeal of the numencal remains evident in these two stanzaç. Here as in the opening 

lines, the solidity of numbers seems to provide an anchor for a narrative set adrifi. 

Similarly. the imagery of prognostication Snds its way into the description of the voyage: 

the mty needle in a waçhbasin of urine corresponds to the rusty keel of the ship, and the 

east coast of Canada "grows" like the swelling belly of a pregnant woman. The land is 

figured both as pregnant, through its association with the folkways of conceptioq and as 

"virgin forest" (8). Extending the analogy, the Icelandic voyagen correspond both to the 

semen about to impregnate the maiden country, and to the baby son foretold in the rusty 

keel, about to be born out of the swelling Canadian shore. 

The descriptions of the customs connecting the Icelanders to their environment 

proliferate throughout the tea. The final poem in Sefrlemmr Poems 1, "Stefan Eyjolfsson 

XVI," which describes the technique of blowing eggs to remove the chicken embryo, 

employs this description as the organizing metaphor for the poem: 

the careful work 
with forceps & scissors, how 
to pull it out piecemeal 

hairs, feat hers, the way 
you iearn to digest it, mouth 
by mouth, to drain the shell (53)  

The description, tempered once again by the rhetorical "you," is suffused with metaphor 



the forceps and scissors becorne a succession of mouths, digesting the embryo 

"piecemeal." The poern ends by inferring that the enterprise is part of a larger conceit, a 

figurative vehicle for the m t o r ' s  understanding of what settlement in Canada rneans: 

yes, the other side 
of blowing eggs with chicks 
inside is messy work 

messy work, but you learn how 
to be born 
piecemeal (53) 

Over the course of the sixteen poems named for him, Gunnars' Stefh Eyjdfsson 

dwells on images of blown eggs, skinned rabbits, the effects of scurvy, and the fish hook 

embedded in the a m  of a p e t  as he journeys by boat up the Red river. Each of these 

extended metaphors acts as a link to the more general condition of malaise the poetry 

addresses. Like the image of the community king "born / piecemeal" into their New 

Iceland, Eyjolfsson's meditation on scurvy relates the act of settlement to a death that 

digests the individual, that severs the settler from hisher body: "scurvy cuts away the 

flesh / as cleanly as it can, removes / the skin, viscera, bones" (5 1). This vision of the 

'-clean" death, whîch is also represented in images of the gutted and stretched rabbit that 

recur throuçhout this secrion of Settlement Poerns, is contrasted with the description of 

the p e t 3  death by infection. The pe t ,  who has accidentally lodged a fish hook in his 

a m ,  suffers because "he didn't bleed / himself enough," and as a result, "the flesh / 

swells round, red" (4 1 ). Though cloaked in the literal tanguage of the cornmonplace, 

rhese images collectively portray a compiex vision of settlement, an inquiry into what has 

been left behind in Iceland, what has been carried with the settlers into the new world, 



and a pewasive fear that rather than supporting and sustaining cornmunit., these old 

ways have become a festering force amouncing a more prolonged de& than the clean, 

digestive death offered in the new world 

The complexity of the imagery and its relation to the theme of settlement is 

especially dificult to disentangle because the images are shaped by the flattened tones of 

its narrators and are couched in the dialect of comrnonplace observation. The muted 

accounts of austerity and illness, alongside the narraton' recourse to figures and dates 

and to folk remedies, may well explain why Lane labels these poems "recipes" rather 

than "narratives." However, it is equally possible to maintain that the conventional recipe 

fits the definition of narrative in the sense that it relates a stov culminating in a 

satis@ing conclusion: the story of how to bake a cake, for instance- What would 

ostensibly stilI be missing from a recipe that excludes it fiom an accepted idea of 

literature would not only be the absence of characters and an obvious and compelling 

plot, but also a sense of Ianguage as connotative, as figurative. 

The flattened language that predominates in Gunnars' Settlemeni Poems could be 

comparable to the denotative, empirical language of the recipe book. Yet, the stark 

images express the Icelanders' perceptions of their pioneering experience as a journey 

into further privation and suffering. At the same time, the evocative effect of these 

images is deliberately cloaked in simple, expsitory observations. The images of 

starvation and superstition, of mortality and disease, displace the narrative from the 

subjectivi ty of the individual narrator and hisher experiences in Canada. By presenting 

such images as digressions, G u ~ a r s  appears to be testing a deliberate technical and 



thematic strategy: the search for a means to tell a story by not telling the story. 

Gunnan elaborates on writing as avoidance in her literary analysis of Stephan G. 

Stephansson's autobiographicai writings. " Fascinated by Stephansson's apparent 

inability and outspoken unwillingness to relate a forthright account of bis life - instead 

producing a terse, vague, and belligerent autobiography - Gunnars attributes this 

reticence to the cultural makeup of the Icelander. In Iceland, Gunnars wïtes, "self- 

promotion verges on king a taboo, among the Icelandic people at home as well as the 

fint generation of immigrants" (1 13). This innate modesty becornes glaringly obvious, 

Gunnars observes, when Stephawson the poet attempts his autobiography. In the brief 

book he produces, the autobiographical narrator can only describe himself through 

negative comparisons, can only reveal himself through anecdotes that miss the point and 

therefore divulge nothing. Stephansson writes a story that mggles violently to evade its 

autobiographical project, as Gunnars describes: 

This is the tendency of the text to shove irse(/aside, as it were; or, not to teil 
ifself: It is a text that will aot give up its reai story; wdl nor refect on ifself: A 
text that continually avoids vulnerability and poetry. ( 1 10) 

In Stephansson's autobiography, as in Gunnars7 poems of senlement, the story festen 

inside the text; the text smves to bleed the narrative out of itself Like a scuny, the text 

cuts away the details, the viscera of the tale of settlement, leaving behind clean lines of 

pet- that reveai nothing extraneous about its subject. 

As in Stephansson's autobiography, the story that will not "tell itself' remains 

conspicuous in its absence. Gunnars the critic is able to infer that the essence of 

Stephansson's life has been occluded by a screen of digressions, omissions, and negative 



assertions. Similarly, traces of the suppressed story endure in the SettIernent Poems 

despite the narrators' attempts to purge themselves of their seIf-centred tales. The 

narrator in "From Mernory II" insists twice over the course of the poem that this is the 

1st  story she'll te11 (9, IO), but ultimatety her poem does not narrate a recognizable 

story: 

this is the last story i'll tell 
the best way to become fertile: drink 
mare's milk, dry a fox's testicle 
in the shade, stir in wine, dnnk 
after menstruation, or 

(this is the only time i'I1 tell you) 
during love, lie 
with the hips above the shoulders 

. . . there's more 
I may tell you more, provided 
you give me a long life in canada ( 10) 

The namator's "story" ends not with the conclusion, or wen the beginning, of what we 

might commonly cal1 "story," but instead with a catalogue of remedies and a promise to 

tell more. The negative assertions in the poem, however, emphasize the absence of a 

conventional story as well as the inability of the narrator to cease rehing to tell it. 

What is the story that is shunted away fiom the poetic line, known only through 

the oblique connections suggested through metaphors of the cornmonplace, and rigid 

denotative numerals? Even though the absence of story is apparent throughout Setriemen! 

Poems, is there a means of discerning the particular shape of this story? If so, perhaps the 

configuration of this narrative is elucidated by the complex relationship between the 

narrator and the folkways s/he relates to the reader. Despite the numerous references to 



cures and rnethods of prognostication throughout the two volumes of Gunnars' poetic 

sequence, her narrators continue to voice an uneasiness about the relevance of these 

customs to the new world in which the settlers find themselves. Just as the narrator of 

"From Memory II" reiterates her assertion that this will be the last story she tells, Johann 

Briem, in Setdemenr Poems 2, wonders if the old law can function in Canada: "it may not 

work in new iceland / nothing works" (1 6). 

The transition between "old" and "new" tceland sparks recurrent doubts in 

Briem's second series of monologues, the first sequence in Setfkment Poems 2. The first 

poem of this volume, "Johann Briem 2,I," invokes the image of the coffm Icelanders 

carry wîth them on their voyage to Canada. Just as "From Memory I" offers images of 

dead and living babies - an entanglement of intimations of birth and death - as its 

inaugural metaphor, "J~hann Briem 2,I," commences with the description of his 

community entering their new home alongside their own caskets: "a coffin / a 

housecofin, a lantern- ! coffrn" (9).  Adrift between the old and new iceland, the settlers 

cling to their caskets as the only reliable home, the structures of that home place invoking 

both shelter and death. 

The paradoxical associations of life and death - cogently articulated in the 

figures of the "housesoffin" and the "lantern-cofin" - are explored through various 

metaphon in Gunnan' %ham Briem 2, VIII" again codates images of birth 

and death as it moves frorn a list of rituals for the pregnant wornan to observe - "a 

pregnant woman never walks / under the rafters of a new / house" ( 18) - into a 

rneditation on the death of bis feliow settler, Valdemar Sigmundsson: 

he'if never 



move in 
the new house, live 
like a pregnant woman 

fiom now on, remember 
everything he' 11 never do ( I 9) 

The pregnant woman becomes a metonyrn for al1 that is lost when Valdemar 

Sigmundsson drowns in Lake Winnipeg, and by reciting the rites of pregnancy to the 

reader, Johann Briem performs the act of remembering "everything he'll never do." At 

the same time the recitation assumes, as it so often does throughout the collection, the 

rhetoncai voice of the disembodied cornmunity. In so doing, the figure of the pregnant 

woman is rendered nonspecific, generic, and distant since she is perceived through the 

screen of custom and tradition. If the image of this woman is held at a remove by the 

communal discourse, the figure of Valdemar Sigmundsson is twice removed fiom Johann 

Briern's memory since it is only through a metonymic link with the pregnant woman that 

he is rernernbered at all. The language of cultural identity, then, serves both as a vehicle 

through which to recall the absent Sigmundsson, and an impedirnent to direct contact 

with the dead man. 

Although the course of this analysis has led fiom the first volume of Sertlement 

Poerns to the second, 1 do not mean to suçgest a clear, linear progression evident in this 

sequence. The reliance on an idiom of statistics and dates - a language of fixed 

nurnerals - is rvident from the first poem in Sertlement Poems I but it remains in place 

throughout the te.xt. The section entitled "Thorleifur Joakimsson, Daybook," in 

Setrlerncnt Poems 2, is smictured by an almost compulsive desire to record 



meteorological data, as we read in "Thorleifur Joakïmsson, Daybook V': 

november 29, I 876: icelandic 
river fioze ovemight 
november 12, I 1 days later 

snow 18 inches 
deep in the woods 
15 minus (27) 

The typescript of the page emphasizes the prominence of the numerals and their 

importance to Joakimsson's discourse. The digits predominate over proper names printed 

in lower case letten - such as "november," or "icelandic" - demonstrating a desire on 

the narrator's part to put his faith in an empirical knowledge located safely outside the 

domain of Ianguage. Even seemingly incontestable nouns, such as the toponym of the 

home country, are reduced to the status of lower case letters in the vernacular of 

effacement. In the violent shift between "old" and "new" IcelanQ the certainty of the 

upper case "1" has been irrevocably lost. 

1 cannot but emphasize the implications to subjectivity represented by the 

diminished nouns, the lost capital "1," evident in Joakimsson's "daybook." The 

compulsive recording of numerical data is part of a monologue chronicling the hunger of 

the Icelanders in the barren auhunn and winter months, as Joakimsson leam to hunt 

while surviving by eating insects. In 'Thorleifur Joakimsson, Daybook IV," he focuses 

excIusively on the need to cook ants for sustenance: 

Qohann says 
you can shove them 
into a willow shoot wimowing 
tray, cover them with hot 
coals, winnow the whole 



colony together, says 
the coals roast the ants 
winnow hem, the coals 

separate the chaff, the abdomen 
falls away) (25) 

The incessant repetition of the word "wimow" gesnûes towards a possible 

faultline in the otherwise detached tone of Gunnars' narrator, the manifestation of a 

linguistic exigency which metonyrnically connects the "the whole / colony" of ants to the 

colony of IceIanders. The environment's "wimowing" of the Icelandic community 

through starvation and illness is described throughout Sertlement Poems, and the effects 

are evident not just in extended metaphors such as the ravages of scuwy and the blowing 

of eggs, but also in the spare and detached language chosen by the narrators. For 

Gunnars' narrators wznnow direct narrative, comotative Ianguage, and ultimately, self- 

reflexivity from their dialect. The word "winnow" insists itself resolutely in Thorleifur 

Joakirnsson3 "daybook," and in so doing it emphasizes once again the concealed 

narrative k ing  forced from the site of textual disclosure, but it also symbolizes the 

moment when language refuses to yield to this forcible eviction. The word "winnow" 

sticks to the page, a piece of chaff refusing to faIl a w y  from the wheat, an abdomen 

cIinging to the torso of the subject despite the "hot coals" of self-effacing language. 

Just as Gunnars identifies the history banished from Stephansson's autobiography, 

so too may the reader discover traces of a story of settlement winnowed from the poetic 

lines of Gunnars' Tcelandic narrators. In the feelings of estrangement fiom both the old 

and new worlds, and in the descriptions of individual subjectivities under assault by the 

harsh terrain of Canada, Gunnars' Serrlemenr Poems bears a resemblance to Atwood's 



hurnals. There is an obvious distinction, however, in the specific nature of this 

alienation and how it rnanifests itself Atwood's Moodie reacts to her situation by 

becoming fanatically solipsistic, trusting only her eyes to fix the ûuth of the world for 

her, but Gunnars' settlers are dependent on discursive foundations that are fixed ourside 

of their subjectivity: the solidity of numbers, the power of cultural traditions, remedies, 

superstitions. Moodie's consciousness burrows inside herself, but Gumars' nanators 

expunge themselves from the site of their subjectivity in order to find confirmation in the 

detached and empincal voice of the comrnunity. 

The comunity as Gunnars configures it in this text is represented most cogently 

in the metaphor of the ''housecoffin" that Johann Briem describes in the first poem of his 

second sequence of monologues. As 1 have suggested earlier, Briem's description of how 

his fellow icelanders carry their coffhs with them to new settlements represents an 

uneasy conflation of birth and death. The "housecofin" Briem invokes, by its very 

appellation, offers shelter and structure, a final comfort for its owner, while steadfastly 

signifying death. Similarly, the voice of the community, as it is assumed by ûunnars' 

narrators, consistently affords the speakers a safe distance From themselves, fiom the 

intensely personal crisis of dislocation, alienation, sickness and death common to each of 

them. At the same time, the voice of the community reinforces the feelings of 

estrangement and effacement from which the settlers suffer. The more the Icelanden rely 

on thrse cultural mainstays to supply meaning and support, the more they fear these 

remedies may not work in the new country. When the discourse of comrnunity serves to 

remember or mourn, as when Johann Briem memorializes Valdemar Sigmundsson, its 



i nabil ity to represent individuality becomes most evident. The "housecoffin" of 

community, then, is neither a "house" nor a "coffin," neither shelter nor death. Rather, it 

represents a space of suspension, of indetenninacy, a space defined by the contours of 

suspicion. 

4.3 Coyote Community 

Marie Annharte Baker's volume of poetry, Reing on the Moon, and her c h a p h k ,  

Ccyore Colzrmbw. Cafe, both deal obliquely with the theme of settlement in Canada. 

Because she is a First Nations poet, her perspective on the European settlement of North 

America is necessarily distinct fiom Atwood and Gunnars, Baker's texts remind the 

reader of the almost cornplete absence of images of Aboriginal people in Atwood's 

Journal and Gunnars' Settlement Poems. indeeà, Atwood's Moodie describes the country 

as a "large darkness," and consistently ernploys metaphors of bamenness, steritity, and 

vastness to represent the country, thus implicitly erasing Indigenous culture from her 

territory and replacing it with non-responsive rocks and underbrush. I7 Gunnan' narraton, 

as well, are so resolutely inward looking that they offer little perspective on the landscape 

they inhabit in Canada; they do not offer any comment on Aboriginals they may have 

encountered or dernonstrate any knowledge of a previous culture inhabiting the New 

Iceland. The emerging lndigenous voice in Canadian poetry represents, as a result of its 

conspicuous exclusion, a sort of recovery and re-seulement of the temtory from which it 

has been estranged. One of the ostensible projects of Baker's poetry, most explicitly 

recognitable in Ckyore COIumbus Caj2, is to revisit the moment of European settlement 



and to introduce the absent voice of the Aboriginal to that inaugural event in order to re- 

contextuaiize and subvert the dominant claims of white Canada. 

In her chapbook, Baker refashions the identity of Chn'stopher Columbus. arguably 

the most famous figurehead of the European conquest of North America, as "Coyote 

Columbus." This complex formulation blends the figure of Columbus, the imperialist par 

excellence, with Coyote, a First Nations trickster figure. Baker lays daim to Columbus 

much as, for example, hornosexuai activists retrieve derogatory epithets in order to 

dismantle and reconstnict them as part of their own discourse. Baker utilizes her own 

strange aggregate of images in order to comment on what she perceives as certain 

Aboriginals' complicity with white colonialism. "Coyote Columbus Cafe," the first poem 

in the chapbook of the sarne title, begins with a section entitled "once more it's Indian 

time," in which the narrator sardonically welcomes the emergence of a new commercial 

1 have an attitude how to frequent 
with colonizers (dey got me surrounded) 
the right time is now 
to get discovered again 
& again v e y  frequently 
on a repetitive bais ( 12) 

The tone of the narrator who considers the moment when Amenca is apparently 

"discovered" by Europe is neither straightfonvard nor stable. In the stanza above, the 

narrator successively expresses the constraints of colonialism on the Native in a dialect 

that plays at being Indian ("dey got me surrounded), the sexual connotations associated 

with the word *'conquest" ("how to frequent / with colonizers"), and the exhilaration of 

being "discovered" as a fashionable and marketable commodity. Baker's narrator, 



assuming the persona of the cunning and indefatig&.de coyote, aitemately embraces the 

cornmodification of Indigenous culture as fashion and deplores it as "tounst terrorism" 

(25).  I R  At different moments in Coyote Columbur Co/e, Baker's narrator, with a mixture 

of pathos and subversive irony, laughs at the marketing trend that appropriates her 

cultural artifacts, as in the poem "Porkskin Panorama": 

1 ask the Native women workers 
stationed at the Crazy Dog memonal 
if us skins got free admission 
or did the white people at  the gate 
make us more invisible, ignore us 
we puff up with laughter 
grow monumental in size (47) 

The Native memonal Baker describes appears to be both the victim of  and accomplice in 

the propagation of "tourist terronsm": a monument professing to commemorate 

Indigenous culture instead acts to erase genuine First Nations presence from the scene, 

and denies admission to the Indigenous namtor. The laughter of the Native women 

empowers them, aHowing them to "puff up" in front of the "white people" who ignore 

and render them "more invisible." Yet, as the women inflate, they become 

"monumental," thus begging the question - whether this act renders them genuinel y 

powerful, or merely aIIows the women the illusion of liberation, so that they become 

themselves monuments and memorials, a transformation that leaves them invisible once 

Baker's poetry offers no clear indication as to how the reader rnight locate the 

position of the Native in contemporary North Amenca, nor how s/he rnight heip combat 

the continued erasure of the First Nations. Instead, Baker offers the complex and 



contradictory views of the "coyote girl" trapped in the midst of "perpetual recovery" and 

perpetual colonization (22). As the narrator of "CoIurnbus Circurnscribed" informs the 

reader, the conquest of Indigenous land remains al1 the more insidious since it has 

become a cornmon and unthinking act for white colonizers: 

That immigrant Italian pointed to an island 
inhabited. More Columbus trip lies get toId. 
He landed a bntised black blue captive colony. 
Commanded extinction of Indigenous peoples. 
Others on the Columbus trip invade islands 
on a budget Canbbean vacation or extended stay. 
A Taino sun sinks blood red on white skin tan. (22) 

A tendency to homogenize indigenous cultures into one unified grouping, an 

assembly for whom the nanator can speak, is evident in "Columbus Circumscribed and 

several other poems in Baker's chapbook. This device may be designed to mimic the 

gaze of Columbus, who perceives a myriad of distinct communities simply as "Indians," 

and in so doing initiates a series of violent erasures. It might also reflect a political 

movement committed to ampliQing the voice of these marginalized cultures by uniting 

them, just as a lobby eventually coined the encompassing terni "Asian American" to 

denote an array of national and cultural gr~ups.'~ On the other hanci, the poet's decision 

to assume the voices of Natives from the Caribbean, from South America, from the 

United States, may also identify a totalizing which vitiates Baker's supposed intention of 

articulating the divenities of lndigenous cultures in order to liberate her people fiom 

cornmodification. These options are al1 encoded. but never definitively answered, in 

Baker's poetry.'O 

The accusatory tone that is palpable in "Columbus Circurnscribed" is heard less 



frequently than is the parodic laughter that is evident in the passage fiom "Porltskin 

Panorama" cited earlier. Baker's first wllection of poetry, Being on the Moon, begins 

with just such an ambiguous tone in the poem "Lacey Moon": 

It's strange to Wear a doily on your face 
It doesn't look charming Iike a veil 
Your face turned to the side appears shy 
Something's cwking when you do that (9) 

The doily. in Baker's poern, becomes a multifaceted symbol for relationships between 

the "immigrants" and the Endigenous people in Canada. Lt suggests the elegant façade of 

European culture that, as an irnport to North America, has become an instrument for the 

effucernent of the Aboriginal population. The narrator's depiction of herself, as a Fiat 

Nations subject, wearing a doily on her face, prompts me to imagine a kind of 'white 

face' act performed by the narrator: donning the doily as a mask allows her to coriform to 

European standards. En the first stanza of the P m ,  the narrator notes the doily's utility, 

used as it is "to guard against / Beer bonle rings or ashtrays of butts / Which spilled as 

clodhopper feet were rested (9). nie  gentility of the doily masks the spoor of what 

would be considered uncivilized behaviour: that which is tabeIed profane, unkempt, 

savage, is domesticated and concealed by the veil of lacework. Whether forcibly imposed 

or voluntarily assumed, the doily whiies out the face of the First Nations subject. 

At the same tirne, the narrator takes the latticed partern of the doily into 

consideration, in the knowtedge that what is concealed beneath the lace will be revealed 

through the perforations in the design. The imperfection of this camouflage allows room 

for the subversions of an [ndigenous trickster. There are spaces through which the coyote 

figure can make its presence felt, for there are always apertures in the veil which might 



allow a cunning glance to peek through. The narrator of "Lousy Girl," in Coyote 

Columhuï Cufe. similarly represents herself as someone whose rebellious thoughts are 

concealed beneath a mysterious expression: "the FBI examined my disorganized purse 1 

(a tongue depressor woutd work better / than fisking for weapons & for chnlls)" (37). 

The image of the mask, what may lie underneath and what might show through, 

provides the narrative impetus for "Put on My Mask for a Change," in Coyote Columbu~ 

Cüfr. As in "Lacey Moon," the narrator of "Put on My Mask For a Change" describes 

how an expression of ambiguity might be concealed a the façade: 

The corners above your lips curl with laughter. 
Under healing masques we are twiming spirits. 
We are rnasks within each other holding out. 
Whatever we must face is in the winking eye. (36) 

The image of the "winking eye" that ends the poem becomes the site of uncertain 

meaning. The eye may be 'real ' or part of the mask, the wink may represent either 

affection or mischief (or both). In Baker's poetic construction of the coyote figure, a 

tnckster face peeks through, the concealed tongue eludes the FM'S frisking, and the 

winking eye becomes the fleeting expression of contact and communication. 

"Put on My Mask for a Change" also reminds the reader that the metaphor of the 

mask can be positive in representing identity and authenticity. Whereas the mask, in 

Western discouse, generally signifies the concealment of one's 'me '  seif, and thus 

becomes associated with duplicity, the narrator in Baker's poem mentions the "healing 

masque,'' and the poem invokes the Indigenous traditions dependent upon the ceremonial 

use of the mask. In this context, the image of the mask signifies a co~ect ion wïth the 

namator's culture, and the empowering abilities that are rediscovered when this 



connection is made. Baker's narrator encourages the addressee to join her in taking back 

"ceremonies to paint our skins" (36), and through this ritual the narrator and the 

addressee are able to become "twiming spirits" (36). Baker's poetry allows for readings 

of the significance of the mask both fiom a European and a First Nations standpoint, thus 

further resisting a linear reading of the text. 

1 suspect that a positive reading of the image of the doily in "Lacey Moon" is also 

available, and is applicable throughout Baker's Being on rhe Muon. The weaving of lace 

that produces the doily invites cornparison with the image of the web, a metaphor for 

which Baker adrnits her appreciation in her essay, "Medicine Lines." because it connotes 

both "fragility and strength'' (1 14). The web signifies comection for Baker, connection 

between storytellen and readers, and between stories: "the myriad possibilities of each 

story and of al1 stories together" (1 14). Thus, the doily over the narrator's face might 

connote a web of stories drawn together into a heaiing mask, an intricate tissue of 

traditions and stories acting as a balm over the scarred face of the First Nations subject." 

The trope of the face peeking through a woven veil recun in the poem, 

"Penumbra," which begins with the image of the shadow of a straw hat: 

Temporary the shade my straw hat weaves 
across my basket face of Caribe pleasure. 
The bright sun makes me want to run and jump, 
1 had been told if I were smart, I'd stay hidden. (22) 

The shadow of the hat is the first part of a larger image of the narrator perched on the 

threshold behveen sunlight and darkness, between staying hidden and ruming ebulliently 

into the open. This seemingly playhil first stanza, however. gains more pointed political 

resonance with the poem's second stanza: "Odd, this exposure of my not too recent 



killing. / Seventeen years it took getting to court / those who mashed my face because of 

dark skin" ( 1  2).  

The details revealed in this stanza, as weii as the dedication of the poem, "for 

Betty," signal that the poem addresses the murder of Helen Betty Osborne of The Pas, 

Manitoba, and the long delay before arrests were made in the case. The event is a telling 

example for many who believe in the justice system's lack of regard for the protection of 

the First Nations people. In the poem, the woven shadows and glimpses of "exposure" 

detaiied by the narrator reveal the potitically motivated and sharply satinzing voice of the 

mwdered woman who is able to speak because of the braided web of stories that both 

conceal and sustain her. The victim of violence and injustice becomes transforrned, once 

again, into a trickster figure in Baker's poetry, the winking eye beneath the doily of the 

Canadian legal system. 

It is important, finally, to examine the discursive h e w o r k  employed to 

disseminate the image of the doily in "Lacey Moon." As in Gunnars' Settfemenr Poems, 

the narrator of "Lacey Moon" cloaks herself behind a rhetorical "you-" 1 have suggested 

that for Gunnars' nanators, the "you" dissolves subjective identi ty into the collective 

voice of cornmunitv, an assimilation that aliows the namtor a comforting distance from 

the new world. For Baker's narrator, the "you" may also signal a displacement of 

individuality in favour of a disembodied cornmunality. The narrator of "Lacey Moon," 

and the narrators of many poems in Coyote Columbus Cafe, name themselves as active 

presences in the five hundred years since Columbus "discovered thei r civilizations. 

Baker's speaker often appears to be a timeless trkkster figure \ h o  narrates that panicular 



conquest from the present moment, with a special knowledge of  the previous five 

centuries, and of the displacement felt by the Abonginal subject in contemporary 

Canada. 

In Baker's te* the discursive mechanisms of  community do not displace 

individual consciousness, as they do in Gunnan' settlement pwtry. In the example of 

"Lacey Moon," the rhetorical "you" of the community does not divert the narrator fiom 

her storv, but rather leads her to the writing act. Baker conceives of community as an 

interconnectrd and revitalizing force: the recourse to a collective discourse, a "you" that 

embodies subjectivity while remaining inclusive. The web of community allows the 

Indigenous storyteller to know her place in a history of displacement, to put on a face that 

asserts itself fiom undemeath a literature of effacement. As Peter Dickinson suggests in 

his essay on Indigenous writing, "Orality in Literacy," Baker's poeûy takes the form of 

conversations (in marked contrast, 1 might add, to the monologues of Atwood and 

Gunnars) which reflect "the uneasy entry of Indigenous oral storytelling into print 

culture" (329). Dickinson's observations about cross-germination rnight also be extended 

to a reading of how history is hybridized in Baker's poetry: the continued and complex 

intersection of oral tradition and modem print culture, suspended on the page of Baker's 

text. 

In both Berng on the hfoon and Coyote Cidumbrrs Cafe, the poet constmcts a 

series of narratives which conflate the historical moment of conquest wvith the 

contemporary moment of poetic liberation. Baker's poetry, in effect, re-seules the 

Indigenous writer and reader in Canada by unsettling the European narrative of 



settlement. Representing both a suspension, a re-interpretation, and a re-invention, 

Baker's poetry continues the moment of the European "discovery" of Canada through 

discontinuity. It allows the reader to  re-evaluate the problems and possibilities of the 

theme of settlement with a myriad of subversive images that culminate in the single 

gesture of the winking eye. 

Of course these texts aren't the oniy examples o f  Engiish-Canadian writing to revisit themes o f  settlement. 
While 1 Iimit myself to poetry in this chapter, rnany examples of novels which also re-address moments of 
discuvery spring to mind: George Bowering's Bu- Water, Jack Hodgin's nip Inuenrtott O/&? WmId1 
Thomas King's Green G r m .  Running Wuter. Daphne Madan's Ana H i w c ,  to name but a few, are ail 
impiicitiy addressed by this chapter as weU. 
' 1 wili, for the sake of brevity. refer to Atwood's "Susanna Moodie" as  "Moodie" thrwghout the chapter. 
Since I will not be discussing the historical figure of Susanna Moodie. the author of Roughirrg it irr the Bush, 
in a direct way, it shoufd be assumai that the M o d e  to whom 1 r e k  is the fictional character in Margaret 
Atwood's poetry. 
' The same suucniring technique is used in the next poem, "Further Arrivais." Here, the fourth stanza - 
-'and entered a large darkness" - presems the first metaphoric description of Canada in a line separateci off 
by itselE Nthough syntactically this tine is more unambiguousiy connected to the preceding luies, by virtue 
of the connective "and" wbich begins the line, the assonance in the phrase "large darkness" keeps the iine 
self-eaclosed. The assonant words echo o s e a c h  ocher, drawing a tight circle mound the phrase and its 
imagery. 
' These collages are interspersed throughout the Oxford Ress edition of The JuumaIs of Srrscmna M d i e ,  
and appear on the tiont cover of the volume, and pages 8, 18, 28,40,44, and 56. Lorraine Weir, in her 
article, "Meridians of Perception" treats the reversed photograph of Atwood on the back cover of the 
edition as the finai collage in the series (70). 

The positioning of the narrative voice in "The Wereman" offers a possible refbtation of Barbara Blakely's 
ferninist reading of 7ne Jmnwis of Susanna M d j e .  Blakety suggests that througbout the sequence, the 
prirnary stniggle of the narrator is against the controlling forces of the masculine. Because hloodie "dares to 
question her membership among the irrvaders," Blakely writes, she is dispossessed fiom the patriarchal 
society thar surrounds her (4 1). While man ucontrols all space and its geometnes," Moodie remains 
powedess. "and hence retains her innocence regarding the creative power of speech (4 1 -42). 

The way Moodie constructs her own position as narrator in "The W e r e m "  though, emphasizes 
the power she invests in her seeing eye, and the dependence of the poetic narrative on this power. By 
reiQing monocular and objective sight, as Moodie does when she describes how her husband is imperiled 
when hs moves out of range of her surveillance, the poern does not adhere to contemporary notions of  
ferninism as expresseci in such schools of wnting as that of the t;crirure/eminirre of Civous and Irigaray. 
Rather, the reiationship between dispassionate scnitiny and ünguistic production that is articuiated by this 
poem as one example of a cornmon theme in the Jounwls, appears to be more analogous to a feminist 
understanding of the phailic gaze, a perspectival ideology based on the illusion o f  objectivity wherein the 
masterfiil eye uitimately succeeds in appropriating and erasing the object it beholds. 

~Moodie, in "The Wereman" especially, exemplifies this phaik construction of sight and 
subjectitity. Her eye, as it is directeci towards her husband, is defining and controlling and uitimately erases 
him. as an autonomous subject, 6om the scene of  writing. Her anxiety at his movement away tiom her sight 
lines reveds the immanent fear that this aggrandized conception of her powers of observation and identity 
are merely a deceptive fantasy. Aithough this anxious recognition - wfüch intensifies when she fears that 
her husband might be able to fix and transfomi her with his eye - suggests a version of powerlessness in 
Moodie's self conception, it does not suggest an "innocence," as Blakely defines it, in her language. 



6 1 offer a more sustained, and not entirely unrefsted, discussion of the possible signification of the h y p k  in 
Chapter Sk.  
' Grace's equation of Moodie with a force t h  destroys the city cornes diredy fiom the namator's own 
assertions in "A Bus Along St Clair: Deccmber," where Moodic descri'bes her eyes as sending out "secret / 
hatpins, destroying / the walls, the ceilurg" (6 1). E as Atwood asserts and Grace conI'rnns. M d e  is here 
the mythic force of the land personifid then s k  is not a I ' i  signai for this phornenon but the 
elementaI power itseK Despite Atwood's assurances, however, 1 find Moodie's position in this poern more 
arnbiguous than an equation of simple juxtaposition w d d  allow. 
R Certainly. there is room for soms indignation on the part of rnany Canadian readers with this writing of our 
collective subjectivity ont0 a bus in downtown Toronto. Atwood seems to intend the "you" in this pomi to 
be the generic Canadian by avoiding a gendered "you" and by refiising to suppiy any characteristics to the 
reader aside fiom the pronoun. In so doing she transfomu a seat on the TTC vehicle into a synecdoche for 
Canada as a whole. That is, the final statement - 'your place is empty" - characterizes Atwood's 
assessrnent of Canada as a country too large and too ernpty for the subject to feel they couid ever uihabit it 
completely (62). There is, in addition. a presumpniousness in claiming this centrai Toronto position as 
universai domain. 
9 The style made popular by writers on the Internet, who have adopted the colon next to a parenthesis to 

convey an image of the face - 1) - has made it almon conventional to accept the colon as the icon for a 
air of eyes, the semicoion for winking eyes. 

'O i am dro aware that rny reading punctuates Atwood's collection. f a r i n g  as rny d y s i s  does on the 
opening poems and the final poern of the sequence. The rem is divided iato three "jounials," and 1 have 
moved fi-om the first to the last, and in this way 1 have demonsuated how subsumed 1 have becorne in the 
myth of settlernent that Atwood foregrounds. Looking a u d y  at the Vùtial regction of Moodie to her arrivai 
in Canada, and the elemental Moodie's final vision of an equally stark and violent cityscape, 1 have 
assernbled rny reading around the notion haî thc moment of "diSembarking" W recurrent in this sequence. 
However, dthough the poerns of the second "journal" do continue to represent Canada as a "bush garda" 
wherein eveqthing ptanted in the soi1 comes up as b l d  (34). the tom of these intermediary poems also 
sofiens and s M s  away fiom the claustrophobie solipsism of the fint "journal." Most clearly expressive of 
this movement is the poem 'The Double Voice" (42). which describes the distinct modes of perception 
which take turns using Moodie's eyes: one "voice" is genteel, sentimental, hopefiil, the other the bleak voice 
we encounter in the openuig and closing moments of the poem. The second "journal," perhaps. M o n s  in 
the sarne way the colon dws in "A Bus Along St Clair: December." ïhe poems in the middle of the 
collection articulate a transitional space that recalls the "old world" version of Moodie even as it emphasizes 
the continued transformation of Moodie into the elemental power of Canada. 
1 1 Settlemenf Pwms 1 and Sertfernent Poems 2 were pubtished concurrently by Tumstone Press in 1980. As 
the title and the publication date reflects, there is no major shifi in style or subject matter frorn one volume to 
the next. tn conversation, Demis Cooley, one of the founding memberr of Tumstone Press, told me that 
Gunnars initially submitted the two volumes as one manuscript. and it was for economic reasons having to 
d o  with grams and fùnding that the text was divided into two books. 1 have found no compelling reason to 
distinguish between the poetry of each volume, so 1 will move between the two books without îünher 
comment. 
'' Atwood's Moodie is not always anchoreci to the lefl rnargin, and especiaiiy in "Sourd iIi" of the book in 
poems stich as "Wish: Metamorphosis to Heraldic Emblem." and "Solipsism While Dying" the line assumes 
a number of diffèrent shapes. Gunnars' poems, however, are always aligned with a lefl margin, and the 
stanzas are fairly uniform. 
13 Perhaps because "From Memoryn is the only sequence within the two volumes of Sertiement Parms which 
doesn't borrow its titles fiom the speaker's name. 1 am inclinai to gender its narrator as fernale. My 
assumption is cenainly coloured by the subject matter this narrator addresses, but i would argue nevertheless 
t hat the narrator of "From Memory" is an unnamed rnidwife. who even more so chan the maIe narrators in 
the volume. remains defined by a condition of humiIity and subservience culrninating in her anonymous 
poems. 
14 We could look, for example. to passages from Tlw Bush Garderi for evidence of Frye's transposition of 
the conventions of the Romance onto the Canadian experience. When Frye describes the European 



immigrant being swalloweâ by the "inconceivably large whale." there is the sense in both the syntax Frye 
employs and the allusions he recalis, that this immigrant is resolutety singuiar within the scene. Like the 
Jonah to whom he  corresponds, or the knight errant of legend, the immigrant hero confi-oots the (also 
singular) leviathan alone. 
" Although generdy avoiding the Vitanional Wacy of reduig a p o d ' s  tan  through his/her critical writhgs. 
I approach Gunnars' analysis of Stephansson's wntings because it does not expticitly deai with her own 
poetry. In this way, the critical essay provides a sideways gfance at the themes or images that preoccupy 
Gunnars, and may influence hcr poetqr. I wouId argue that it is possible to gain insigbt into a M e r ' s  work 
through hidher reflections on literature and writing if, and only if, one rads  these texts with as much 
skepticism as one wouId apply to any other. 
16 1 am aware that 1 might be missing references to relevant culturai practices and allusions as 1 discuss 
Gunnars' poetry. 1 discuss the difficulties and possibiiities ofreadùig texts deaiing with other ailturd 
identities at Iength in Chapter Six, and 1 would suogest that the caveats 1 place upon myself as a reader of 
Japanese Canadian novels hold qual weight in reading the poetry of an Icelandic Canadian. 
" ~ h e  .'Indian- is discursed in Atwood's porm .'Fint NeÏghbour~.~ which describes Moodie's inability to 
establish a rapport with her fdow settiers. Mer being "jeered" at by a gifl for buniing br& M o d e  
expenences similar discomfort in a conversation with an "Indian": 

(asked the Indi 
about the squat thing on a stick 
drying by the fire; 1s that a toad? 
Annoyed, he said No no, 
deer liver, very good) (14) 

This encorner serves as a reminder that Moodie's temtory was not rnerely a blank wasteland before she 
disernbarked. but there is Little distinction between the Aboriginal's response to Moodie's ignorance and the 
scorn of the Europeans who lived in Canada "unforgivingly / previous" to the M d e s  (14). 
18 The outrage at the cornmodification of indigenous culture is most clearly e x p r d  in Baker's epigraph to 
Coyote Columbus Cafe. This epigraph consists of a quotation ftom Funmie I)urham, which 1 quote in fuli: 

There is an obscenity particulariy acutt now because it has k e n  so exposed and because of who, 
for the mon part, is committing it. White wornen s z m  to be the majority of the perpetrators. The 
obscenity involves taking bits of Indian culture (or some marketeer's version of Indian culture) 
into a nouvelle grab bag Mestyle that is kind of hippielyuppie. You get crystds. turquoise, maybe 
some peyote and some mystical wisdorn rehashed fiom Castenada, without having to give up 
restat~rant row on Coiumbirs Arne. A case of Eberated parasites. 

Why Durham insists that what is most pemicious about this marketing trend is the fact that white women are 
the main customers eiudes and troubles me. and may Uideed be questioned by Baker's poetry. Otherwise, 
Durham's remarks are in concert with bel1 hooks' criticism of white America's commercial consumption of 
Black culture in her essay, "Eating the Other," which I discuss at greater length in Chapter Su. 
19 I have elaborated this position in tems of Sau-ting Cynthia Wong's discussion of "Asian Arnerican" 
identity politics in Chapter Six of this study, the example of how the varied cultures of Asian heritage 
decided to designate thernselves coIIectively rather than emphasuing their diverse identities. The decision. as 
Wons suggests. was motivated by the opinion that the political voice of the margmahed would be more 
effectively heard were it strucnired around a large comrnunity rather t han an array of srnaller, distinctive 
groupings. Wons also notes that the term -Asian AmeRcan" also expresses the idea that the various 
comrnunities that are identified under its aegis have al1 experienced certain collective expenences that are 
acknowledged by the designarion (6). It is entirely possible that Baker is arguing, similariy, that the 
Aboriginal cultures of North and South Amerïca share a common experience of colonization dispIacernent. 
and racist treatment. 
20 The issue of cultural diversity among the First Nations and its effect on identity politics is addressed by 
Baker in her essay. "Xiedicine Lines: The Doctonng of Story and Selfw In this piece, Baker discusses her 
discomfort wi th the "ethnocentric bias" she detects in recent anthologies devoted to Indigenous writing and 
u-riters. Baker admits imtation at how. in her view, certain anthologies have aiiowed the "veneration" of 
First Nations writing to reach a point where it, "follows the criteria of 'very Indiar2' or, 'not so Indian'" 
( 1 15). Rather than emphasizing "how Indian" a writer may be, Baker advocates an understanding of the 



"shared cutture" of the indigenou people ( 1 15). S he cites the example of the "Salteaux" as a symbol for 
such cross-cultural germination: "The f i o n  of Swampy Crtx+Ojibway traditions which have corne to be 
known as 'Salteaux' is an interesting example of how peoples wme together to share a language and stories 
and a temtory" ( 1  15). 

Baker's concept o f  language and titeratwe as a temitory where identities might encounter and 
inforrn each other, and where hybridity is a productive outcome. may w d  provide a way of understanding 
Baker's assumption of diverse voices tiom multiple Abonginal cuitures in her poeuy. 
21 In the pom, "'50's Hangout," in Being on r k  M m ,  the narrator observes a similar healing process 
where scars are masked over when she dwcn'bes with af?èction an elder Native woman: "Her fkce had the 
scars but with wrinkles / nature became kind to her expression" (23). 



- - -4hapter Five 

Twice Removed: Form and Impulse in the Short Story Sequence 

5.1 The Multiple Singular Beginning 

I have endeavoured throughout this study to consider the effects of genre, fom, 

and narrative technique on questions of beginning, though it could be argued that my 

focus has been predorninantly on narrative, thematics, and imagery. With regard to genre 
8 

specifically, the short story sequence presents itself as an effective literary convention in 

terms of the way it addresses and interrogates teceived notions of the m-tten beginning.' 

The very title of Gerald Lynch's discussion of the short story sequence, "The One 

and the Many: English-Canadian Short Story Cycles," gestures toward the paradoxical 

play of singulanty and multiplicity in this genre, between individual autonomy and 

cornmunitarian integration (93). The shon story as a singular entity is itself its own fom, 

ils conventions bound up in economy and compression, and, as Edgar Allan Poe has 

noted with such lasting impact, its singular effect. Poe famously defines the objective of 

the shon story in his review of Hawthorne's Twice-Tdd Tales, where he announces that 

"the unity of effect or impression is a point of the greatest importance," for without this 

--the deepest effects cannot be brought about" (60)' The construction of a sequence of 

short stones that interrelate and enter into dialogue with each other preserves the genre of 



the individual shon story at the sarne time that it troubles the borden of Poe's definition 

by adding elernents of expansiveness and recurrence. 

The short story sequence as a literary fom is both distinct from, and necessady 

dependent on, the short story genre. Each story in the sequence is govemed by its own 

intemal rnechanisrns, its cornpressed trajectories and its particular boundaries of opening 

and closure, no matter how indeteminate. At the same tirne, the integrated mechanics of 

the story are conditioned and perhaps even subverted by its comection with other stones 

in the volume. Thus the formal closure of one piece is not an ending but a pause before 

the next narrative begins (and this next beginning i s  also conditional). In short, each of 

the  stonrs are defined by their self-sufficiency - in the specitic case of Margaret 

Laurence and Rosernary Nixon, the individual works in their volumes were previously 

published in joumals as autonomous pieces - yet each story also accumulates meaning 

within the sequence as a whole. 

Si ngular and yet multiple, individual yet interrelated: these unavoidably 

paradoxical definitions demonstrate how the short story sequence troubles a theory of 

beginnings. The sequence de fines a genre that is itself a catalogue of beginnings. The 

volume çathers itself around a common subject, be it a single character (as in Margaret 

Laurence's '4 R d  ln the Home, Alice Munro's Who Bo Yazd 7'hink T'oz4 Are?), a single 

location (as in Duncan Campbell Scott's /n ihe C/rlfage of Vlger, Rohinton Mistry's Tufes 

oj'/+oz-shu Ru%, Rosemary Nixon's The Cock 's Egg), or a single thernatic concern (as 

in Sinclair Ross' The Lump a/ f ion,  Guy Vanderhaege's Man Dacending). In a sense, 



the sequence originates fiom a common point while remaining attentive to the intemal 

rnechanisms of each story's central themes, characters. and images3 

The technical concerns associated with the short story sequence allow for an 

engagement with manifold points of origin, repeated commencements, recurrent 

departures. The arrangement of stories need not follow any linear or expository 

convention, and stories rnay reiterate or reframe certain events or images: each story in a 

sequence resets itself in a certain way, claims its own territory and system of knowing. 

The new beginning of each story restates the illimitable possibilities of the inaugural 

moment. The commencement of each story represents a new beginning, but it also 

announces the subversion of the origin as a fixed point. 

But is there something distinctly Canadian about this form? Although G e d d  

Lynch cites its prevalence and popularity in English-Canadian writing, suggesting that the 

fom has always held a special attraction for Canadian writen, he is forced to 

acknowledge significant sequences witten by Russian, American, British writen, by 

witers of almost every national literature (9 1 ). Al though the short story sequence 

espands and defines itself on its own terms predominately in the twentieth century, its 

ancestry may be traced back to the writings of Boccaccio and Chaucer. Luscher similarly 

lists among his reasons for choosing the terni -3equence" that he wishes to make explicit 

a connection behveen this genre of shon fiction and the lyric genre of the sonnet 

sequence ( 149). Contemporary critics of the story cycle trace its modem incarnation to 

Turgenev' s Skerchesfrorn u Hunter '.Y Album (Kennedy 1 94), which in turn generates a 

proliferation of Modemist instances: Shenvood Anderson's Winesburp. Ohio, James 



Joyce7 s Dubiiners, Emest Hemingway's /n Our Tirne, William Faulkner's Go Down 

~tfoses, to name a few. 

The popularity of the genre among the Modemists may say something about how 

its aesthetics coincided with the ideology of that literary movement. The Modernist 

desire to "shore up the fiagrnents" - to collect the discordant post-war world into a new 

aesthetic unis. while still displaymg the fragmentary nature of  the material - seems 

c o n p o u s  with the idea of arranging short works into a coherent unity, yet retaining the 

integnty of the pieces within the whole. 

W.H. New, in his study of the short story in Canada and New Zealand, suggests 

that short fiction flourishes in commonwealth cultures because it represents a means of 

turning "marginality to its own purpose" (x). Marginalized cultures, he argues, adopt a 

style that allows for "obliqueness and discontinuity" to challenge the tanguage of the 

dominant society, using that existing language "in order to reclairn speech for oneself' 

(x). For New, form follows political function, enablinç the pst-colonial nation to clear a 

space for itself. Similarly, Lynch maintains that the form of the short story sequence 

reflects a fundamental of Canadian identity. Lynch quotes Robert Kroetsch7s suggestion 

that the Canadian \Miter feels "an exceptional pressure placed in the individual and the 

self by the cornmunity or society" (93), and suggests that this stniggle between self and 

community is reflected in the fonn of the story sequence, "a form that mirrors the 

struggle between cohesion and a kind of entropy, or between solidarity and 

fragmentation, behwen things holding together and things pulling apart" (93.'' 



A larger question is how an established fonn may be imbued with a specifically 

Canadian style. What f ict ion does a writer perfonn when s/he creates a Canadian short 

story sequence, and what are the mechanics enabling this pedormance to take place? 

Finally, how might 1, as a Canadian reader, begin to read the interrelated stories as a 

distinct genre? These questions demand a close reading of some examples in order to 

understand what holds a collection together even as it appears to pull apart into separate 

stories. What is it that begins, multiply and singularly, in the short story sequence? 

5.2 "I just want to get it done." 

Margaret Laurence's A Bird in ihe House is part of the cycle of Manawaka novels 

that include The Stone Angef, .4 Jest of God, The Fire-LXveflers, and The Diviners, but it 

is also distinct From those texts; for unlike the other four titles in the series, A Bird in ihe 

House is not a novel but a short story sequence. Thus, from the outset, the text exists as 

part of a targer aggregate while declaring itself distinct from the greater whole. Like the 

Manawaka novels, -4 &rd in the Home narrates the life of one of the town's citizens, in 

this case Vanessa MacLed, a writer who is supposedly composing the stories we read. 

The individual stories chronicle Vanessa's childhood through a series of formative 

events. Most frequently, the central moment in each stop involves a death that effects 

Vanessa: the two pivotal stories being "A Bird in the House," in which Vanessa's father 

dies suddenly, and "Jericho's Brick Battiements," the final story of the collection, in 

which Vanessa's Grandfather Connor, the stem patriarch of her family, dies. 



Thematically, Vanessa's Kiimtferroman bears notable resemblance to Laurence's 

other Manawaka novels, in that the nanative involves a strong-willed female protagonist 

in conflict with an equaliy obstinate mate over the right to setfkîetermination. The form 

of .4 Rird in the Houe, hoteever, is distinctively different fiom those of other "lives" 

constnicted by Laurence. What is specific to Vanessa's identity that Laurence chooses to 

constmct her subjectivity through a series of short stories rather than the novel form she 

seems to prekr? What is the impulse drawing Laurence to this cornplex and paradoxical 

fonn? 

These questions are answered, at les t  partially, by critics such as Peter 

Easingwood, Jon Kertzer, and Giovama Capone, who have been quick to note 

Laurence's description of A Bird in the House as her most autobiographical piece of 

fiction. Capone suggests that the fom best serves to represent the perceptions and 

experiences of a life in progress: 

The acquisitive, accurnulative process of these lessons constitutes the profound 
motivation beneath these stones, loose like al1 apprenticeships of life. 
fragmentary like al1 the dictates of experience, and, like the natural and vital 
disorder of things, hard to set in order. (165) 

For Capone, the fragmentary nature of the story sequence reflects the -'natural and vital 

disorder" of life itself. This phiiosophical position is overtly expressed by Laurence's 

narrator in the final lines of the story "To Set Our Houe in Order," when she writes: 'Y 

could not really comprehend these things, but 1 sensed their strangeness, their disarray. I 

klt that whatever God might love in this world, it was certainly not order" (61). 

Vanessa's epiphany at the end of "To Set Our House in Order" ultimately 

subverts the solemn dedaration of her Grandmother MacLeod that, "God loves Order - 



he wants each of us to set our house in order" (49). The story depicts Grandmother 

MacLeod as a woman lost in a self-constnicted world of nostalgia, a woman whose 

unswerving belief in perfect order is hdamental !O the illusion upon which her identity 

is based. Vanessa's final realization in this story that "whatever God might love in this 

world, it was certainly not order," demonstrates to the reader that, unlike her 

erandmother, the narrator is, as Capone suggests, firmly aware of the "natural and vital 
C 

disorder" of life. Vanessa, and by extension Laurence. is able to compose an 

autobiogaphy that is both mithful and artful precisely because of this hard-won certainty. 

Capone maintains that the short story sequence, as a genre, demonstrates the 

author's rejection of notions of extemal coherence and linearity. At the same time, the 

forma1 structure of A Bird in the House reflects Vanessa's, as well as Laurence's, desire 

to impose a subjective, artistic order on the world of Manawaka and, more specifically, 

upon the collective life of the MacLeod family. Thus, although acknowledging the 

fùtility of believing in anything like Grandmother MacLeod's divinely imposed order, the 

narrator still invests an unflinching belief in her own ordering ability. As a result, instead 

of appeannç fragmentary and incomplete, each short story in Laurence's collection is 

thoroughly crafted and shaped designed to convey a specific event and sentiment at the 

appropriate moment. 

There appears to be a play in the timbre of the word -'order" as it applies to 

Laurence's text, since the reader is required to feel skeptical of Grandmother MacLeod's 

vision of godl y order, whereas we are asked to embrace Vanessa's, and Laurence's, 

artisric and autobiographical ordenng of the text. An understanding of the difference 



between these two distinct classes of ordering might be established by examining 

Vanessa's thoughts on literature. Vanessa, as I have mentioned, is constructed as a writer 

composing the stories of her life which we are in the process of reading. Even at a young 

age, Vanessa writes novels of  romance and adventure. Since Laurence has remarked that 

A Rird in the House is her most autobiographical work, it might be worth considering 

how Vanessa, as a writer, might mirror Laurence's concems, at least her youthfid 

concerns, with writing. 

A Hird in the Home is singularly striking, however, in how M e  it discusses the 

act of witing. AIthough stnrctured as a Kiinsiferroman, Laurence's text does not offer 

extensive commeniary on what significance writing might have for Vanessa, or what 

motivates Vanessa to write. On the other hand, the reader is consistently otTered evidence 

of Vanessa's destined career. As early as the first story in the collection, 'The Sound of 

Singing," Vanessa describes the prose she composes at night. "The Sound of Singing" is 

set in the Connor's Brick House, the architecture hct ion ing  as symbol for the rigid 

structure of Grandfather Connor's regime. The story describes the oppressive dread 

Grandfather Connor exerts over his daughters and his grandchilci, Vanessa. The 

suffocating gloom of his world is emphasized by the appearance of his brother Dan, who 

rejoices in decidedly un-Christian pleasures. 

The nervous agitation felt by Vanessa, her mother, and her Aunt Edna is manifest 

throughout the story, noîably in an exchange between Vanessa and Aunt Edna wherein 

Edna questions Vanessa about her compulsive and surreptitious writing habit: 



"Mercy, what devotion. Do you write some every day?' 
"Yes, every &y," 1 said proudly. 
"Couldn't you spin it out? Make it last longer?" 
'-1 want to get it finished." 
-'Why? What's the rush'?'' 
1 was beginning to feel restless and suspicious. 
"1 don? know. 1 just want to get it done. 1 like doing it." (29-30) 

As Edna unwittingly approaches the origin of Vanessa's impulse to write, the young girl 

grows increasingly "restless and suspicious" as well as increasingly inarticulate. Finally, 

al1 Vanessa can claim as the impetus for her desire to write îs that she likes "doing it." 

The sense of restlessness and misgiving Vanessa identifies in this exchange is in 

evidence throughout the story as a palpable symptom of Grandfather Connor's presence, 

but the conversation is worth examining, 1 think, for what it fails to disciose about 

Vanessa's desire to write. 

What is interesting about the exchange between Edna and Vanessa is how little 

information is actually exchanged, and how this interrogation of the writing act is never 

addressed again by the narrator. Critics discussing A Bird in the House Frequently cite 

Laurence's statement about her construction of perspective, the doubled view of time 

characterizing Vanessa's narrative: 

What I tried to do was definitely not tell the story as though it were being 
narrated by a child. This . . . would have rneant denymg the story of one of its 
dimensions, a timedimension . . . The narrative voice . . . had to speak as 
though from two points of time, simultaneously. (Laurence cited in New 188-9) 

Laurence's statement of intent explains much of the perspective in A B~rd in rhe House, 

by which the narrative voice is constructed as both knowing and naïve, articulate and 

chiIdish. Often the responses and speech of the young Vanessa are interpolated by the 



older Vanessa, al lowing the reader to expenence the emotions of the child fim-han4 

while still being able to justi@ the eloquence of the narration. Later in "The Sound of 

Singrng," when an argument ensues between her mother and Aunt Edna over the latter's 

suggestion that Vanessa takes afier her grandfathet, Vanessa describes her aunt's 

reaction: 

1 was hardly aware of  her meaning. I was going instead by the kl of the 
words, the same way the faithfùl must interpret the utterances of those who rise 
up and speak in tongues. Her voice was high and f e h l ,  burdened with a 
terrible regret, as though she wouid have given anything not to have spoken. 
(41) 

The passage describes the intuitive and etnotionai response of Vanessa, who is "hudly 

aware" of the complex rneanings of the adult world. Yet the language suggesting that 

Edna is "burdened with a temble regret" and "would have given anything not to have 

spoken" belongs to the adult Vanessa, who gives shape to her earlier naiveté through the 

use of ianguage that connotes understanding h i l e  professing bewildennent. 

This technique of doubled perspective and iayered narration, however, is not 

evident in the exchange between Vanessa and Edna on the subject of writing. When 

Vanessa expresses an inability to articulate why she writes, the narrator does not shade 

this inexpressiveness with language that adds a more lucid and resonant tone to the 

scene. Instead, the final words on the subject, resounding hollowly in the text, are 

definitively those of the child Vanessa: '-1 don3 know. 1 just want to get it done. I Iike 

doing it." 

Strikingly Modemist in their conception, the shaping of the stones and the 

language in which they are related seem designed to announce a series of epiphanies in 



the volume and in Vanessa's fiaional life. The closing sentence of "To Set Our H o w  in 

Order" provides one of the most explicit examples, as the story ends with Vanessa's 

sudden but profound understanding that "wtiatever God might love in this world, it was 

certainly not order." A similarly revelatory moment occurs when Vanessa recalls the line 

of poetry that gives "Hones of the Night" its title. "Horses of the Night," the story of 

Vanessa's cousin Chris, who grows up in an even more isolated and impoverished setting 

than Manawaka, describes how Chris' idealism is eventuaily sabotaged by his ability to 

detach hirnself fiom his unpleasant surroundings. When Vanessa l ems  that while 

training in the army Chns finally severed himself fkom his consciousness, she abruptly 

remembers an almost forgotten line of poew: "Slowly, slowly, horses of the night" 

(144). 

Although Vanessa knows that the poetry she recalls is part of a love lyric, it 

spnngs to rnind as an evocation of her lost cousin; suddenly, she writes, the poem had 

"another meaning, a different relevance" ( 144). Vanessa refuses, or is unabte, to 

communicate precisely what this "different relevance" might mean but the reader is 

aware that the reference to horses relates to Chris' daydreams of owning a Large ranch 

with racing horses named Duchess and Firefly. The recollection of the poem transforms 

the ideaiistic fantasy into a nightmare, but this does not exhaust the suggestiveness of the 

line in relation to the story. Certainly, the evocative power of this story is generated by 

the indetenninacy of the reference, in concert with Vanessa's inability to fully 

comprehend Chris' profound despair. The langage of the epiphany, here as in other 

Modernist texts, gestures towards divination, but it also retains a meaning that is muted 



and ultimately inarticulate. The epiphany resonates, but is fleeting and ephemeral, 

glancing off the narrative without ever k i n g  entirely comprehended by it.' 

The notion of the short story that is apparent in A Bird In the House, as a narrative 

movement towards epiphany is not, however, evident in the exchanp between Vanessa 

and Edna on the subject of writing. Vanessa's suspicious declaration that she "likes doing 

it," fai 1s to resonate within the progression of epiphanies in the text, since it does noi 

gesture to any comparable sense of mith or televance. Instead, Vanessa's petdant 

response to the question of writing effectively srnothers the question. The epiphany, after 

all, provides its receiver with a glimpse of a profound metaphysical knowledge. The 

poetic line Vanessa associates with Chris, for example, serves to capture and suspend the 

essence of Chris' character in Vanessa's memory and in the reader's consciousness. The 

epiphanic moment haunts the reader with its suggestion of a larger, partmlly obscured 

truth. 

If the moment of illumination is emblematic of a transcendent life, Vanessa's 

position on witing must, by extension, represent a son of death in language. By stifling 

any suggestion of ambiguity, by closing d o m  al1 pathways to hidden motives or  obscured 

significations, Vanessa's declaration, figuratively speaking, dies at the moment it is 

uttered. I am left to wonder whether the writing act is also extinguished, since it is the 

subject of this fatal pronouncement, the muffled "it" in "1 like doing it." If this is so, then 

what is the fate of Vanessa's autobiography, and Laurence's autobiographie writing, as 

they are fictionalized in A B~rd in the House? What is the fate of life-witing once the 

impulse to write is deadened? 



5.3 "1 rememberd myself remembenag.." 

Metaphors of death accrue around atternpts to analyze Laurence's unexplained 

impulse to write, the autobiographical stimulus shaping A Bird in the Home. As W.H. 

New and Christian Riegel suggest, the stories in this volume are constructed upon 

descriptions of death and therefore incorporate the impulse to moum. Riegel writes 

specifically of how mouming acts as a structural device in the sequence, suggesting that 

gneving in A Bird in the House is not only a question of textual content but aiso a matter 

of how to encode it in the act of representation (67). Mouming, then, is in a sense both 

the subject of thèse stories and the means by which they are produceà, insofar as it 

defines the theme, content, and structure of the work. As such, the autobiographical 

impulse is simultaneous with, indeed inseparable from, the theme of mouming in this 

sequence. Is the autobiographical impulse here nothing more than a manifestation of the 

desire to grieve? 

In tenns of the arrangement of the stories, the process of rnouming - specifically 

Vanessa's lamenting for her dead father. Ewen - is evident through the text's sudden 

break with the convention of temporal linearity. The fint four stones of the eight that 

make up the sequence follow a pattern of chronological progression. However, after the 

fourth story, "A Bird in the House," which describes the death of Ewen, the progression 

is broken. The fifth story in the sequence, "The Loons," recollects the surnmer preceding 

Ewen's demise berore it too addresses his death ( 1 1 5 ) ,  and moves ahead to a point in the 

narrative fbture when Vanessa retums from her tirst year at college ( 1 1 7). Although parts 



that precede this pivotai story in A Bird in the Home also portray a doubled view of 

narrative tirne, and therefore move backwards and forwards in tenns of recollection, 

"The Loons" is the first in the sequence to obviously disrupt the general linear 

progression in the writing of Vanessa's life! 

This break in ternprality, 1 am supposing, registers the impact of Ewen's death 

on Vanessa. In this sense, "A Bird in the House" is a point of ongin for the sequence as a 

whole, since it gathers together the stories that precede it and shape the stories that 

follow it. That this story [ends its title to the sequence signifies the centrality of the 

particular narrative fragment and the importance of Ewen's death for the literary 

production of the volume as a whole. 

"A Bird in the House," then, demonstrates how grief works as a structuring device 

for the collection. The position of the story breaks the temporality and line that has 

preceded it, even while it gathers the entire collection into a unity by shaping and 

informing the other stories. it is in light of this story tfiat Laurence's choice of a 

fragrnented but unified rhythm for the book, over a more totalizing vision of it, fin& 

aesthetic justification, for "A Bird in the House" marks the beginning of the work of 

witing as a manifestation of the impuise to mourn- 

The elastic treatment of time in the storyThe Loons," reflects, as 1 have 

suggested, Vanessa's grief over her father's death. The sudden disruption in linear 

chronology signals a retreat from the event of Ewen7s death, shifting temporally 

backwards from "A Bird in the Houe" to "The Loons," where the action takes place one 

year before his death. Of course, the formal charactenstics of the interreiated stories 



facilitate such a disniption. Since the autonomous status of each separate story in the 

sequence is one of the formal assumptions the reader is asked to accept, disconnections 

in time and space from one story to the nen are expected Gap in time do not need to be 

addressed if they occur between individual pieces, and some stories, such as "Horses of 

the Night," weave themselves through a span of events we have already read about in 

other contexts. Vanessa first cornes to know Chris, in "Horses of the Night," when she is 

a chi Id. The story recounts Chris' disappearances and reappearances in Vanessa's 1 i fe, 

until she leams of his breakdown as a young adult. Though Chris is never mentioned in 

the stories preceding '-Horses of the Nighk" its narrative of his presence in Vanessa's life 

does not dismpt the stories that have already chronicled her childhood. 

Lynch contrasts this ineguiar rhythm with the realistic treatrnent of time in the 

conventional novel and individual short story. Taking Poe's description of the short story 

as an "illurninating flash," Lynch extends Poe's rnetaphoric equation of light and 

literature by suggesting that the conventional novel functions as a steady beam, whereas 

the short story sequence represents a world "as seen by stroboscope, strangely fragrnented 

at times . . - The steady beam, itself an illusion, is here broken up, perhaps intentionaily 

disrupted" (95-6). The transition between "A Bird in the House" and "The Loons" 

provides a cogent mode1 for how the irregular pulse of the "stroboscope" c m  be 

employed to effect in the short story sequence.' 

The transition between "A Bird in the House" and "The Loons" is both repetitious 

and disruptive; the narrative breaks its pattern in order to double back on itself In 

portraying Vanessa's moming,  the gap between the two stories, in Vanessa's abrupt 



reversa] of the temporal line, signifies a forcehil denial of Ewen's death. Concurrently, 

the shift demonstrates the narrator's gradua1 acceptance of it. Although Vanessa's story 

revives Ewen in "The Loons," that story ends by recalling his death. At the same tirne, 

the narrative focuses on another protagonisf Piquette Tomerre, a Métis girl 

approximately Vanessa's age, who, at Ewen's insistence, joins the MacLeods on their 

summer vacation. The story follows the narrator's sporadic encounten with Piquette until 

Vanessa finally l e m  that Piquette, now a young mother, has been ki lled in a house fire. 

The blank space between "A Bird in the House" and "The Loons" represents an 

instant of defamiiiarizatio~ which, as Barbara Godard suggests, is an element in the - 
short story sequence as a genre: 

. . . meaning in the short story cycle is produced by the unspoken between and 
around textual fragments, margins of escape generously notated in the gaps 
between texts in the shetched tale fonn. This white space is the graph where is 
inscribed the text's indeterminacy through which it defarnilianzes the temporal 
conventions of the novel and the reader's creative activity in piecing the 
narrative together. (30) 

The function of this repetition is an amplification of the impulse to mourn for Ewen. As 

New suggests, the effect of Laurence's arrangement of the stories is cumulative: 

"accounting for the unified structure of the whole means it is necessary to account for the 

unifying effect of broken or intempted sequence and open form" ( 187). The impulse to 

write - in Vanessa's words, the drive to "get it done" - follows this fiagniented 

cumulative rhythm, a rhythm stmctured by the profound siience of the bereaved child. 

Of course, Vanessa's determination that w-riting is something to "get done" 

occurs in the stow "The Sound of Singing," several years before Ewen's death in "A Bird 

in the House." However, Vanessa herself observes in "To Set Our House in Order" - the 



story which follows "The Sound of Singing" - that the MacLeod family is troubled by 

death long before the volume's commencement. The house which Grandmother 

MacLeod fervent1 y tries to "set in order" has been destabilized by spectres dose  

haunti ng presence weakens the famil y structure: 

But the unseen presence in these secret places 1 knew to be those of every 
penon, young or old, who had ever belonged to the house and had died, 
including Uncle Roderick who got kitled on the Somme, and the baby who 
would have been my sister if only she had managed to come ro life. (46) 

Vanessa describes her farnily ghosts as figures on the verge of perception. The "unseen 

presence" of the dead skirt the peripheries of the house, disrupting the living memben of 

the family. Vanessa describes the figure of the dead baby as just such a liminal presence- 

The baby would have been Vanessa's sister if only "she had managed to come to life," 

and the language deployed here implies that the baby missed the chance to become 

family, to become named as sister, because she failed to become. Dyng as she did before 

she could be properly established as the narrator's relation, the baby remains outside of 

Vanessa's ability to cornprehend or represent her. 

Vanessa's writing, even as a young child, is inextricably associated with the act of 

grieving for the "unseen presences-' who linger on the periphery of her consciousness. 

and also with her impulsive desire to represent and narne these tigures: in short, to make 

these absent presences become. The witing act, the autobiographical impulse, can 

perhaps be undentood here as the desire to gather the figures of the dead into the 

territop of representation. The writing that Vanessa wants to "get done" is the writing of 

the dead into a knowable shape, drawing them into proximity with henelf so that she 

might name thern, and consequently be done with them. However, the more insistently 



she writes, the more she becornes aware that writing, like mouming, is always achieved 

at a rernove. 

This knowledge cornes closest to king overt in the collection's last story, 

"Jericho's Brick Battlernents," which concludes the cycle by desçribing Vanessa's final 

reckoning with her grandfather. After Grandfather Connor's funenil, Vanessa fin& 

herself retuming to the garage that shelters his antique car, a car she had gravitated to 

when she and her family had first moved into his Brick House. In the present tense of the 

story, Vanessa writes, "1 remembered myself remembering driving in it with him, in the 

ancient days when he seemed as large and admirable as God" (190). 

Vanessa is not stmck by a particular memory so much as the "memory of a 

memory" (190). She does not so much remember as rernember herself remembering. The 

process of recollecting is held at a rernove and conxquently the narrative is twice 

rernoved from the abili ty to directly represent the figures of Vanessa's pest? Vanessa, 

and by extension Laurence, appears to be approaching an understanding of the 

autobiographical impulse. Like the structure of the short story sequence which m u t  reset 

itself, recontextualize itself, with each new entry into the sequence, Vanessa, in this final 

story, articulates her awareness that memory i s  not a direct and simple translation of 

experience or subjectivity from the pas? tense into the present. Memory is not the 

categorizing of knowable and stable images, but a re-rsading of the images of a previous 

narrative. In effect, the expression of memory is not an uncomplicated act of recall but 

rather a movernent backwards, from multiple positions, from an accrued set of meanings 

and emotions. 



This understanding of rnemory as removed and ephemeral is demonstrated earlier 

in the same stocy, when Vanessa relates the effects of the deaths at the battle of  Dieppe 

on the town of Manawaka and on her own sense of mortality: 

When it happened, 1 had remembered that my father's brother Roderick had 
been killed in the First Worid War. He, too, had been eighteen, like most of 
these. It was then that \var t w k  on its meaning for me, a meaning that would 
never change . . . But I did not think of  them continually. Even at this retativeiy 
short distance, 1 already thought of them only from time to time. It was this that 
seemed a betrayal. ( 18 1-3) 

What is finally expressed in Vanessa's thinking about the dead young men of  Manawaka 

is an inabiliiy to remember comprehensively. When Vanessa learns of the deaths o f  the 

soldiers, she "remembers" her father's brother Roderick, who died before her birth. But 

since Vanessa never knew Roderick she cannot truly remember, in the sense of recailing 

mernories o f  him. This correspondence between the Manawaka boys who died at Dieppe 

and her known but unknown uncle, demonstrates the unrecoverability of direct mernos.. 

Like Roderick, the soldiers are rnemoriaiized as names that cannot be comprehensively 

rendered as mernories. These dead soldiers, as well as the memory of her Uncle 

Roderick, are perceived in much the same way Vanessa earlier described her sister: as 

figures stnigghng towards realization, towards becoming. Images of the dead, however, 

are always situated at an unattainable distance: subjects at once connected to and 

detached fiom Vanessa's writing-9 

Vanessa eventually admits that she does not think of these young men constantly. 

Although their deaths have defined what war rneans to her, she only thinks about their 

loss and its meaning "fiom time to time." The impulse to remember, to rnoum, to write, 

as it is articulated in this passage, is intermittent in its rhythm. Even as Vanessa struggles, 



determined to rnake such characters and such moments signi@, to write the figures of 

absence into a permanent and stable becorning, she is also confionted by their 

ephemerality, which she perceives as her own "betrayal" of their memory. 

In this context, the act of rernembering remembering involves an 

acknowledgment that the autobiographical impulse cannot sustain itself as a singular and 

coherent entity. As Lynch portrays the short story sequence as a world illuminated by a 

stroboscope, so too does Laurence's Vanessa stniggle to express the flickering and 

fugitive moments in her life-wrîting: moments that accumulate around an act of 

mourning that inevitably fails because the bereaved can only remember the mourned at a 

remove. The structure of A Bird in the House both reflects and resists the narrator's 

desire to garner the figures of her remembered dead Since the form teproduces the 

unrelenting but unsustainable impulse to write the self into becoming, it must also fail to 

reproduce what cannot be rendered visible through written language. 

The final [con for this failure of to resonate wïthin the ephemeral impuise is 

Vanessa's description - at the concl usion of "Jericho's Brick Battlernents" - of the 

impact of her mother's death. in the closing paragraphs of the text, Vanessa writes that. 

"of al i the deaths in the fmily, hers remained unhealed in my mind the longest" ( 190). 

This sentence, as the te.* brings itself to a close, remains unexplained in the remainder of 

the narrative or in the stones that have preceded it. That Vanessa might express the 

profundity of this death without producing any textual evidence for it leaves us with an 

uneasy sense that we - Vanessa, Laurence, the reader - have missed something. We 

remain ultimately and always rernoved from the story we thought we remembered. 



5.4 Circulatory Systems 

The issue of how a short story sequence is configured is part of the larger question 

of structure. The formal conventions of the sequence, by emphasizing that it functions as 

a structured composite, ultirnately challenge the prevailing definitions of both 

"composite" and "structure." That is to Say, what is it that connects the stories in a 

scquence, and what is it that holds a single piece together, as an autonomous work and as 

part of a larger cornplex? 

Rosemary Nixon's two volumes of linked short stories, hfosrly Country and The 

Ckck S Egg, are connected through the idea of place. In these volumes, place is a named 

location - a fim groundwork on which to build stories. Most& Country describes the 

fictional town of Wadden, Saskatchewan, and The Cock 5 Egg is set in Kimpese, Zaire. 

At the same time, these place names are blanks to be filled in by the intercomected 

stories Nixon composes. These toponyms enable the stories to gather themselves around 

a stable place, but it may be conversely said that the circulation of these stories allows 

the place to be named. 

I find myself reflecting on the metaphor of the circulatory system when 1 consider 

the structure of Nixon's sequences. The stories that make up Lausence's A Rird in the 

Home, as 1 have earlier discussed, are connected by their central character. These stories 

are organized under the name of Vanessa MacLeod, and indeed by naming Vanessa as a 

narrator who is also a w-iter, Laurence makes it doubly clear that it is Vanessa who 

constructs these stories: the narrator composes herself. In the case of Nixon's sequences, 



the reader mwt ask whetherpfuce can compose itself in a similar manner, or whether its 

definition is imposed upon it by the subjectivities of îhose who circulate and interconnect 

within some site. 

Based as they are on a common place rather than a cornmon identity, Nixon's 

stories circulate in a manner different to Laurence's. The self-contained and compressed 

fonn of each of the stories in A Bird in the House is a function of their common narrator. 

Laurence's concern with the claustrophobie life of Manawaka, as well as her desire to 

represent a series of epiphanies in her main character's life, reinforces the shape of each 

story. Nixon's stories, by contrast, shift constantly between different perspectives and 

different narrative modes. The çtories in Nixon's sequences begin on their own terms, 

constructing their own perspective, chronology, and narration. At the same time, the 

stories inforrn one another, alter each other: they circdate both as commensurate and 

discrete configurations wïthin the larger text. 

In her discussion of the short story sequence, Barbara Godard proposes the tenn 

"modular fiction" to descnbe the formal aspects of the genre. Borrowing the tenn from 

the visual arts, Godard offers a useful designation because it "underlines the connection 

with spatial form even as the reference to modulation emphasizes change and 

developrnent" (3 1 ). The short story sequence, in Godard's approximation, represents time 

as spatial. space as temporal. Institutions and concepts dependent on the incontestable 

stability of space or time - ideals such as identity, family, community, place - are 

destabilized by the conventions of this genre. 



Nixon's stories are often constnrcted to address common charaeters from a 

variety of perspectives and temporal positions. The title story of her first collection, 

"Mostly Country," introduces the McClancy family by privileging the point-of-view of 

twelve-year-oid Kevin McClancy. The famil y is re-encountered in "Queenie Wrestles," a 

story narrated by Kevin's wife, Catherine, and later in the volume, the story, "You May 

Have a Cowboy Hat, But You Don't Have a Horse," describes Kevin and his brother 

Frank as adolescents, with Kevin acting as mator.  The family, in this case, is 

represented as a modular structure in the sense Godard describes: a structure configured 

by various subjectivities as they look From different temporal vantage points. Nixon's use 

of the achronological sequence, cornbined with the varïegated narrative positioning, 

suggests a continual negotiation, a circulation around the intangble melancholy that 

constructs and disassembles the McClancy farnily.10 

The majority of the stones in The CockS Egg portray the lives of a disparate 

moup of North Arnericans workmg in a village in Zaire. The book juxtaposes North - 
American and African lifestyles and documents the response of white Canadians and 

Americans to the economic privations and radicaliy different mores of rural Zairians, and 

in so doing also describes the makeshift comrnunity composed of these expatriates in 

their separate compound. As the North Americans arrive and Ieave, interrelating with 

each other in both hendship and anirnosity, the reader perceives a spatial community 

held together by the most fragile temporai bonds. It is a communil bound by alienation 

and displacement: a circulatory system rather than a rooted structure. 



The feelings of estrangement affkcting the majority of chacactea in Mosrly 

Country and in The Cock *s Egg underscore the h g i l  ity of the stories7 modular structure. 

The sense of place that should unite Nixon's characters and reinforce their identities 

ultimately reveals itself as contingent. The continual circulations of these characters 

around their place does not bolster any notion of inclusiveness, but rather insists that 

there is a disruptive force outside of the disaffected community, threatening the 

boundaries of space, tirne, and identity. This barely concealed potentd waiting to rob 

community of any notions of secure identity. 

5.5 Two Thieves 

The story, "The Thief," appears in both Mosfly C o u n t ~ ~  and The Cock S Egg, and 

in the sense that it belongs in both collections it must also belong in neither. In ternis of 

setting and characters, 'The Thief' links the comrnunities of Wadden, Saskatchewan and 

Kimpese, Zaire by representing the experience of Paul and Rita, a Saskatchewan couple 

working in central Africa. The story describes Paul and Rita's reaction to the b~rglarizing 

of their Zairian home, their increasing paranoia towards the local community, and their 

final dread at the capture, torture, and execution of the thief by the local constabulary. 

By virtue of its doubled publication, its reproduced position, the story provides a link 

bebveen the two volumes. And yet, "The Thief' fi& uneasily into each sequence, the 

story itself reflecting and investigating this discornfort, this feeling of being ouf of 

place. 1 1  



That an individual story in a sequence might be published separately is not 

unusual, of course, nor does it threaten the modular structure of the short story sequence. 

Margaret Laurence published ail but one of the Stones in A Bird in the Home in journals 

and anthologies before assembling her own volume. '' When Gerald Lynch affirms the 

necessity for each story in a sequence to be autonomous as well as harmonious, 

independent as well as integrated (97), he implies that any one piece might be published 

separately. Certainly, the majority of stories in both of Nixon's collections, including 

-'The Thief," have been published in a variety of other journals. What is unusual about 

"The Thief," however, is its reappearance in a second volume of stories. As a 

contemporary reader, 1 am conditioned to expect that the process of writing and 

duplication ends when the story is published in its own volume and, just as 1 don't expect 

a witer to produce a revised version of a publisheà novel, 1 don't expect the writer to 

publish the same story in two separate sequences. 

This thwarted expectation of the conventions of publishing induces a 

consideration of "The Thief' as the creative "beginning" of each volume, as the site 

where Nixon %eginsW to articulate her understanding of what place might mean in 

witing a Canadian text. As Lynch suggests, the short story sequence ofien represents an 

"exploration of the fadure of place and character to unie a work that remains 

tantalizingly whole yet fundamentally suspicious of completeness" (96). In this sense, 

'The Thief' comprises a forma1 faultline, a blurring of intra- and extra-textual boundary 

lines. The story acts as functioning citizen in each of the hivo textual cornmunities and as 

an unwelcorne intruder in both of them. 



The placement of 'The Thief' in Mostfy Counrry threatens the sense of place 

created by the volume as a whole. The setting of Mostly Country is named fiom the 

begiming Wadden, Saskatchewan. This toponyrn is invoked frequently in the various 

stones that compose the sequence and its repetition ensures an understanding that this 

place narne is the link connecting individual pieces. Ploce, in this most basic sense, is 

dependent on the reiteration of the name: it is the inscription of that name, Wadden, that 

provides the fundamental coherence between stories. 

If the toponym acts as a link, it must not only be named but named repeatedly, for 

multiple stories need multiple points of conjunction. If the name of the place functions as 

a copula, it must recur throughout the text in order to maintain a peculiar circulation 

between individual s t~ r ï z s . ' ~  The place name becomes a sustaining pulse within the 

books, a structure dependent on rhythm as a force that isolates and integrates its 

parts. l 4  The text's sense of place is detennined through a rhythm that gathers individual 

narratives together and grounds them within a coherent community. 

The idea of rhythm as the essence of literary language is a notion Martin 

Heidegger considers at some length. In Lunar Voices, David Farrell Krell suggests that 

for Heidegger, rhythm and poetry (and Heidegger takes poetry as a rnetonym for al1 

literature) are inextricable. For Heidegger, Krell writes, "rhythm is the binding power of 

language, the power that both animates langwge and grants it its particular repose: 

rhythm is less theflow than the articularion of ianguage" (xvii). The rhythm of poetry is a 

wave joining the poem and the reader of poetry, and in a sense it also seizes and 

constncts the text, the writing and the reading subject: "The wave of rhythm does not 



sirnpl y flow by; i t entwines, links, forges, and k r i b e s "  (62). ' j Rhythm binds us to the 

essential meaning of language and thought, but at the same time rhythm conceals the 

origin that defines art's existence in the world 

One of Heidegger's extended atternpts at theorizing the rhythm of art in order to 

determi ne how art cornes into k i n g  occurs in his essay, "The Origin of the Work of An." 

In this essay, Heidegger attempts to discover the cause and function of the art-work, to 

locate and descnbe the rhythm that successfully tums language into poetry. Poetic 

rhythm, Heidegger explains, articulates art not only by linking, but by heuking open a 

space. This "open place," Heidegger suggests, is a site in which "everything is other than 

usual," where the figures inhabiting this place "shine and ring out" (1 97). The rhythm 

that is the essence of poetry is characterized, for Heidegger, as a force that both c o ~ e c t s  

and Fractures language. The site is founded and cieared in the sarne moment, and it is 

wïthin this rift in language that "everything" c m  move away from the usual, can 

suddenly "shine and ring out." 

In Heidegger's thinking, poetry is rhythm and rhythm is spatial without occupying 

a definite space. The space that is gathered together by the articulation of the art-work is 

not a discernible area but a rift, a slrfe that m u t  remain discordant ir. order for the art- 

work to be created and to corne into being (175). indeed, the very act of creation is a 

making manifest of this strife, for it is only in the creation of the art-work that the discord 

can be made tangible: Treatedness reveals itself as strife being fixed in place in the 

figure by means of the rift" 1 1 9 1 ). The ri fi, then, denotes the place where strife is 

rendered fixed and material. The rift becomes the gathering space where poetry might 



corne into being as truth, as Heidegger wrïtes: "The essence of art is poetry. The essence 

of poehy, in turn. is the founding of tnith. We understand founding here in a triple sense: 

founding as bestowing, founding as grounding, and founding as beginning" (199). This 

quote reveals that for Heidegger poetry and art represent tmth as a bestowing, a 

growiding, and a beginning. What inierests me in this analysis of the *bongin" of art is 

Heidegger's employment of metaphon of both space and inauguration: according to his 

essay, the rhythm of the work of art emanates from the originary site of being and truth in 

order to clear that temtory and to found it anew. Art itself is founded on an expanse 

which is not spatial, and an ongin which is ultimately unknowabte. The work of art 

originates in this rifi-space, but the rift that clears this area is generated by the creation of 

the work of art. Throughout the coune of his essay, Heidegger rernains fascinated with 

the possibiiities of the unnamable region he cannot describe. The rhythm of his writing 

act - the act that produces "The Ongin of the Work of Art" - continues to circulate 

around the unknown boudaries of the rift-space. 

Heidegger concludes his essay by amouncing that he has moved no further than 

the spot fiom which he started. He final1 y suggests that "the origin of the work of an . . . 

is art" (202). The initial impetus of Heidegger's inquiry - to articulate the "origin of the 

work of an" - is also the conclusion of his investigation: his beginning is his end. 

Heidegger, then, has not moved from the site he designates as the origin of k ing  and 

tmth, the origin of the art-work. The site fiom which Heidegger is able to write, however, 

is both a structure and a ri fi: it is a rhythm breaking open a space. For Heidegger, as it 

will be for Nixon, literature is the result of a breuk m. The fracture of language, the 



intrusion of language, is the force that allows art to taice place. Art is a thief, making us 

aware of language by stealing its façade of transparency and making the reader dl too 

aware of indeterminacy and dissonance. 

5.6 Breakiog In 

The placement of "The Thief' in M M v  Country draws attention to rhythm in the 

witing act by breaking the mesure of place. By suddenly jamng the sem-ng the narrative 

has laboured to consmict, the story announces a counter-rhythm that verges and intmdes 

upon the rhythm of the uniQing locale. Approaching the story through Heidegger's 

terminology, 1 wodd suggest that "The Thief' represents the rift made manifest in the 

work of art. In the volume's continuous articulation of the home-place, "The niief7 

signifies a reverberant silence, a caesura essential to the cadence. 

'The Thief' is a story that portrays feelings of estrangement and rootlessness 

while rneasunng the characten' displacement in terms of space and time. The sudden 

shift fiom Wadden to Zaire is in fact conditioned and mediated by the story preceding it 

in hfosrly Country, "The Right Prescription." Paul and Rita, the central characters of 

"The Thief," also appear in "The Right Prescription," although the setting is neither 

Saskatchewan nor Zaire, but Calgary, Alberta. The story describes an encounter with 

Loyal and his wife Grace, who are about to enter Voluntary Service abroad (6 1 ). Whiie 

Loyal holds forth on the plight of the Third World, he goads Paul into a heated dispute 

with a young East Indian woman over a parking place. Despite Rita's pieas, Paul drives 

his van into the space the young woman tries to occupy: 



Paul lwks full, as if he had too many crepes. He looks at Loyal, then lets his 
foot slowly off the clutch. The girl is startled, uncomprehending. She takes a 
step forward and begins to yell. 

"You stupid man! You cannot do this. What country are you fiom? Surely you 
are not Canadian. STOP IT." Paul noses in. (60) 

The uncornfortable confrontation ends when Paul pushes the woman from the 

parking space with his van. His final words on the subject, "Maybe she'll slash my tires 

. . . Do you thin k she'll try and dent my doors?" (6 2 ), foreshadow Paul's pervasive 

amiety over his subsequent vulnerability in a hostile and foreign world The irony of the 

story lies in the description of how supposedly sympathetic white Canadians transfonn so 

easily into unthinking racist bullies. What is even more relevant in relation to "The 

Thief," however, is th?: this encounter is founded on a dispute over place: l iteral l y a 

parking place, and how the temtorial conflict ultimately becomes a means of questioning 

one's place in the world. 

The shift in setting fiom Wadden to Calgary allows for this sudden impingement 

of the world on characters like Paul and Rita. The movement away fiom the home place, 

even though only a province away, already cautions Paul about the hostile world 

encroaching on his identity, threatening to break in, or at least to slash his tires. The 

young Indian woman questions Paul's place in the world explicitly by shouting, "What 

country are you fiom? Surely you are not Canadian." That Canada represents a stable 

place and identity for Nixon's characters - and that this assumption is now king shaken 

- is evident in the woman's statement and in Loyal's earlier exclamation of cocky 

disbel ief "This is incredi ble. A girl in Calgary is standing in the middle of a parking stall 

and rhinCrs she owns it!" (60). Toponyms become weapons in the contest for space. The 



struggle far the parking place finally displaces both the young wornan and Paul, and in 

portraying this encounter "The Right Prescription" not only prepares the reader for a 

geographic shift away fiom the temtory that Mostly Country is concerned with, but also 

anticipates the invasion of space that will be the central focus of "The Thief." 

Since The Cock's Egg deals directly with white expamates undertaking service 

work in Zaire, the sense of geographic and cultural displacernent is tangible from the 

opening lines of the first story, "From the Inside Out": 

Fneda counts off what happened the first five weeks. 
One. Her tampons blew up- In this humidity their bodies mushroorneâ, spread, 

until they popped the confines of their pink plastic shells. ( 1 ) 

Prompted both by the title and the irreverent cornedy of the exploding tampons, the 

narrator begins by describing the intemal eruption caused by Frieda's culture shock upon 

amving in AFrica The stories in this sequence are scored to the rhythm of Canadians 

popping the ' t o n h e s  of their pink plastic shells" under the pressure of changing 

climatic and cultural conditions. The trauma of this displacement is foregrounded from 

the opening lines of the volume, and is therefore not unique to the narrative of "The 

Thief.'? 

The story that precedes "The Thief' in The CockS Egg is entitled "Killing Time," 

and it both foreshadows and overlaps "The ThieE" In "Keeping Time" the namator traces 

the life-cycle of Paul's watch from the moment he inherits it fiom his dying father until 

the moment it is stolen by the thief in Zaire. Rather than rneasuring time, the watch 

stands for a fracture in time that is never repaired. Paul's understanding of chrunology is 

ruptured not just once, but repeatedly, beginning with the death of his father. Paul's sense 



of temporality is severed along with his sense of place wtien he cornes to Zaire, where the 

watch masures the extent of this fissure while offering the h o p  of continuity: 

Even in the blackness of  a Zainan night, his watch lying face up on the night 
table, time clings to him . . . He lives his Iife divideci. Half of him rushes to 
classes, marks his students' papers, swtms in the CINAT pool, bmshes his 
wife's hair. The other half watches himself, passing through time, his father's 
son. On his a m  he wears his history and his future. (45) 

The narrator's description of Paul watching himself, "passing through time," recalis 

Laurence's Vanessa, who remembers herself remembering. Both charactes seem nivice 

removed from their environment and their identities. Paul, watching himself, is trapped 

between his history and his funire, and is therefore always remote from his present. This 

temporal dislocation is conwasted to the seemingly stable figure of the thief, who breaks 

down Paul's doar by "timing the wrenching of boards against long thunder cracks" (45). 

Though never essentializing the figure of the Zairian as someone in harmony with 

-'nature," Nixon contrasts the thief s skillful intrusion into the house with Paul's anxiety 

about how "time marks relationships between events in the real w o r l d  (45). I 6  No one 

has taught the thief "that time is of the essence" (46). 

"The Thief' is preceded in each volume of Nixon's fiction by stories that begin to 

articulate Paul's shaken understanding of place and time. The story, then, is anticipated 

by the pieces that precede it, but the strife in these antecedent works is illuminated 

through a reading of "The Thief." The repeated story stands as the epicentre to a greater 

tremour, a rift made material in the narrative of breaking and entering in Zaire and in 

Saskatchewan. For the setting of "The Thief' is equally Wadden and Kimpese because 

Paul is unable to disentangle his homesickness from an understanding of his present 



position in the world: "Paul found it hard to believe this was the middle of February. He 

imagined the banana trees laced with fiesh white snow, the high green grasses crushed 

Bat by ice" (63).17 The sense of an absent home-place Iïngers like an unmistakable 

counter-rhythm, transfemng itself over the landscape outside his classrmm window as 

Paul transposes Wadden onto Kimpese. This misrecognition of place is, of course, 

dependent on chronology, and an understanding of what February rneans in 

Saskatchewan. Paul's sense of ' naturai' time and the seasons that reflect temporal 

passage is thwarted by the scenery of Zaire, prompting him to reflect that "tirne moved, 

but not ahead (63). 

Nixon's two sequences attempt to constnict and portray place, yet the appearance 

of "The Thief' in each volume demonstrates how a sense of place can be tangiile and yet 

"home" can never be known. Instead, "home" becomes a gap at the centre of these texts, 

a caesura, a pause in the rhythm that articulates identity. The probgonists of this story, 

most especially Paul, seem cognizant of the counter-rhythm that sway them out of tirne, 

out of place. This intrusive force is not so much a rhythm in terms of musical 

composition as it is a sort of stutter: a physiological rhythm that hinders articulation and 

threatens identity. 

Narrative momenturn itself stutters as it nears the central event of the story - the 

burglary of Paul and Rita's home, the theft of some meagre possessions - without ever 

depicting this event "Though the crime is never described by the narratur of "The 

Thief," the event becomes the central organizing principle for the measurement of 

temporality within the story. The opening words of the story are: "The day before the 



thief broke in ..." (63), and the narrative proceeds by means of this framing of the break-in 

as the hinge of physical tirne: "The aftemoon before the thief broke in ..." (65), 'The 

moming after the thief broke in ...-' (67), "The &y afler the thief broke in ..." (71). Time is 

measured and syntax is calibrated in relation to the crime, but the event is never 

described by the narrator and so is never witnessed by the reader. The robbery remains at 

the centre of the tex? while inhabiting the pet-iphery of the narrator's perceptions, where it 

continues to threaten before and after it actually takes place.'9 

nie thefi provokes Paul to scrutinize the periphery of his existence and identity in 

Zaire. Just as in 'The Right Prescription," where his belligerence finally exposes his 

vulnerability to someone who might slash his tires or dent his doors, Paul is aware fiorn 

the opening of "The Thief' of the susceptibility of his property to reai or perceived 

threats. As Paul waits for Kisungu, a young student, to finish copying her homework, he 

contemplates and immediately rejects the possibility of offering her private tutoring at his 

home, because "Kisungu might steal his pens" (63). Even though the burglary has not 

taken place, its inevitability (as signaled by the temporal rhythm throughout the story) 

prmeates Paul's sense of place. 

Paul's awareness that "tirne moved, but not ahead," reflects how narrative can 

shape story through an event that precedes it. Instead of proceeding as a linear 

progression throuçh tirne, structure acts in a series of ripples ernanating frorn a central 

event. Paul's anxiety about his pens is followed by an encounter with his student Biyini, 

who daims to have been beaten by the spirit of a classrnate for not repaying a debt: ''Six 

roomrnates bore solemn wimess. They'd watched him try to dodge the invisible blows. 



Ndokey, Monsieur, he told Paul, eyes shielding fnght WitchcraW (64). Biyini's story of 

witchcraft describes a world where time and materiality do not coincide, where spirits of 

the living and the dead can move freely through space. The narrator's description of the 

six roommates who "bore solemn witness" signals a strong contrast with Paul who, like 

the reader, is unable to witness anything in this story: not Biyini's beating, the break-and- 

enter, nor the eventual execution of the thief (72). 

After the break-in occurs, the instability of place loorns even larger in Paul's 

consciousness. He is able to engage the local police by telling the school prefect that 

unless action is taken, he and Rita will "be Iooking for a different placement" (66), yet 

Paul is haunted by the rupture in his already tenuous sense of "placement" in the world. 

Every citizen is a potential intmder, threatening to fiirther violate his property: 

He looked at the clothes of those who passed by on the pth  leading down the 
hill. And al1 the while, he arranged scenarios behind his eyes: Emmanuel 
tiptoeing steal thil y across familiar floors, butcher knife in hand. Kisungu and 
her girlfiends darting out the slatted door, popping up his black umbrellq 
trailing Rita's underthings. (68) 

Unable to distinguish b e ~ n  thieves and non-thieves, he decides that al1 the Zairian 

inhabitants of the village are prowlers in his space. The thief, however, is quickly 

apprehended because he is wearing Paul's CANADA T-shirt (70). The home place, the 

world he continues to transpose upon this alien temtory, finally becomes simply a word 

emblazoned on a T-shirt, the shirt that has been stolen fiom him by the thiet" The 

stolen shin. stamped with the proper name of the home place, composes a cogent image 

for the rootlessness that has affected Paul in Wadden and in Kimpese. an inarticulate 

sense that, for him. there is no present tense or present place. 



The thief himself, when he is pfesented to Paul by the gendarme, is figured as a 

rifi made physical. The elements of fracture, of disjointedness, of a disturbing counter- 

rhythm, such a ripple or a stutter, are manifested in the nanator's description of the thief: 

His torso was set at an unnatural angle from his waist. His arms, still tied at 
the elbows, were puffjr now like fluid was collecting under skin. He had 
begun to shake, a faint, but steady shimmer, like the fever that accompanies 
malaria (71 )" 

The thief, before and after his arriva1 at Paul and Rita's home, represents a distancing 

from the idea of place even as he  focuses acute awareness on the fragile site of the home 

place. Li ke Heidegger's rifi in the work of art, the figure of the thief both inaugurates and 

grounds the idea of place, exemplifiing a fissure that draws attention to the structure it 

has compromised. 

In its portraya1 of time and place constructeci around the threat of an intrusion, 

"The Thief' marks the ''beginning" of the discussion of locality encoded in Mostly 

Country and The Cock S Egg. Finally, too, "The Thief' reveais a way of thinking about 

the English-Canadian short nory sequence in general. "The Thief," in its depiction of 

t ime and place held at a precarious remove, acts more 1 ike a stutter than a bridge among 

the linked short stories. Just as the stutter is a syllable connected to the yet-to-be- 

articulated word, but functions to delay and displace communication, so too does the link 

provided by "The Thief' demonstrate how these stories fail to communicate an 

unambiguous sense of place. 

I am arguing, then, that the "beginningw' of the linked short story is multiply 

present and always absent, located at the centre of each narrative but always on the 

periphery. The linked shon story is not joined by what it attempts to articulate, but rather 



what is verging on its selfcontained but always permeable temtory. The short story 

sequence is held together by fear of the figure of the thief about to break into its already 

broken structure. This thief is finally only discemed by a faint and indescribable rhythm, 

a tune hurnmed under hisher breath as s/he mouches beside the broken wall of memoq 

and writing. 

1 There is no agreed-upon term for this genre. Robert M Luscher. ùi his essay, "The Short Story Sequence: 
.An Open Book" notes that this literary fonn has been temed variously a rovelk (" a blend o f  romarl and 
riowllen), a short story composite, a short story wmpound, and an integrated short story collection (149). 
The most widely used terms are Luscher's short story sequence and Forrest ingram's short story cycie 
( 149). Gerald Lynch, in a footnote to his essay, "The One and the Many: English-Canadian Short Story 
Cycles," argues that the term "cycle" is more d l  than "sequence" because it "best captures the form's 
dynamic of  repetition and development" (1 02). Luscher, however. argues that the connotations of "cycle" 
de-ernphasize the successivewss c haraderizhg the genre ( 149). 

For the sake of standardizing this essay, 1 have decided to d y  use the term "short nory 
sequence," since the term "sequcncen has a l e s  teleological undertone to it than does 'cycle." However, 
what inrerests me more than arguing the vimes of one tenn over the other is the unnameci, undetined nature 
of the genre apparent in such debates. The ambiguous terminology applied and contestai by Luscher and 
Lynch indicates a problem with defining this genre in particular and "genren more gmerally: the problem 
with beginning fiom a prosupposed definition- 

An unavoidable result of forwarding this definRion of art as a deeply fd t  illumination is Poe's nefcssary 
disavowal of the long poem and the novel as iriferior genres. In Poe's estimation, brevity, tmly exercised 
only in the lyric poem and the short nory. is the only way of p r b n g  the unity of vision f'undamental to 
anistic pursuits. 
3 Because of the multiple ways an individual story can relate to another story or stories. any collection of 
multiple stories might be defined as a short story sequeme. Luscher addresses this by citing Henry James' 
suggestion that "realIy. universally, relations stop nowhere, and the exquisite problem of the an i s  is 
eternally but to draw, by a geometry of his own, the circle in which they happily appear to do so" (154). ff a 
common thematic concem a d o r  emotional impression is considered a notable link between short stories, 
then it is hard to separate any collected volume of stories from the definition of the sequence except by 
employing such criteria as the writer's intentions. Thus, J. Gerald Kennedy. in his examination of the 
h e r i c a n  short story sequence, f e l s  justifieci in treating Raymond Carver's Cathedra/ as a volume which 
collectively works to offer readings of  a postmodern Arnerican society, but disregards Carver's Where I'm 
Calhg From: New ami Selecred Stories, as a mixellany assembled for commercial reasons rather than 
aesthetic concems (2 1 5). 
4 The sentiment that there exists a distinctly Canadian talent for the genres of the short story and the story 
sequence is echoed by Barùara Godard in her essay, '+Stretching the Story: The Canadian Story Cycle." Here 
she suggests that "in contemporary English-Canadian literature, the short story has held a privileged position 
as  one of the most dynamic areas of  wriMg in terrns of both the sheer quantity of excellent stories produced 
and their technical innovations" (29). 

In maintaining this positioh 1 am in disagreement with New's reading of another wene in &*Horses of the 
Night" where again Vanessa glimpses an ephernerai knowledge of the worId and of herself. New suggests 
that the scene does not represent an epiphany. nor does the volume as a whole work to construa epiphanies: 
-'There is no single moment of enlightenment in any of these stories - there is a proccss of constant 
revisionary change instead" (197). I wouid argue that Laurence's negative epiphanies are no diflierent than 



are many of the epipharues James Joyce describes in his short stones. Indeed, one of the most t'amous 
examples of the epiphany as device occurs in the closing I k  of "Araby," in his Lhddinerx "Garing up into 
the darkness 1 saw myself as a creature driven and desided by vanisr, and rny eyes bumed with anguish and 
anger" (3 5). There is a strong comection h e m  the renlation that strikes Joyce's narrator and the certain 
knowkdge that seizes Vanessa at the close of T o  Set Our House in Order." 

The force of the epiphanic moment is noted, in diffcrent ternis by Easingwm who suggests that 
"the range and power of the stories is enhanced by the distuhances she codd not have expiained at the 
time" (12 1). 
6 Barbara Godard's essay on the short story cycle contains an daborate chaning of the shifts in narrative 
ternporality in each of the stories in A Bird irr tire House (45-54). and demonsuates most effectively the fluid 
treatment of time and peqxabe in the text. 
7 In his luminescent analogy. Lynch reties on the conventionai notion of the novel as a redistic form designed 
to unswervingly delineate the course of an individual life; a form best evidenced in the novels of the 
nineteenth cenruq. The model of the novel as mimetic in t m  of  linear tirne has, of course. been challengesi 
since its inception, and Laurence's Manawaka novels refïect a desire to experiment nnh temporal Iinearity in 
order to show the profound effects of memory on her protagonists. In a certain way, the disruptions in the 
coherent narrative dernonstrateci in A Bird in the Hotrse are an extension of Laurence's continuai attempts 
to innovate the structure of the novel. 
8 This passage is 6 e q u d y  cited by critics in their discussion of A Bird in the Hmrse. Giovanna Capone, for 
example, begins her analysis of  "order" in the text by quoting Vanessa's "memory of a memory." However, 
the implications of this statemem are not adequateiy reaiizeâ by Capone or  by other critics. Rather than 
asking what it might mean to remember remembering, Capone relates this position to a definition of mimesis, 
and goes on to discuss how the narrator imposes order on hgmmted childhood mernories. 
9 Mourning and memory are similarly configured in the story, The Loons," where Vanessa recalls her 
father' s advice to remember the sound o f  the laons' cali, "because in a few years when . . . more people 
corne in. the loons wiii go away" (1 14). Reanimated in this s t q  &a his death in the precdhg "A Bird in 
the House," Ewen seems to be asking Vanessa to grieve for him before he dies once again at the end of this 
piece- 

An exampIe of how achronology and multiple narrators are used to condition the reader's response to the 
text is demonstrated in final paragraph of  "You May Have a Cowboy Hat, But You Don't Have a Horse." 
where Kevin reflects on the unhappy marriage of his brother Frank, and on his own upcoming m d a g e  to a 
Mennonite woman: "The point of a walI is to  c h b  it, I needed to say to Frankie. I'm being bom into 
another family. Eon't count on me. I'm rnarrying homernade bread and stroked pianos, four pan harrnony" 
(98). As the story ends. Frank appears to  be trapped in his rnarriage, and Kevin seems on the verse of 
drifling fiom his own family into the more desirable Family of bis intended wife. 

The emotional tone of "You May Have a Cowboy Hat. But You Don't Have a Horse" c m  be 
reinterpreted through a r d m g  of the story, "Quemie Wrestles," which appears earlier in Moslly C'nfty. 
Nthough earlier in the sequence, this story actually occurs later in the McClanq family history, and is 
nanated by Kevin's wife Catherine. ï h e  story describes how Kevin is coerced. against his wife's wishes, into 
returning for a McClancy family reunion. Catherine watches the rancorous events of the reunion. alienated 
fiom the family and fiom Kevin. 

The eartier story undermines Kevin's comment at the end of his story that his future marriage 
signals a departure fiom his family. Since "Queenie Wrestles" describes Kevin's failure to escape the farnily's 
ho14 Kevin's eamest but melancholy declaration at the conclusion of "You May Have a Cowboy Hat, But 
You Don't Have a Horse," is already r ehmed  by a previous reading of the earlier story. 
11 

1 am borrowing Eli Mandel's phrase once again. frorn his essay, "Writing West: The Road to Wood 
Mountain." 1 wiU not duplicate my eariier discussion of this essay, but refer the reader to  Chapter Three of 
this tem for an extended treatment of Mandel's notion of the writer "out of place." 
12 A discussion of how the volume was assembled and the editorial battles that ensued can be found in 
Richard A. Davies' article. "'Half WarMalf Pace ' :  Margaret Laurence and the Publishing ofA BirJIIi he  
Hotrst.." Not only does Davies document how Laurence's editors tried to convince her to add other stories 
to the collection and significantly revise the existing stones. he dso describes the publisher's attempts to 
coerce Laurence into convening the work into a novel. 



'' It is ofien the case, in short aory sequences linlred by o cornmon place, that the p h  l a d s  its munê to the 
entire volume, as in lames Joyce's fiMiwrs, Sherwood Anderson's Wineshtrg, Ohio, and Duncan 
Campbell Scott's IN the c.'iIhge of Viger. 
14 I once again draw attention to the metaphor of rhythm Lynch uses w h  he descri'bes the short story 
quence as iiiuminatîng the worid through the light of the stroboscope (95). David Carpenter cxplicitly uses 
the term when he wntes that the short story cycle moves itseifUnot to the forward flow of a iinked sequence 
of events which fiii in the detaiis of a larger canvas. but to a deliberately intempted rhythm in which each 
event is its own excuse for &mg" (159). 
l5 While this discussion of rhythm in poetry might seem to break with this chapter's focus on the linked short 
story. in Heidegger's writing poetry is not simply one literary genre. but a metonym for al1 art. Since art 
reveals tmth, poetry revds  the uuth in language. As Heidegger writes in T h e  Ongin of the Work of Art"- 
"*A // m. as the letting happen of the advent of truth of beings, is as such, puer@' ( 1 97). 
16 Indeed, this didactic idiorn is both ernphasized and subverted when it is repeated alrnost verbatim in "The 
Thief': "The  marks the relationship ktween events in the physical world, Paul told his students urgently" 
( M o s t ! ~  Cormfn 63). 
17 Quotations fiom "The Thief' are cited using the pagination of the version in 15fosr/y col~my. 
18 Athough the story "Killing Time" describes the burglary fkom the point of view of the thief, within "The 
Thief," especially in its appearance in Most& Counq.  this went is never represented- It is necesW. as 
Lynch and Luscher both argue. to ncgotiate betwecn the individual story as selfcontaineci and as a 
component infonned and shaped by its cornpanion pieces. In this case. 1 am describing how "The ?hier 
operates as an autonomous work stmcturing itself as  an individual piece within the larger systern of the two 
sequences. 

I am indebted to David Farrell Krell's book, Ojhfemory. Rminixet~ce. mrl Writing for its discussion of 
the 'berge." indeed, looking again this study of philosophicaI inquiries into the nature of memory and 
writing, i am struck by its relevance to rny discussion of Laurence and Nion's short fiction. Krell begins by 
quoting the narrator of Edgar Allan Poe's 'Ligeia": 

There is no point, among the many incomprehensible anomalies of the mind, more thriiiingfy 
exciting than the fact - never, 1 believe, noticed in the schools - that in our endeavors to recall 
to mernory something long forgotten, we oflen find ourse!ves icporr fk vety verge of 
rernembrance, without king able. in the end to rernember. 

Certainly Poe's narrator shares a great deal in common with Laurence's Vanessa, who wxites the memory of 
a mernory, and Nion's Paul, whose life is divided and separated fiom itselfby the haunting spectres of time 
gag. present. and future. 

This cornmodification of the proper narne "Canada," recurs in 7ht? Cuck S Egg in the story "Preparations." 
In t his story Gordie, the son of Canadian workers in Zaire, is playfùlly branded by Ndadia who writes 
"Canada" across his chest in the rnidst of a sexuai same (30). Again. the already precaBous sense of home 
for these Canadians is troubled by a distancing that takes place when it is written, or displayed, by the 
Zairians. 
2'1 This description of the thief, as well as descriptions of his arrest and execution. evidence my eariier 
statement that Nixon does not essentialize the Zainan with her description of his entry in "Killing Time." 
Without commenthg on the cruelty of the justice system or Paul's implication in it. Nixon manages to 
demonstrate how the thief, like Paul, is subject to systerns he rnay or may not understand- Any romanticisrn 
imbued in the figure of the thief who works in accord with nature in "Killing Tirne" is thorou-Phly 
disillusioned in "The ThieS" where the burglar is ponrayed as a sullen and bmtalized figure. 



Hyphenated Bqinnings in lH!mun and Ckow of Mmhrieom 

" There S d w a y s  rocrm for beginnings. " 

-- C'h0nr~ 0f ,~~hroornS;  

6.1 Conditional Approach 

Of course, the hyphen is present in every sense of identity. And, of course, the 

hyphen is never a singular instance or emplacement. 

The hyphen to which 1 am refemng is a metaphor, and 1 would suggest that this 

hyphen stands as a metaphor for the multipiicity of identity and at the sarne tirne, if the 

clai m may be allowed, for the singularity of identity. That is, the hyphen represents a 

duality in the way an individual might be perceived, as in the designation '&Japanese- 

Canadian," or "Asian-Arnerican." At the same time, it signifies that these separate tems 

can CO-exist in singular or compound terms, that the identity can be constructed from 

both terms connected through the hyphen. In typograpkical terms, the hyphen marks the 

place where the singular word is broken by the limits of the line, and it sustains that 

word's continued semantic unity in the face of a formal fracture. The word is broken by 

the hyphen and it is held together by the hyphen. This is precisely how the hyphen 

operates within the somantics of national identity. 



The hyphen is always in place in one's identity, and that hyphen is never a singular 

condition. Canadians are all, I wouid suggest, hyphenated and conditioned to see 

themseives and others as hyphenated, whether as "Jewish-Canadians," "French- 

Canadians," or as "Western-Canadians." Indeed, the hyphen is not limited to ethnicity or 

nationality, and could be applied equally to gender of sexual identity, political 

allegtances, or even career choices. The hyphen can, of course, can be applied to multiple 

designations, as in "French-Canadian-Separatist" or "~ewish~anadian-~esbian-"[ 

This argument is necessary because the choices of texts 1 make and the fiamework I 

impose on them cannot be taken for granted, and thetefore need some preliminary 

explanation. Since the hyphen is always present in nationai identity, any text is 

hyphenated in the multiple significations received fiom it. It is crucial to avoid, while 

asserting the multiple presences of the hyphen, an overriding "universalism" that erases 

the distinctiveness of ethnic texts by arguing that they are simply one manifestation of a 

hyphenated consciousness. I would therefore stress that the two novels focused on in this 

chapter, Joy Kogawa's Obasan and Hiromi Goto's Chorus of Mushrooms, are each 

distinctive in the strategies they employ in articulating the hyphenated identity of a 

hpanese-canadian.' 

These particular novels have been selected out of admiration for them as 

accomplished tem, and also out of a desire to avoid large generalizations by choosing 

two novels dealing with the same cultural community, rather than risking the elision of 

difference among other Asian cultures. Tt will also be interesting to note how these novels 

conceive of the problerns of a hyphenated national identity and how they deal with these 



problems differently. The two novels offer diverse approaches to a negotiation of identity 

in the Canadian commwity, and alternative responses to the theme of begimings. 

6.2 Negotiatiog the Hyphea 

To state that the hyphen of identity is always, multiply, in place is to operate out of 

ceriain presuppositions. The idea of a hyphenated identity is predicated on a liberal- 

hurnanist (hyphen intended) conception of individual subjectivity. Such identity exists as 

discrete and singular even as it is multifaceted. The hjphen is adhesive in this case, and 

each aspect of identity confonns to the central notion of the singular consciousness of the 

i ndividual. 

This liberal-humanist assurnption breaks down, however, when a comrnunity fails to 

measure, or, certaidy, to respect, the ternis on either side of the hyphen with equal 

weight. The hyphen, in our liberal democratic ideology, characterizes the arm of a 

metaphoncal scale. The hyphen, in terms of this figuration, shows an even balance 

between the two separate cornponents of identity, an equality so perfect that the terms 

c m  be said to be of cornmensurate value. This is the dream of a liberai democracy, the 

dream of modem Canada. 

Joy Kogawa's novel, Ohasan, depicts the moment when the dream of balance fails. 

Obusun begins with a crisis of the hyphen, the histoncal moment when it becomes 

apparent to the Japanese-Canadian comrnunity that the hyphen symbolizes rupture and 

separation rather than adhesion and continuity. As a result the characters in Qbasan are 

forced to contend with how they are suddenly held distant from the "Canadian" in 



There it was in black and white - our short harsh history. Beside each date were 
the ugly facts of the treatment given to Japanese Canadians. "Seizure and 
govemment sales of fishing boats. Suspension of fishing licences. Relocation 
camps. Liquidation of property. Letter to GeneraI MacArthur. Bill 15. Deportation. 
Relocation of nationatity." 

Wherever the words Vapanese race" appeared Aunt Emily had crossed them out 
and written "Canadian citizen." (33) 

Aunt Emily's insistent reiteraîion of the Nikkei's statu as Canadian citizens occurs 

throughout the t e a 3  and seems to demonstrate a strategy of overcompensation. Emily's 

position relies on the rhetorical argument that there need be no hyphen, that a Canadian is 

always a Canadian. In her view, cultural and ethnic ciifferences, traditions fiom the a n d  

home, do not affect that status. Mead, the definition of the Canadian sirnply subsumes al1 

variations. In this equation, the Japanese legend of Momotaro becornes a "Canadian story," 

since "everything a Canadian does is Canadian" (57). 

Aunt Emil y's position, witb its insistence on the Canadian-ness of any practice a citizen 

observes, and its use of words such as "liberty," might owe more to the rhetoric of the 

Constitution of the United States than to any Canadian m d e l  of citizenship. Certainly the 

multicultural ideal advocated in Canada through the 196ûs and 1970s (and still largely in 

place at the tirne 1 am writing) articulated its distinctions fiom (and superiority to) the 

Amencan mode1 of the "melting pot" by proposing the altemate metaphor of the cultural 

"mosaic." By the ternis of this modeI, multicultural distinctions and traditions are protected 

on their own ments, assimilation is discouraged According to the rhetoric of the "mosaic," 

one can be japanese ivith one g e m e ,  Canadian with the next. The hyphen signals a 

continued movement that is separate and unif id Ernily's discourse advocates the cessation 



of this movement, the annexing of the hyphen, and the collapse of al1 ternis into the 

But as Sau-ling Cynthia Wong suggests in her shidy of Asian American literahue, the 

stereotypes which ultimately define Asian Arnericans to the white majority serve as an 

obstacle to the Asian subject who wishes to find a place within the larger national 

We may say that Asian American are put in the niche of the i L ~ i m i l a b l e  alien": 
despite king voluntary immigrants Iike the Europeans (and unlike the ensfaved 
blac ks), they are alleged to be self-disqualified tiom full Arnerkan membership by 
materialistic motives, questionable political ailegiance, and, above di, outlandish, 
ovempe, 'YXientaî" cultures. On this last point they are differentiated fiom the 
stereotypes of "primitive" or "uncultured" Native Americans, Afncan Americans, 
and Chicanos. Asian Amencans are permanent houseguests in the house of 
America. (6) 

Wong's theorizing of the Asian psition within America is analogous to Kogawa's 

description of the Canadian govemment's characterizing of Japanese-Canadians during and 

after the Second Worid War. Specificaily at issue throughout the novel is a suspicion of the 

community's "quesrionable political alleg'ance," an allegation that provides the rationale for 

confiscating of the property of Japanese-Canadians, the relocation of families from the 

Western coastline to the interior of the mainland, and the attempts to coerce hem into 

relinquishing their ci tizenship and "ceturning" to Japan (though Nisei and Sansei citizens 

may never have seen the country). 

The treatment of the Japanese-Canadian cummunity by the governent is the impetus 

behind the witing of Ohasan, and this persecution is promulgated, according to the 

characters who describe its effects, based on the stereotype of the inxrutable, duplicitous, 

and mysterious Oriental. Aunt Ernily observes, in the journal she bequeaths to Naorni, that 



the logic applies differently to the Japaneçe comunity and the Gennan community 

Strange how these protestors are so much more vehement about Canadian-bom 
Japanese than they are about German-bom Germans. I guess it's because we look 
different. What it bils clown to is an undemocratic racial antagonism - which is 
exactly what our democratic muntry is suppsed to be fightmg against. (82) 

Emily's understanding of her exclusion is particuIarly troubling for her because she has 

identified henelf so thoroughiy as a Canadian Her insistence thai the Nisei be reçognized 

strictly as  Canadian citizens is rooted in a Iifelong devotion to her Canadian heritage, as she 

herse1 f recalls: "'At one time, remernber how 1 alrnost worshipped the Muunties? Remember 

the Cmvood tales of the Nonhwest, and the Royal Canadian Mounted Poiice and how i'd go 

around saying their mono - Mainriens le droii - Maintain the nght?"' ( 100). The desire to 

internalize a Canadian motto, a Canadian mythology, creates a crisis of faith for Emily when 

popular sentiment tums against the Japanese-Cariadian comrnunity of Vancouver. What 

Emil y documents in her recollection is her own beginning, a nanative source for her identity 

as a Canadian This origin, at the time when she recalls it in her journal, has been displaced 

by the realization that she is no longer considered Canadian, if she ever had bem5 in a 

historical moment when racial prejudice against the Japanese is king formalized into public 

policy, the Canadian mono s h i h  fiom Muinriens ie droir to "Once a Jap always a Jap" (83), 

and the Cunvood tales of the Mounted Police are effectively replaceci by children's board 

garnes such as "Yellow Peril" ( 152). 

The Nisei and Sansei characten in Obusun are forced to cope with the disruption of a 

narrative of origins, the story of their Canadian heritage which, according to official policies, 

never exjsted. Although the Issei, as represented by Obasan and Uncle, face their fate with a 

sense of quiet resignation, and even a Feeling of gratitude towards their adopted country 



(Cheung 1 3 9 ,  the Nisei and the Sansei fee1 betrayed precisely because they had long ago 

accepted the ideology of a democratic and egaliîxian Canada. The narrative of Canadian 

ci tizenship is dealt a final, violent blow wtien post-war legislation r e h  the Japanese- 

Canadians the right to move back to the coast until 1949, and when a govemmental policy is 

adopted which attempts to coerce mernbers of the commrmity into having theu citizenship 

"relocated" to Japan. 

The policy of "repatriation" demonstrates the doubleâ plight of the hyphenami 

cornmunity, since those who return to Japan are never accepted by the citizens of that 

country, but are considered outsiders and subjected, in Naomi's words, to "hunger, poverty, 

and ostracism" (1 85). On both sides of the equation, the hyphen shows a lack and a shottfdl. 

The hyphen, instead of validati ng the composite identi ty of a singular and corn plete 

individual, dernonsirates a multiple displacement and a series of incomplete and negated 

identities. The hyphen corne to depict a great distance between the individual's race and 

nationality. 

By representing the hyphen as rupture, Obusan describes a Canadian beginning that 

supposedly never happened, that officialiy exists as an illusion, but whch still daims the 

potential to be realized. Ernily never abandons her struggie to correct the injustice of the 

Japanese interment, and the novel documents Naorni's entry into that çtniggle as she 

remembers what has happened to her and as she learns about the fate of others. The novel 

begins and ends with a cal1 for redress, a compensation fiom the Canadian governent that 

might begin the healing of a wartime trauma The Canadian begiming -of an acceptance 

without prejudicz and a place within the namîhve of the country's hstory - revehrates as 



a failed moment towards which chamcten such as Emily, Naorni, and Stephen stniggle. 

6.3 The Trouble with Sigmund 

The begrnning of a Canadian comrnunity reconfigwed by redressing p s t  inj usbces is a 

vision on the verge of king redized d e n  the novel ends. In this hopefùi conclusion, Naomi 

reflects on the difference between memory and forgetting, speech and silence, life and death: 

I am thinking that for a child there is no presence without flesh. But perhaps it is 
because i am no longer a child 1 can Iinow your presertce though you are not here. 
The letters tonight are skeletons. Bones only. But the earth still stirs with dormant 
blooms. Love flows tfiough the mots of the trees by our graves. (243) 

Naomi's final words re-address the novel's epigraph, consisting of a biblical quotation and a 

prose poem wntten by Kogawa The prose poem is a bitter and ironic response to the passage 

fiom Revelations, which promises that T o  hîm that overcometh will corne the nourishrnent 

of "the hidden manna" and "a white stone" on which a "new name" is written In response, 

the prose poem rejects this entreaty for patience and faith by figuring the stone word not as a 

revelation but as a failure to communicate: "Unless the stone bmsts with telling, unless the 

seed flowers with speech, there is in my life no living word. The sound 1 hear is only sound." 

The m t o r  of Kogawa7s prose poem d e x n ï  silence as absence, yet she also describes 

sound as absence since it is "white sound," a noise without any significance except to gesture 

to wards a meaning from which the narrator is held distant. 

The final paragraph of Naomi's narration reforrnulates the equation of sound and word 

and silence, and acknowledges that the narrator has finaily found a relevant signification in 

her life. Naomi discovers that silence does not necessarily mean absence, but can allow a 

more fully realized rnemory than the "skeletons" of words can provide. She is content in the 



understanding that love is present and flowing, thougfi not immediately accessible. She 

discovers, as Donald Goel 1 nicht suggests7 the "harmoniousl y negotiated tensio~ the ' stone' 

of silence and the 'strearn' of language which runs through the novel" (1  28)? But this 

paragaph, which seems to resolve the tensions in the novel so effectiveiy, is not the ending 

of the novei. 

When 1 speak of beginnings and endings regarding 0basan7 1 do so in terms of the 

conventions of reading a text in a Iinear and singuiar direction, fiom ieft to right, from page 

one through to the last page. Although there is rom to question this convention, and to argue 

that the reading act never foliowç this route without wavering and meandering, this 

convention is still largely assumed by Kogawa's writing style. The narrative of 0basan7 is 

not ngidy chronological in the sense that it moves - via flashbacks and historical 

documents -back and focth through time. it dœs nof however, deliberstely subvert 

traditionai conceptions of history or chronology in its telling. 

On this point of chronology and nanative. 1 disagree with Sonia Snelling's analysis of 

Ohusan, in which she reads the novel alongside Michael Ondaatje's Running in the Fomdy 

and argues that both novels represent examples of posbnodem historiography (3 1). Snelling 

argues that both te.- represent challenges to the "authority and universaiity of Western 

historïcism" (2 1), by blum'ng the distinction between fact and fiction (22).' This argument, 

and the cornparison ro Running in chr Furni&, is overstated and reads a theory of 

postcolonialism and posisaucturalism too literally into Obusun. Conirasteci with the explicit 

playfulness, mendacity, and performativity of Ondaatje's novel, Kogawa's text appears quite 

staid and eamest. This is not a criticism of Kogawa, but rather an acknowledgement that 



there is a narrative Uivestment in the veracity of the history of the Japanese inteniment in 

Kogawa's text that cannot be questioned without çome fairly subsiantial expianation. 

Kogawa's novel does not ask the reader to interrogate the writer's manipulation of historical 

narrative in the same way that Ondaatje's te- does. The affective power of Obasan arises 

out of the reader's belief in the events d e s c n i  engaging the novel with a feeling of 

ernpathy rather than with playfiil suspicion. 

To read the novel in a linear direction is to discover that Naomi's final paragraph is not 

the conclusion of the novel. It is not Naomi's words h t  close the novel, but those of the Co- 

Operative Cornmittee of Japanese Canadians, in the fonn of a memorandum sent to the 

House and Senate in April 1946. The official petition to revoke the deportation orders for 

Japanese-Canadians constitutes the final words we read in Obaun. What critics such as 

Goellnicht, Cheung, and Cheng Lok Chu. - who suggests that Kogawa "transubstantiates 

the stony silence of Japanese Canadians' victimizaiion into a speakmg manna-bread of 

communication" (106) - see as a linguistically graceful closure where metaphors are 

resolved and narrative tensions are eased and accepted, is not a conclusion at ail. lnstead, 

Naorni's precise and poetic wvords are Followed by the forma1 and officious language of the 

memorandum: 

It is urgently subrnitted that the Orders-in-Council [for the deportation of 
Canadians of Japanese racial origin J are wrong and indefensi ble and constitute a 
grave threat to the rights and liberties of Canadian citizens, and that Parliament as 
guardian of these rights and the representative of the people. should assen its 
powers and require the Govemor-in-Council to withdraw the Orders, for the 
following reasons. (248) 

Why does the novel close with ths historiai document, this legislative discourse, rather 

than with the introspective language of the narrator? Why are the final words we read 



bureaucratic rather than poetic - the proper names of those officiais who subrnit this 

pefition to Parliament: James M. Finlay, Andrew Brewin, and Hugh MacMillan? Perhaps this 

surprising closure bears significance in unâerstanding the kind of begrnrung that Ob~san 

offen us: this sudden shift in linguistic register may reveai the "beginning?? o f a  hyphenated 

Canadian textuality that might be excavated fiom these final pages. 

King-Kok Cheung's analysis of Obasan argues that this ending represents how the 

"author tacitIy acknowledges the many political activists who have fought for the cause of 

justice" ( 153), but this reading does not completely resolve the disjunction in textuai 

registers. In facf Cheung argues elsewhere that throughout the nove t there is a discordance 

between Emily's political rhetoric, and Naomi's sense of weariness and linguistic ambiguity 

( 1 54). Whereas Ernily argues that truth must be told consîantiy and in the raiional tones of 

political discourse, Naomi is more respectFu1 of the silences of Uncle and Obasan (1 60). That 

the novel ends with a document lifted from Emily's ever-present folder suggests an 

inexplicable shift back to the more legai-minded position at the moment at which the novel 

s e m s  to have moved away from that language.' 

Roy Miki, in his essay, "Asiancy," also discusses the possible significance of the 

rnemorandurn's inclusion. Miki points out that the document is not only extemai to the 

narrative in tems of its bureaucratic language, but also because it is written and signed by 

white men ( 144). Although Naomi's final words seem to resolve, as GoeHnicht has argued, 

the dichotomy of silence and speech, Miki argues that the final word offered by the 

rnernorandurn effectively demonstrates that Obcu'an "ends within a gap where private and 

pub1 ic are dichotomized as a stasis. Japanese Canadians are still spkenfor" ( 144). Miki's 



position, though., seems more analogous to Aunt Ernily's position than to Naorni's. Miki 

argues, in the activist tone characterized within the text by Emily, that the novel can have no 

closure, since "nothing has happened to change the social and political conte- of Naomi's 

expex-iences" (144). Like Cheung, Miki seems obliged to choose a side - to validate one 

form of discourse over another - at the conclusion of the novel. 

The  prima^ concern of rnany of the critics dealing with Obusan is this negotiation 

behveen regïsters of discourse, between the dichotomy of words and silence. The analyses of 

Chua, Goellnicht, Gary Willis, and to a certain extent Cheung and Miki, descri'be a mode1 of 

trauma and recovery, in *ch the secret of the subconscious is recovered and healed. The 

narrative of Obascrn, moving as it does between past and present, between the printed 

documents of Emily and the subjective mernories of Naomi, dramaîizes the process of 

recovery that Freud has termed in his essay, "Repressioq" the "retum of the repressed" 

( 154). The repression of the parnful mernories of intemment has faiied, and once they r e m  

to Naomi's consciousness we as readers, as analysts, may have access to them first as 

symptom and then as narrative. 

From the onset of Naorni's narration, Kogawa signals that this novel will illustrate an 

exploration of trauma and the imminent return of the repressed. In her description of her 

classroorn setting - a setting which will essentially vanish once the more signifiant 

narrative of Naomi's childhood is triggered by the death of her uncle - she describes a 

fondness for the hvo Native girls and the half-Japanese, half-European girl in her class, but 

admjts she is suspicious of the Caucasian, frecWe-faced boy named Sigmund: "right fiom the 

beginning, 1 can see that he is trouble" (5) .  The appropriateness of this troublesome boy's 



king the namesake of Freud is borne out by the child's insistent questions regardhg 

Naomi's love Iife: whether she has ever been in love, or whether she is an "old maid" 

Sigmund's interrogation is intempted by the phone cal1 that infonns Naomi of her 

uncle's death, but Sigmund remains a problem even d e r  this painful announcement: "When 

I r e m  to the classroom, 1 am in time to see Sigmund dashing for his desk from the 

blac kboard where somettiing has been eraseci" ( IO). This identification of Sigmund with the 

fiutive act of wri hng and emsing, seerns to invite a close corn parison with Freud's essay, "A 

Note Upon the 'Mystic Writing-Pd"' As Freud describes it, the 'mystic writing-pad' allows 

for a handwrîting which can be erased fiom the visible surface of the pad, while the 

"permanent trace" of that writing remains inscribed on the wa.. slab beneath that top sheet 

( 4 3 ~ ) . ~  The Mystic Pad, for Freud, serves as a fortuitous example of the interrelationship 

between the conscious and unwnscious mind during the process of perception, and indeed 

during the process of repressioa niough for the amscious mina the rnemory of an event 

rnight be completely erased and unrecoverable, on the surface of the unconscious tbere 

rernains a permanent inscription, an imprïnt which, though ovewritten, will always be 

parbal ly legible. Naomi's observation that "something" has been written by Sigmund - 

albeit only as "something" which has been erased - hints at a possible recovery of that 

erased markmg, the excavation of a long-forgotten, but still recoverable, nanative. 

The representation of young Sigmund as an icon for a Freudian discoune demonstrates 

Kogawa's dependence on a psychoanalflc mode1 of narrative development, but Naomi's 

feeIings towards Sigrnwd dso reveal her resistance to that mode]. Obasan does adhere to a 

mode1 of traumatic recovery, shi fting as i t does between past and present, between registers 



of language, in order to articulate the inexpessible. Kogawa often reproduces the trauma of 

intemment through more condensed narratives of violence and terror. Critics have noted the 

inescapable parallel between the nefarious Mr. Gower, who molests a passive and silent 

Naomi, and the govemment's treatment of the Japanese community of Canada (Cheung 134, 

Snelling 23, Goellnicht 125). Readers have similarly noted the implications of Naomi's 

memory of the white mother hen which, rather than adopting the yellow chicks Naomi sets 

d o m  in front of her, sets about pecking hem to death (Chu  102). ' O  

Naomi's traumatic mernories serve as densely packed metaphors for the Japanese 

internment, and for the disappearance of Naorni% mother, who travels to Japan More the 

bombing of Pearl Harbour, never to r e m :  

When I least expect it, a memoiy cornes skittering out of the spinning and 
netting the air, ready to snap me up and ensnare me in old and cornplex puales . . . 
Why did my mother not retum? AAer al1 these years, I find myself wondering, but 
with the du1 lness of expecting no response. (26) 

It is only after the famil y secret is reveded - that Naomi's mother has died of radiaiion 

poisoning as a result of the bombing of Nagasaki - that Naorni can begin to make sense of 

her disordered feelings. Afkr the secret is uncovered, she begins to understand the profound 

silences of Obasan and Uncle that have punctuated her life since the war: "The memones 

were drowned in a w h i r l p l  of  protective silence. Everywhere I could hear the adults 

whispering, 'Kodorno no tame. For the sake of the chiidren . . .' Calmness was maintained' 

(3 1 ). Naorni3 silence on the subject of her intemment experience, in concert with the 

persistent silence of Uncle and Obasan, is in accordance with a psychoanalytic mode1 of the 

trama victim's telling silence. The reader as analyst must therefore, as  Dori Laub advises in 

her study of traumatic testimony, attend carefully to such speechlessness: "He or she must 



kisten to and hear the silence, speaking mutely both in silence and in speech, both from 

behind and fiorn within the speech. He or she must mgnize, acknowledge, and address the 

silence" (58). 

At the sarne time, however, there is a refiisal of the psychdy t i c  mode1 d e d  in the 

text even as the narrative relies upon this system of revelation Naomi's young Sigrnund 

stands at the textual threshold of her r e m  to her past, but he is also charactenzed as a 

representative of the intrusive and patronizïng whites Naomi is forced to deal with in rural 

Alberta Sigrnund's questioning of Naomi is at once probing - rerninding her that she exists 

neither in "pst or present tense" but only in "perpetual tense" (7) - and rnocking. Sigmund 

labels his teacher a "spinster" in front of the entire class, and derives a mean sense of 

pleasure from trying to arrange a date for her. Sigmund' s interrogation and ridicule of Naomi 

effectively undemines the classroom power structure, pking the Japanese-Canadian 

teacher at the mercy of the white student. The questioning also reminds her of the 

overbearing queries she fields on her one blind date with a widower in the town: 

"Where do you corne fiom?" he asked, as we sat d o m  at a small table in a 
corner. That's the one sure-fire question 1 always get fkom strangers. People assume 
when they meet me that I'm a foreigner . . . . The widower \vas so fÙil of questions 
that 1 half expected him to ask for an identity carci. (7) 

S ipund,  and the widower he recalls, corne to embody the intrusive ignorance of white 

culture: petulant and self-satisfied, dismissive of Naomi's identity and authority. If Sigmund 

exemplifies the psychoanalytic mode[, then the psychoanalysis he represents is determinedly 

Eurocentric and patriarchal, a system that erases difference under the force of totalizing 

assumptions. 

The danger of effacement inherent in the practice of adopting Western critical models to 



e-uplain Japanese consciousness informs Cheung's study of Obman. Her examination of the 

îheme of silence in Kogawa's novel stresses the different values ascnbed to silence by 

Japanese and Western societies: 

N%ereas in English "silence" is o h  the opposite of "speech," the most cornmon 
Chinese and Japanese ideogram for "silence," . . . is synonymous with "serenity" 
and antonymous with ' ~ o ~  "noise," "motion," and "mrnmotion" In the United 
States silence is generally looked upon as passive; in China and Japan it 
traditionally signais pensiveness, vigilance, or grace. ( 127) 

Cheung describes how Kogawa's characters subven the Eurocenhic definition of silence as 

negative, and collectively break down the blliary opposition of Language and silence, by 

making silence "a figure of speech" ( 15 1 ). 

Cheung ' s anal ysis describes the inadequacy of Freudian psychoanaiysis in explaining 

Kogawa's text, but it also frequently employs the tools of psychoanalysis in order to dari@ 

points in the text In e f f i  Freudîan inmpretation represents a key to, and an imposition on, 

a reading of Obasan. The presuppositions of psychoanalysis provide a b i s  for the novel, but 

also undemines its subjective position from the beginning. To deploy Freudian texminology 

in orcier to make the novel in order to make the novel intelligible wouid constitute an act of 

appropriation, but it would also represent a recognition of the hyphenated status of the text 

For the novel is written by a Japanese-Canadian, and therefore a Eurocentric reading is at 

once partial and essential to a reading of the novel. As a reader of Obasun, 1 am asked to 

position myself in the space of the anaiyst: to listen to both the speech and the silence of 

Kogawa's narrative, to sift through Naorni's mernories, drearns, and metaphors in order to 

move the novel towards a closure. At the sarne time, I am cautioned against the imposition of 

the analyst, and reminded of my position as a white male reader." I am allowed a close 



proxirnity to Kogawa's narrator, but the figure of Obasan, with her unradable muteness, 

reminds me of my distance fiom the full range of narrative meanings. 

The appearance of Mr. and Mrs. Barker, who come to pay k i r  respects to Obasan &er 

Unde's de& seems to bct ion as an icon for the cautious distance. ûccurring near the end 

of the novel, the scene involving the Barkers demomtmtes the wariness of the Japanese- 

Canadian characters around the whites who intnide upon their private space. In the presence 

of the Barkers, Naomi suddenly experiences an uncornfortable feeling of foreignness: 

Mrs. Barker shih unwmfortably. She puts her fists on her hees and her eyes 
dart fiom the cup to Nr. Barker sitting beside her. She is breathing uneasily. 

What is it she smells? What foreign odour sen& its message down into her body 
alerting her lirnbs? [f only 1 could banish dl tfiat offends her delicate sensibilities. 
Especially the strong smeii of miso and daicun and shoyu. (224) 

The Barkers appear af?er many pages &rein no whites are mentioned, and pertiaps they are 

meant to remind the white reader, who has over the course of the novel corne to identifi with 

Naomi and her family, that his/her empaîhy a n  only be conditionai. Framed by the narrative 

in such a way, the white reader is as much an imposition on this textual space as dhe is a 

welcome receiver of Naomi's didosure. The appearance of the Barkers asks me, as such a 

reader, to examine the ending of the novel, the 1946 memorandum f?om the Co-Operative 

Cornmittee of Japanese Canadians, from the point of view of an analyst and an intruder, from 

the position of the white maie whose reading of the text can be oniy partial. 

6.4 Moving Towards the Beginning 

We must rernember that the 1946 petition to Parliament is deliberately addressed to a 

specific readership: rnembers of the Canadian House of Legislature. We are, however, also 



asked to read this memorandum (in its excerpted fom)  and for the fint time in the course of 

the novel, we must read it without Naomi's mediating narration. Throughout the novel the 

reader has been presented with documents, newspaper articles, and of course Aunt Emily's 

journal, in order to gain an understanding of the damage intlicted by Canada's internrnent 

pol icîes. Each of these documents, however, appears within the frame of the novel, and is 

therefore read through Naomi's 'eyes.' We have access to these te- as Naomi reads them, 

and we not only hear her comments on hem, but are dso privy to the mernories these 

documents provoke in her. 

Aunt Emily's journal serves as the main source of historical documentation for the 

p e n d  M o r e  the commum.ty 's expulsion from the Coast. Her journal, although personal, 

provides an adult voice as counierpoint to Naomi's childhood recollections. The d i q  is 

çiven to Naomi, who reads it and therefore pennits the reader access to it. As Naomi begins 

to read the diary, it immediately invokes the memory of her absent mother 

"Dearest Nesan," her diary entries begin. The sight of the word "Nesan" cuts into 
me with a peculiar sensation of pain and tendemess. It means "older sister," and 
was what Aunt Emily always called Mother. Grandma Kato also called Mother 
"Nesan" frorn time to time especially if she was taiking to Aunt Emily. I remember 
one time 1 called Mother "Nesan" and Grandma Kato laughed and laughed. (46) 

In the opening entries of Aunt Emily's diary, the accounts are structureci as a letter to 

"Nesan," to the absent mother/sister - and the bluming of this familial distinction adds to 

the sense of rnelancholy Naomi experiences. in this fonn of address, the absent figure of 

Tadashi Nakane is inflated beyond the space of familial relationship, into an all- 

encompassinç fernale figure: mother and sister at once. 

By directing her writing to her Nesan, Ernily imbues the diary with the haunting 



presence of the Jeod letter, a message addressed to an absent 0 t h  wbo is never able to reach 

a final destination. " It is only when this document is re-routed to Naomi, and therefore to the 

reader of O b m ,  that it can finally be received, and can W l y  signifj. through its nanation. 

Emily deliberately diverts the letters and documents to Naomi - including the letter nom 

Naomi's grandmother describing the fate of Tadashi in Japan - so that there might be 

redress: in order to provide a remedy for the wounds Naomi has suffered in silence. 

Of course, rehess is a key word in Aunt Emily's terminology. Throughout the novef, 

Emily seeks out a political redress from the Canadian goverment, a setting right and a 

rectification of pst rnistakes made under their aegis. Naomi's progress towards acceptmg the 

death of her mother and M i n g  personal wounds is paralleled by Emify's political quest to 

heal collective wounds by forcing white Canada to acknowledge what it has done to the 

Japanese-Canadians. By the end of the novel, redress still only exists as a possibility, as the 

potential that the Canadian governrnent rnigtit re-address this histoncal moment and might 

set it ri&t tfirough acknowledgment and apology. 

Implicit in the cal1 for redress is the idea of retuniing to the pas& and reshaping a 

historical moment by re-addressing it. The political movement, thereby, becornes a 

rnovement bachvards, towards the initial trauma The movement of redress represents a 

rnovement towards the beginning the failed beginning, in order to retract that pst injustice 

and to relaunch the dream of a liberal and egalitarian  anad da'^ By revisiting the site of the 

initial rupture of the hyphen, the original realization that the community has k e n  severed 

from its national identity, the redress of history bears witness to the trauma as it heals it, 

begminç again at the moment of faiiure. 



Emily's desire for redress is a desire to re4&ess, to re-tell the stoty in a way that the 

govemment w.11 hear i& a way that history will retain it. Because Emily believes that "what 

this country did to us, it did to itself' (33), her mission is to repair a rent in the country's 

vision of itself, to fil1 the gap between the dream of a liberal-humanist nation and the reality 

of its racism. Emi ly 's goal, in this sense, is not sirnply about acknow1edg~ng the victirns of 

the pst but also about regeneration. 'We're gluing our tongues back on,'' Aunt Emily tells 

Naorni. "It takes a while for the nerves to grow back" (36). The metaphor of the grafted 

tongue reveals a metaphysics opernting in Ernily's political vision that is not beholden to an 

empincal mode1 of physiology. The nation, the community, the individual, is more a product 

of the spirit, the sou], than of a biological mechanics. 

Emily's hope for the rebinh of the sou1 of the country, at the site of its most -le 

failure, is never realized within the scope of the tea. The gdp between the strategies of 

Emily and Obasan are never MIy syntheskd, and although Naorni reaches a state of 

acceptance and healing, her brother Stephen remains a figure of continuai self-loathing and 

denial. The memorandum that ends the novel - as a document unmediated by nanation and 

as a narrative placed outside the main frame of the novel - represents the potentiai 

begiming of a Canadian text as well as the failure to begin. The document as a dead letter - 

addressed to the silent white figures of the Canadian govemment, signed by three white men 

on behaif of a silenced Japanese community - is redirected to the conternporary reader, who 

in reading the novel has been rerninded of the initial failure to address injustice, but is 

encouraged to remain hopeful of a future re~onciliation.'~ The document discloses a narrative 

of displacement and compensation, of failwe and of promise. 



The memorandum retunis us to the political cenainty of Emily's folder, but it also 

documents the failure of that narrative security: the memorandum has corne lwse from the 

main narrative, and in this way denotes a site out of place fiom itself. The memorandum 

reinscribes the faltering juricture of the hyphen: it embraces a liberal Canadian dream, 

mediated by transmissions between white men, but it describes the failure of this venture, a 

severing of the Japanese fiom Canada that will not yet be re-constituted. The memorandum 

describes a shunted begl~ing in that the document is resddressed to the reader of O b w n  

who might, through compassion, comect with the textual community. At the same time, the 

document represents the failure of thai beginning, and the failure of a metapbysics that would 

expect a tongue to "grow back" once it has been amputated, that would expect the 

regeneration of a community on the very site of its expulsion fiom a vision of Canada 

As a white male reader, 1 am left to read - unaided despite my ability to empathize 

with Naomi - a memorandum written by and read by other white males, a ûisplaced 

document that never reaches its destination. 1 am represented, much l ike the troublesome 

S i--und in Naomi's class, as a compassionate analyst and a burdensome inquisitor. My 

reading act reconnects the hyphen of the JapaneseCanadian but 1 am cautioned that it is 

presurnptuous and violent to imagine that the reading act muid bring thrs redress about. 1 am 

lefi between the coherent rheton'c of Emily and the unknowable silence of Obasan (and 1 

have not analyzed Obasan's character precisely out of respect for her silence, for her 

difference from my own position in Canadian society). 1 am lefl, like the Western 

psychoanalyst, confident in rny ability to help, but a w m  of the imposition of my 

presuppositions and unquestioned values. The hyphen joins me, the reader, to the text, and 



together we begm to read ourselves into king  as we read of our fundamental rupture- 

6.5 The Failure to Translate 

I would l ike to kgin my reading of Hirorni Goto's Chorus of Mwhrooms by 

admitting to a failure on my own part. That is, I must admit my decision not to translate 

the many portions written in Sapanese into English wtde I was studying the t e a "  nie 

decision defines my position relative to the te.= my distance from its f u l l  range of 

significance. In a sense, however, this decision is sirnply a metaphor for the beginning of 

the reading act. 

For the reading act itself is always an act of translation. This staternent is not novel 

in itself it is a position maintained, for exarnple, by George Steiner in his collection of 

essays entitled Afer Babel. Speaking specifically of the developments and changes in a 

language over a historical period, Steiner suggests that the contemporary reader is 

involved in the act of translating the text out of tirne, and thereby restoring "ali that one 

cm of the immediacies of value and intent in which speech actually occurs" (24). To 

read texts properly, for Steiner, involves an act of "original repetitiok" wherein we "re- 

enact, in the bounds of our momentarily heightened, educated consciousness, the creation 

by the artist" (26). The moment of "orignal repetition," is inaugural and duplicating, an 

act of founding and reinstatement. 

S tei ner' s theory, however, does not address the ever-present gap between the 

"original" and the "repetition," the means of defining the paradoxical simultaneity of the 

originary and the secondary. Steiner implicitly acknowledges in his theory of translation 



that there is something always loa in the process, a realization that is at Ieast implicitly 

recognized by every reader of literature. There is always something that must be elided 

h m  the most rigorously argued interpretation, something bracketed out fiom the onset 

Just as Steiner overlooks this inevitable loss, so too is the reader trained to disregard 

such gaps and losses when s/he rads and w-rites. Such negligence is a symptom of an 

active forgetring, as Nietzsche asserts in his Genealogy of Morais (received by me 

already translated by Francis Golfing into English). For Nietzsche the act of 

forgetfulness is an active force, enacted by a rigourous mental "concierge": 

This concierge maintains order and etiquette in the household of the psyche; 
which immediately suggests that there can be no happiness, no serenity, no 
hope, no pride, nopresent, without oblivion. A man in whom this screen is 
darnaged is iike a dyspeptic (and not merely hke one): he can't be done with 
anything . . . ( 1 89) 

Nietzsche, in his translateci essay, argues for the use of forgetting even as he demands a 

new remembenng of the forgotten definitions that compose words like "good" or "bad." 

These words seem ontologicalïy stable but have, according to his argument, a history of 

contextual presuppositions almost buried beneath the act of forgetting advocated by 

JudeoChnstian thought (209).Ih Similarly, the contemporary reader is encouraged to 

actively forget that the range of signification sihe gleans fiom a text is always 

incomplete, already the product of a censorship of certain possibilities. '' 
An active forgetting is advocated and practiced by Muriel's parents, Keiko and Sam, 

in Goto's Chorus o/'Mushroom. Both parents have atternpted to assimilate into the rural 

Alberta town of Nanton - where they live and operate a mushroom fam - by 
- 

/i,rgeïting their lan,guge and culture. In contrast to Muriel's Obachan, who unleashes a 



steady Stream of Japanese words and feasts on surreptitiously obtained Japanese 

delicac ies, Kei ko never speaks a word of Japanese, and feeds her family a "Canadian" 

diet of baked hams and macaroni. la As Muriel relates: 

My mom didn't tell tales at all, and the only make-believe she knew was 
thinking that she was as white as her neighbours. I wanted to hear bedtime 
stories, hear lies and truth dissembled. I wanted to f i I l  the hollow with sound 
and pain. Roar like the prairie wind. Roar, like Obachan. (29) 

~bàchan's Japanese identity is associated, in this quotation and throughout the novel, 

wïth the ability and desire to dissemble ties and tmtb, whereas Keiko's assirnilated 

masquerade is manifest in an inability to deviate fiom the linear and the matter-of-fact. 

Muriel 's parents' intentional translation of themselves fiom Japanese into Canadian 

involves the loss of a more subversive and flexible approach to language and to narrative. 

Their translation, in this sense, is emphatiwlly titeral. Sam and Keiko forget the 

ambiguity of language that 0b;chan Naoe and Muriel have never taken for granted, and 

conform instead to the letter of language and to the force of a monologic discourse, 

demonstrated most cogently in Keiko's enthusiastic willingness to dye Muriel's hair 

blonde so that she rnay be a proper "Alice" in the school's operetta ( 177). 

Sam and Keiko's translation of Muriel into "Alice" demonstrates the ludicrous 

results of a deliberate act of forgetting. As Sam tells ~ u r i e ~ ~ u r a s a k i ~ ~  in the final pages 

of the novel, h e  and Keiko made a conscious decision to refuse their cultural and 

linguistic heritage when they first came to Canada, a deliberate repudiation of their pst 

for the sake of their child's future: 



"We decided, your Mom and 1, that we would put Japan behind us and fit more 
smoothly with the crowd. And fiom that day, when we decided, neither of us 
could speak a word of Japanese- Not a word would pass our lips . . . So 1 
stopped talking. 1 used to talk a lot in my youth, that's what won your Mom to 
me. She was taken with my chatter and my jokes. But &er the &y I lost my 
words, my home words, 1 didn't have the hem to talk so much. I just put my 
energies into the farm, grew rnushrooms in the quiet of the dark." (207) 

As we Say in the popular idiom, something is always lost in translation. In this case Sam 

describes how his garrulous personality recedes as he transcribes himsel f into a Canadian 

mushroom farmer. 

In addition, Sam's description of his refùsal of the Japanese language is ambiguous 

in terms of agency: "when we decided, neither of us could speak a word of Japanese" 

(207). The use of the word "could in this statement might mean that Sam and Keiko 

forbade themselves from uttering a word of Japanese, but it rnight also mean that the 

language itself censored them fiom its structure, reb ing  them reentry into its domain. 

The active force of this voluntary amnesia is evidenced in Sam's explanation of how the 

famiiy came by their narne Tonkatsu, which, as Muriel eventually discovers, is the word 

for an entrée of deepfried pork chop: 

'Ws funny, really. That word. It was the only word 1 could utter when the 
change took place. Your Mom suggested we take a Canadian name, if we 
couldn't remember our real one. But 1 was finn about that. 1 said if we couidn't 
remember our own name, the least we could do was keep the one word I could 
rernember. Tonkatsu!" (208) 

Their decision, according to Sam's recollection, moves the Japanese language out of 

their reach, except for the one word, tonkarsu, which Sam compulsively repeats until it 

finally becomes the family's proper name. When Sam and Keiko consciously choose to 

abandon their linguistic heritage, even their original name is forgotten and irrevocably 



lost. Language and culture, however, are not so easily dispelled in Goto's text, and the 

word tonkatsu remains as a lever that, as 1 shall discuss later, allows her character to re- 

open t hat abandoned route to the Japanese community. 

The position of Sam and Keiko as characters first unwilling and then unable to relate 

to the Japanese language helps locate and justi@ my position as a reader who c m o t  

translate the many passages of Japanese dialogue in Goto's novel, and as a reader who 

chooses not to seek assistance in translating these portions of the text. In its construction 

of Sam and Keiko, Chorus of Mushrooms allows space for an inability to translate, 

allows a site where the language is purposefùlly inaccessible. There is, therefore, place 

for myself - as a reader who knows no Japanese - to begin to read the text, despite the 

elisions I am compelled to make." 

Indeed, Chorus of Mtlrhroonrs is a text unwilling to offer the gesture of translation 

we find in other Japanese-Canadian texts such as Roy Miki's Saving Face, which 

provides a ylossary of terms at the back of the edition, or Obusan, which generally offers 

what I believe to be a translation of the Japanese phrase soon afier it is uttered." In 

Goto's novel, the passages of Japanese text are more substantial and more frequent, and 

are provided without recourse to a glossary or a simultaneous translation within the 

narrative. Instead, it shifis the option of translation to the reader who does not necessarily 

know Japanese. Goto allows the reader to decide whether or not to seek out translations. 

I am not atternpting to perforrn an act of belligerence, xenophobia, or willhl 

ignorance in deciding not to consult the resources that might allow me to translate the 

Japanese passages. Rather, 1 am acknowledging and deferring a desire encoded in the 



structure of Goto's novel: a desire to know a text, a story, a culture, completely. In a way, 

1 am suppressing a desire to subsume narrative into knowledge, story into mith. 1 am both 

acknowledging and refusing a desire to translate literally, in the belief that this deferred 

desire is itself part of the act of reading Chorru. of Mmhrooms. 

6.6 ~ u k a r h i ,  mukas& &&ashi. . . 
Churu of Mushrooms is a novel consistently aware of the rnultiplicity of beginnings 

in a story and the multiple ways of begiming to tell a story- The notion of dubious 

beginnings is evidenced in the narrator's prolific repetition of the phrase, "mukushi. 

mukashi, ornukashi," a phrase for which Kogawa's Obasan provides what 1 take to be an 

adequate translation: "In ancient times, in ancient times, in very very ancient times" 

(54)? 

The invocation of "muk;shi. rnukarhi. grnukashi" provides a conventional and 

structured begiming to the tale that follows its utterance. Like the formulait beginning of 

fairy tales, "Once upon a time," the opening phrase provides an instantly understandable 

coding for the story to follow. In the case of "once upon a time," the inaugural phrase 

offers a fixed context for the story, brings into motion a set of narrative criteria that the 

reader can expect - for example, talking frogs or child-eating witches, princesses in 

distress, bears eating porridge, and so on. As a reader who is not literate in Japanese 

narrative conventions, 1 do not know if the phrase has the sarne clichécl resonances ss 

"once upon a time." Like its English equivalent, however, it does locate narrative in 

terms of chronology. The "ancient" past, in the case of the fairy tale, is only accessible 



through the reception of the genre of the fairy tale itself: the time is not measurable by 

historical or geographicai periodicity, but can only be accessed through the fairy tale, just 

as the fairy tale is known distinctly through its invocation of "once upon a time." 

In Clronrs of Murhrooms, the phrase "'rntrk&hi. rnu&hi. chkahi,"  seerns to situate 

narrative and fix the structure of the tale, but the repeated invocation of the phrase works 

to hold the notion of a fixed structure in flux. The repetition of this fonnalized opening 

l ine dernonstrates the impossibility of a fued and singular begianing? The knowledge 

that discourse can be fluid and continuous is passed on fiom obichan Naoe to Murasaki, 

the novei's narrator, who offers her own appraisal of the process of story-telling: 

" There isn 't a tirne ltne. II 's nor o linear equation You srart in the micide und 
unfold outwardfiorn there. II S not am surface t h t  you can walk back and 
forth on. it 's iike being inszde a bail ihat isn 't exactly a buif* but is really mode 
up of ihotlsands and thousamis of smail panels. And on each panel. there is a 
mirror. but each mirror tejrects some f hing d~fferent. And fiom where you 
crouch, rfyou tum your heud up or around or down or sideways. you con see 
sornerhing n m ,  something 014 or sornething you 've forgotten. " ( 132) 

Murasaki describes her conception of textuality as an enterprise in which the act of 

reading and writing is multiple, partial, constant. The repetition of "muk&hi, rnukkhi. 

&ukusltr" demonstrates how story can be a structure that de fies structure, or a structure 

that attempts to becorne a non-structure, by reflecting the impossibility and undesirability 

of structure. 

Yet, I must acknowledge that Chorus of~Wushroom does not "begin" - if we are to 

read the novel linearly (and there is no reason to do so, as we can see by Murasaki's 

reflexive description of the text) - with the Japanese words "ntuhki .  rnukàshi, 

Gmzrkushi," but rather with the following sentences: 



We lie in bed, f &en to ~ h e  click of the b finds, watch a thin rhread of dusty 
cobweb weme back and forth, back anJforth. in the waves of air we cannot see. 
The bfunkers und sheers are a heap at the fmr of rhe bed, and we are warm ody 
where skin is touching skin ( 1  )24 

This opening even from i ts first word, constnicts a linguistic scene that positions the 

text, its reader, and its writer. 

The first word of Goto's novet, the plural pronoun "we," creates a textual space 

quite different fiorn the system of address in the more standard use of first and third 

person pronouns such as T' or "he" or "she." Although the "we" reflects an I-you 

discourse common to innumerable poerns and novels, the context produced by the use of 

'-we" instead of "r' is notably distinct- For the I-you structure of narration - or the 

simple use of "I" with an implied "you" - constnicts and maintains a knowable 

distinction between the figure of the narrator/sender and the figure of the 

readerireceiver." The conventional text depends on the fixed boundary between the "I" 

and the '&y0 y" and although the construction of subjectivity can be infinitely diverse 

within this textual syntax, there is still a grammar of textual reception that cannot be 

entirely thwarted. 

The "we" with which Goto commences her narration, however, troubles the 

distinction benveen and "you," between sender and receiver. The plural pronoun 

"we," if only for an instant, consmicts the reader as a figure complicit in the production 

of the text s/he reads by drawing himher into the textual fiame and invoking the narrator 

as a communal function rather than as a singular entity. Goto's narrator joins han& with 

the reader in the tictional moment when pen is put to papa: hvo figurative hands holding 



the same metaphoric pen, guiding it together through swirls of words. In this sense, Goto 

seems to be personifjmg Trinh T. Minh-ha's description of the post-colonial female 

witer who exercises an active skepticism that 

without a certain work of displacement, "speaking about" only partakes in the 
conservation of systems of binary opposition (subject/object; Mt; We/They) on 
which temtorialized knowiedge depends. It places a semantic distance between 
oneself and the work . . . . It secures for the speaker a position of mastery . . . . 
Tmth is the instrument ofmastery which 1 [speaker] exert over areas of the 
unknown as 1 gather them within the fold of the known. ( 12) 

As Tnnh's quote suggests, the position of the "we" invokes another sort of binary in 

constructing a silent "they" in opposition. The question of the possibility of a "we" that is 

inclusive without exclusions, a "we" that allows difference without homogenizing or 

erasing it under the singularity of the pronoun, is left open by Trinh and by Goto, who 

disassembles the contextual communality connoted by her novel's inaugural word by the 

time she inscribes the secoiid word- The verb phrase that follows, "lie in ôed," 

immediately reconfigures the communal context of narration by constructing a situational 

specificity that suddedy distances the reader from the narrative pronoun (unless, of 

course, she happens to be Iying in bed while reading the novel). The communal "we," it 

seems, can only exist unproblematically in the absence of the very details a narrative 

demands, and therefore is complicated by the novel's second word, when the I and you of 

the "we" become figured as lovers in a rumpled bed. 

This is not to Say that the suggestive possibilities of that opening "we" are entirely 

demolished by the remainder of Goto's first sentence. Certainly, the evocative blumng of 

textual personae remains in place, even through the metaphor of the commingled loven, 

when the text stands as the instant of warrrtth where %kin is touching skin." Goto's 



novel continually flirts with the notion t h t  identity, like the structure of story, is multiple 

and fluid. The structure of Goto's novel is deliberate in demonstrating effonless shifts in 

voici ng, between 0 b & ~ 1  Naoe, Keiko, and Murasaki. And Naoe and Murasaki both 

articulate the position that identity is as easily translatable as languages. Naoe, especiaily, 

muses on the fùtiiity of a Cartesian subjectivity: 

Who was that silly Chinese philosopher? The one who fell asleep gazing at a 
butterfly and dreamt that he was a butterfly dreaming that he was a philosopher. 
And when he woke up, he didn'r h o w  if he was a philosopher or a butterfly. 
What nonsense. This need to differentiate. Why, he was both, of course. (44) 

This notion of the fluid translation of subjectivity reaches its apotheosis in the novel 

when Naoe re-names herself "Purple," thus reconstmcting herself as a translation of 

Murasaki, a name that is itself a translation of the EngIish name Muriel into an 

equivalent Japanese nomenclature. Grandmother and granddaughter, while remaining 

separate, also commingle and blend into each other through the fluid translation of story- 

Two women take two dlfferent roa& two d~fferent journty at d@erenf tirnes. 
They are no/ travelling with a specific cies~inarion in mind b~ rhe women are 
wolking toward the same place. Wtefher they rneer or  nof CS not relevant. 

7'llis is nol a mathema~ical equation. (200) 

The "we" that initiates &rus ofMrcshrooms perforrns the possibility of fluid 

textuality and ephemeral identity. The pronoun allows the reader the surprise of beinç 

drawn into story, made a partner in the text as a meeting of skin against skin. At the same 

time, though, the novel gradually fiils in the blank of the "yod' in this "we" as a Japanese 

man who is the namtor7s/Murasaki's lover. In this sense, the novel perfoms an active 

forçetting of the possibility of a communal and inclusive "we." The failure of the "wve" 



may also be paralleled in the theme of fluid translation that nuis through the novel. For, 

although 1 contend that Naoe and Murasaki perfonn a blending of identities that can be 

seen as potential for limitless possibilities of liberation and regeneration, t also mainîain 

that Chorus of Mu~hroom is concerned with the problems of confused or misrecognized 

identities as they apply to Asian Canadians. 

Goto's narrator tells several stories of instances when her physical appearance 

provokes certain stereoîyped assumptions and responses corn white Canadians. Murasaki 

recalls the racism of her classrnates, who cannot, and do not care to, distinguish between 

Japanese and Chinese cultures: 

"Me Chinese, me play joke, me go pee pee in your Coke! Hahahaha!" 
"But I'm not Chinese," 1 protested. 
"Yes you are! You are! You're a slantyeye Chinaman. Hweee chong chop 

chop ching ching Ahhh so! There, what did 1 just Say now. Tell me what 1 said 
in Chinaman." (52-3) 

The broad and undifferentiating racisrn of the schoolboy, who sees al1 those with "slanty 

eyes" as  "Chinamen," develops, according to Goto's narrator, into a socjetal indifference 

that masquerades as a benevolent interest in the exotic other. Ln a comparative anecdote, 

Murasaki descri bes an encounter with an inquisitive shopper who, while Murasaki 

contemplaîes Japanese eggplants, proceeds to question her about Chinese vegetables 

(90). Though ostensibly more benevolent than the schoolboy, the shopper equally effaces 

Murasaki's cultural identity by blending it into the totalking generalization of the 

 orienta^.‘"^ 

The violent effacement of cultural difference is not the exclusive domain of the 

white Canadian in Goto's novel. Naoe, in her recollections, describes life with her 



husband in China during World War II, after Japan had invaded that country: 

I stayed behind the walls they built around the cities, the toms, to protect 
people who lived there fiom the people who lived without Makoto building 
bridges across rivers and chasms. He even convinced himself that he was 
working for the bettement of the Chinese people. To aid in their development. 
Stupid fool. The bridges were for Japanese soldiers to march across to kill their 
inland cousins. And 1 was the stupidest fool of all. 1 never questioned why the 
schools were made separate, why Chinese and Japanese were never taught 
together. Why Chinese children had to leam Japanese, but Japanese children 
were never taught the words of the land they lived in. (456)  

In an ominous analogue to the shopping incident that Murasaki recounts, Na& 

perspective on World War II describes how some versions of imperialism and racism are 

thinly justified through the rhetoric of kinship. In the propaganda of the Japanese state, 

the oppressed Chinese become "inland cousins" who need to be improved by the superior 

Japanese. Again, the oppressive force of effacement is illustrateci in a refusai of mutual 

translation: whle the Chinese must l e m  the language of their colonists, the Japanese are 

"not taught the words of the land.'' 

The trope of the fluid translation of identities can corne to represent, in Chorus of 

:Lfu.!vhroomr-, a violent refusa1 to understand cultural difference. Goto's narrative rernains 

taut and resonant for me, the reader, because it maintains this tension not only as 

unresolved, but also as multiply located. Just as the "we" that opens the te.- describes 

limitless possibilities for a communal narrative while deflating that ideal by delimiting 

the "we" in the first sentence, just as the invocation "rnukushi. muk&hi. o>ukashi" 

appears conventional and rigid in ternis of structure but provides a device that allows 

multiple beginnings and intenvoven stories, so too does the ability or inability to translate 

offer in equal portions liberation and oppression, recognition and effacement. 



6.7 The Scent of Meanin@ The Meaning of Scent 

If Naoe's description of the Japanese invasion of China is troubling - in that it 

presents an erasure of identity not only for the Chinese servants who must serve the 

Japanese (47) but also for Naoe herself, who spends her time writing her name on every 

possible surface - its disturbing history is offered a form of reconciliation when Naoe, 

afier fleeing the Tonkatsu home, fin& a kind of refuge in Calgary's Chinatown, where 

she is attracted by the scent of late-night food: 

Of course 1 know the food is not the same, but there is a compatibility of 
flavour, a simple nose tongue co~ection- Now if 1 can only make rny way there. 
Well 1 don? need a map. I'll just roll down my window and let the flavours of 
Chinatown beckon me. (142) 

This is not to Say that this contemporary encounter between two cultures figures as a 

remedy to p s t  wrongs, but d e r  that it acts as the beginning of another form of what, 

remembering Obasan, 1 might cal1 a redress. 

The redress suggested in this passage is in a sense centripetal more than 

centrîfugal," involved as it is with healing a perceived lack in Naoe's Japanese- 

Canadian identity through a rediscovery of the taste of ancestral food: 

1 eat, I drink. What more could a body ask for when there is shrirnp, squid, 
scal lops, and lobster heaped on plates before you? If  1 measured my happiness at 
this moment, no one could be richer than me. Simple pleasure of crack crack 
lobster shell between my molars, pry sweet meat with rny hashi and suck out the 
juice still inside, licking the garlic ginger cream sauce, pungent with green 
onions, and chew chew of lobster flesh, ftesh and sweet as sea Sip, slurp from 
my cup of tea and choose a shrimp, a scallop. (148) 

Her reconnection with the abundant tastes she remembers as typically "lapanese" revives 

Naoe, and her assertion that, "1 eat for Murasaki. 1 eat for Keiko" ( 148), confirms the 



belief that food mends divisions in the family and ameliorates a fragmented sense of 

community. 

Sensual descriptions of food through taste and aroma permeate the narrative of 

Chorus ofMushroom, and the example 1 have quoted above is representative of the 

language and diction that are characteristically deployed. There is a detailed focus on the 

complex flavoun of sauces and an attention to the texture of foods throughout the novel. 

The detemination to represent eating as a sensual expenence is evident in Goto's use of 

verbs as nouns - "Simple pleasure of crack crack of lobster shell" - and - "chew 

chew of lobster flesh." The repetition of these substituted words - "crack crack," "chew 

chew" - further defines the new syntax and reveals its mots in the language of the 

infant. Although Goto does not portray this culinary pleasw as infantile or simplistic, 

the developing articulacy of the child serves to represent the unmediated immediacy of 

such oral pleasures. 

Goto's syntax of smell and taste is evident in Naoe's description of the aroma of the 

family's mushroom fann. Though she has never visited the farming buildings, Naoe 

cornes to know the routine of a day through her sense of srnell: 

Keiko used to corne back fiom the barns smelling like soi1 and moist- Like birth. 
1 used to press her clothes to my face and breathe deeply, smell-taste her day. 
Warm semen smell of the first crop of mushrooms. Wet, wet peat moss, the 
tepid coffee she drank at 10:00, the stink of formaldehyde she used to sterilize 
her buckets. 1 can ser these things witb a scent on my nostils, a passing taste on 
rny tongue. (37) 

The connection between the syntax of "smell-taste" and infantile speech is made more 

apparent in the cornparison between the barn smell and an aroma "Iike birth." Sensations 

here can only be described by retuming to a state of Iimited vocabulary, but at the same 



time the return to a barely developed language of gratification becornes the site for a 

linguistic rebirth. 

Goto's novel manipulates grammar and syntax in a conscious and specific way. A 

glance at the passages I have so far quoted reveals the predorninance of sentence 

fragments in this text. The fragmented and choppy gramrnar deliberately incorporated 

into the narrative suggests that something is indeed lost in translation: such sentences 

represent an tncompleteness that yields meaning while refusing the illusion of, the desire 

for, complete knowledge of the text. 

I find myself retuming once more to the word "desire" as it informs Goto' s novel 

and confirms my position that the desire to translate is altemately inscribed within, and 

refus4 by, the text. This desire is reflected in the Japanese transcriptions that remain 

untranslated, and in the sentence fragments that syncopate the syntax of the novel, as 

well as in the language of "smell-taste" that allows us to examine a poetics of translation 

encoded in the work. Goto's narrative syntax acknowledges and perhaps even honours 

that untranslatable loss while still allowing itself to be seduced by the desire to translate. 

The language of "smell-taste" represents both a monument to and a subversion of this 

1 inguistic fervor. 

For certainly food - at Ieast the Iapanese and Chinese food depicted in the novel- 

signifies desire in Cl~orus of Mz~shrooms. When Naoe escapes to Calgary's Chinatown, 

desire is expressed and ultimately sated by the foods she enthusiasticafly describes to the 

reader. The narrative, with its inverted syntax and onomatopic resonances, constructs a 

language of "srnell-taste" as an articulation of a longing for individual fulfillment and for 



communal unity. The language of food becomes, as Marilyn Iwarna suggests, "a 

vocabulary of excess, giving voice to ways of king that lie outside the predictable and 

ordinary . . . shaping a system of communicating and king whereby the literal and the 

symbolic merge" (267-8). Goto's narrators mive to describe the smells and tastes of food 

for the reader, always aware that the olfactory and gustatory experience exceeds the 

gramrnar and vocabulary of the English language. 

Because of the constraints of language, the discourse of "smell-taste" becomes a 

failed translation of the vocabulary of alternative experience. The description of Naoe 

experiencing her daughter7s day on the f m  by the smells she breathes demonstrates that 

this sensory language is more evocative than what she can "see" with her eyes (37). In 

the context of this novel, the synesthesia of olfactory language overthrows a Cartesian 

discourse that privileges the scopic and the logocentric. We can r e m ,  with this in mind, 

to the thematics of naming in C h o m  ofMiLÎhroorns, where "tonkatsu," the Japanese 

entrée of deepfried porkchop, becomes the residue of a forgotten language and culture. It 

is the language of food that remains insistently in place when the rest of culture is 

displaced, revealing the power of signification Goto's text invests in food. 

This thernatic thread eventually resolves itsel f when Muriel cooks a celebratory 

dinner of tonkatsu as a remedy to cure her languishing mother and silent father ( 15 1 ). 

Muriel's cooking of the tonkatsu serves, then, as a gathering together of the family, a re- 

connection of family and community through the weII-prepared, well-eaten 

meal." Muriel re-assembles the family by calling them back to a traditional table, where 

the scent of tonkatsu cm presumably return her parents to a language they have 



deliberately forgotten. Just as Naoe eats food not just for herself, but for Keiko and 

Murasaki, so too do Muriel, Sam, and Keiko eat together in order to reconnect 

themselves to a cultural centre h m  which they been displaced 

And of course, Naoe, Murasaki, Sam, and Keiko eat not just for themselves and for 

other family members but also, in an odd way, for the reader. The language of "smell- 

taste" is directed outwards - designed to "call" the reader to a table she can only access 

textually. It attempts to provide the articulation of scent, of taste, of textures, by 

reshaping, through synesthesia, a system of languaye that is predicated upon what can be 

seen and heard rather than on aroma and taste, The diction of "smell-taste" announces 

the beginning - for Goto's characters as well as for me, the reader - of comprehending 

a cornmunity in an essential (but not essentialking) way. As Muriel explains: 

There are people who say that eating is only a superficial means of 
understanding a different culture. That eating at exotic restawants and oohing 
and aahing over the food is not even worth the bill paid. You haven't leamed 
anything at ail. 1 say that's a lie. What can be more basic than food itself? Food 
to begin to grow. (201) 

For Muriel, the lines between appropriation and recognition, between desire and 

consumption, become entangled in the act of eating the food of another culture. The 

dialect of "smell-taste" provides another way of knowing, but it might also be merely 

another way of assimilating the Other through that engagement. Muriel's statement that 

this position is "a lie" is not as ontologïcally assertive as it might be in a text that, untike 

Ozorus of Mushroom, unequivocally pwports to value truth over lies. in Goto's text, as 

earlier quotations demonstrate, Naoe and Muriel value a story that conflates lies and tmth 

(29), in which, to paraphrase the narrator, she is making up the truth as she goes along 



If the -'liew of appropriation is worth considering in the context of this novel, bel1 

hooks' essay, "Eating the Other," where hooks casts suspicion on a majority culture's 

consumption of a minority culture, rnay be relevant here. What might be seen as a 

liberal/humanist acceptance of racial difference - particularly in terms o f  interracial 

sexual relationships - is perceived by hooks as a more subtle and covert manifestation 

of Western colonialism. Consumption of a Black lifestyle, according to hooks, signals a 

devouring of di fference through the "cornmodification of Othemess" (2 1 ). hooks' 

analysis and Goto's narrative seem to compliment each other at various points One such 

example is Muriel's description of an ex-boythend who, after watching ~ h & m  on 

television, tries to seduce her so that he might experience "Oriental sex" first hand (122). 

At the same time, Muriel describes eating as the site where the subject begins to 

gow.  Food becomes the site where cornmunity gathers, and where other "readers" might 

also engage in this interactive proçess. Indeed, Goto's narrator continues to think about 

food in terms of shared story: 

A place where growth begins. You eat, you drink and you laugh out loud. You 
wipe the sweat off your forehead and take a sip of water. You tell a story, maybe 
two, with words of pain and desire. Your cornpanion listens and listens, then 
offers a different telling . . . You get d i z q  and the ceiiing tips, the chair melts 
beneath o u r  body. You lie back on the ground and the world tilts, the words 
heaving in the air above you. You are h k  and it is oh so pleasurable. (20 1 ) 

Food becomes narrative, narrative becomes fmd, in Muriel's non-linear equation. In this 

equation, the reader is again invited into the possibility of the "we." the possibility that 

the reader may enter into a cornmunity through food and story, the possibi-lity of a 

"different telling." 



It is important to note that Goto does not in any essential way privilege Japanese 

food or even Asian cuisine as a site for comrnunity, narrative, and/or meaning. Although 

the "Canadian" food that Keiko serves her family is never described sensually, this does 

not reflect a disrespect for the cuisine of white Canada, but rather makes a point about 

inauthentic cuisine - food that fails to invoke memory, story, community - for the 

Tonkatsu family. In terms of positive imagery associated with white Canadian cuisine, 

we are given the story that Tengu - the Albertan truck driver who picks up Nam on the 

highway - recollects his memones of breakfast on his father's f a d 9  : 

And I went to wash up and 1 could smell coffee perking on the gas stove al1 hot 
and brown-smeIling and the blue eggs cracked and the yolks so yellow al1 stirred 
up and scrarnbled and the floor of the bathroom icy beneath my bare feet, the 
smell of Janet burning toast, Dad stim'ng the eggs. (193-4) 

The sensual grarnmar of "smell-taste7' infoms Tengu's language when he recalls these 

mernories of breakfast. Just as it renews communal bonds for Naoe and Murasaki, the 

scents and tastes of "authentic" food signiQ the site of Tengu's fmily, a site where one 

rnight '-begm to grow." 

The sustaining power of food is contrasted, in Tengu's tale, with the memory of his 

first day of school. When the boy is asked his name, he replies that his name is Son, and 

his father's name is Dad: 

Even the teacher was laughing. Finally, he said, Son is not your name. It means 
a boy child. Your dad calls you son because he is your father. Dad means the 
same thing as father. Do you understand? And everything swung around and 
words and names al1 swirling and bang, they smacked into place so that 
something I had known and tnisted was really a solid wall that 1 could run into 
and 1 puked my two cups of coffee and breakfast al1 over the teacher's shoes . . . 
( 195-6) 

Tençu's story reveals the division between the "smell-taste7' world of food and family 



and the considerably less sensual world of institutionalized education The excharige 

between the boy and the teacher demonstrates the moment at which a secure rneaning 

based on family relationships and familial love is troubled by the institution of the State, 

which declares the need for a proper name - a naming that requires, for its 

accomplishment, an active forgetting of the family space within the new social sphere. 

The residue of that forgetting is symbolized in the vestiges of breakfast that reappear 

insistently and on cue. 

Goto performs a translation poetics of food into language, language into food. The 

discourse of "smell-taste" becomes, for the Tonkatsu farnily as for Tengy a signimng 

system outstripping the structures of the English language, reaching pst the conventions 

of grarnmar and naming. In Iwarna's reading, Goto, by emphasizing the act of eating 

throughout her novel, is "challenging the referentiality of metonymy" even as she relies 

on metonymy : "Words are lost to the unirustworthy materidity of food; identities are 

created by and through the food which people eat" ( 1%). In other words, the language of 

food, the full range of sensual and experiential possibilities, is in excess of the language 

on which it must depend for reference. Inevitably, the grammar of "smell-taste" begins 

and ends by falling victim to the structure and limits of the English language: the failure 

to translate the Ml range of meanings.30 

6.8 The Banana of  Metaphor 

Tengu's remembrance of his first day at school reveals the narrative of yet another 

hyphenated identity, beyond but connected to the hyphenated position of the Japanese- 



Canadian: the identity of a Canadian-son-student The failure to contain the terni as it is 

detemined in prescribed conte- provokes Tengu's narrative as well as the 

reappearance of his breakfast. Tengu's identity, in this anecdote, is determinedly 

excessive, with the final act of regurgitation as the most cogent metaphor for this 

extremi ty. ' Bi Il Ashcrofi suggests that in marginalized discoune, "excess can become 

the p1ace in which the postcolonial is located (34). Insofar as pst-colonial discourse 

functions to absorb and appropriate the "cultural surplus" produced by the colonial centre 

as language, genre, or even theory (39), "the pst-colonial place is itself "excess'; an 

excess which changes the nature of discourse" (42). 

What Ashcrofi describes in his essay may be applied to Goto's novel, which thnves 

on an extravagant display of excess. Language, narrative, food arornas, sexuality, al1 

serve as evocative metaphors in Chom of Mushrooms, just as the novel surpasses its 

own conventions of composition with its multiple and prolific beginnings. The possibility 

of the '-we," as a process of constructing cornmunity, delineates an excessive space, a 

"place to begin to grow." Yet Goto's prose also overflows, perhaps, Ashcroft's definitioo 

of the pst-colonial text. For Tengu - as a white rural Albertan rrumlared into a figure 

€rom Japanese folklore - also creates a limitless space for himself in a text which 

presents itself as a stniggle to define a Japanese-Canadian identity agarnsr the white 

mainstrearn. The very definition of the Japanese-Canadian subject is extended in the 

figure of Tengu, who becomes a part of that community by joining in the -'we" of eating, 

of story-telling, and - as his relationship with Nam culminates in a motel rwm - of 

sesuaIiiy. 



As al ways, the metaphor of excess must surpass the possibility of expression. 

Because it is constrained within the structures of language which it consistently subverts, 

however. the excessive discourse must uitimately fail to express itself as the final means 

of escaping conventional language and representation. Goto's text subverts grammar and 

metaphor by reproducing the modalities of smell and taste that in themselves resist a 

logocentric and perspectival language system, but the text also demonstrates how it 

cannot comprehensively represent the non-structures of smell and taste- Thai is, 1 would 

argue that because she is subject to the English language, a systern that is grounded in 

sound and sight, that even as she subverts this system through a reliance on synesthesia 

and inverted syntax through a return to an infantile diction which flaunts grammatical 

convention by masquerading as naiveté, Goto is dependent on perspectival and 

logocentric metaphors in order to express that which surmounts this language system. 

Excessive discourse, in this case, can only signi@ as a gesture towarâs its own 

Tt is with this trope of surplus as the potential fur its own conception that 1 turn 

finally to the metaphor of the blimp in C h o m  ofbfushroom. Naoe, as a schoolgirl, 

remembers joining with her class to sing a song of praise (transcribed in untranstated 

Japanese) to the zeppelin floating over their heads: 

(;&mu gawu gawa guwu 
Olo [alete - 
Are are rnori no muko karu, 
Soro soro derekuru hikoJ.en 
A4amkure annani hosonaguku 
Bununa no y; fukuranda 



When they sing this Song Naoe questions her teacher about its lyrics: why they sing that 

the ballwn "is filled up like a banana" since the blimp is '8rown and isn't even shaped 

like a banana" (22). What her teacher tells her - "'It's only a song, Naoechan, and the 

words aren't that important. We are happy to see the blimp and we sing a merry 

song"'(22) - emphasizes the difference between nory and " t r u ~ "  between language 

and meaning. The metaphor of the banana becomes a metaphor for the possibility of 

ambiguity in language and in narrative. 

Yet, the Song to the blimp also represents the narrative dictates of the State, as 

embodied in the school and Naoe's teacher. Far hom king a subversive exercise, the 

school's Song to the blimp is a conventional exercise, a nationalist demonstration 

pmising the state's technology, discouragïng in its configuration any questioning of the 

action or the words employed in that ritual. The banana as metaphor, by drawing the 

ambiguity of the song's lyrics into view, represents the inainsic failure of a monologic 

system to translate itself into an adequate narrative. The blimp as banana represents the 

moment of unintentional subversion, an active forgetting that singular meaning is 

impossible. 

Within the context of the novel, the banana blimp becomes a metaphor for 

incomplete translation. a metaphor for excess, a metaphor for metaphor. 1 choose it as a 

final image in this examination of my inability to translate Hirorni Goto's Chorus of' 

iMushroorns, and as an icon for the beginning of a hyphenated Canadian text. I offer the 

banana of metaphor as the beginning of a knowing desire, an understanding of translation 

and its failure; a metaphor for îhe metaphor which i s  known and not hown; a 



compulsion to articulate an inarticulateness. The banana of metaphor is offered as the 

founding of the site of "a place to begin to grow," to "fil1 up like a banana" even though 

the site does not resemble a banana, and in the knowledge that bananas do not ''fil1 up." 

The banana of metaphor is comrnunicated as the beginning of the possibility o f  -'we," a 

possibility perennially forgotten, but a possibility that is cornmemorated in the subversive 

potential of rnetaphor, which always reveais much less and much more than what it 

purports to signis.. 

The banana of rnetaphor is proffered as a gesture towards begiming, in the welcome 

knowledge that "there's always room for beginnings" (63): the begiming o f  translation, 

the beginning of fertile and provocative misreadings. The beginning of desire as a happy 

ending, a happy beginning: 

1 1 would maintain that we should not see these various terms as natural or unquestionable ui their definition. 
Sau-Iing Cynt hia Wong in Rciditrg Asimr Amerïcarr Lireramre, emphasizes the point by arguing that the 
term "Asian American" cornes into k i n g  in order to address very specific political concerns in the United 
States. As a result, Wong argues, the "Asian American" community is more a politicai coalition than an 
anthropological, cuItural, or linguistic designation (7). 

At the rame tirne. my choice of these two novels as my site of investigation excludes other tacts by 
Japanese-Canadian writers. 1 am not intending to argue in this chapter that the texts 1 am examining 
represent a universal view of the hyphenateci existence of Canadians, nor that they represent the entire 
Japanese-Canadian community. 
3 A lengthy exchange regarding the status of kpanese-Canadians as Canadians occun in a scene w k e  
Naomi is presented with Emily's manuscript, "THE STORY OF THE MSEI IN CANADA: A STRUGGLE 
FOR LLBERTY - by Emily Kato" (38-40). ïhe  section of t he manuscript that Naomi reads constructs its 
argument around the quotation. "Breathes there the man with sou1 so dead / Who never to himself hath said: 
/ This is my own, my native land!" E d y  's manuscript repeats the refrain, "This is my o w  my native land" 
as an affirmation and an interrogation. leading to EmiIy's conclusion: "For better or worse, I am C d i m i '  
(40). While Naorni reads this section Emily has a brief but tense exchange with Uncle Isarnu: 



Whiie 1 was reading, Uncie was leanhg his head back and exercising his neck muscles. " N i e  not 
very Japanese-like," he said. 

"Why should we be?" Aum E d y  said. "We're Canadian- (40) 
The insistence that the Nisei idemtity is a Canadian identity is reiterated thrwghout the text (57, 95). 
' Emily 's position is much more complu however, than a simple Amaican-styie assimilatioaist. She 
continues to foster ties with the more traditiond Obasan and UncIe throughout the novel and in this way she 
is contrasted with Stephen, who alrnost completely abandons the family in order to distance himseif fiom his 
hentage (Cheung 142 f.n.). EmiIy continues to attend to familial obligations and customs while still 
identiSing herseif as  Canadian. 
' King-Kok Cheung in Ania~fu~ing Silences, aiggeots h t  the passage in wbich Emily r d s  her admiration 
for the Mounties syntactically rdects a reconsideration of her worship of the Canadian institution, in that 
her "former motto is translateci literally h o  a Sour question: 'Maintain the right?"' (136). 
6 King-Kok Cheung also suggests that the ending of Obarcm represents a reconciliation of themes. tensions, 
and metaphors thas have been in play througbout the novei. According to Cheung, the ending "enacts 
multiple reconciliations - between mother and ciaufiter, past and present, death and tife, and above dl. the 
nonverbal - and verbal modes of expression embodieâ in Obasan and Aunt E d y "  (163). 
' Discussing this distinction between fact and fiction in terms of Obmn~, SneUing cites Kogawa's prefatoty 
note to the novel: "Althougb the novel is based on historical events. and many of the persons named are reaL 
most of the characters are fictionaï' (22). 
R Again, Cheung suggests that a more hybridized and fluid approach to languge, which she perceives in 
Naomi's final words, offers a more effdve means of heaiing the wounds of the past. She writes that 
Kogawa ultimately writes for "affect" and empathy rather than for official recognition and rationai 
responses: "Where EmiIy is content to use words to bring Iegislative changes, the narrator/author wishes 
above ail to aim 'for the hem' of her readers* (155). 
9 1 am indebted to Derrida's essay on this Freudian metaphor, "Freud and the Scene of Writing" for a 
meticdous readiig of this imagery and its dation to Freud's thjnking on the cornplex relationship between 
the psyche and the writing act. 
1 O Cheung provides another evocative example of Kogawa's use of associative imagery d e n  stie d y z e s  
Naomi's recollection of the Goldilocks story (Kogawa 126). In describig Naomi's identification with both 
Baby Bear and Goldilocks, Cheung niggests a complex crisis of identity which is crystallized in the wish- 
drearn in which she is Goldilocks in her old house in Vancouver: 

Were she Goldilocks, she çurmises, then al1 would be wel1. Then she couid retum to hm prewar, 
prelapsarian home wtrete the picture bud and the real bird mesh, where the signifier resonates 
with the signifieci. Wowever, the] picture girl and the reai girl do not correspond. (1 57) 

I I  This is not to imply that ï think Freudian psychoanalysis to be the k t  or only ideological manifestation of 
Western thought, or to suggest that Kogawa thinks this is the case. Cheng Lok Chua, in her essay, 
"Witnessing the Japanese Canadian ExpeRence in World War iI: Processuai Structure, Symboiism, and 
Irony in Joy Kogawa's Obasar~," argues that allusions to Christian doctrine are subverted by the text even as 
they are utilized to signal the possibility of reâemption. Here, Christian thinking, rather than psychoanalysis, 
stands for white Canada and for the duai identity of the Japanese-Canadian. 

At the same time, the title of Chua's essay, " W i t ~ w ~ ~ ~ i n g  the Japanese Canadian Experience," draws on 
the tem 'witnessing." wtuch invokes the discourse of trauma and the analytic approach to resolving trauma. 
While Chua argues that Kogawa is indebted to the social anthropology of Victor Turner, ber analysis also 
relies on the systern of Freudian interpretation to elucidate the text. Again, 1 would suggest the extreme 
difficulty of a twentieth-century reading to be completely fiee of Freud's influence. 
12 1 am recalling, ro a certain extent, Demda's metaphor of the dead letter in 71re Post Card. I discuss this 
te- in greater detait in Chapter One. 
13 .A similar notion of beginning again is expressed in Roy Miki's k i n g  Face, a collection of poetry largely 
concemed with the impact of intemment and the drive for redress. The tinal section of Miki's text, entitled 
"redress." consins of poems written while working for the redress movement between 1984-1988. In a 
notable pardfel with Kogawa's Emily, iMiki's nanator writes that "history / takes urne" (64). suggesting that 
history is an ongoing process of composition and that the ment of intemment, far fiom being &xed in the 



pas, is a historical site we only just now begui to approach through a new discouse of wiuiessing, through 
a re-telling of a story aImost forgotten by the mainstrearn namttive of history. 
IJ This knowledge of its failure is encoded in the date on the rnemorandum. and the historical da$a dready 
imparted to Kogawa's readers. The memorandum was composai in 1946. but the Japanese-Canadians were 
not allowed to rehirn to the coast umil 1949. 
" Although Choms of Mudmoms, a Iapanese-Canadian wrningsf-age novd set in Alberta, includes 
extendeci passages of Japanese transcription. I have no education in Japanese. This does not make the 
translation of these passages impossible, but it wouid require a deli'berate and concenasted &ort on my 

Y,"- This is an opportune time to remind rnyself that the Freudian thinking 1 was discussing in my previous 
section on O b m  is aiso received in translation. Not only is it transiated fiom German into English by 
James Strachey, but 1 would also suggest that it has been translated for me by textual readings of Freud's 
writing by Demda, Lacan, Kristeva. These writings invariably resituate my reading of Freud's texts. 

This is precisely what I am anempting to perforrn and foreground when 1 engage with what is oflen 
termed the "secondaxy criticism" of the texts 1 examine. I have tned to demonstrate the  ways in which these 
critical interpretations work to situate rny readmg of a particuiar poem or novel, whether 1 agree or disagree 
with these interpretations. For whatever my opinion, it musc be an opinion in r e p m e  to those readings, and 
rny reading of the novel or poem in question must therehre be re-situated by those responses. Thus, in an 
indirect way. 1 have tned to question the diRerence between what is called a primary text and what is cailed 
a secondary text by demonstrating how tbe interaction is not as hierarchized and compartmemalized as those 
terms imply. 
" This provokes me to recalf my own experience as  a teacher of literam. Teachùig fht-year studeats, 1 
find myself e x h o d g  them, threatening the% cajoiing them, to look up words they don't understand in a 
dictionq. 1 often think, however, that tbcir resistance to the onerous job of locating a dictionary and 
opening it to the proper place is merely an exaggeration of the same sorts of censorship any disthguished 
professor of literature also pedorms. My d e n t s  are, w i h t  bcing able to artiailate it, demonstrating that 
men the authority of the dictionary is dtimately incornpiete; that there is no authority that can supply a total 
and incontestable rneaning to a literary t a .  Of course. this does not, and camiot stop rny various implorings 
and pop quizzes in order to force them towards the didonary, for what they lack is the ability to articulate 
this incompleteness of meaning, this Uusion of knowledge. Without this, as Nietzsche argues. they may well 
be doomed to a continued victimization, trapped within the %are of language" (1 78). 
18 In 0bZchan Naoe, Guto consuucts a figure who re-addresses Joy Kogawa's Obafan- For just as Obavar 
begins and ends with a cd1 for re&ess, for a healing of the community, C h s  o/Mushrmms attempts to 
provide an "immigrant nory with a happy ending" (2 1 l), a text which - while addressing the issues of 
racism and assimilation that also concern Kogawa - also tries to approach these issues in a pla@lly 
subversive way rather than as  a Freudian trauma to be recovered. In C h s  of Mushrwms, Obachan is a 
whiriwind of words. as opposed to the hauntingly silent Obasan of Kogawa's novei. Goto's narrative shows 
the absent mother to be recoverable, and re-figures dispersal as liberating rather than as a metaphor for 
absence. loss, death. 

Similarly, I would argue that Chonrs ofMushraoms might also be read as a re-teiling of Margaret 
Laurence's irh4 Stone A~lgel. Laurmce's Hagar is an elderly woman whose words and actions are always 
slipping outside of her conscious control, who dreads king sent away fiom her house by her concerned 
children, and who. distraught. nins away fiom home in an anernpt to liberate herself Goto's 0bàchan Naoe 
is aiways in control, a woman who unleashes k perpenral flow of Japanese words as a reminder to her 
family of their heritage. When Naoe runs away from home, though, it is with ~e~assurance  and 
determination rather than panic. Throughout the tact, Naoc remains a self-defhd self-assureci, and sensual 
woman who disappears into narrative rather than into death- 
19 In the assindateci world of her pmnts, the narrator was le@y named Muriel. However. 0bafhan 
translates this name into a Japanese equivaient, Murasaki, which means "purpIe." but which also alludes to 
the Japanese writer Murasaki Shikibu, who wrote the first extendai piece of fiction in the Japanese 
language. and introduced the concept of the antihero (165). 
20 In forcing me to examine my position as reader, Goto's novel also seerns to be interrogating its own 



writing in tenns of readership. As Roy Miki suggests in his essay, "Asiancy," the h t e r  of colour cannot 
avoid such questions as, 'Tor whom do you write? for the majority? or for the more limited perspective of a 
community?" (1 46). These questions about the intent of the w r i ~ g  act are encoded throughout my 
examination of the position of the reader of Chorus of M~whrooms. 
2 i For example, in O h ,  "'Mukashi Mukashi 0-0 mukashi . . .," Obasan says holding the photograph. "In 
ancient times, in ancient times. in very very ancient times . . ." (54). This phrasing of a transiation as a legiile 
=ho, a son of subtitle that foiiows the phrase, is apparent t h f o u r n t  the novei. 
'* 1 repeatedly used Kogawa's novei as a key to some of the phrases in Chom o f M u s h r ~ s s  In this sense 1 
am indebted to O-, and perhaps Goto's text is indebted to Obrrsan. The two texts offer a fluid and 
necessarily partiai, translation of each other. This example also forces me to acknowledge that my r & d  to 
translate Goto's novel is neither pure nor genuine. Just as the attempt to translate is aiways partial the 
refûsal to translate is sirnilady incompkte and destined to fail. 

Within the tex& the p b  umuh%i, mufihi. &MI+ is always printed in itaiics and in bold print, and 
is always situated in a paragraph of its own. as though it floats fiee fiom the novel's narrative while at the 
same time remauiing an integrai part of its structure. A grrat deal could be said about how typography is 
emp loyed by Goto to situate or disturb narrative expectations and to fhime or unsetde the use of voice in the 
novel. As in rnany texts of hyphenated identity, for example. terrns foreign to most English-Canadian readers 
are often italicized. Thus, whiie they are not translated for the reader who cannot speak Japanese, these 
words are marked a s  separate and distinct: in a sellse they are typographically mariceci as a speciaiiied 
discourse. 
'' Goto italicizes the segments of the text that d d  directly with the narrator and her lover. in a seme 
marking these passages as hming devices for the fluid narrative of the novei. As this narrative unfoids over 
the course of the novel, however, the distance of these passages fiom the narrator's story of hm home in 
Nanton and her fàmily is greatiy diminished. 
'' Milchail Bakhtin, in his eçsay, "Discourse in the Novel," similariy describes this monologic and 
authoritative use of the "I" in tenns of lyric poetry: 

In poetic genres, artistic consciousness - understood as unity of al1 the author's semantic and 
expressive intentions - fiilly reaî izs  itselfwithin its own language; in them aione is such 
consciousness fùlly immanent, expressing itself in it directly and without mediation, without 
conditions and without distance. The language of the poet is his language, he is utteriy i m m e d  
in it, inseparable from it . . . (285) 

While there is room to dispute the validity of this definition 4 t h  regard to the entire history of Western 
poetry. Bakhtin's statement does identim a certain convention wbich I am deaiing with here. That is. in 
Bakhtin's definition of the monologic voice of the narrator, there is no room for a "you" exçept as a passive 
receiver. There is, in this case. no possibility of a "we." 
I6 An interesting example of fapanese-Canaâians using this perceiveci inability to differentiate Asian identity 
ro their own advantage is describeci in O k t ,  wwhen Aunt Ernily relates the story of the Japanese man "Who 
changed his name to Wong and passed for Chinese" in order to retum to Vancouver ( 187). 

A rigourous and histoncai discussion on the way various Asian and Eastern cultures are subsumai 
under the totalking category "Orientai" is, of course, offered by Edward Said. As Said suggests in 
Or~rnralism: 

. . . the Oriental is depicted as something one judges (as in a court of law). something one studies 
and depicts (as in a cumculum), something one disciplines (as in a school or prison). something 
one illustrates (as in a zoological manual). The point is that in each of these cases the Oriental is 
corttai~led and represe~~ted by dominating fhmeworks. (40) 

27The metaphor of centripaal and centrifugai forces is espesiaily conducive to Naoe's characteriration in the 
novel. For Naoe's energy is represented throughout C h s  of Musbrooms as a whirlwind. h d d .  before 
she reaches the Chinese restaurant in Calgary she is detained at a police checkstop, and defeats the 
breathdyzer test by spinning wildly on the line the police have drawn on the concrete (144-5). This wildly 
enersetic and revolving response to the Iinear force of authority becornes one possible, playftlly subversive, 
reply of the hyphenated Canadian to the rigid monologism of the State. 

Iwama provides a close reading of the Freudian imagery chat is presented and subvened in this scene. 



suggesting that the eating of the f à d y  namt cdls to mird Freud's writing on totemism O* to reject it: 
The evening's entrée for the Tonkatsu M y  is, of course, a multiple substitution. Because 
tonkatsu is neither the "reaJn name of the fâther, nor treated with d o n  by the Tonkatsu 
dan. neither the prima1 fkther nor his literal substitution is being men. (25 1-2) 

29 "Tengu" tells Naoe chat his Richiune derives fiom a trip he made to Japan, where the kat of the summer 
caused him to stand out because of his red face (1 10-1 1). Once again, Goto's novel presemts us with an act 
of translatioq as the white Aibertan is UaIISCTibed by iaughing schoolchildrm into a figure h m  Japanese 
story. 
30 1 think it is important at this juncture to once again remind myselfthat the lirnits and range of my 
understanding and interpretation do not coincide with the limits of others. Other readers of Chonrs of 
Mushrooms cm and wiB remember the taste of the Japanese and Chinese foods descnbed in the text. just as 
other readers can and will translate the  Japanese passages in the novel. This is not to say that these readers 
can provide a comprehensive translation of the te= but that the boundaries of their reading are located 
differently fiom mine. 
3' I resin reading Tengu's anecdote as a m r d v e  of trauma or as one meant to be -dly disturbing to 
the reader. Although this story d e s c n i  discodort, dienation, and a certain violent naming by the State. it 
is not fiarned in terrns of its lasting dccts or damage to Tengu. 1 am rerninded of the tact 's professed 
project of constructing an "immigrant story with a happy ending" (212), and to this end ultimately diffising 
the possible traumas described in anecdotes such as these. The ultimate power of the nanator and the -der 
to invoke rhe final words of the novel - "You ~~ you c m  cIwmge the S I ~ "  (220) - consistently 
refiarnes tales of sadness, hardship, and oppression as beginnings to be reconciied or transfonned by the 
rejuvenating power of narrative. 



---4 bapter Sevcn 

"Wbere is Berel*: Apologies and Amendmeats 

"if seems (O me tlror Canadiun senribility har been pro/oundiy disrurbed not so 
much by ow fornous problem of ideniiîy, important as t h  is, as by a series of 
parodares in what confoonu th41 identity. it is Iess perplexed by the question 
'Who am !? ' t h  by some such riddle ar ' Where is here? ' " 

- Northrop F'ye, Ilie B d  Garden 

7.1 Apologies: Then and Now, There and Eere 

It cornes as no surprise, to me at lest, that 1 feel obliged to draw this study to a 

conclusion with apologies, revenais, and amendments. My favorite, non-Canadian, 

conclusion to a literary work is Chaucer's ending to his unfinished Canterbury Tales. 

Amid its fiagrnentary structure, there is a segment entitled "Chaucer's Retractions," 

wherein the author proceeds to disavow not only the entirety of Fhe Canterbury Tales, 

but also his narrative poems, The Bmk of the Duchess, The Parfiament of Fowls, The 

House of Fume, The Legend of Good Wornen, Troilus and Cressido, and an unknown 

work entitled The Book ofthe Lion. uideed, the only writing that Chaucer is willing to 

authorize unconditionally is his translation of Boethius' De Comoiatzone. 

"Chaucer's Retractions" surprise even after the manifold subversions and drastic 

upheavals that confiont the reader of The Canterbury Tales. Although Medievalists may 

challenge this reading by offering up a history of the convention of the retraction in 

medieval literature, I would still maintain that Chaucer's apology is conditioned by the 



i meveren t and deciâeâl y unconventional tone that predominates in The Canterbury Tales, 

and therefore should be considered as another disniptive maneuver, the final subversion 

in a decidedly seditious work. ' 
Whether genuine or satiric, "Chaucer's Reaactions" has a profond e f k t  on the 

reader. As a conclusion to his magnum o p ,  "Chaucer's Retractions" completes his 

oeuvre by returning the reader once again to The Canterbury Tales. Judging fkom the 

etymology of the word "retraction," this return is precisely what the retraction is designed 

to achieve. According to the Odord Dictionary of English Etymology, the root "tract" is 

derived from the Latin tractare, to "ârag, hande, manage, investigate, discuss, 

negotiate." The Latin verb is derived fiom the past participle stem fruhere meaning 

"draw." Thus, to retract something means to handle it once more, to discuss, investigate 

and negotiate that subject again. When one retracts a statement, one re-draws the lines 

that compose the statement: differently {certainly), better (perhaps). 

The action of retracting a statement is, in the vemacular, to take it back, to 

withdraw what has been offered "Chaucer's Retractions" attempts to reverse the 

mechanisms of literary production and dissemination by retneving the texts he has given 

us, by snatching the book from our r d n g  hands. More than this, the namitor of the 

"Retractions" beseeches the reader to take an active role in this return of the manuscript. 

The namtor begs the reader to forgive Chaucer his tex& and to forgive requires an 

active giving, a giving away or a giving "forth," on the part of one individual asked to 

excuse another. The word ''forgive" corresponds quite literally with the word "pardon," a 

compound of the French par-donner. By asking to be pardoned fiom what he has written, 



Chaucer asks the reader to give him back the texts so that he may re-negotiate the terms 

of the literary e x ~ h a n ~ e . ~  

Because the retraction is configtueâ as an active exchange invoiving both &ter 

and reader, sender and receiver, the two parties must cowciously r e m  together to the 

preceding texts even as they endeavour to dispel those writings - the reader by 

absolving him'herself fiom the work f i e  has read, Chaucer by agreeing to re-draw the 

lines of the text by erasing his compositions. Thus, as 1 have already suggested, the act of 

retracting the text inevitably re-inscribes the mechanisms of literary dissemination by 

reîuming the r d e r  once again to the text in order to forgive Chaucer for his texts, 1 feel 

the need to re-read the texts he retracts in order to reconsider the work as a whole in light 

of these new conditions of apology and regret. The retraction, therefore, is both a 

conclusion and a re-commencement, ending the book by asking the reader to read it again 

with the fieshly gained knowledge that the writer does not want us to read his work. 

My discussion of Chaucer is a Iengthy and notable digression within a text 

purporting to examine Canadian literature. 1 apologize for this by claiming that by its 

very nature, the apology rnust be a digression. By asking, fiom the outset of this chapter, 

t hat my readen forgive me, 1 am already digrpssing in the rnse that 1, li  ke Chaucer, ask 

the reader to return to the already written in order to reconsider it in terms of my 

admission of regret. To properly atone, one must recall what has been done wrong, and 

re-negotiate the improper deeds after acknowledging that these actions were mistakes. 



Thus, the contrite writer tums back the pages of his manuscript and glosses what has 

been winen with remorse and repentaxe. 

Part of the stereotype of the Canacüan subject is hidher penchant for eager and 

even self-indulgent apologies. The stereotypical perception of the Canadian, widely held 

both dornestically and abroad, views h i M e r  as an eamest and diffident apologist. As 

popularly represented in the fonn of the d o - g d e r  Mountie, the Canadian distinguishes 

himsel f from the brash American and the arrogant Europan by excelling at politenes, 

courtesy, apology. The Canadian geist is penonified in the honest broker, the well- 

behaved tourist, the globai peacekeeper. To re-state these characteristics in a negative 

mode, the Canadian politician, soldier, or citizen, having nothing to lose and liale to gain 

in either an international or an interpersonal forum, can afford to be pleasant and polite, 

and therefore adopts this characteristic by default as a way of distinguishing himlhenelE 

I have already offered examinations of certain tex& which interrogate the 

conventional image of the well-mannered Canadian. Kogawa's Obusan, as well as 

Baker's poetry, examines how the govemment and citizens of Canada have failed to 

realize their idealized image. Obam's Aunt Emily makes the point persuasively when 

she describes how her glorified view of Canada, an outlook conditioned by Curwood's 

tales of gahnt  Mounties, is violently deflated when the national prejudice towards the 

Japanese Canadian cornmunity becornes institutionalized in taw. Most strikingly, 

Kogawa's Emily pointedly observes that Canada's treatment of its Japanese Canadian 

citizens during the Second World War was even more punitive and prolonged than 

similar policies instituted by the United States. Certainly, nothing inflicts more darnage 



to the over-inflated image of the courtmus Canadian than an unfavourable cornparison 

with the stereotype of the megalomaniacal, irnperialistic, and domineering ~merican.' 

Yet, Kogawa and Baker remind us, through their writings, that the apologetic face of the 

Canadian fùnctions, to some degree, as the public masking of a more checkered history 

of injustice and oppression 

These textual examples demonstrate how an apology is never uncomplicated or 

unconditional. Just as one may fead "Chaucer's Retractions" with a certain suspicion, if 

not a sense of complicit irony, so too could my own apologies be examined with equal 

dubiousness. For an apology afier the written fact might well be perceived as a token 

gesture. The Mter  bas already endoned the writing by disserninating it in the version in 

which we receive it. Since the literary work is publicly accessible, a retraction does little 

to remove it, or to force a reconsideration of i t  The apology as afierword allows the 

writer a certain lux~iry: the luxury of seeming polite, thoughtfbl, self-effacing. 

Yet the ability to reconsider one's position is valued as a sincere and admirable 

quality in a writer, an academic, a citizen. We are trained, in the traditional literature 

program, to value the arnbiguity of a text. Didacticism and pedagogy are wnsidered traits 

of a substandard work, for they leave the reader no space to respond, the academic no 

textual temtory to explore. in Mew of this aversion to polernic, 1 offer my plea not in the 

context of a "retraction," a withdrawal of what I have written, but instead in the spint of 

a "apdogy": a justification, a speech made in defense of one's own self. Rather than 

anempting to reverse the system of literary production, I am instead endeavouring to 

shunt its current for a moment. 



I note with a certain chagrin that al1 of the texts 1 examine at length in the last six 

chapters deal fairly explicitly with the figure of "Canada" as a font of history and 

geography. That is to Say, the texts announce that they are specificaily C u ~ d l u n  texts. 

Kroetsch's Seed Catalogue composes itself around the question of how one might &te a 

poem in, and about, a new country. C d o r d ' s  Mafcoh  S Karie: A Love S m  and 

Goldsmith's The Rising Village are both concemeû with the narrative of Canadian 

settlement and the relationship between the country's citizens and its environment, as is 

Pratt's Brébeufand His Btethten and Towards rhe Lasi Spike, Atwood's The Joumafs of 

sus an^ Moodie, and Gunnars' SettIement Poems. Baker's poetry addresses First Nations 

subjeas who have been effaced and oppressed as a resuit of the European settlement of 

North Amenca, and attempts to give a literary voice to the first citkns of Canada 

Laurence's A Bird in the House represents the difficulties inherent in living and writing 

on the Prairies, and Nixon's Mostfy Countty and The Cuck's Egg examine the 

composition of Canadian comrnunities in nual Saskatchewan and Zaire. Kogawa's 

Ob- and Goto's C h o m  of Mtrs~oonrs each interrogate what it means to be a 

hyphenated citizen of Canada. 

Although al1 of the texts 1 have chosen are considerably more than expository 

br~chures on what Canada means to its authors, this study nins the danger of implying 

that only texts which address issues of Canadian identity are mily Canadian literature. 1 

recall, as 1 did in my opening chapter, Frank Davey's argument in Sumiving rhe 

Paraphrase conceming "thematic" Canadian criticism and its detrimental effkcts on 

Canadian scholarship and readership, where Davey maintains that the attempt to define 



Canadian Iiterature through certain rigid '?hematic" cunents ultimately creates a banal 

anthropological reading of certain te-, one which ignores equally interesting or even 

more accomplished texts.' 

There is a significant ciifference between those writen expressing an overriding 

interest in Canada as a national entity - for example, Crawford, Goldsmith, Pratt, 

Atwood, Kogawa - and those writers with more specific regional concerns - such as 

Kroetsch, Gunnars, Laurence, Nixon, Goto. It is important to distinguish between writers 

who appear to be claiming a place in what rnight be cdled a Canadian canon (if such an 

enti ty exists), and those writen who strive to articulate positions on the margins of the 

national consciousness: for example, Gunnars, Baker, Kogawa, Goto, and perhaps also 

Kroetsch and Laurence. Thus, my selection of texts reflects multiple configurations of 

what a Canadian literature might comprise, and vafied re-phrasings of the question of 

what a Canadian text might address. 

In an effort to abstain h m  the sort of "thematic" criticism identified by Davey, I 

have attempted to re-examine texts which have been passed over by recent critics. and 

have sought to introduce newer and more obscure texts by contemporary writers, who 

have yet to be recognized because they are still considered tao novice to warrant or 

sustain critical attention. The critical enterprise, like any other, has its own inertia, and 

texts that receive sustained critical xrutiny continue to garner attention, while others 

either fa11 out of favow or sirnply fail to gain cntical rnornent~m.~ 

There are inevitable exclusions in any work of criticism. The &tic can be 

comforted in knowing this, but s/he should be attentive as well to any sustained pattern 



that excludes certain genres or groupings of texts, and thus far my study ha9 excluded 

texts which do not, in tenns of either nationaiity or regionalism, address the terrain of 

Canada. A community of texts exists that have been written by Canadians but that are set 

elsewhere, and populated with nonCanadian characters. The novels of Rohinton Mistry 

and Brkn Moore reflect this desigrnation, as does Michael Ondaatje's Corning Through 

Slaughier, The Coiiected Works of si iy  the Kid, and The English Parienr. The critic 

overly concemed wi th the task of  defining Canadian literature runs the nsk of imposing 

his/her own "Canadian content" regdations on texts, ultimately creating an exclusive 

canon of distinct literature. 

1 therefore would like to engage in one more commencement exercise before 

concluding this study, in the hope of re-positioning the direction of inquiry one last time. 

The poet bpNichol is definitely Canadian, but his poetry resists any obvious thematics of 

Canadian identity, history, or geography largely because it resists an obvious thematics. 

Nichol's prose poem cycle, Selected Orgons: hrrs of an Autobiogruphy, is notable for 

its avoidance of the conventions of autobiography that situate the subject in a knowable 

time and place, and recount a series of episodes that cumulatively define the writing 

subject who addresses the reader. Instead, Nichol's autobiography works elliptically, 

constructing anecdotes and linguistic meditations amund the metaphors of various body 

pans. The autobiography is neither comprehensive nor complete, nor does it seem to 

have any specific relation to questions of Canadian identity. Rather, Nichol's Selected 

Organs interrogates assurnptions regarding the singular and knowable individual, and the 

relationship between the writing act and the human body. 



7.2 A lack of  a Iack 

Although there is nothing particular to Canada in the subject matter of bpNichol's 

Selected ûrganr, the aplogetic tone of the opening Iine may admit to its national 

flavour. Nichol begins SeIected Orgam, a prose poem sequence that employs various 

body "parts" as stnicturing devices for related yet autonornous meditations, with a 

section entitled "The Vagina." The first sub-section of this section, this orm6 begins 

and ends with a declaration, at once blunt and ruefbi, of lack: "1 never had one" (9). With 

this single line, Nichol begins his autobiographical text from a position of lacking, of 

shortcoming and persistent loss. 

This mode of understanding subjectivity is, of course, not unique to Nichol's 

poetry, or to a Canadian world view. Freud and the French writers influenced by his 

theories have written extensively regarding this, what they consider to be primury, 

condition of the Western subject. For Freud, Lacan, Knsteva, the speaking subject is bom 

into and out of lack, into and out of a fundamental dehiscence of the subject from the 

rnother, the subject from him/herselt It is this "primordial Discorci," a scene described by 

Lacan as the "minor stage," that inscribes the Western subject into the structure of 

language (4). This idea of the ongin of signification which figures language as a desire 

for re-unification with the mer, is apparent in Nichol's poetics. Later in the same organ, 

Nichol writes of vaginas: 

They were an unspoken mouth & that was the mouth where real things were 
bom. So 1 came out of that mouth with my mouth flapping 'waaah.' Oh 1 said 
that. 1 said that. I said 'waaah' Ma again & again after 1 was bom. (10) 



The "mouth" that is the vagina - a mouth that expels the speakingkiting subject as 

though he were language - activates, from the instant that the subject cornes out, the 

subject as speaking subject7 Nichol's wrïting subject is always dready in language, in 

the midst of (failed) signification. jubilantly pleased with himself for his ability to speak 

- "Oh 1 said that. 1 said that" - but also aware of h slipperiness and Iimits of his 

powers of signification. the slight but insurmountable gap between "waaah" and "Ma." 

To follow this psychoanalytic reading, however, is to realize the paraâox 

operating in Nichol's opening (umbilical) chord Freud's theory that the separation 

activating the individual as a Western subject - whether male or fernate - is a 

separation fiom the penis, means that castration anxiety always operates, at m e  level. 

in the male subject, just as the conviction of baving k e n  castrateci operates in the female 

subject.' The phenomena is fùndamental to Freud's psychoanalytic theory, and his 

understanding of the Western subject is dependent on the presupposition of this originary 

neurosis. 

To lack a vagina - and Nichol inaugurates his poetic autobiography with this 

declaration of lack - presumably, at least for Freud, would be to lack a lack. Nichol 

short-circuits the psycheanalytic trope by longing for that organ which, as Freud suggests, 

embodies an essential loss. Nichol fetishizes that which invokes the fetish object as a 

phallic substitute to accommodate its own absence, as Freud wntes in his essay, 

"Fetishism": "the fetish is a substitute for the woman's (the mother's) penis that the M e  

boy once believed in and - for reasons farniliar to us - does not want to give up" (352). 

Yet, Freud suggests, the fetishizing subject is always aware that the fetish object is a 



constnicted illusion. The fetishist knows (of) the vagina even as he denies its existence: 

"It is not true thai, afier the child has made his observation of the wornan, he has 

preserved unaltered his belief that women bave a phallus. He has retained that belief, but 

he has also given it up" (353). The movement of recognition and denial is a doubled 

movement that blurs the distinction between the two extremes, and makes the division 

between the reification of the fetish and the tacit acknowiedgment of its constnicted 

nature almost impossible to discem. 

The shifl between recognition and deniai, experience and fantasy, is apparent in 

Nichol's "Vagina." In the third section of this organ, the wrïting subject describes the 

indeteminacy that destabilizes his understanding of the vagina: 

I thot they al1 were hairless even tho I ôathed with my mother I thot they al1 
were like the little gid's who came to the door 1 delivered the paper to whea 1 
was nine even tho 1 read the typed porno stories my brother brought bock from 
the navy when 1 was ten 1 thot they al1 were hairless like the nuée women's in 
the sunbathing magazines in the pool hall in Port Arthur even tho I had to know 
different somewhere I thot they were al1 hairless & they weren't. (9-10) 

What is at issue in this passage (and in the space of this organ) is the very act of 

representation. The wrïting subject invests in the promise of the representational act: be 

knows but he does not know, they are al1 hairless and yet they are not. The performance 

of misrecognition, uncertainty, and lack demonstrates the proclivity to represent even 

with foreknowledge of the violent impossibility of representation. Nichol's poem 

sketches the intersection of experience and fantasy, observation and figuration. 

The inaugural moment of Nichol's partial autobiography, the "opening" statement 

that ( re)launches his textua1 attemp at sel f-representation, depicts, while failing to 

exemplify, the lack of a lack. The writing subject initiates his autobiographical sketch 



fiom this impossible support, this ''absent" subje~tile.~ What is su often figured as lack is 

now represented, in "The Vagina," as excess - an excess just out of reach. Barely 

apprehensible by language within the scene of writing, it eludes the power of language to 

possess and to define. Brian Hende- in his essay on McCafFey's and Nichol's 

"concrete" poetics. siiggests that for Nichol the signifier is a source of limitless authority 

and no authority, and thus "emptiness becomes surplus" for the writing and reading 

subject (3). A similar alliance of emptiness and surplus inspires the opening line of 

Selected Organs. The narrator b'begïns" to inscribe himwlf, his body, on the subjectile of 

the absent vagina. The writing subject A t e s  towards the "unspoken mouth" that initiates 

and compels language even as it demonstrates the impossibility of forcing language to 

When 1 was eleven this kid 1 lcuew took me to a drugstore where he workeâ 
& showed me some sanitary napkins for men. He said, Lou Wear these when you 
get your p e n d '  . . - 1  figured 1 mut have some kind of vestigal vagina which 
was bound to open. 1 waited almost two years. 1 never had one. (10) 

Nichol's text commences from a single gesture towards the question of representation 1s 

it possible to represent the female body? 1s it possible to do anything but represenf the 

female body? And by extension, by supplement, any but&? 1s it possible to M t e  of rhe 

body, or to do anything but write the body?'* 

I have a fkiend who collects her own x-rays. She is fascinated, she tells me, by 

those uncanny images of her intemal structure, those photographs of a body never 

directly seen. It is a shock, as she describes it, that is a simultaneous intenningling of 



recognition and distancing, identification and strangeness- in a sense, this is her body, the 

fundamental components that make her work And yet, they are unfarniliar reaons, the 

site of a delightful méconnaissance subverting our illusions of self-knowledge. 

bpNichoI's text concludes (if we assume the book is read linearly), with an organ 

entitled " S m  of the Parts," a punning heading that promises closure (sum of the parts) 

even as it acknowledges that the textual investigation has only ever been partial (some of 

the parts). '' The writing subject in this section ends his text by confessing that he bas 

never seen most of his body, and likely never wN: 

You live your whole life making do with only the reflections of certain parts. 
making do with simply the Mmes of your imer organs, their descriptions in 
books, while al1 around you are people who may actually have seen them, know 
directIy what you only gtimpse third-hanâ. (53) 

Nichol's narrator is disturbed that he eannot comprehend his budy in its entirety, but also 

revolted by the prospect of seeing his imards: "The sound of them is enough to make me 

vomit" (51 ). 

The miscomprehension that signals the potential failure of autobiography retums 

the narrator to oblique references to the ntourh. Just as "The Vagina" is imagined as "an 

unspoken mouth" that sets the narrator's "mouth flapping" with his first inarticulate 

words, his intemal organs similarly activate the mouth of Nichol's writing subject, this 

time with "vomit." In either case, the mouth overflows itself as well as the boundaries of 

the writing subject. The mouth, in this conception, is a dangerous space, a space that 

plays out the drama of creation and destruction. in Julia Kristeva's analysis of abjection 

in Powers of Horror, the mouth is located as the site where the "I" is created by the 

speaking subject, and where that construction has always already failed Speech 



becomes, in Kristeva's analysis, an action syrnptomatically indistinguishable nom 

consumption and tegurgitation, in that each process involves "a choking sensation inside 

from outside but draws them the one into the other, indefinitely" (25). 

In Nichol's "Sum of the Parts," as in "The Vagina," the mouth denotes a source 

of discharge, an excessive space. Nichol's ''mouth" launches what is unassirnilated, 

inarticulate, boundless. The figure of the mouth is positioned at the intersection of 

creation and collapse. The mouth âevours language: it chews objects into words, leaving 

the imprint of teeth (dental records) on the world it constnicts for its subject under the 

auspices of the self-present voice. And yet the mouth cannot altogetber swallow its 

The mouth embodies the writing subject even as it repnsents the gap between the 

subject and his body by articulating the nanator's inability and unwillingness to identify 

with c'sum of his parts." Fascinated and repelled, the writing subject describes his 

feelings of recognition and displacement as he muses about his internat organs: 

1 can do the research, read the books, but ifs not the same. It's not the same. Tho 
they name the organs and the names the same they're not the same organs as the 
organs sitting here inside me - the bpNichol liver, the bpNichol kidney, the 
bladder, pancreas, b p - collected workings 1 think of as me. (52) 

Nichol's quest for self-representation entails an acknowledgrnent of his body's 

inaccessible difference. The wn'ting subject cannot see his reflection in the anatomical 

texts he views, and yet cannot bring himself to examine his own organs. His innards 

communicate a signature that cannot be recognized: an emblem that can neither be read 

nor effaceci, the unrepresentable imprint of the unrecognizable structure of the body- The 

body that refuses to be rendered in language performs the perpetual dissipation of the 



siglurn13 of the subjective nanator - a writing subject who figures himself in a 

distinctively textual fonn, using lower case initials as a signature, as Stephen Scobie 

suggests, "not as voice but as typography" (27). 

The question of the signature is fim invoked in "The Vagina" For it is this organ 

that is figured as the surface that receives the autograph of the writing subject - thus 

providing an altemate site to the "mouth" for the possibility of articulation. "The 

Vagina" is presented as the initiaî(ing) site for the performance of autobiography, the 

absent, folded non-surface that receives the siglum of the writing subject: ''1 liked that 

name for them because it began with 'v' and went 'g' in the middle" (10). This partial 

space offen itsel f as distanced but unforgotten initials (vg) underwriting the initials that 

pro1 i ferate inside and outside of the textual space @p). The organïc autograph signifies 

the establishment as well as the erasure of the proper name, launching the writing subject 

into the space of appellation while perfoming the impossibility of such a designation. 

For autobiography is a genre concemed with the construction of the subject, with 

gving the subject a proper name. The autobiography is a site designed to establish and to 

reiQ the signature. By chronicling the life of the writing subject, autobiography promises 

to preserve the subject's life, and thus sustain the materiality of the subject's body within 

the text. In an investment in, and a subversion of. this promise, the trope of "The 

Vapina" in Nichol's text holds itself almost imperceptibly as a contingent and ephemerai 

signature. "The Vagina," as the vanishing support that inaugurates the namitor's textual 

reproduction of hirnself, at the moment when he inscribes his desire for his m e  ("1 



liked that name for them"). "The Vagina" receives the impess of the siglurn of the 

wït ing subject (bp) even as it undenmites these initials with its own (vg). 

The initials are doubly imprinted by typography a d  by voice: the inscription of 

the autograph is inflected with sound even as it is muted by the page ("it began with V 

and went 'g' in the middle"). Certainly Nichol is acutely aware of sound, j ust as he is 

aware of the typographie structure of the grapheme. The play of initials describeci in this 

orgm presents the reader with a sketch of different registers of typography, a sketching 

that, as Peter Jaeger points out in his essay on The MartyroIogy and Sefected Organs, 

"blun the bowiduy between spaech and writing, thmby holding bath categories in 

suspension" (43). 

Nichol's "The Vagina" provides a moment when the concept of signature blun 

and confounds various cntical practices. For critics such as Jaeger and Scobie, the 

moment when the textual registers of sound and typography intersect becomes a focal 

point for their assertion that Nichol's poetic work challenges and surpasses the precepts 

of Derridean pst-structuralism. Scobie, especially, emphasizes his belief that Nichol's 

encoding of voice into text confowids "the heavy-handed rhetoric of most 

deconstmctionist critics*' (23). Citing Derrida's questio~ag of the "voice," Scobie writes: 

Demda's assault on such semi-unconscious criteria dws raise a problem for 
critics (like rnyself) attempting to situate Nichol within Derridean categories 
because, paradoxically, Aile  Nichol has moved boldly into the field of 
decentred writing, he is also, and still, a major instance of the presence of the 
voice in poetry. Even the most fiagmented or bbdeconstnicted" sections of n e  
Marfyrology can be read alou4 as Nichol has successfully done on numemus 
occasions, to the identifiable rhythrns of his speaking voice. And the very notion 
of "sound poetry" confounds any simplistic deletion of presence from poetry. 
(25 ) 



Jaeger makes a similar point, suggesting that Nichol "ironizes both the humanist ideology 

that privileges speech and presence, and the pst-modem, de-centred ideology that de- 

legitimates phonocentrism" (43). Both critics red DemQ as banishing the voice fiom 

the scene of witing, and as demanding that writing be solely privifeged in a Derridean 

ideology. 

1 see this type of argument as expressive ofa desire to move poetry beyond 

philosophy, theory, or critical writing. By asserting that Nichol's writing is more complex 

than Derrida's, Scobie and Jaeger seem intent on claiming a lofty, transcendental space 

for the poetic text, a space that is ostensibly Romantic in its configuration. Their 

arguments suggest that Derda has simply flipped the binafy, creating a hierarchy of 

writing over voice that is easily deposed by Nichol's radical poetics. Instead, I would 

suggest that Derrida's texts question the reifjing of "voice" as self-pesence, as pure 

thought, as the instantiation of what Derrida in his essay, "'Eating Well,"' terms a 

cbsacrificial structure of discourse" (1 12). 

Derrida's interest in reading the body, the corporeal markings within the structure 

of the text, is an interest in a voice that iterates the body, that resists the idea that "man is 

the only speaking being7' (1 16). Derrida continues to challenge a metaphysical definition 

of voice, but does not exclude other corporeal registers of voice from the structure of his 

text. In this sense, Nichol's encoding of voice into Selected 0rgun.s accords with 

Derrida's thinking rather than opposing it. At the same time, I am not suggesting that 

Demkia is thinking ahead of Nichol, or that Nichol merely p o t s  a Demdean position. 1 

am asking, instead, if we shouid privilege any genre of text over any other. 



To return to Nichol's effaced and effafing signature. I would maintain that his 

autograph records the flux of a movement between registers, between modes of 

inscription, and offen itself as a contingent and receding support for the representation of 

the body. "The Vagina" marks the becoming spoce of language and sounà, the structure 

of a generic and corporeal b l d n g  culminating in a sketching of the body." 

7.4 The Structure of the Sketch. 

What begins Mec& Organs, what s m â s  at the heaâ cf the nrst page (page 9) of 

the "main body" of the work, is not the sentence 1 cited at the beginning of this analysis 

("1 never had one7'), but a small sketch of a vagina, carrying the legend, "the vagina," 

above the rendenng. l5 

The sketch - the image seems to draw attention to its roughness. its sketchiness - 

represents the object of the wrïting subject's desire while conspicuously refusing to 

represent it. The crudeness of Nichol's drawing hand, the position of the sketch's title. 

these aesthetic choices seem to acknowledge the diniculty a viewer might have in 

recogniùng the rendered object. The hand of the writing subject - and the sketch h w s  

attention to the act of illustration as hand-work - is driven to depict "the vagina" even 

as it parodies the irngossibility of such an objectification. l6 



The question of whethet Nichol's sketch perfonns an objectifkation of the 

female body is central to the issue of representation in Selected Organv. In search of an 

answer, I am compelled CO recall Nancy Vicken' reaâing of the anatomical blamn as a 

poetic genre in sixteenth cenniry France. Vickers examines not only the pwtic structure 

of the btazon, which stresses "a fiction of lyric address in which the addressee was not a 

whole wornan but, rather, a part of a woman - a nose, or a tooth, or a hand (4)' but also 

the woodcuts which were superimposed ont0 the poems in the published editions. More 

so than the IHcs, these wooàcuts of the body parts conveyed a narrative of "radical 

fragmentation," by displaying ̂ a body disembodied, dividcQ and conquereâ" (8). 

Vickers calls attention to the estranghg effect one might feel on viewing these 

depictions of body segments arnputated fioui the image of a unified body, "a foot without 

an attached leg resembles a broken piece of statuary; a single tear hangs in space; . . . a 

breast is an isolated circle with a dot at the center" (9). in this context, Nichol's 

disembodied rendering of ''the vagina" rnay be read as a fiagrnentation and dissection of 

the fernale body. For "the vagina" is drawn without thighs, without legs surrounding it: 

"the vagina" is detached and distanced fiom any extended representation of the female 

body. Nichol's image may, in this sense, replicate the violence that Vickers perceives in 

the blazon genre, where ''the body that is imagined in the mort tactile and material of 

terrns - that is partitioned, arranged and rearranged under the scrutiny necessitated by 

the genre itself - ultimately vanishes beneath the 'anatomiste's' touch (19). 

The correspondence between Vickers' an~torniste and Nichol's writing and 

sketching subject situates the image of the vagina in Selected Orgam within the temtory 



of the fetish. By dissecting the vagina fiam the female body and M i n g  it as an icon, 

Nic hol reproduces the violence of Cartesian perspectivalism, a hand-work of the 

rnonocular male who scnitinizes women in order to represent woman: that is, to &fine, 

demarcate, and to possess by eradicating difference. 

Yet, what distinguishes "The Vagina" fiom the blazons Vicken examines is the 

structure of Nichol's poetic discourse. Whereas the genre of the matornical blazon 

addresses the body part as a discrete objecf a segment of the beloved which suddeniy 

cornes to exemplie that wornan, Nichol addresses the '%estigaIW vagina that he "never 

had." Instead of rendenng the vagina as a part which is accessible and tactile to a male 

writer and male reader, by severing the anatomical organ fiom its female body, "the 

vagina" stands as a sketch of the anatomy that Nichol's narrator lacks. The desire for "the 

vagina" recomposes the illustration as a pedormance of a subjectivity in process rather 

than as a static artifice. Nichof's sketch subverts any daim for the transcendence, 

univenality, or metaphysics of the act of representation by the very roughness of the 

aesthetic he deploys. The hasty lines, the label above the sketch-work that identifies what 

is king depicteâ, these artistic devices testify to the materiality of the sketch and to the 

corporeality of the hand that draws the sketch. Rather than rendering its writing hand 

invisible and its representation transparent, Nichol's 'Wie vagina" draws attention to the 

presence of the biological hand and to the impossibility of translating the body within the 

space of the text. 

When the writing hand resists disappearing from the scene of textual inscription, 

when it leaves a conspicuous trace of itself - through rhythm, through arnbiguity or 



concealment - on the sdace of the printed page, the hand withholds h m  itself the 

promise of final definition. Nichol addresses the writing system's desire to control the 

hand in another organ, T h e  Fingers'': 

The thing was he couldn't control his fingen properly. Fkt  there was the 
writing, making the 0's so large they travelled above and below the blue lines in 
his copy book, beyond the red margin to the left of his pen. And he was told to 
get more control so he learned to hold the p n  h y ,  gripping it with three 
fingen as it rested on a fourih And he learned to wcite small and tiny, leamed to 
write between the I k s ,  to leave so much white space around the writing that 
noone could read it. And they wanted him to write larger again and he coddn't. 
He could contain the fingers but he couldn't contml them. (33) 

In "The Fingers," the hand is glimpd through an anecdote that describes the discipline, 

the containment, of the writing h d s  desire to make meaning The namator's 

handwriting shifis between uncontainable excess and incomprehensible restraint. The 

narrative describes how the writing hand is govemed by the system, a system that seven 

the body from its writing matter. " At the sarne time, the narrator subverts any attempt at 

discipline by developing a handwriting so cwtrolled "that noone could read i t*  The 

containment of the witing hand produces the signature, fixing its inscription within the 

boundaries of the structure, but the inaôility to control the hand causes the autograph to 

remain distant, unreadable, and subversive. By continuing to question the relationship 

behveen material body and systems of literary production, Nichol's wnting resists 

producing writing that is rigid and detached, and instead strives for poetry that is 

polyvocal, diffuse, corporeal. The necessary moments of illegibility inherent in his 

project are incorporated into the structure of the sketch. Nichol's sketching (and, in 

concert, Nichol's hting), denies the tnnsparency of the page, of the structures of 

representation. l 8  



Nichol's "the vagina," to retum to it, is a dratt, as much occlusion as reproduction 

- 'Yhe vagina" porîmys itself as portraiture -.vithout a mounting, without the Plready 

determined support of the f e d e  figure. %e vagina" displays itself, in its lack of 

represented body. as corporeal at the same tirne that it portrays the absence of the 

material body within the scene of writing Nichol's sketch comrnunicates the failure of 

the textual structure to receive the imprint, the signature, the inscription of presence. The 

text delineates the abortive scew of writing - the impulse of the corporeal hand againfi 

the absent subjectile. From its inaugural moment, Selecied Organs remains as a space 

wi thout a proper Mme, without a proper place, a marking without possibility. 

At the same time, Nichol's text offers the reader the possibility of boundless 

naming in the vestiges of its attempt to depict that which has wver been This is not to 

say that Nichol definitively overthrows the tyrannical system of representation that 

separates the poet from his biology. The variegated opening of Nichol's "autobiography" 

does not subvert the authority of the writing system so rnuch as itpermeutes it, engaging 

with it while in the proces of becoming infhitely diffuse. That which permeates may 

disappear, but as it does so it allows us to question the autonomy and stability of the 

structure it seeps into. Although Nichol's lacking the lack of a vagina ernbodies an 

impossibility, it also expresses limitless and as yet unspoken possibilities. Nichol's 

'begiming' penneates the pores in the edifice of the writing system, and demonstrates 

how the witing subject lacks the lack of the vestiges of an autograph which will allow 

him never to, always to, begin. 



7.5 Amendmeab: Fruh Ink 

The iengthy digression on the subject of Nichol's SeIected Orgam offers a re- 

positioning of my thinking on Canadian beginnings as well a s  another textual example of 

the theoretical direction initiated in the first chapter of this sndy. Nichol's text, which 

has littie to Say about Canada specificaily, commences with a complex and paradoxical 

opening statement. The text's initiai declaration manif- a resistance to its conventions, 

an immediate shunting of its potential for linear narrative. As 1 have suggesteâ, via my 

exami nation of Kroetsch's Seed Cataiogue, the possibility of beginning does not indicate 

a locatable origin but rather a textual moment that escapes fiom the possibility of 

thematic structure, and that inaugurates the act of r e g  as a gesture of indeterminacy. 

The beginning that interests me is one that draws attention to the porous nature of the 

text by demonstrating some of the seepages of meaning. 

If Frye is correct when he identifies the riddle of Canadian identity as "Where is 

here?" (220), then bpNichol's Sdecred Orgam fits the definition of a distinctly Canadian 

text. That is, although Nichol does not address the paradoxes of geography and history, 

the divergence between the "Old Worlâ" of language and literature and the "New Worlû" 

of speechIessness and blank pages, he does ask "Where is here?" in terrns of writerly 

subjectivity . Nic hol, in his declaration of lack, implicitly questions where he is at the 

moment of writing. In turn, the reader is encouraged to ponder where here might be when 

pen touches paper, where the writer might be situated when hifier fingers type "1 am" 

on the cornputer keyboard; where the reader's identity, and body, may be located in the 



act OF reaàing. The answer hoven, always permeating but always elusive, like the smell 

of ink, 

With the evocation of the smell ofidc, I r e m  to this dissertation's inaugural 

metaphor. My discussion of bpNichol attempts to offer a reading of Canadian literature 

that is not dependent on certain predetermined, national characteristics. The texts chosen 

do not cumulatively offer a cornmon nanative theme that defines them as distinctly 

Canadian, nor do the te- comrnonly display an explicit interest in the configuration of 

national identity, or the cornmon characteristics of its citizens. Instead, these texts 

function together to demonstrate diversity in Eng1ish-Canadia.n literature rather than 

conformiîy. l 9  What has drawn me to each one is a cerîain problem with begïnning, a 

shunt in the text like the huang or àrawl of an accent. 

The accent, the inflection and intonation of the spoken word, probably has little to 

tell us about the place a speaker or w- te r  cornes from, about the timbre of hidher 

community. And yet the accent serves as a marker of place, locating the individual even 

when, especially when, s/he ventures outside an habitua1 region. Perhaps the beginning, 

the Englis h-Canadian beginning can do no more than communicate that the work has 

k e n  produced by a Canadian writer. The accent of the te* the twang that signals ltttie 

beyond itself, nevertheless provokes a sense of place and identity in its ephemeral 

sounding. In such a way, the fleeting scent of Canadian ink draws the d e r  back to the 

text by distracting hirnher, for a moment, fiom what she is reading. The Canadian 

beginning is a momentary tetraction, a textual inflection that, in drawing us away fiom 

the act of reading, provokes a determined desire to return to the scene of writing. 



There is a mat deol more to say, of course. 1 would like to examine many more 

texts, both cntical and creative, in order to continue reading towards a Canadian 

beginning. My project will go on, but in different commencement exercises. As a 

Canadian, 1 must find consolation 

apologies, later. 

in the foreknowledge that there will be time for more 

1 The namator's rcfaence to Tlht M o f r i i o  Dm, r book f i c h  is aot pcevioudy mmtioned by Cbuiar's 
various narrators, hints that the tone of these rraactions is not en- Jincerc. and rnay actuaUy bc the 
product of another fictionJLcd nd dupiintous charactcrization of Chaucer. 
By this point in The Cmferbury Tales, bowevcr* Cboucer hm a i r d y  danonstnted a pointed lcnowkdge 

of how compt  the granting of a pardon can become His act of p W g  the rad- in the position o f  "the 
Pardoner," can only compticate the mimer of apectiag r simple apology foilowd by simpic forgiveness. 
3 Recalling the texts aaminal over the counc ofthis wdy, 1 w d  also suggest that R o m  Nrxon's 
n e  Cod's Egg cornpticatcs the ideal of wd-meaniag CYradians doing charitable work abmacl, in ber 
descriptions of the prejudices, suspicions, a d  gnidm which structure the life of the Canadian voiuatea in 
Zaire. S d a r l y ,  & o h  Goto's C h  of MurhTuoms, Md Margaru Laufence's A Bird in th? ~~, each 
resist the stereotype of the rurai Csndiui who is diJtingukhcd by his/her hospitslity, and 
wejcorning attitude- 
4 

Thus, writes Davey. "Atwood makes Dennis Lee appear more sienificant than Irving Layton, and Graerne 
Gibson more sigdcan! than Dorothy L i ,  Joms makes Patrick Anderson and Phyilis Webb appear 
more significant than Dorothy Livesas Moss makes C M e s  Bruce and Thomas H, RadM appear more 
accomplished than Robert Kroetsch, Hu@ H& or  Robatson Dtvicsn (1 1). 

I note with a certain pride - for Davey's position communicates such nghteous indimon chat I 
am Unmediately tempted to se& out his approval - thru 1 have Ïncluded som authon on his List of critics' 
egegious oversights. 
5 For example, Pratt's work has tiiiled to spark much critical interest recenîiy, and Goldsmith's The Rising 
Z'ïffage, as 1 d e s c r i i  in Chaptcr Two, has mt recovcrcd fiom the criticll coosensus tbat W s  it an M ' o r  
poem. Meanwhile, O h a n  continues to have an international appeai thrit makes d one of the most discussed 
works of Canadian fiction to date (this judging fiom the resuhs of my sarcbes of the MLA bibliography). 
Generaiiy, poetry receives significantly less attention than novels. Evcn in the case of r a m d  poctry such 
as  Kroetsch's Seed Cotaloguc ud Atw0od.s Tne JournaIs ofSusc~yllt M d e ,  the critical attention 
devoted to these texts pales in cornparison to the voiumes of essays concaitrating on the novels of Kroetsch 
and Atwood. 

1 have chosen the t m n  "orgui" as the mst appropriate ~ l m a  of naming the larga d o n s  of Nicbol's 
text. since Nichol perpetuaüy figures his text as parts of the body. By admitting, in his introâuctory note. 
that he h o w s  "most of the parts you'U read abwt Ïn hae uen't organs," Mchol implicitly chsllengcs the 
reader to question such designaiions as "organs" in our consideration of the body. The OED teUs us that the 
term, biologically speaking. means: 'A part of an a n i d  or plant adaptai for a panicular fiinction, such as 
digestion, respiration, cxcretion, reproduction, locomotion, perception, ac." 1 wo J d  like to suggest, 
through my reading of Mecfed OrgcariF, h t  hath of the physiological "partsu Nichol seiects are adapte& 
through his poetics, for a particular h a i o n .  For Nichai, each "organ** timctions as both instrument and 
support, engine and foundation, of the temai narrative. 
' 1 use the masculine pronoun "he," conscïousiy w i m  adâressing Nichd's writing ubject, sine the inilid 
characteristic revealed about the writhg subjecî is his iack of a Mgina. This gendcrs the namative voice (at 
Ieast in this particular organ) f?om the outset. 



- -  - - 

a In his essay, uFemaie Saaulity," Freud d-bu this congcnitai f d  nun>Ys: 'Sk acknowidgcs the 
faa of her castranon, and with it, too, the superiority of the male and her own infkrîotity; but she rebcls 
against this unwelcome state of dl'..'' (376). 
9 In choosing this term "subjcctile," 1 am udebted to my nuling of John P. Lcavey's cssay "Sketch: 
Counterpoints of the Eye." Considering the nature of the sketch, uid the nawe of qmmmtion, L a v y  
turns to the legmd of Vermicl, ïbe womau w)io wiped tbe mat and blood fkom Sesus' t h  on the way to 
Calvary. The sudary or vcil was imprintcd with bis image. ï h c  s u b j d e  is ail that is prcservcd in the 
reliquary in St. Peter's in Romw (1 91). Lcavy uses this lcgend of an icon constructed without tht work of 
the hand, and indeed where the status of  Veronica bas k e n  widdy disprovm as a historical tmth - where 
the "story war invented to expiain the reiicn (1 9 1) and "Veronica" is recimcrpretcd u a fictional chuacter 
whose narne gestures towsrds the "tme image" o f  the rehc - as a way of questionhg the s u b j d e  in any 
sketch work If Veronica is a &,ion conuivai to explain the icm, thm the icon is an imprint without a 
structure, a subjectile, on which to impress itseE Lcavcy wants us to think about tbe possbility of 
representation without a Mie urd solid subjectik upon which to slcetch. 

subjectile: A n A materiail on which a painting or enpving is inde. B d j .  Ofa m a i d :  adaptecl 
to receive a painting etc. (OED). F m  djcct: L. wb&~lu-s m., ntbh~ha n. pp. of dicere,  E sub SUB- 
17 jacere throw, cast; so suabject adj. that is under the d e  of a powcr, cf. OWECT; expord or liable to. 
\Mord Dictionary of Engiïsh Etyndogy). 

O Though Wecred Olgmis bas gmcntcd almost no &sin to &te, many of the critics w b  h v e  engagcd 
with Nichol's most rcnowned long poem, îhe M - d w ,  have d i s a w d  Nichol's cesistance to a stable 
subjective position in sunilar tams as I ua phruing this question with rc@ to his plrti.l autobbgaphy. 
As Steve ~McCafFery descnk n>4 M ~ o i o g v ,  Mchol's writing subjcct actively engages in the process- 
oriented fluidity of his linguistic project, whae, "meanhg beçomes r secretion, a los or exp«idinue out of 
semantics' ideai stnicture into tbe disSeininatory meriai of the si@er" (195). Shirley Ncuroan sùnilarty 
articulaies how the saisc of meaning as orcdve and contiqua tniulates iato tbe c o r i o n  of 
subjectivity withur the long poun, c r e a ~ g  a paspective tbat is oagoiag, miid, and con~gcnt on one's 
position witbin the tezauJ sccne: "Nich01 presciiw the 9'-poct of 7 k  Mimydlogly as a constmct of 
differences in procas  and d e d  that the reader producc his mdtiple s e h d  (60) 

Smaro Kamboureli, in hcr study of the Cuisdian long pan., saes 7k M ~ o g y  as an 
autobiographical exploration, an active writing of a subjectivity that is aiways shiftiog, dways disphcd fiom 
its central position within the poem. According to ïCmhur& Kichd's uitobiography W o n s  "not as a 
genre that seeks to encompass the life of the self by encompossing maniq anci an ordering shape to it, but 
as a writing aaivity that m v d s  tbc complexity of the seif by exploriag its signiflcationn (152)- ïhh view 
e m s  to agfee witb that of McCaffmy and Naunur on the complex subjectivity of the writiag subject in 7 h  
M ~ o I o g y .  In addition, Roy Miki, in his introduction to his rnthdoey of on ?7e MzrfyoIqy, 
discusses the way Nichol's narrative positioning breaks down the distinctions between subjm and object in 
a poem that asks itselt " w b  does the "i" aid and w k c  d œ  "if' begin?" (16). In this saut, critics such 
as Miki perceive a way of subvMing the Cartesian . . in Nichol's long poem. Nichol's 
experiments in composition, the mcchanics of sbifbz~g nibjcetivity and &rid Iinguisbcs whicti k unploys in 
his poem, appear to challenge the notion of a sovaeign, sdf'ataïned rubjcct who d d b ~  himseifagah 
other objects. Nichol's Midogy ù sccn by these critics to sidestep the violence of represemdtion by 
being profoundly aware of it, by aiways pushing against the üiwory structure of the Wcstan ianguage 
systern. 

1 have sketched out these positions on the body and t h a c  assesmats of Nichol's rnost r e m d  
work in order to better articulate the questions posai in relation to Mchol's 50/ec1edorgrPts- At the same 
time, the multiple writing subjcct(s) in the book of T k  M m I u g y  is not acccssariy the sarne writhg 
subject as in SIected Organs. Although it is possible to rtsd, as Kambouteti rcads, Ths Mrnryrdogv as a 
continuing autobiography, this docs not nwan dut the autobiographid project posed UI SeIecred Orgrrni~ is 
identical. I am suggesting. rather, that a new structure is employed and institutai for Nichol's a u t o b i ~  
in Selecfrd Orguns. W h  the cmgloymem of the prose pocm fonn, the âivision of his writing h o  or&~s,  
and the uiitiating of his book with the figure of "The Vagina," Nichol moves bis writing in a diffcrent 
direction than any of the muitiplc directions of ïk Mcnty~oIogy. Aiong with the insights yiclded by reading 
Nichol's SuIrc~ecl Orgm alongride comemporary thinking about the body. and rlongside Nichol's other 



texts and its interpretations, th«e is a thmiotics. a poetics, opcrating in this text tht hs m t  yct becn 
articulateci. 
" Shidey Neuman, in her cssay on Tlu M p r t v r d w ,  provides an Ïiiuniinitine U y s i s  of tht hmion of 
punning in Nichol's poetics. Naman suggcsts tbot tbe pun rev& both the wntingeacy of the sisnifier - 
"that it d w s  indeed fest on m t ~ "  - but rlso gcstures to a meanhg b o n d  the signifier, "that is to 
be seen in the signifier's difIircna h m  Ïtself" (55). 
" M ~  purpose in comparing these passages oa the "mouth," and in Ornoduchg tropes of d c a t i o n  and 
consumption, is not to suggest tht Kichol rcvcrts to a corndonai and esenth& w - m  denbtcl 
figuration of women and their anatomy. Nor d o  I wish to be guilty of this construction myseK Rather, I 
wodd suggest thaî Nichol's resiss this mctaphor by -y invoking a d  subverting these 
associations. "The Vaginan is nok in its description, the devOUMg mouth, but the % q o k c n  mouth," the 
locus and failure of the deJEre for tcpeseritatioe, the &juxik tht criwot support the sketch 
l 3  siglum: A letter (esp. an initial) or 0 t h  symbol used rs an a b b W o n  for a worâ, propcr wne, etc., in a 
rinted text; BibIiogr. such r l a t a  or symbol uscd to derigrute 8 puticuiar version of a ütayr tart (OED). 
RMycoUePgueM~Cdbrobxmd.in..thih&I~dOgrmibe~afcrp.lr,tbrat$h 
each body part, thst each part bas a âkthctbe voict, and 1 un indcbted to ber for tbis iiwight. LiLe the pipe 
organ, the text fûnctions as a of opcnings, each releasing its own tone ["A usu. iarge d c o l  
instrument consisting of a numbcr of pipes, Jupplied with wmpessed air Grom bdlows, sounded by kcys, 
which on being prcssed d o m  la air into the pipes by opening valves'' (OED)]. It secciu to me entidy 
possible to r a d  this text as dtivdCII, mutti-mouthed - to read Nïchol's rcading of the body as piwdity 
and polyphony. 
l5 But of CO- <hu in't "tbe begh@" u di . . . 
16 I wili, through the remairder of this section, use the cide "tbc vaginan t o  rcfer to the sketch at the 
beginning of Nichol's or- and tht titk "Ilie VagM" to & to tbe organ u a whok. 
17 There is a marked shift in pronoms, a shiA ia nanative positioning. bawetn "The Vaginan end "The 
Fingers." This latter d o n  is as t  aimost adusivcty m the third pason, a m t k  symptom of the distancing 
of the wïting subject fiom writing. At the siinc tirne, this stnrctural shiA puts into quesion the singuhity of 
the writing subject. 1s the subject of Va@nan the same subject of 7bc Fiagen"? WC cannot b w  this, 
but we must hold the posstlbility of autobiography as being shiffuig and polyphotiic. 
1 a The movernent towards a rtprcsatation that is corpoteal, thot though marked by gender does not d e b  
gender, may be seen in Nichol's or- "The Anus." For Nichoî's writing subject, the anus ("an us") figures 
a potential overlapphg and effacing of gender: "1 just thot 'tbe anus rhymes bath men & women* (45). 
Again the space for this figure is conspiai- itnan, an unseen and unnamui - 'WC didn't so much aame 
it as allude to itn (43) - abyss of the corporeal. Nichot figura, in this organ, a copula that cannot possibly 
join. 
19 As I draw this study to a close, 1 tum for the W time to a ment book that hns jwt corne to my attention. 
Jonarhan Kertzer's Wonylng the Nation: I'ning a N a t i d  Lirerature in Eirgfi' C d ,  was 
published as 1 cornposed my own anaiysis of EaghshXuudirn iitmüum, d rcading thnnigh Kertzcr's 
study provokes a certain smse of ~im1 ichAPi t .  Engaged in tracing the theoretical background and 
possibitib'es in Canadian criticism, Katzer's study also interro@es prcviauly bdd notions of what 
"Canadian literaturen might consist of, and what it mi@ r c v d  to the Csnadian reader conceming hisnier 
identity. 

Kertter's text provokcd imrnediatc concan when 1 fint begm to read it, because it considers a 
number of the texts, both " p r ü ~ ~ ~ ' '  and "secondarf' that 1 have ocaminecl. Kertzer attends to Goldsmith's 
The Rising bïllage, Pratt's Towards the L a !  Qike. and Kogawa's Obavm as well as examining the 
thematic criticism denving fiom Frye's Bush Gur&n and the rejection of t h i ~  cunmt by critics like Davey. 
In addition, Kertzer takes great care to trace conceptions of mtionaüsm and its dationship to litcnmirc in 
both Canadian texts and critical discourse, and in so doing provides a cornprehensive and balancd w e y  of 
this field of inquiry. 

1 have, however, some resewations about Kertzcr's study that reminds me why 1 chose the topic of 
"beginnings" for my project. By shaping his tapic stridy in ternis of national identity and national litcrame, 
Kertzer binds hunself to a long and broad l e m  of similar Ulquiry. Thus, he spends a substantid portion of 
his time balancing one theory against the other: Frye against Davcy. Davey against Godard He@ agaÏnst 
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Herder, Herder agairist Bbbh., and so on This dows Kcrtzcr Little spae for hu owu voice, .ad O 
constrains him to examining tbe spccinc thcme of "Canada" urd "king Culdian" in the "primuy" te- he 
reads. Kemer seans to be following 8 t d  th8t hu becn weü-wed, d at timcs cagcr to catch up 
with those who bave aireidy venNtbd d m  tbc path. Tbe more fluid defiiiition ofmy topic lllowed me 
room to define rny thesis for mysdf, rad to aruniae demmts in the tacts 1 &it hd mt ya bœn tboroushly 
addressed. What prcsmts the most nrQne and most miporum chaiicnge to the critic, in my opinion, is to 
discover a new emry into a tex& to -ch for a différent way of reading evcn whiie achowledguig the 
readings that have corne More. 
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